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1
INTRODUCTION

Even insects express anger, terror, jealousy, and love by their stridulation.

Charles Darwin [1]

Emotions are expressions of the human internal states of mind, thinking, and feelings.
They are linked to decision making, mood, motivation, and many aspects of cognition
and intelligence. As a result, they play a central role in our social interactions and in-
dividual well-being. In human-human interaction, emotions enable people to express
themselves beyond verbal domains. Emotions could be expressed through means of facial
expressions, body posture, speech, and other gestures. In addition, blood pressure, skin,
heart-rate, and other body reactions could be a good indicator of the emotion dynamic
state. However, representing and computing emotions are difficult tasks. This is due to the
fact that emotions as phenomena are ill-defined and have been a controversial topic in
the scientific community [2]. In the 19th century, Charles Darwin [1] proposed that like
other traits in humans and animals, emotions also evolved and adapted through millions
of years. Emotion expression is complex and embedded within several signals in personal,
environmental, and cultural contexts. These facts make emotion perception difficult even
for humans.

Recently, emotion recognition (or emotion detection or emotion classification) has
gained a notable amount of research [3–5]. Practically, it is part of the Affective Com-
puting (AC) area, which is a multidisciplinary field that aims to automate the process of
emotion recognition, simulation, and inducement. AC is conceptually grounded in af-
fective science. Kappas et al. in [2, 6] suggested that affective states are enclosed body
expressions, neurological and physiological responses, and cognitive and metacognitive
states. Figure 1.1 demonstrates the foundations of AC in the fields of psychology, neu-
rology, and sociology, according to authors in [6], where affective states and the corre-
sponding changes are regulated and modulated by social and environmental contexts.

1
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Figure 1.1: Theoretical concepts of Affective Computing (AC) approaches according to D’Mello et al. [2].

However, traditionally, Artificial Intelligence (AI) in human behavior modeling and
understanding usually involves cognition processes such as planning, learning and de-
cision making, and perception. Thus, emotion, not being a cognitive process lacked a
significant focus of AI research [7], until the beginning of the millennium. However, af-
fect intertwines with cognition and influences the learning process, decision making,
and other logical behaviors. Recently, progress has been made in emotion-sensing, de-
tection, and synthesizing. For example, progress in synthesizing emotions is especially
achieved for virtual agents [8]. Nonetheless, major advances in AC have been fueled also
by recent tremendous improvements in sensing technologies and computational power.
In addition, neurological and psychological studies have gained a deeper understanding
of emotions which contributed to emotions’ modulation and framing.

Therefore, emotion recognition can be addressed through techniques and advances
in AC, utilizing pattern recognition approaches. It can be achieved through computa-
tional methods by developing classification and regression models to estimate emotions.
However, the fact that emotions are multifaceted, complex, socio-psychological and bi-
ological concepts, makes automatic emotion recognition a challenging task. This dis-
sertation addresses various problems in multimodal emotion recognition, which is an
important task towards achieving AC goals. In particular, it aims to predict emotions
through audio-visual cues, which consequently can lead to enhanced interactions be-
tween humans and robots, and machines in general. It employs and proposes progres-
sive research towards audio-visual emotion recognition, coming from state-of-the-art
techniques in the field of Artificial Intelligence. Earlier research in emotion recognition
targeted, either individual modalities (such as facial expressions and acoustic-prosodic
cues) or global multimodal emotion recognition [2, 4, 5]. This work focuses on multi-
modal recognition and exploits temporal interactions between audio-visual channels.
It aims to capture modalities’ strength for emotion recognition to utilize their comple-
mentary information. It adopts recent advances in AC such as Deep Neural Networks
(DNNs), Deep Metric Learning (DML), end-to-end learning, and the attention mecha-
nism for Audio-Video Emotion Recognition (AVER).
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I N this chapter, Section 1.1 introduces the motivation behind this dissertation based
on common theories and concepts in Affective Computing (AC) and presents models

for emotions’ representation. Section 1.2 elaborates on these concepts behind the moti-
vations and discusses emotion expression and perception from a psychological perspec-
tive. Section 1.3 gives an overview of the objectives and the research questions addressed
in this dissertation. Finally, Section 1.4 gives an overview of the content of the chapters
in the rest of this dissertation.

1.1. MOTIVATION AND CONTEXT

In our daily communication, while we speak, we also use different sensing mechanisms
through hearing, feeling, looking, and touching. The multiple means of communication
enrich our experiences and provide us with information to process that is used in our
interaction with other individuals. In this manner, we get deeper understanding of their
needs, behaviors, and intentions. Important factors, while processing multiple sources
of data, are emotion expression and perception. Emotion expressivity involves obvious
and hidden signals [9]. Obvious signals are vocal utterance, facial expressions, body pos-
ture and gestures, gaze, pupil dilation, skin color. Less obvious or hidden cues include,
but are not limited to: heart beating, sweating, respiration, temperature, blood pressure,
muscular activity. On the other hand, emotion perception involves only obvious signals.
All these categories of emotion expression and perception contribute to human-human
interaction, as well. People use emotions to synchronize their dialog, signal their plea-
sure/displeasure, comprehension, and agreement or disagreement [10]. Besides, emo-
tion expressions provide information about people’s attitudes, affective state, attractive-
ness, personality, and cognitive state.

In [11], Minsky suggested that emotions add feelings, values, and other dimensions
to rational thinking, just as artists add colors to their black-and-white paintings. In fact,
his book “The Emotion Machine” [11] attempts to explain the importance of emotions
which are the primary factors to distinguish humans from the rest of animals. In [12],
Harari described how emotions played a central role in human evolution during the
cognitive revolution, where social interactions and taking care of each other formed the
nutshell of human evolution. During this phase, emotions shaped human imaginations
and thoughts. For example, research in meta-cognition suggests that emotions could
regulate processes such as thinking and acquiring knowledge [13]. There is a scientific
consensus with regard to the importance of emotions in human cognition and intelli-
gence.

Similarly, Picard [9] defined Affective Computing (AC) as interdisciplinary research
that brings the computational models in computer science together with fields such
as psychology, linguistics, and neuroscience. AC aims to add emotional intelligence to
Artificial Intelligence (AI). Ultimately, AI should recognize humans’ emotions and sub-
sequently adapt its decisions appropriately according to those emotions. AC has gained
a notable amount of research in the last two decades. The field itself was established by
Picard in 1995 [9]. Despite the impressive progress in AC, there are still many challenges
to overcome, and effort is needed to improve technologies, such as affect recognition [3].
These challenges include:
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• Intrusive and expensive noisy sensors, such as physiological sensors

• Embedding complex psychosocial experiences in discriminative representations

• Difficulties in collecting and annotating realistic and adequate affective data

• Challenges related to obtaining ground truth labels for supervised learning where
inter-rater agreement is usually low

• Lack of universal theory to represent emotions across cultures and individuals due
to the difficulty of defining affect [14]

In emotion recognition, initially, many works focused on individual modalities (e.g.
emotion recognition using facial expression, speech recognition, or using data from
wearable sensors. However, the focus has shifted towards Multimodal Emotion Recogni-
tion (MER) through different modalities [2, 4, 5]. MER is more realistic and resembles the
way humans detect emotions. Nonetheless, this is a challenging task for several reasons.
Firstly, emotions have a highly complex nature which makes it difficult to model and
frame them for even humans themselves. Nevertheless, researchers have established a
number of theories to simplify these sophisticated experiences (as described in Subsec-
tion 1.1.1) [15, 16]. Secondly, multimodal data come from heterogeneous sensors with
associated cues obeying different properties and distributions [17]. Therefore, simple
fusion or learning algorithms might not be useful to capture the dependencies and com-
plementary information between these modalities, due to the non-linear relationship
between them. As a result, there is a need to develop systems to deal with these chal-
lenges for accurate and efficient multimodal learning schemes.

In addition, MER has desirable advantages over Uni-modal Emotion Recognition
(UER) systems. For instance, it can handle missing data from one modality and over-
come noise in the data of other sensors. In particular, e.g. Speech-based Emotion Recog-
nition (SER) can be useless if the user is not speaking, and Facial Expression Recogni-
tion (FER) can be misleading if the face is occluded. Nevertheless, a framework with
these two modalities can achieve higher performance, due to exploiting the complemen-
tarity between them.

Furthermore, recent advancements in sensing technologies and state-of-the-art
mathematical methods for data representations and classification procedures have in-
creased research interest in the MER field [3]. In particular, sensing technologies enabled
researchers to gather a vast and realistic amount of affective data. Besides, computa-
tional methods, such as Deep Neural Networks (DNNs), yielded impressive improve-
ments in emotion recognition due to the increased computational power and the avail-
ability of large data corpora [5]. As a result, AC and MER have a tremendous number of
applications, which range from education [13, 18, 19], health-care [4, 20, 21], automatic
vehicle driving [22–26], to entertainment [27–30]. Emotion recognition through various
data channels offers numerous opportunities to improve people’s lives while interact-
ing with automatic systems and enhances these systems with emotional intelligence to
enable a more human-centered interaction.

Prior to delving into the technical work and the state-of-the-art with regard to MER
and AC, the following subsections introduce theories on emotions, visual and vocal emo-
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tion perception, and multimodal emotion perception from a psychological perspective.
These theories lay down the foundation for the work in this dissertation.

1.1.1. EMOTIONS DESCRIPTION
There is no scientific consensus on the concept of emotions. Nonetheless, psychologists
define emotions as subjective affective states that occur in response to stimuli around
us. Moreover, theories on emotional states explain emotions as a combination of com-
ponents such as physiological responses, psychological appraisals, and subjective ex-
periences. For instance, the Arnold-Lazarus appraisal theory of emotions, which is a
dominant view on emotions among psychologists [31], suggests that bodily expressions
are followed by cognitive appraisals based on subject and context [32, 33]. For example,
if someone encounters a bear, his/her emotional response to this stimulus will depend
on his/her personal experience. In other words, he/she might feel terrified. However,
a well-armed and experienced hunter might be happy. Moreover, emotions are related
to concepts such as feelings, mood, personality, temperament, and instincts. Scientists
differentiate between emotions, feelings, and mood in terms of intensity, duration, ex-
pression, and awareness [34]. Nonetheless, emotions are conscious affective states that
tend to be intense with short duration as an instantaneous response to specific stimuli.
On the other hand, feelings represent the flow and the experience of emotions. Besides,
feelings can be influenced by other factors such as memories and beliefs. Finally, moods
are affective states that are long-lived but with low intensity, and they lack a specific con-
textual stimulus.

It is important to note that, in this dissertation, with regards to the terminology, emo-
tion and affect terms are used interchangeably. They refer to the dynamic state when an
individual experiences an emotion. There have been many approaches in the scientific
community to frame and model emotions. This section introduces emotion categories
that have been widely adopted among psychologists and computer scientists within AC.

DISCRETE MODELS

Emotions can be described in a prototypical way, using discrete categories. This view is
common since Darwin’s time, which aims to embed emotion description using standard
language. This theory implies that emotional states result from an evolutionary process.
As a result, they were adapted to help humans in solving specific and recurrent problems
[32]. For instance, in this evolutionary process, McDougall [35] referred to the developed
information processing mechanisms as instincts [32]. The instincts serve as emotion
modules, which include seven basic categories: anger, disgust, elation, fear, subjection,
tender emotion, and wonder [35]. Also, James proposed four emotions involving bodily
responses: fear, grief, love, and rage [36]. In his theory of emotions, James suggested that
emotions are experienced as a result of physiological responses.

Moreover, one of the most prominent works on discrete emotions is the research of
Paul Ekman. Paul Ekman [15] suggested that emotions can be categorized into classes,
where they can be measured, and they are physiologically discrete, specifically in re-
lation to universal facial expressions. The Ekmanian discrete set of emotions is anger,
disgust, happiness, fear, sadness, and surprise. Furthermore, Ekman suggested that fa-
cial expressions and emotions are mutually inclusive and usually covary. This is also an
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evolutionary view and is influenced by Darwin’s work [37]. For instance, widening the
eyes, which indicates surprise, can help increasing human vision to navigate through
unexpected events. Moreover, in this view, facial expressions, which are associated with
discrete emotions, have properties such as short duration. Also, facial muscle actions
are symmetric and involuntary. These apparent signals provide a simple yet reliable
emotional representation of internal thoughts to coordinate social interactions [32, 38].
Moreover, the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) has been proposed to describe facial
muscle movements that are associated with the Ekmanian emotions (FACS is briefly in-
troduced in Subsection 1.2.1).

Universality Claims: It is claimed that facial expressions of emotions are universal
and can be recognized in different cultures. Studies found high consistency of facial
musculature among adults across cultures [14, 37, 38]. For example, empirical research
by Ekman [15] showed that people from different cultures were able to recognize the
universal facial expressions with high accuracy.

Given the dominant views of basic models of emotion, psychologists have long de-
bated the discrete theories. One of the reasons is that emotions are subjective expe-
riences that are expressed and regulated based on cognitive appraisals. In addition,
the universal claim of biologically and physiologically distinct facial responses has been
questioned. For instance, the recognition accuracy of universal facial expressions drops
among people who are not having Western cultural background [32]. Besides, these
models are not descriptive enough to represent all range of emotions in our daily com-
munications [14]. Nonetheless, the idea that emotions are created through natural se-
lection of the evolutionary process is not very controversial since the other cores of the
mental subsystem were created by natural selection (e.g., perception, cognition, etc.)
[32]. Moreover, proponents of these proposals suggest that emotion activation (the phys-
iological response) is triggered by brain appraisal of perceived stimulus to survive. As a
result, these emotions are biologically distinct, as they convey specific purposes. Finally,
due to their computability, simplicity, and universality claim, discrete emotions have
been extensively studied in psychology and affective computing [38].

DIMENSIONAL MODELS

Dimensional models map emotions on coordinate systems, usually consisting of one
or more axes. Within these spaces, distances and similarities between emotions can be
captured and represented. Hence, a variety of dimensional models have been proposed
in the bibliography. Moreover, dimensional models emphasize concepts such as mood
and core affect, where, at any moment, the experiences of affective states are mapped in
a continuous space [31]. Most dimensional representations of emotions include arousal
and valence. For example, Figure 1.2a shows the scale and regions of arousal and valence
in a dimensional representation. Valence indicates how negative or positive the feeling
of emotion is, while arousal refers to the energy level of the feeling, from low to high.

In addition, the Pleasure, Arousal, and Dominance (PAD) model uses three scales
to represent the nature of emotions [39]. The valence scale measures pleasure (pleas-
ant to unpleasant). For example, fear and anger are on the displeasure side of the scale,
while happiness is a pleasant emotion, and it is placed on the pleasure side of the scale.
The arousal scale indicates the intensity level of emotion activation. For example, anger
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Figure 1.2: Emotion representations

is unpleasant emotion with high intensity, while depression is an emotion with low
arousal. Finally, the dominance scale reports how dominant or controlling the expe-
rience of an emotion is. For example, anger and fear are unpleasant emotions. How-
ever, fear is a submissive emotion, at the same time anger is a dominant emotion. Fur-
thermore, the wheel of emotions, by Robert Plutchick [16], offers a hybrid of both dis-
crete and dimensional representations for emotional classes. According to this wheel,
as shown in Figure 1.2b, emotions are grouped on a positive and negative basis, based
on their similarities and differences, for example, joy versus sadness and anger versus
fear. More importantly, a vertical dimension is used to measure the intensity of the rep-
resented emotions.

Finally, although dimensional models are more representative than the discrete
models, the projection of these high-dimensional states onto a point on a continuous
scale can lead to a loss in information (e.g. some emotions become indistinguishable)
[14]. Also, data annotation based on dimensional representations is challenging and
requires special training, as these models are not intuitive. Moreover, like the discrete
models, dimensional models lack the representation of context and subjective experi-
ences.

APPRAISAL MODELS

Appraisal models resemble the discrete models in the way that they view emotions as a
biologically distinct physiological response. The core idea of these models is the claim
that emotions are generated following cognitive appraisals (evaluations) of stimuli, con-
texts, and situations. In addition, the appraisals are influenced by backgrounds, cultures,
and personal circumstances. One of the most prominent appraisal models is the OCC
model by Ortony, Clore, and Collins [40]. It distinguishes 22 emotion types, which can
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change according to the psychological situations they represent. The OCC model stud-
ies the structure between appraisal variables and emotions. Specifically, it structures
the appraisals and emotions according to three primary reactions: (1) events, which are
evaluated by their consequences, (2) actions, which are judged based on agents, and
(3) aspects of objects. In particular, the proposed structure by [40] gives the following
branches:

• Attraction: Aspects of objects are evaluated based on their intrinsic properties. Af-
fective reactions to objects result in a variation of liking or disliking. In this branch,
the appraisals lead to attraction emotions such as love or hate.

• Attribution: The appraisals of actions of the self-agent or other agents lead to ap-
proval or disapproval reactions. These two reactions depend on the agent. For
instance, approval and disapproval of self-agent lead to pride or shame, respec-
tively. On the other hand, when judging other agents’ actions, appraisals lead to
admiration or reproach.

• Well-being: When consequences of events are judged, they cause pleasure or dis-
pleasure. Appraisals of consequences of positive or negative events related to one-
self with irrelevant prospect result in joy or distress emotions, respectively.

• Prospect-based: when consequences of events are related to oneself with crucial
prospects, reactions to the prospect positive or negative events result in hope or
fear, respectively. If the event is already confirmed, satisfaction or fears-confirmed
emotions arise. On the other hand, if events are disconfirmed, reactions lead to
relief or disappointment.

• Fortunes-of-others: If the consequences of the events focus on other people, de-
pending on either the events are desirable or undesirable to the others, appraisals
lead to one of the following emotions: happy-for, resentment, gloating, or pity.

• Well-being/attribution compounds: This last branch is a result of merging the
“Well-being” and the “Attribution” branches. It contains the following emotions:
gratification, remorse, gratitude, and anger. This set of emotions arises from the
action of agents, as well as the consequences of events.

Computational models derived from the appraisal theory of emotions have been pre-
dominant computational emotional models in the design of symbolic AI systems [31].
These systems emphasize explaining the connection between emotions and cognition.
For example, computational appraisal models define a set of appraisal variables associ-
ated with specific emotion types based on parameters to encode person-environment,
and relationship [31]. Subsequently, they apply “if-then” heuristic rules to map emotions
based on the defined appraisal variables and context information.

1.2. EMOTION EXPRESSION AND PERCEPTION
In Affective Computing, automatic emotion recognition is based on measuring the phys-
iological responses (expressions) of emotions. These measurements are based on how
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the emotions are manifested to and perceived by others. Although these responses and
perceptions vary across individuals and cultures, there are universal autonomic patterns
[9]. The following subsections discuss theories on emotion expression and perception
through obvious signals, such as vocal and visual cues.

1.2.1. FACIAL EXPRESSIONS AND VISUAL CHANNEL

Visual perception of emotions concentrates on the perception of emotions from facial
expressions and body gestures and movements [37]. Earlier studies suggested that ges-
tures and body postures are indicators of emotions’ intensity [41]. However, recent work,
e.g. in [42], showed that bodily movements such as the amount of movement, move-
ment speed, force, fluency, size, and height/vertical position are strong determinants
of arousal and potency. Nonetheless, the author of this study noticed the differences
between movements in positive and negative emotions are less prevalent. In addition,
authors in [41] found that several patterns of body movements occur when portraying
emotions, helping in emotion differentiation. These studies showed that body move-
ments and gestures could be an integrated part of a unified nonverbal emotion commu-
nication framework. Moreover, visual perception of bodily expressivity has been used in
studying personality, which consists in stable patterns of attitudes, mood, and emotions
over time [43]. For example, body posture conveys dynamic information about people’s
expressions (such as excitement and frustration), which are linked to their personality
[44].

Facial expressions are one of the two most widely accepted channels for emotion
modulation, along with vocal utterance [9]. In the 19th century, Duchenne de Boulogne
[45] defined a set of facial muscles for emotions such as attention, lust, disdain, and
doubt. Ekman is widely known for his studies in establishing facial expressions that are
shared in different age groups and across diverse cultures. Psychologists have also de-
veloped the Facial Action Coding System (FACS), which maps measurable facial muscle
movements to a discrete emotion space [46]. Action Units (AUs) are used as individ-
ual components to break down facial muscle movements. Subsequently, these AUs are
employed in a higher-order to identify basic emotions. For example, happiness can be
found in two AUs related to raising cheek and pulling lip corners. A comprehensive list
of AUs and their mappings to certain emotions can be found in [47], a study by Ekman
and Friesen, who proposed the first version of FACS.

In addition, a large body of research suggests that holistic facial configurations could
be informative for some affects [48]. Moreover, eyes could be the most important source
of affective display. Nonetheless, the combination of facial expression with the voice can
shift the attention to the mouth region, which makes the lower part of the face more im-
portant during the speech [48]. This proves the fact that combining these sources of in-
formation is more relevant for emotion prediction as it gives more confidence in emotion
interpretations. Furthermore, there is much uncertainty regarding which information is
face perception revealing, in contrast to its valuable information for recognition of per-
sonal identities. In other words, the relationship between facial expressions and emo-
tions is ambiguous since there are many social and cultural factors that determine the
scope of the emotion spectrum. Since people observe emotions through unified expres-
sive behaviors, the role of multimodal perception of emotions becomes more evident, as
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it provides a bigger picture of the expressed behavior, making emotion recognition more
reliable. For example, studies show that infants usually pay attention to persons’ facial
expressions and body gestures, hear persons’ voice, and engage in interactions when
touched [49], at the same time.

1.2.2. VOCAL-AUDITORY CHANNEL
Voice-based emotion perception and expression have received considerable attention
in the last three decades [48, 50]. They are widely acknowledged as the second form of
sentic modulation [9, 51]. For instance, emotions are expressed through speech despite
inter-speaker variability in the acoustic characteristics of the voice. Researchers have
investigated the contribution of acoustic and prosodic features (referred to as emotion
encoding or expression) and analyzed how people process these signals as intended by
the speaker (a process known as emotion decoding or perception (recognition)) [52].
There is some consensus that prosodic features and changes in speech pitch contribute
to the transmission of emotions, whereas loudness seems to be the least important [48].
Besides, acoustic signals contain personal and indexical cues that are nonlinguistic and
reveal information about the speaker’s gender, identity, age, and emotional state [50].
For example, studies suggest that children recognize emotions in voice before even real-
izing what is being said [53].

Scherer [54] stated that discrete emotions experienced by the speaker are reflected
in specific patterns related to speech. Furthermore, Scherer suggested that the vocal-
izer’s affective expression is accompanied by physiological changes in vocal production
[50]. On the contrary, some studies suggested the link between speech acoustics and
the activation of some sets of continuous dimensions. For example, Bachorowski et al.
[50, 55] mentioned that emotion-related acoustic features are traceable to two orthog-
onal dimensions of arousal and pleasure. Moreover, Scherer [56] studied human ability
to recognize discrete emotions. The research was conducted using 14 professional ac-
tors who portrayed 12 emotions. In this study, Scherer found that humans recognize
emotions from purely vocal stimuli with an accuracy of 60%. According to Scherer, hu-
man perception of emotions from the speech is best for fear, anger, and sadness [50].
However, the perception rate drops for positive emotions (e.g. happiness and interest)
and disgust. Finally, some views link vocal signals to inducing emotional responses. For
example, Bachorowski and Owren [50] suggested that vocal signals are more about in-
fluencing listener emotional responses than communicating emotions. This view is also
traced back to Darwin’s work on the veridical associations of vocal expressions of emo-
tions and the emotional state of the vocalizer.

1.2.3. MULTIMODAL EXPRESSION AND PERCEPTION OF EMOTIONS
In general, the early work of multimodal research is motivated by what is known as
the McGurk effect [57]. The McGurk effect suggests the interaction between vision and
speech perception. For example, when people hear the syllable /ba-ba/ and at the same
time watching the lips of a speaking person saying /ga-ga/, they perceive a third voice:
/da-da/ [57]. This interesting observation indicates the effect of one modality on others,
and also how perception could be altered by different sources of information. This phe-
nomenon offers an example of audiovisual integration and contributes to a significant
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amount of work that explores the cross-modal interactions [48, 58].

Much research in Multimodal Emotion Recognition (MER) is motivated by the
McGurk effect, as well as a large body of work in psychology which proves the impor-
tance of multimodal perception for emotion recognition. For example, Auberge et al.
[58] show that even in visible emotions (e.g. amusement), audio modality carries impor-
tant information that is related to the smiling face. Their study suggests that when the
McGurk paradigm is applied to discordant amused stimuli, acoustic information clearly
interacts with visual decoding. Also, acoustic features of the vocal utterance, such as vol-
ume, variability in pitch, rhythm, are associated with certain aspects of facial expressions
and body gestures [49].

Moreover, the basic emotion theory suggests that emotional responses are adaptive
mechanisms to evolutionary threats and opportunities. These responses are manifested
through peripheral physiology, bodily and facial expressions, and other expressive be-
haviors that govern social interactions [59]. In this framework, emotions are closely re-
lated to actions [59]. For example, Darwin claimed that facial expressions are the resid-
ual actions of behavioral responses which are accompanied by bodily gestures, postures,
vocalization, and other physiological responses [37]. Researchers refer to this process
as “emotional packages”. For example, the evolutionary view on basic emotions sug-
gests that facial expressions covary with emotional experiences. Research consistently
shows that facial expressions convey emotional states across cultures and individuals
[52]. Moreover, these facial expressions are coordinated with physiological responses
such as somatic activity, skin conductance, and cardiovascular responses. For instance,
fear, anger, and disgust are linked to elevated cardiovascular activation [37].

Beyond facial expressions, studying multiple modalities of emotion expression en-
abled researchers to discover the relative contribution of different modalities in emotion
expression and perception [59]. For example, De Gelder [48] postulated that bodily ex-
pressions of fear enable us to discern the cause of threats and the subsequent actions.
On the other hand, the face can only communicate the existence of a threat. Besides, a
large body of research in the field of psychology shows that acoustic features are more re-
liable in measuring arousal than measuring affectively valence experiences [50]. When it
comes to discrete emotions, empirical outcomes suggest the association of acoustic fea-
tures and expression of anger. As a result, each modality exhibits strength in emotional
expression, which indicates the multimodal expression of emotional states.

In addition, emotion perception appears to be multimodal. Humans usually inter-
pret emotions manifested in a variety of behaviors, such as facial and audio expressivi-
ties and body gestures. Darwin [1] suggested that emotions are closely related to actions,
which means that it does not matter in which way these emotions were displayed. For ex-
ample, the perception of an angry face or an angry voice leads to the conclusion that the
person is angry, not that the face looks angry or the voice sounds angry. De Gelder and
Voormen in [48] conducted three experiments on bimodal perception to study the inte-
gration mechanism of face and voice. Their study is based on presenting audio-visual
stimuli in which they created varying degrees of discordance in the expressed face and
in the tone of the accompanying voice. The experiments showed that the identification
of emotions in the face is biased in the direction of the way the tone of voice was pre-
sented. They also concluded that there exist bidirectional links between affect detection
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structures in vision and audition.
Besides, various studies on human ratings for emotion through audio-visual cues re-

vealed interesting observations in terms of which modality is more useful for which kind
of emotions. In [52], the authors showed that the recognition of disgust and fear is better
with audio-visual cues. On the other hand, anger and happiness are recognized accu-
rately with single modalities. These observations are also consistent with our findings
throughout this dissertation. For example, researchers in [52] showed that the human
visual perception alone achieved a 69.0% accuracy, while the perception in audio alone
was 45.5%. However, the presentation of both visual and auditory signals to human
raters increased their perception by at least 5.8%. From a computational perspective,
D’Mello and Kory conducted a meta-analysis on multimodal emotion recognition sys-
tems. Their study revealed that multimodal emotion detectors are consistently better
than their underlying unimodal detectors, with an average improvement of 9.8%.

1.3. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND QUESTIONS
Given how pertinent visual and vocal channels are, there is an increased interest in the
Affective Computing (AC) and Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) fields towards en-
hancing digital devices with emotion recognition capabilities through audio-visual cues.
This thesis aims at recognizing the displayed affective information through facial expres-
sions and speech signals by contributing to and employing techniques and methods in
the fields of AC and Artificial Intelligence (AI). Specifically, the main interest of this dis-
sertation is exploiting the powerful aspects of audio-visual cues for bimodal emotion
recognition in video clips. This work represents a step further to enhance automatic sys-
tems with basic elements of emotional intelligence to enable a more human-centered
interaction. Systems of emotion recognition can be used to achieve richer and human-
like communications in settings like HCI. Chapter 3 reviews the state-of-the-art in af-
fective computing in general, focusing on multimodal emotion recognition. It motivates
the research problem, technically, by providing information regarding the current state
of technologies, mathematical models in AC, and the advantages and disadvantages of
various modalities for emotion recognition. This dissertation addresses the problem of
automatic recognition of emotions through audio-visual signals. It focuses on achieving
the following four main objectives:

• Obtaining robust data modeling and representation for emotion recognition.

• Building an efficient fusion of audio-visual representations.

• Exploiting the temporal dynamics of emotion expression and perception.

• Producing an attentive system to multimodal and temporal expressions of emo-
tions.

These objectives serve as a list of requirements for the developed methods and tech-
niques. In order to achieve the objectives mentioned above, we address them as part of
the following formulated four main research questions:
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First research question: How to extract and fuse robust features and which
is their contribution to automatic emotion recognition?

In order to answer this question, two separate studies have been conducted. The
first preliminary study focuses on investigating and building temporal features for audio
and video representations. It constructs a pipeline to explore and exploit audio-visual
data and to efficiently fuse them for emotion recognition. Previous research investi-
gated automatic emotion recognition through individual modalities. For example, the
visual modality has been utilized for facial expression recognition using several features.
These features include appearance representations based methods (Gabor filters [60],
Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [61], Scale-Invariant Feature Transformation (SIFT) [62]),
geometric features [63], and unsupervised feature learning methods such as the recently
adopted Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) models [64]. In addition, audio-based
emotion recognition has shown a promising direction, and features such as prosody,
jitter, and fundamental frequencies have been shown to be useful [65]. On top of the
extracted audio-visual features, classification algorithms, such as Support Vector Ma-
chines (SVMs) with different kernel methods, were employed [66, 67]. Alternatively,
weighing approaches, such as a random search for optimal weights on the predictions
of each modality obtained from Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) [68], were conducted for
multimodal fusion.

In this dissertation, we address this research question by proposing a multimodal
framework for emotion recognition in a video-clip by taking advantage of both audio
and video features. Moreover, a hierarchical fusion approach is proposed. In this fu-
sion framework, various feature extraction algorithms are employed to obtain represen-
tations from audio and video channels. Subsequently, features are encoded via Fisher
Vectors (FVs) [69] which project the different types of features onto joint subspaces and
also facilitate the analysis of videos of varying durations. Next, the fusion of these rep-
resentations uses the KullBack-Leibler (KL) divergence minimization in order to obtain
optimal configurations for multimodal fusion.

The second study explores the usage of interaction parameters with learning mate-
rials as features for affect understanding. These interactions include student’s perfor-
mance, the time needed to attain her/his goal, level of the difficulty, and skill level. The
framework uses these features to predict whether a student was engaged, frustrated, or
bored during the learning activity. Affective states can be directly linked to a students’
performance during learning. Driven by the Theory of Flow (ToF) model, we investigate
the correspondence between the prediction of users’ self-reported affective states and
the interaction features. Cross-subject evaluation on a dataset of 32 users interacting
with the platform demonstrated that the proposed framework can achieve a significant
precision in affect recognition. Consequently, being able to retrieve the affect of a stu-
dent can lead to more personalized education, targeting higher degrees of engagement
and, thus, optimizing the learning experience and its outcomes.

Second research question: What is the impact of multimodal learning on
automatic emotion recognition?

As stated in the previous sections, emotion expression and perception intrinsically
have a multimodal nature. Studies have shown the impact of multimodal fusion which
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can lead to a significant improvement in emotion recognition [3]. Even though each
modality exhibits unique characteristics, multimodal learning exploits the advantages
of complementary information from diverse modalities. However, modalities’ depen-
dencies and relationships are not fully exploited for audio-video emotion recognition.
In the literature, most of the recent research studies on multimodal emotion recognition
are limited either to feature concatenation of various representations or late fusion of
individual modalities in combination with various classification algorithms [66, 68, 70].
Moreover, by employing an efficient metric distance, the accuracy of many classification
and retrieval problems can be increased, as it contributes to obtaining an improved per-
formance and robust representation [71, 72]. Metric learning approaches learn distances
to bring similar inputs closer and dissimilar ones further, which are more discriminative
than the conventional Euclidean distance.

This dissertation proposes a new Multimodal Emotion Recognition Metric Learn-
ing (MERML) framework, which leverages the audio-visual information to learn Maha-
lanobis metrics jointly for each modality. This objective is obtained by learning the dis-
criminative latent subspace contributing to robust emotion classification. Further, this
new distance is incorporated efficiently in Radial Basis Function (RBF) based SVMs, ben-
efiting the emotion classification task.

Third research question: What is the role of temporal dynamics in audio
visual cues, in automated emotion recognition?

Psychological and neurological studies have argued that negative and positive emo-
tions are displayed and recognized at different speeds and rates. In addition, research
demonstrated that emotion perception might require a different amount of time for an
accurate detection [73]. Thus, these alterations could be exploited efficiently through
a temporally-trimmed framework. Literature studies lack in-depth analysis and utiliza-
tion of emotions variation as a function of time [73–77]. Therefore, building on our find-
ings on the research conducted using metric learning, we address this research ques-
tion by proposing a novel multimodal temporal deep network framework. The proposed
method embeds video clips using their audio-visual content, onto a metric space, where
their gap is reduced and their complementary and supplementary information is ex-
plored.

Fourth research question: How can we capture the contributions of the tem-
poral dynamics of affect display using attention mechanisms?

Emotion display is usually following a common pattern, consisting of on-set, apex, and
off-set phases. Since the apex stage is the one usually capturing significant expressivity,
it is the phase used most frequently in emotion recognition [78]. Nevertheless, neighbor-
ing windows can also benefit the emotion recognition task since the temporal pattern of
emotion display can change, depending on the audio-visual modalities. For example,
happiness could be initially expressed through facial expressions, while corresponding
time windows in the audio channels are not useful yet. However, the following win-
dows could provide valuable information for the auditory cue [77]. We propose a frame-
work which consists of bi-audio-visual time windows that span short video clips labeled
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with discrete emotions. Attention is used to weigh these time windows for multimodal
learning and fusion. Consequently, we conducted extensive research to evaluate how
the framework models the time in both modalities, hence, enhancing identification per-
formance.

1.4. THESIS OVERVIEW
This dissertation is organized into seven chapters, besides this introductory one, which
presented the theoretical background of the dissertation topics and formulated the re-
search questions and objectives that guided the research in this dissertation. The struc-
ture of the rest of this dissertation is as follows:

Chapter 2 gives an overview of the technical background and tools used in
Affective Computing (AC) and audio-visual emotion recognition. In particu-
lar, it presents an introduction to the state-of-the-art in the fields of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) and machine learning employed in this dissertation.

Chapter 3 introduces a taxonomy of the research problem and a survey of
the past work on unimodal and multimodal emotion recognition. Specifi-
cally, it concentrates on the recent advances in the field within the scope of
the research pertaining to the dissertation.

Chapter 4 presents the two research studies conducted to address the first
research question: how to extract and combine meaningful features and
which is their contribution to automatic emotion recognition? It details fea-
ture extraction methods, fusion techniques based on Information Gain (IG)
and Genetic Algorithms (GAs) and presents the findings and the obtained re-
sults. Next, an additional study about affective state recognition from the in-
teractions with learning materials is detailed. It presents the data collection,
tracking, and annotations obtained from students interacting with learning
materials. This part of the research demonstrates the potential usage of such
features to track students’ affective states in terms of engagement, frustra-
tion, and boredom.

Chapter 5 addresses the second research question: what is the impact of
multimodal learning on automatic emotion recognition? A multimodal Ma-
halanobis distance metric is employed for audio-visual emotion recogni-
tion. The proposed metric is incorporated in Radial Basis Function for
Support Vector Machine (SVM). The proposed method shows that an effi-
cient fusion of audio-visual representations contributes to enhanced per-
formance.

Chapter 6 demonstrates the impact of using Deep Metric Learning (DML)
for audio-visual emotion recognition and answers the third research ques-
tion: what is the role of temporal dynamics in audio visual cues, in auto-
mated emotion recognition? It presents the study conducted to evaluate the
impact of time on emotion prediction as well as data mining for training a
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similarity metric approach for multimodal learning. This study shows that
taking advantage of the emotions’ temporal display, through incremental
perception, is beneficial. In addition, in this proposed framework, the devel-
oped method and the associated techniques, such as triplet sets mining and
data augmentation, contributed significantly to the stability and the perfor-
mance of the framework for emotion recognition. The temporal perception
of audio-visual cues shows that recognition rates increase faster for positive
emotions than for negative ones.

Chapter 7 presents a study addressing the fourth research question: how
can we capture the contributions of the temporal dynamic of affect display
using attention mechanisms? It presents a thorough analysis on using atten-
tion, its role in multimodal fusion, and how attention mechanisms are able
to utilize embeddings from all time windows and to capture the interactions
between video and audio modalities. A comprehensive meta-analysis is pre-
sented to explain the multimodal interaction, the benefits of joint model-
ing of audio-visual cues, and how robust is the framework when exposed
to challenging conditions during the training and testing phases. The re-
sults show that joint modeling of the audio-visual channel using the atten-
tion mechanism brings their entropies closer, hence, improves their perfor-
mance. Also, the evaluations show that exposing the framework to similar
conditions during the training and testing processes results in robust per-
formance.

Chapter 8 concludes the work on audio-visual emotion recognition and
highlights some directions for future research in the field.
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MACHINE LEARNING

I have always been convinced that the only way to get artificial intelligence
to work is to do the computation in a way similar to the human brain

Geoffrey Hinton1

This chapter presents the state-of-the-art methods in machine learning which are em-
ployed in the field of Affective Computing (AC). In particular, it focuses on the approaches
which are used throughout the dissertation. In addition, as this work aims to contribute to
the automation of emotion recognition, the proposed frameworks in the content chapters
utilize techniques from computer vision and machine learning. This chapter introduces
the fundamental topics that will be useful in the following chapters. The chapter is struc-
tured as follows. Section 2.1 gives an overview of essential concepts in machine learning,
which formed a core part of this work. Section 2.2 explains methods that benefit from
data similarity for learning, such as metric learning, while Section 2.3 gives a brief intro-
duction to Support Vector Machines (SVMs). Section 2.4 details the fundamentals of Deep
Neural Networks (DNNs) and describes a series of related concepts and key architectures.
Finally, Section 2.5 points out the context of this chapter within the dissertation and how
the content chapters benefited from and contributed to the presented approaches.

1https://www.utoronto.ca/news/
u-t-computer-scientist-takes-international-prize-groundbreaking-work-ai
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The following notions will be used throughout this dissertation:

x A scalar
x A vector
X A matrix
X Tensor
R A set of real numbers
{0,1, ...,n} A set containing n integers between 0 and n
[a,b] An interval of numbers including a, and b

Indexing
xi element i of a vector x , and indexing starts at 1
Xi , j Element i , j of a matrix X
Xi Vector x which corresponds to a row i of a matrix X

f (x ;θ) A function of x parameterized by θ.
Dataset

X A set of training examples
x A row (sample) in the training or the testing dataset
d dimensionality of the data input (sample)
n Number of samples in the training set
y A label of a data input
y Vector of the labels
t Temporal index in a sequential data
c The number of classes

2.1. MACHINE LEARNING CONCEPTS

M ACHINE learning is a family of approaches for Artificial Intelligence (AI), where the
foundation of the field is to design computational procedures and mathematical

methods that can learn to perform a certain task given data samples [79–81]. A method
from the field of machine learning must be scalable and adaptable to different domains,
where capturing data patterns and making decisions is important. For example, a task
such as sorting spam emails from legitimate ones cannot be easily done with a sequence
of instructions and hand-crafted rules. Instead, an approach borrowed from the area
of machine learning can acquire the necessary knowledge from a set of spam and non-
spam emails. In other words, a proper approach should make use of or even discover re-
lated features and build a model that, with high levels of accuracy, can decide on whether
an email is a spam or not [80]. In machine learning, there are two main learning cate-
gories: supervised and unsupervised learning.

SUPERVISED LEARNING

One large family of techniques in machine learning is making use of example (training)
data that are annotated with regards to their category or value. For example, a training
set could contain still images of dogs/cats, or in the case of this dissertation, the train-
ing set consists of short video-clips labeled with emotions. Supervised learning uses this
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labeled data, where each sample is represented by a feature vector and a target class or
value. Also, supervised learning can be applied on classification or regression tasks. In
a classification task, inputs’ labels belong to a discrete class. For example, in facial ex-
pression recognition, Ekmanian discrete emotions are widely used as labels for a given
face. A learning algorithm should learn to associate a facial image with one of the dis-
crete emotions, such as happiness or surprise. In a regression task, inputs’ labels have
continuous values. For example, predicting the values of arousal and valence in the di-
mensional models of emotions (as described in Subsection 1.1.1). The goal of supervised
learning goal is to learn the parameters (θ) so as to map the input features to the given
output. For example, one of the simplest formulation of the supervised learning could
be a linear regression that can be defined as

ŷ = f (x ;θ) = w T x +w0 (2.1)

where f (.) is the supervised model, x is an input data, and w0 and w are learnable pa-
rameters (θ) that allow for an accurate mapping from x to y . The machine learning
model is designed to optimize the parameters, θ, such that the approximation error to
the target class (value) is minimized [80].

In this dissertation, the discrete emotions are adopted as a model to represent emo-
tions. Therefore, this chapter focuses on reviewing machine learning’s classification ap-
proaches. In addition, the approaches employed in this dissertation have made use of
supervised learning techniques which are presented in the following subsections.

UNSUPERVISED LEARNING

Unsupervised learning is based on discovering patterns, solely relying on data without
any supervised output. Unsupervised learning assumes an underlying structure in the
input data. Hence, a density estimation function is used to capture this structure [80,
81]. Some patterns occur more often than others and unsupervised learning aims to
focus on discovering their probability densities. For example, clustering uses estimation
functions that extrapolate algorithmic relationships on data attributes. It groups data
onto clusters based on specific patterns and similarities between data samples.

Unsupervised learning is essential in various applications, such as image compres-
sion, document clustering, and human genome sequence modeling [80]. More im-
portantly, unsupervised learning can play a role when data annotation is challenging,
and the patterns within data could be useful. For example, many Deep Neural Net-
work (DNN) models rely on unsupervised learning, such as autoencoders and Gener-
ative Adversarial Networks (GANs). In these models, the parameters could be learned
via unlabeled data, yielding impressive results for image generation or feature represen-
tation [79].

2.2. SIMILARITY LEARNING
Similarity learning consists in supervised learning methods. In these approaches of ma-
chine learning, the main assumption is that similar data produce similar outputs. This
similarity is based on distance measurement between objects/classes of a training set
(X).
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2.2.1. K-NEAREST NEIGHBOR
The K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) technique assumes that inputs of similar classes are
drawn from the same distribution, hence a neighborhood could be defined to infer their
similarity [81]. This can be measured with the help of distance functions such as the
Euclidean distance. In KNN, the training phase consists in storing all the feature vec-
tors and their labels of training data. Then, when asked to classify a test point x , KNN
looks up the nearest k entries in the training set (X) and returns their major label as a
prediction for the test sample, based on a distance metric.

This procedure is referred to as “majority voting”. In other words, a neighborhood
(N k (x (i ))) is defined by the k closest data samples of the entry i (x (i )) in the training data
set according to a distance metric [81]. Therefore, ŷ will have the label of the dominant
class in the defined neighborhood. For example, if k = 1, then each test point is labeled
with the class of the assigned closest training point.

2.2.2. METRIC LEARNING
Nearest neighbor algorithms could be generalized onto a distance metric other than
the L2 norm, such as learned ones. This family of specialized algorithms can improve
the performance of KNN techniques, significantly. Distance metric learning is a fam-
ily of parametric approaches with a customized distance. Customized distances can be
learned using the similarities and dissimilarities in the training examples [82]. Standard
distance metric assumes a higher similarity between features of similar inputs and a big-
ger difference between non-similar inputs, by applying the standard Euclidean distance

d(x (i ), x ( j )) =
√

(x(i )
1 −x( j )

1 )2 + (x(i )
2 −x( j )

2 )2 + ...+ (x(i )
d −x( j )

d )2,

which can be also written in a vectorized form as follows:

d(x (i ), x ( j )) =
√

(x (i ) −x ( j ))T (x (i ) −x ( j ))

In addition, if we consider an identity I matrix, the previous formula can be rewritten
as follows:

d(x (i ), x ( j )) =
√

(x (i ) −x ( j ))T I (x (i ) −x ( j )).

As a result, this equation is represented as:

d2
I (x(i ), x( j )) =

(
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1 −x
( j )
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2 −x
( j )
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d

)

 (2.2)

In standard distance metric learning, the goal is to find an optimal metric M ac-
cording to similarity and dissimilarity constraints. For instance, in the low-rank Ma-
halanobis metric learning approach, a Mahalanobis matrix M = W T W is learned us-
ing convex optimization, where M is symmetric and positive. The learned matrix
W ∈ Rp×d , p ¿ d projects the high dimensional feature vectors (in the original space)
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Figure 2.1: Figure from [71] showing the procedure of the distance metric learning, Large Margin Nearest
Neighbor (LMNN). In this figure, the target neighbors are set to 3, where the goal is to keep data points with the
same label as close as possible within the defined sphere while pushing away the imposters (the data points
with different labels than the target class within the sphere).

x (i ) ∈ Rd to a latent space with lower dimensions W x (i ) ∈ Rp , where p is the dimension-
ality of the new learned subspace and d is the dimensionality of the original space. As a
result, the new formulation of equation (2.2) can be written as follows:

d 2
M (x (i ), x ( j )) = (x (i ) −x ( j ))T M(x (i ) −x ( j ))

= ‖W x (i ) −W x ( j )‖2
2 = ‖W (x (i ) −x ( j ))‖2

2

= (x (i ) −x ( j ))T W T W (x (i ) −x ( j )) = d 2
W (x (i ), x ( j ))

(2.3)

In other words, metric learning modifies the standard Euclidean distance to improve its
discriminative ability, such that the distance between similar classes would be as small
as possible, while enlarging it otherwise. Another benefit of metric learning includes di-
mensionality reduction of the feature vectors, by the linear transformation matrix (pro-
jection): W ∈Rp×d , where p ¿ d , and p ≥ r ank(W ). Note that, if M = I d×d , where I d×d

denotes the identity matrix, then the metric is reduced to a Euclidean distance (as shown
in equation (2.2)). Furthermore, a proper metric learning must obey the following prop-
erties:

• Non-negativity: d 2
M (x (i ), x ( j )) ≥ 0

• Symmetry: d 2
M (x (i ), x ( j )) = d 2

M (x ( j ), x (i ))

• Triangle inequality: d 2
M (x (i ), x ( j ))+d 2

M (x ( j ), x (k)) ≥ d 2
M (x (i ), x (k))

• Distinguishability: d 2
M (x (i ), x ( j )) = 0 ⇐⇒ x (i ) = x ( j )

Over the last twenty years, researchers have developed many approaches for distance
metric learning. The following list introduces examples, which are related to the meth-
ods proposed within this dissertation:
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• Large Margin Nearest Neighbor (LMNN): In [71], authors proposed LMNN such
that the k-nearest neighbors belong to the same label, while the examples of other
classes (labels) are pushed away by a large margin. As shown in Figure 2.1, for
each data point x (i ), LMNN defines target neighbors where they are pulled towards
this data point to have minimum distance, while the imposters (data points with
different labels) are pushed away. This process is optimized with the following cost
function:∑

i j
ηi j d 2

M (x (i ), x ( j ))+ c
∑
i j l
ηi j (1− yi j )[1+d 2

M (x (i ), x ( j ))−d 2
M (x (i ), x (l ))]+

where ηi j ∈ {0,1} indicates whether input x ( j ) is a target neighbor to x (i ) or not,
yi j is the target label, and []+ indicates the standard hinge loss and c is a positive
constant.

• Information Theoretical Metric Learning (ITML): In ITML [83], an information
theoretic approach is proposed to learn a Mahalanobis distance function. Authors
in [83] formulated the problem by minimizing the differential relative entropy be-
tween two multivariate Gaussians (M0 and M),

K L(p(x ; M0)||p(x ; M)) =
∫

p(x ; M0) log
p(x ; M0)

p(x ; M)
d x ,

with the following constraints:

d 2
M (x (i ), x ( j )) ≤αsi mi l ar , (x (i ), x ( j )) ∈ §

d 2
M (x (i ), x ( j )) ≥αdi ssi mi l ar , (x (i ), x ( j )) ∈D

where § and D are sets of similar and dissimilar data points, respectively. As a
result, the distance between similar data samples are kept below αsi mi l ar , and the
distance between dissimilar samples is pushed above αdi ssi mi l ar .

• Geometric Mean Metric Learning (GMML): In GMML [84], authors take into con-
sideration the impact of the dissimilar data points. As a result, M is proposed to
decrease the distance over all similar points, while M−1 measures the interpoints
distances of dissimilar points using the following objective:∑

(x (i ),x ( j ))∈§

d 2
M (x (i ), x ( j ))+ ∑

(x (i ),x ( j ))∈D
d 2

M−1 (x (i ), x ( j ))

• Diagonal Metric Learning: This is probably the most straightforward distance
metric, where the aim is to learn a weight for each dimension in the feature space.
The learning of these weights can be carried by conventional linear Support Vector
Machines (SVMs), since they have a similar formulation (as explained in Section
2.3). The relationship of this method to standard Euclidean distance can be ob-
served with the following diagonal metric

d2
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• Low-rank Joint Metric Learning: This metric learning measures the similarity and
difference between feature vectors [85, 86]. It corresponds to the difference be-
tween the low-rank Mahalanobis distance, (x (i ) − x ( j ))T W T W (x (i ) − x ( j )), and the
low-rank kernel (inner product), x (i )T

V T V x ( j ), of two input feature vectors x (i )

and x ( j ). In other words, the resulting distance from the low-rank Mahalanobis
metric measures the difference between two data inputs, while the score obtained
from the inner product gives the similarity between these two data inputs.

DEFINITION AND OPTIMIZATION OF DISTANCE METRIC LEARNING

Figure 2.1 shows a set of data inputs clustered by a learned distance metric. The clus-
ters are formed according to their qualitative categories, using optimization procedures.
There is not a universal approach for the optimization of distance metric learning. How-
ever, optimization methods inspired by Expectation Maximization and Gradient De-
scent are the most widely used techniques. In this dissertation, we mainly use Stochastic
Gradient Descent (SGD) in optimizing the adopted metric learning [71, 87]. Chapter
5 concerns with developing a multimodal metric learning for audio-visual recognition.
Section 5.4 details the proposed algorithm and defines the training and optimization
procedure (using SGD), which can be generalized to other metric learning approaches.

2.3. KERNEL METHODS: SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) is a discriminant-based method that is written as a
sum of the contributions of a subset of the training data samples [80]. In other words,
in SVM, it is not necessary to learn classes’ densities, rather, it estimates where the class
boundaries are. The subset of the training set used to estimate the parameters of the
SVM model are called the support vectors. Figure 2.2 shows an illustration of SVM using
a hyperplane to separate two classes of data with a margin. SVM is one of the most
popular and influential statistical learning methods [88].

The basic implementation of SVM can be illustrated using two classes with {+1,−1}
labels. SVM uses a linear function w T x (i ) + b to find the boundaries between classes.
It imposes a constraint on the output (y (i )) to be positive if the class is positive, and
negative otherwise. This can be mathematically described through equation (2.4), which
covers both the positive, as well as the negative case as follows:

y (i )(w T x (i ) +b) ≥+1, (2.4)

where y (i ) is the input label. SVM aims to maximize the distance (also referred as the
margin ρ) from the closest instance of a class to the optimal separating hyperplane (ob-
tained with the learned weights: w T x (i )+b). Since the distance of x(i ) to the closest point

in a hyperplane is:
y (i )(w T x (i ) +b)

‖w‖ , thus, for positive and negative samples, the distance

should be at least within a margin ρ:

y (i )(w T x (i ) +b)

‖w‖ ≥ ρ , ∀i (2.5)
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Figure 2.2: An illustration of SVM.

Therefore, ρ should be maximized, and in order to limit the number of the solutions
for w to a unique solution, ρ‖w‖ is set to 1 [80]. As a result, the learning task can be
constrained as follows:

min
1

2
‖w‖2 subject to y (i )(w T x (i ) +b) ≥+1 , ∀i (2.6)

which is a constrained optimization quadratic problem that can be solved by the La-
grangian multiplier method [80]. Therefore, the primal form of the optimization prob-
lem can be formulated as follows:

min Lp = 1

2
‖w‖2 −

n∑
i=1

α(i ) y (i )(w T x (i ) +b)−
n∑
i
α(i ) wrt w ,b (2.7)

where α is a vector of coefficients (Lagrange multipliers) subject to α(i ) ≥ 0 and n is the
number of training samples. The derivatives of equation (2.7) with respect to w and b
are:

∂Lp

∂w
= 0 =⇒ w =

n∑
i=1

α(i ) y (i )w (i ) (2.8)

∂Lp

∂b
= 0 =⇒

n∑
i=1

α(i ) y (i ) = 0 (2.9)

Notice that w is a linear combination of the training data samples (X ) and their outputs
y , and the Lagrangian values α. Furthermore, by substituting these into equation (2.7),
the dual formulation is

max Ld =−1

2

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

α(i )α( j ) y (i ) y ( j )x (i )T
x ( j ) +

n∑
i=1

α(i ) (2.10)

where we maximize overα(i ), subject to constraints in equations (2.9) and (2.8) andα(i ) ≥
0. In addition, the dependence on w and b is removed. Notice that this formulation of
SVM is written in terms of the dot product between samples.
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Figure 2.3: Kernel trick in SVM projects data samples onto a subspace where linear model could be applied.

However, in case the problem is nonlinear, nonlinear transformations can be em-
ployed to map the problem to a new space instead of fitting nonlinear functions. Hence,
the linear model in this new space corresponds to the nonlinear model in the original
space [80]. A key innovation in SVM is the kernel trick [79, 80]. The kernel trick is il-
lustrated in Figure 2.3, where it applies a nonlinear transformation (φ) using a suitable
basis function and then uses a linear model in the new space for the optimization. For
example, the dot-product in equation (2.10) can be replaced by a function as follows:

K (x (i ), x ( j )) =φ(x (i ))
T
φ(x ( j )), which is called the kernel function. As a result, in this trick,

the formulation of SVM in equation (2.10) can be re-written as follows:

max Ld =−1

2

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

α(i )α( j ) y (i ) y ( j )K (x (i ), x ( j ))+
n∑

i=1
α(i ) (2.11)

Besides its computational efficiency, SVM dual formulation and the kernel trick
make it possible to learn a model that is nonlinear as a function of x using convex opti-
mization which guarantees an efficient convergence [79]. In other words, it converts the
optimization in equation (2.6) to a form in which the complexity depends on the num-
ber of samples n rather than the inputs dimensionality d . As a result, the optimization is
done mainly on α, in which we maximize with respect to αi , subject to the constraints∑

i α
(i ) y (i ) = 0 and α(i ) ≥ 0,∀i . Finally, there are different types of kernels and the most

popular ones are:

• Radial Basis Functions (RBFs): K (x (i ), x ( j )) = exp
[ − ‖x (i ) −x ( j )‖2

2s2

]
. In fact, a

learned metric (as described in Subsection 2.2.2), such as learned distance met-
ric with a Mahalanobis kernel, can replace the Euclidean distance: K (x (i ), x ( j )) =
exp

[− 1

2
(x (i ) −x ( j ))T M(x (i ) −x ( j ))

]
• Polynomial of degree q: K (x (i ), x ( j )) = (x (i )T

x (i ) +1)
q

, where q can be selected by
the developer.

• Sigmoidal functions: K (x (i ), x ( j )) = t anh(2x (i )T
x ( j ) +1)
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Input layer ∈ ℝ5 Hidden layer ∈ ℝ4 Output layer ∈ ℝ2

Figure 2.4: An input layer could be pixels of an image, where the Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) tries to learn the
mapping functions’ parameters to predict the label of this image (e.g. vehicle, cat, or dog).

2.4. DEEP NEURAL NETWORKS
Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) constitute a family of approaches within Machine Learn-
ing that are typically more complicated than techniques like kernel methods introduced
before. Among the biggest advantages of DNNs is the fact that they can derive feature
representations as opposed to hand-crafted features [89]. DNNs learn these represen-
tations through multiple processing layers with various levels of abstractions. Based on
concepts such as back-propagation and gradient descent, the DNNs’ layers change their
internal parameters to capture multiple levels of representations. DNNs’ architecture is
loosely inspired by biological neural networks [79]. The idea is that the brain is an intel-
ligence processor which provides interesting principles that should guide the computa-
tional models. However, DNNs are not designed to be realistic models of the biological
neural networks [79]. During the last decade, progress in DNNs has been achieved due
to the following factors [79, 89, 90]:

• Increased computational power: computation resources were crucial to run very
deep DNNs’ architectures with multiple layers. One theory in DNNs is that depth
and the size of the models contribute to its performance, similarly to animals be-
coming more intelligent when many neurons work together. Faster Central Pro-
cessing Units (CPUs) and the advent of general-purpose Graphics Processing Units
(GPUs) make it feasible to test these theories and to prove that a larger network can
achieve higher accuracy on complex tasks [79, 89].

• The availability of large-scale datasets: sizes of benchmark datasets increased re-
markably, which is largely due to extensive data availability on the world wide web,
digitization of society, and the vast amount of new sensors to acquire data.

As a result, the availability of efficient and powerful computers allowed researchers to
apply machine learning approaches, including DNN methods, to learn sufficiently from
the training data [89].

MULTILAYER PERCEPTRONS

The basic building blocks for early implementations of Artificial Neural Networks
(ANNs)/DNNs are the feedforward Multilayer Perceptrons (MLPs). Figure 2.4 shows a
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MLP, which is a mathematical abstraction to map some input to a certain output. In
fact, these computational graphs use functions to map an input x to a category y . For
instance, MLPs define the mapping function as y = f (x ;θ), where θ are parameters
that MLPs learn in order to achieve the best possible performance conditioned above
the imposed hyperparameters (e.g. number of neurons and number of layers), as well
as the amount and quality of available training datasets. As depicted in Figure 2.4, a
MLP can consist of multiple layers, and the functions could be connected in a chain,
f (x) = f (3)( f (2)( f (1)(x))), where this chain of functions represents the first layer, the sec-
ond layer, and the third layer, respectively. The number of these layers represents the
depth of a given model. The final layer is usually referred to as the output (prediction)
layer . The layers between the input and the output layers are referred to as hidden lay-
ers. In addition, each layer consists of a number of units which represents its width. In
other words, the design of a DNN refers to the overall structure, which is based on the
chain structure of hidden layers and activation units on their outputs. For example, a
layer l can be expressed as follows:

h(l ) = g (l )(W (l )T
x +b(l )) (2.12)

where W (l ) and b(l ) are weight matrices and bias vectors that are learned for each layer
(l ). g (l ) is an activation function and h(l ) contains a hidden layer values and their di-
mensionality can be customized as demonstrated in Figure 2.4. Therefore, the depth
of the architecture, as well as the width of its layers (number of hidden units) are im-
portant hyperparameters when training DNNs. For instance, studies show that deeper
DNNs are often able to generalize to test sets, while shallow architectures are prone to
over-fit training sets [79]. The following subsections elaborate on the essential compo-
nents of a MLP, by explaining the activation functions applied to a hidden unit (g (l )),
the optimization procedure based on the output unit, and the training algorithms of
DNNs’ models. These elements are common in existing DNN architectures, which dif-
fer in structures (for example operational units and layers’ connectivities) according to
specific tasks. For example, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are specialized ar-
chitectures in computer vision (explained in Subsection 2.4.1), and Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNNs) which are widely used in temporal and, sequential, in general, data
analysis [89, 90] (see Subsection 2.4.2).

HIDDEN UNITS AND ACTIVATION FUNCTIONS

A perceptron with a single layer can only approximate linear functions. To overcome
this limitation, the hidden layers concept was introduced in feed forward networks and
nonlinear activation functions are used to compute the values of the hidden layers [79,
80]. Usually, a hidden layer on an input x can be described by computing the linear
operation of: z = W T x +b, where W ∈ Rd×h , b ∈ Rh , and x ∈ Rd . Subsequently, the
non-linear activation functions (g ) are applied on these linear operations (as shown in
equation (2.12)): (g (z) = g (W T x + b)). For instance, Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) is
the most common activation function used in CNNs [91]: g (zi ) = max(0, zi ). Also, step
function, with output of either 1 or 0:

g (zi ) =
{

1 if zi ≥ 0

0 if zi ≤ 0
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Initially, most neural network models adopted sigmoid activation function, g (z) =σ(z) =
1

1+e−z , or hyperbolic tangent function, g (z) = t anh(z) = ez−e−z

ez+e−z . Sigmoidal functions suf-
fer from saturation as they result in high value if z is very positive, while they give low
value if z is very negative [79]. This saturation makes training a neural network, with
gradient based learning, difficult. However, hyperbolic tangent units perform better. Be-
sides these units, special operations are applied to the output of DNN (e.g. softmax) as
cost (loss) functions, which are explained in the next subsection.

LOSS FUNCTION AND OPTIMIZATION

Like many other machine learning algorithms, the training of DNNs is based on gradient
descent. This procedure requires designing a model, a loss function, and specifying the
optimization method. However, the nonlinearity of DNNs, caused by the hidden layers
and the activation functions, makes loss functions non-convex. Therefore, DNN models
are usually optimized through iterative gradient-based approaches.

For a given model of y = f (x ;θ), its parameters (θ) are learned via an optimization
algorithm. These parameters are optimized such that the mapping from x toy leads to
robust representations and, hence, performance. The performance of a model can be
measured through a loss function (sometimes this is referred to as a score function). It
indicates the quality of the learned parameters based on how well the predicted scores
agreed with the true labels of the input data. Usually, a Deep Learning (DL) model em-
ploys a distribution p(y |x ;θ) and utilizes the principle of maximum likelihood for the
optimization procedures [79]. For example, as a loss function, the cross-entropy, which
is equivalent to the negative log-likelihood, measures the distribution given the model
parameters and the input data with respect to the model predictions. The loss function
can be defined as:

J (θ) =−Ex ,y∼X̂ log pmodel (y |x) (2.13)

where X̂ is the empirical distribution defined by the training setX. In a classification task,
e.g. emotion recognition using audio-visual data, a given model produces c-dimensional
probabilities (where c is the number of emotions). Therefore, a softmax function is used
on the output to represent the probability distribution over the c different classes, i.e. it
produces a vector ŷ , with ŷi = P (y=i |x). This is a generalization of the sigmoid function
which is employed to represent binary variables. Softmax operation guarantees that the
prediction vector (ŷ) sums to 1. More importantly, this operation makes the logarithm
operation on the cost function well-behaved for gradient-based optimization [79]. For
example, as an output layer, a linear prediction layer produces the non-normalized log
probabilities, z , as follows:

z =W T h +b (2.14)

where z values are defined as follows: zi = log P̃ (y=i |x). Subsequently, softmax is ap-
plied on z to obtain the desired prediction vector (ŷ), as follows:

softmax(z)i = ezi∑c
j ez j

(2.15)
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Using an exponential function works well when softmax is employed in the training
and optimization processes. Since, as seen in equation (2.13), we aim to maximize the
log-likelihood. The log function undoes the exponential, which also helps to prevent the
saturation of the gradient. Consequently, this is beneficial for gradient-based learning.
Therefore a log is applied to equation (2.15) as following:

log softmax (z)i = zi − log
c∑
j

ez j (2.16)

CROSS-ENTROPY LOSS

From information theory, the cross-entropy [92] between the actual distribution (y) and
the predicted distribution (ŷ) can be defined as:

H(y , ŷ) =−
c∑
i

yi l og (ŷi ) (2.17)

where yi means the i th element of the ground truth probabilities. Hence, the network
is optimized to minimize the cross-entropy between the predicted class probabilities
( ezi∑c

j e
z j ) and the actual (true) distribution (e.g. y = [0,0,1, · · · ,0] is a vector that contains

a single 1 at the i-th position, for the corresponding class). Therefore, the loss value
(L(ŷ , y)), using this score function, guides the training of the model as an optimization
cost. This loss value is associated with single training sample x , its true label y , and the
network output prediction ŷ . Consequently, the cost function as defined in equation
(2.13), can be re-written using the cross-entropy for n samples as follows:

J (θ) =−Ex ,y∼X̂ log pmodel (y |||x) =
n∑
j

H(y ( j ), ŷ ( j )) (2.18)

Moreover, the cross-entropy could be written in terms of entropy (H(y) =
−∑c

i yi log(yi )) and Kullback-Leibler (DK L(y ||ŷ) =∑c
i yi log( yi

ŷi
)) divergence [93] as:

H(y , ŷ) = H(y)+DK L(y ||ŷ) (2.19)

Subsequently, this is equivalent to minimizing the KL-divergence between the two dis-
tributions, since the entropy H(y) is zero, since y = [0,0,1, · · · ,0].

Softmax classifiers (which give the normalized class (e.g. emotion) probabilities) are
intuitive probabilistic methods to design objective functions and to train DNNs. More
importantly, information theory concepts have been utilized in this dissertation for mul-
timodal fusion. For example, minimizing the KL-divergence between two modalities
predictions with respect to the true distributions leads to a more efficient fusion. These
outcomes and decisions are elaborated in Chapters 4 and 7.

TRAINING - BACKPROPAGATION

The information flows through a network when an input data x is feedforwarded to ob-
tain an output ŷ . The initial output is then back-propagated through the hidden units of
each layer in a process called backpropagation [79, 94]. backpropagation utilizes the cost
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Figure 2.5: An example of how SGD finds the local minimum of a loss function.

value J (θ) in order to compute the gradient of the network. It is important to distinguish
between the role of the backpropagation and the gradient descent process. The Back-
propagation algorithm is a method for computing the gradient of the network cost (J (θ))
with respect to its parameters. On the other hand, the learning process is performed via
the Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) using the computed gradient in order to update
the network parameters θ (weights) and minimize the loss function.

Informally, computations in DNNs can be expressed in terms of computational
graphs, where each node indicates an operation on a variable [79]. Variables could be
a scalar, a vector, or a tensor. The operations, as discussed in the aforementioned sub-
sections, could be a cost function on the output layer, activation function on the hidden
unit, or a linear transformation on an input layer. Back-propagation is an algorithm that
computes the derivatives using chain rules on functions formed by composing other
functions. For example, if we have y = g (x) and z = f (g (x)), then the chain rule com-
putes the derivatives as follows:

d z

d x
= d z

d y

d y

d x

. This can be generalized on vector cases, where x ∈ Rd , y ∈ Rc , i.e. g maps Rd to Rc and
f maps Rc to R. Therefore, the chain rule, if y = g (x) and z = f (y), is

∇x z =
(∂y

∂x

)T
∇y z (2.20)

where ∂y
∂x is the c × d Jacobian matrix of g . Subsequently, backpropagation performs

the Jacobian-gradient product for each computation in the graph [79]. Specifically, we
are interested in computing the gradient of the cost function with respect to a network’s
parameters ∇θ J (θ), in a mini-batch of m samples, randomly selected from a training set
X

ĝ =∇θ J (θ) = 1

m
∇θ

m∑
i=1

L( f (x (i );θ), y (i )) (2.21)

where L is the loss per sample. Using a learning rate (lr) ε, the SGD performs learning
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Figure 2.6: Convolutional layer illustration.

iteratively (as demonstrated in Figure 2.5) until a stopping criterion is met through up-
dating the network parameters as follows:

θ = θ−εĝ (2.22)

2.4.1. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS
CNNs are specialized architectures of DNNs and are the main network type in computer
vision, which are usually applied on data with grid-like topology, e.g. RGB images [89].
The backbone of these networks is a mathematical operation called convolution. This
operation leverages three principles: sparse connectivity, weight sharing, and equivari-
ant representations [79]. Applying a standard MLP on images can lead to an explosive
increase in the number of weights per hidden units. For example, for an image of 32×32
resolution, the first layer has to learn 32×32 = 1024 weights per hidden unit (neuron).
However, this number increases to 196,608 for an RGB image of 256×256×3 resolution.
In addition, instead of fully-connected units (neurons), units are connected to specific
local regions in the previous layers, leading to sparse connectivity. This is motivated by
the fact that meaningful features like edges can be computed on small numbers of pix-
els. The main components of CNN models are convolutional layers, pooling layers, and
fully connected layers; these are explained in the following subsections.

CONVOLUTIONAL LAYER

The convolution operation between an image and a kernel can be defined as:

S(i , j ) = (I ∗K )(i , j ) =∑
n

∑
m

I (n,m)K (i −n, j −m) (2.23)

where I is an image and K is a given kernel. On the other hand, neural network libraries
usually opt for applying the cross-correlation (which similar to convolution but without
flipping the kernel), as follows:

S(i , j ) = (I ∗K )(i , j ) =∑
n

∑
m

I (i +n, j +m)K (n,m) (2.24)
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The kernel response is computed over image regions, in which the response is higher
when applied on similar local regions. In a CNN model, a convolutional layer consists
of a learnable set of filters (kernels). Also, a convolutional layer contains a number of
channels, where each channel learns one kernel (e.g. with a size of 3∗ 3 as shown in
Figure 2.6b). As the size of the kernel is smaller than the size of the image, this satisfies
the principle of sparse connectivity. Moreover, the kernel is slid over the input image with
a stride. If the stride is set to 1, then the kernel is moved over the image by one pixel. In
addition, if the kernel size is 3× 3, with stride one, the input image then decreases by
one pixel at every boundary (as shown in Figure 2.6a). Thus, to prevent this, a padding
technique can be used, e.g. zero padding. More importantly, when sliding the kernels,
they are activated and generate higher responses when detecting visual features such as
edges or blobs with certain colors.

The principle of weight sharing in CNNs refers to applying a learned kernel to the
whole image. This operation reduces the number of the parameters that a model needs
to learn and store. Therefore, a large number of hidden units use the same weights by
applying the same convolutional operation. Finally, weight sharing leads to a further
property which is the equivariance to translation [79]. In particular, equivariance refers
to the fact that if the input of a function changes, the output changes in a similar fash-
ion. Mathematically, this can be expressed as f (g (x)) = g ( f (x)). As a result, convolution
is invariant to translation, however, it is not invariant to other transformations such as
rotation and scale.

POOLING LAYER

Following the convolutional operation, a non-linear layer such as rectified linear activa-
tion is used. After these two processes, a standard practice in the CNN architectures is
the usage of a pooling function. At each block, a pooling function is applied on the out-
put of the network at a certain local neighborhood (as shown in Figure 2.7). This func-
tion summarizes the content of this neighborhood and reduces its size, which is why it is
called a downsampling operation. For instance, the max-pooling operation results in the
largest value within a local neighborhood (e.g. 2×2). Other examples of pooling func-
tions include average-pooling, weighted pooling based on the distance from the central
pixel, and L2 norm of a rectangle neighborhood [79].
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Figure 2.8: A variant of CNN architecture called VGG [95]. This model is called VGG-16 since it has 13 convolu-
tional layers and 3 fully connected layers. The figure was generated using PlotNeuralNetworks Software 2.

FULLY-CONNECTED LAYER (FCL)
The successive blocks of pooling and convolutional layers in CNN architectures (as il-
lustrated in Figure 2.8), constitute the core mechanism through which these topologies
extract meaningful features for further classification or regression tasks. A CNN model
transforms an input image layer by layer from the pixel-level values to a score-level
which represents the prediction of the model for the content of the image. In particular,
Fully Connected Layers (FCLs) are usually employed as representations for classification
purposes. For example, in Figure 2.8, the two FCLs convert the features’ maps (of the last
convolution block) onto a feature vector to represent the input image. The last FCL’s
dimension depends on the number of classes.

Usually, in classification, a softmax layer is applied (as explained in Section 2.4 and
in equation (2.15)). The softmax layer’s values are between 0 and 1 and their sum is equal
to 1. Consequently, the values of the output layer represent the a-posterior probability
of the classes in the training data.

VGG MODELS

One of the most common architectures of CNN models is VGG-16 [95], which is illus-
trated in Figure 2.8. As an input, the figure shows an RGB image with a fixed size of
224×224 pixels. The input image is followed by 5 successive block operations of convo-
lution and pooling. The convolutional layers have small receptive fields, i.e. 3×3. The
stride to slide the convolution operation is set to 1 pixel. A max-pooling operation is
performed over 2×2 windows with a stride of 2. Following the convolutional layers, two-
fully connected layers (each with 4096 dimensions) are applied after the output of the
last convolutional layer. Finally, a prediction layer is employed to predict the input class.
The dimensions of the prediction layer depend on the number of classes in a dataset. For
example, VGG was employed and adapted for the purpose of face recognition in the wild
in [96], using a dataset with 2.6K people. As a result, the prediction layer of the devel-
oped model, which is called VGG-face, has 2.6K dimensions. Apart from this, VGG-face

2PlotNeuralNetworks Software

https://github.com/HarisIqbal88/PlotNeuralNet
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Figure 2.9: Examples of RNNs’ loop and structures.

has a similar architecture to the one displayed in Figure 2.8. In this dissertation, VGG-
face is used for visual feature extraction from facial expressions’ images in Chapters 4
and Chapter 5. In addition, VGG-M [97] is another example of VGG architectures. It is a
relatively smaller model, e.g. it has 5 convolutional layers. The convolutional operation
is applied with a larger stride, e.g. stride = 2. VGG-M was designed to make computation
time efficient and reasonable [97]. In the study of Chapter 7, VGG-M is used for feature
extraction from the images of facial expressions, in every of time segments of a video
clip.

2.4.2. LONG-SHORT-TERM-MEMORY
RNNs are a special architecture of neural networks, specifically designed to handle se-
quential data. For example, treating sequential data (x (1), ...,x (t )), such as video streams
or text, as one large input, does not take into consideration variables like time and data
length. Besides, in video processing, it is important to target the whole sequence of the
data rather than selecting a small portion of the temporal data. RNNs address these
issues and offer good solutions to deal with time-context in the data by adding loop con-
nections in the network graph. Figure 2.9 illustrates how a loop within an RNN cell works.
A loop forwards the information from one step to the next one. This idea contributed to
a huge success in many areas, e.g. machine translation, language modelling, and speech
recognition [98–102] 3.

LSTMs are a specific type of RNNs [103]. They were introduced to handle the prob-
lem of vanishing gradient as well as long-term dependencies in long sequences [98, 103].
Hence, they are used widely in modeling sequential data and are adopted in this disser-
tation as well (in Chapter 6). In addition, LSTMs are preferred types of RNNs due to their
ability of propagating salient pieces of information and forgetting less informative ones.
Figure 2.10 shows an LSTM cell which contains the following components:

• Forget gate layer: it checks the hidden state of the previous layer (h(t−1) ∈ Rh) and

3https://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/

https://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/
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the current input (x (t ) ∈Rd ) and results in outputs between 0 and 1 for each value
in the cell state (C (t−1) ∈Rk )

f (t ) =σ(W f .[h(t−1), x (t )]+b f ) (2.25)

where [,] indicates a concatenation operation.

• Input gate layer: it decides what values to update in the current cell state. It per-
forms the operations necessary to maintain the cell state taken into consideration
the previous state

i (t ) =σ(Wi .[h(t−1), x (t )]+bi ) (2.26)

ˆC (t ) = t anh(W c .[h(t−1), x (t )]+bC ) (2.27)

C (t ) = f (t ) ∗C (t−1) + i (t ) ∗ ˆC (t ) (2.28)

• Output gate layer: this final layer decides the output using the current state based
on sigmoid and tanh functions

o(t ) =σ(Wo .[h(t−1), x (t )]+bo) (2.29)

h(t ) = o(t ) ∗ t anh(C (t )) (2.30)

It is important to note that W ∈ Rk×(d+h) and b ∈ Rk are learnable parameters in all
the existing gates.

COMMON STRUCTURE OF RNNS

RNNs, in general, can have various structures, depending on the tasks’ input and output.
Some of these architectures are shown in Figure 2.9. For example, one-to-many RNNs
are used for tasks such as image-captioning [99]. In this task, the input is an image and
the output is a sentence. Another type of RNNs are the many-to-one RNNs, which are
useful in video-sequence classification [100] and sentiment analysis [101]. For instance,
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Figure 2.11: A general overview of the Transformer’s architecture which consists of stacked encoder and de-
coder layers.

in sentiment analysis, the goal is to classify, e.g. positive and negative, sentiments of a
sentence. Finally, the most popular architectures of RNNs are the many-to-many RNNs.
They are used for neural machine translation [102], where the task is to translate a text
from a language to another.

2.4.3. THE TRANSFORMER
The Transformer is a Sequence to Sequence (seq2seq) neural network architecture that
has an encoder-decoder structure. Seq2seq architectures are similar to many-to-many
RNNs used for tasks such as machine translation and question answering. For instance,
in machine translation, seq2seq models transform input sequence (e.g., a sentence for
English) to a target sequence (e.g., a sentence in Arabic). The encoder part of seq2seq
models processes the input sequence. Simultaneously, the decoder part processes the
encoder’s output to transform it onto the target sequence (e.g., using source-target at-
tention).

In 2017, Vaswani et al. [104] proposed the Transformer. The Transformer employs at-
tention to handle sequential data, as well. Attention mechanisms are powerful concepts
where the idea is to focus on informative data inputs when processing large amounts
of data, such as sequential data. These mechanisms are inspired by cognitive attention.
In practice, attention mechanisms allow DNNs to compute weight vectors in a time and
input-dependent manner, dynamically [105]. More details about attention mechanisms
are explained in the following subsections. As a result, attention mechanisms and the
structure of the Transformer eliminate the need for RNNs. It is currently the state-of-
the-art model for music generation, protein sequence prediction, machine translation,
and many Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks [104, 105]. It has been shown to
have superior performance when compared to other models in terms of performance
and efficiency. It has the advantage of being parallelizable and requires much less time
compared to models such as LSTMs when working on large scale sequential data. The
Transformer’s basic building blocks are the stacked encoder and the decoder layers, as
shown in Figure 2.11.

Encoders are identical in their structure, in which they consist of stacked self-
attention and point-wise feed-forward layers. Similarly, the decoders are identical. At
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the same time, they have self-attention, encoder-decoder attention, and feed-forward
layers. The encoder-decoder architecture is essential for tasks such as machine transla-
tion. Nonetheless, the encoders can be separately utilized for many other tasks in Natu-
ral Language Processing (NLP) [106], such as sentiment analysis. Similarly, the encoder
of the Transformer can be applied to a task such as spatio-temporal audio-visual emo-
tion recognition. For this reason, the overview here focuses on explaining the encoder’s
components.

ENCODER

Figure 2.12 shows the architecture of an encoder in the Transformer. As shown in the de-
tailed Figure 2.12, an encoder consists of a Multi-Head Self Attention (MHSA) sublayer
and is followed by an element-wise fully connected feed-forward sublayer. The number
of stacked encoders could vary, and in the original paper [104] it was set to 6. In addi-
tion, a residual connection between the two sublayers is employed and followed by layer
normalization. As a result, according to the authors of [104]’s terminology, the output
of each layer is "Layer Nor m(x +Subl ayer (x))", where Subl ayer (x) refers to the func-
tion of the MHSA or the element-wise feed-forward sublayers, and x is time dependent
embeddings (feature vector). Finally, all sublayers in the encoder produce outputs with
same dimensions, e.g. d = 512, in order to facilitate the residual connections. Nonethe-
less, prior to feeding the encoder blocks with the sequential data, a positional encoding
operation is applied by adding time information to the input embeddings. The follow-
ing subsections detail the encoder’s components (sublayers) and then explain the po-
sitional encoding operation. We also detail the underlying concepts of the multi-head
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Figure 2.13: An example of a seq2seq model for machine translation without attention.

self-attention sublayer, namely attention and self-attention.

ATTENTION

Attention mechanisms allow DNNs to compute weight vectors in a time and input de-
pendent manner, dynamically [105]. For instance, using attention mechanisms, DNN
models adjust weight vectors adaptively in order to pay attention to different parts of the
data, e.g. in sequential inputs [105]. In this way, models learn context related to time and
proximity of input data.

Initially, attention mechanisms were introduced in many of the RNN architectures
[102, 105, 107]. For example, in machine translation, the decoder part of seq2seq mod-
els (e.g. many-to-many RNN) uses the context vector resulting from the encoder part
(which represents the encoding of the source sequence). We illustrate a seq2seq model
in Figure 2.13, based on the initial seq2seq model proposed by Sutskever et al. [108].
As shown in the figure, the context vector (c) usually is obtained from the final hidden
state (h) of the encoder (he ): c = h(T )

e . As a result, the decoder has the following form:
h(t )

d = fd (h(t−1)
d ,c), where h(t )

d is a hidden state at the t position (time step) of the de-
coder, and fd can be an LSTM (explained in Subsection 2.4.2). In machine translation,
especially for long sentences, this formulation can result in poor performance, since it
does give an alignment between two sentences (source and target sentences) from dif-
ferent languages. For instance, word order can be different across languages (e.g. in the
Turkish language, the verb is always at the end of the sentence). The alignment can be
provided using source-target attention mechanisms. For example, at time step t , the de-
coder function (ht

d = fd (h(t−1)
d ,c (t ))) can operate on context vector, which is computed

as a weighted sum of the encoder input vectors as follows:

c (t ) =∑
s
αt s h(s)

e (2.31)

where s indicates an index over the length of the input source (S) of the encoder andα(t s)

is a normalized attention weight. α(t s) associates the encoder hidden state h(s)
e and the

decoder hidden stated h(t )
d . α(t s) is a normalized weight through softmax with respect to

the other scores computed from the encoder hidden states:

α(t s) =
exp(scor e(h(t−1)

d ,h(s)
e ))∑S

s exp(scor e(h(t−1)
d ,h(s)

e ))
(2.32)
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There have been several ways to define the score function in equation (2.32), which mea-
sures similarities between two hidden states (representations). The score can be ob-
tained using learnable parameters through a neural network. For example, Luong et al.
[107] proposed a multiplicative scoring mechanism that operates on two hidden states
as following:

scor e(h(t ),h(s)) = h(t )T
W αh(s) (2.33)

where W α is a trainable parameter. If h(t ) and h(s) have the same dimension, i.e. d, W α

can be omitted, which results in a dot-product scoring mechanism:

scor e(h(t ),h(s)) = h(t )T
h(s) (2.34)

The formulation of attention mechanisms in terms of queries, keys, and values:
The concepts of queries, keys, and values can be found in application areas such as in-
formation retrieval. For instance, when we query for an image on Google, the search
engine maps this query against a set of keys in the database (e.g. captions and tags).
Usually, the keys are associated with the query. Eventually, this search results in the best
matched values. It turned out that the attention mechanisms can be considered as a
retrieval process, where we can apply the concepts of queries, keys, and values. In partic-
ular, the computation in equation (2.34) can be considered as comparing a set of target
vectors (i.e. q (t ) ∈ Rd queries), with a set of candidate vectors (i.e. k (s)) ∈ Rd keys). In a
matrix format, this can be written as follows: A = scor e(Q,K ), where Q ∈ RT×d , i.e. T
is the number of the queries, and K ∈ RS×d , i.e. S is the number of the keys (from the
source sequence in the encoder). After obtaining these weights (A), we can compute the
weighted combination of the values v ( j ) (h(s)

e in equation (2.31)), whose keys k (s) are the
most compatible (associated) with the t th query:

r (t ) =∑
s
α(t s)v (s) (2.35)

The overall matrix formulation of these mappings can be written as follows:

R = at tenti on(Q,K ,V ) = AV (2.36)

where R is the resulting matrix of the retrieved (weighted) values.
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THE TRANSFORMER: SELF-ATTENTION

In the previous subsection, we demonstrated how source-target attention mechanisms
work in an encoder-decoder structure. Instead of the decoder attending to the encoder,
the encoder can attend to itself. This is referred to as self-attention. Self-attention is
a crucial component of the Transformer architecture. It allows the encoder to capture
contextual information within its input sequence.

To illustrate how useful the self-attention mechanism is, consider the following sen-
tence: “the animal did not cross the street because it was too tired”. In this sentence, “it”
refers to “the animal”. However, in the sentence: “the animal did not cross the street be-
cause it was too wide”,“it” refers to “the street”. When translating such sequences, it is im-
portant to give information for what the pronoun “it” refers to. Self-attention offers this
possibility by calculating similarities of the input sequence with respect to each other.
Specifically, it computes weighted vectors within the input sequence itself. In this way,
self-attention improves many tasks such as machine translation. Moreover, let’s consider
the following: “she has a big smile on her face”. In tasks such as sentiment classification
(where the aim is to classify opinions in text, e.g. as positive or negative, based on emo-
tion expression), self-attention can associate words like “smile” and “face”. Specifically,
“smile” should be associated with words like “face” and “big” more than the rest of the
words, due to the given context of the sentence and the task of sentiment classification.
This process is illustrated in Figure 2.14.

Additionally, the authors of [104] introduced the notion of “Scaled Dot-Product At-
tention”. As shown in Figure 2.15a, the dot product is applied on the queries with the
keys, scaled by 1p

dk
, and then a softmax is applied to obtain the weights on the values:

At tenti on(Q,K ,V ) = so f tmax(
QK T√

dk

)V (2.37)

Note that, in equation (2.37), queries (Q), keys (K ), and values (V ) matrices are created
from the same input in a sequence. This is due to the fact that the encoder part of the
Transformer employs a self-attention mechanism, by attending to its input sequence, X .

MULTI-HEAD SELF-ATTENTION

The authors of the Transformer [104] found that applying the self-attention ht i mes on the
queries, keys, and values is beneficial. This process is called “Multi-Head Self-Attention
(MHSA)”. Specifically, MHSA splits the learning loads to learn context information over
several heads. In particular, for the queries, keys, and values, we learn linear projec-
tions with dq , dk dv dimensions, respectively. For example, if the given input sequence
x (t ) is a 512 dimensional vector (i.e. d = 512) and 8 attention heads are used, then
dq = dk = dv = 64. Therefore, in a head (i ), the linear projection matrices are as fol-

lows: W q
i , W k

i , and W v
i ∈ Rdk×d . Using these learnable linear transformations helps the

self-attention mechanism to get stronger representations and to exploit the context in a
given sequence, efficiently.

Subsequently, the resulting outputs from different attention heads, with dk dimen-
sions each, are concatenated and projected again (with W o linear projection) to obtain
the final weighted vectors. The computations in the MHSA mechanism can be written
as follows:
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M HS A(Q,K ,V ) =W o(concatenate(head1, ...,headh))

where headi = At tenti on(W q
i Q,W k

i K ,W v
i V )

(2.38)

As shown in Figure 2.15b, for each head, the attention is performed on the keys, values,
and queries in parallel. Another way to consider the equation in (2.38) is that X is mul-
tiplied with each of the three projection matrices to produce the Query, Key, and Value
vectors. This notion is equivalent to ours. However, as described in the previous sec-
tion, X can be used to create the three vectors, where semantically, in the self-attention,
Query, Key, and Value vectors are coming from the same source of information. The
employed notion is shown in Figure 2.15b.

ELEMENT-WISE FEEDFORWARD NETWORKS

Following the MHSA sublayer, fully connected feed-forward networks (FNNs) are em-
ployed. In particular, as shown in Figure 2.12, FNNs are employed on the following out-
put: X̂ = Layer Nor m(MHSA(X )+ X ). The FNN networks are applied to each position
(of the time series), separately. The original paper in [104] proposed computing two lin-
ear layers, where a ReLU activation is employed between them as follows:

F N N (X̂ ) = max(0,W1 X̂ +W2b1)+b2 (2.39)

These linear layers are identical among all positions, however, they vary from layer to
layer, in stacked encoders.

4https://github.com/jalammar/jalammar.github.io/blob/master/notebookes/transformer/
transformer_positional_encoding_graph.ipynb

https://github.com/jalammar/jalammar.github.io/blob/master/notebookes/transformer/transformer_positional_encoding_graph.ipynb
https://github.com/jalammar/jalammar.github.io/blob/master/notebookes/transformer/transformer_positional_encoding_graph.ipynb
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Figure 2.16: An illustration of Positional Encoding for 8 sequential embeddings with 128-dimensions. The
figure was generated using transformer_positional_encoding_graph.ipynb 4.

POSITIONAL ENCODING

It is important to note that the Transformer does not have a recurrence operation. It
adopts positional encoding to make use of the order in a sequence and its time informa-
tion, instead of recurrence operations. In other words, Positional Encoding (PE) helps
the encoder to embed the position of each time window. In particular, “positional en-
codings” are added to the sequential input of the encoder, e.g. time windows’ audio-
visual embeddings in a video clip. The addition (sum) of PEs to the embeddings is ap-
plied once, before the flow of the inputs to the encoder. Besides, PEs have the same
dimensions (d) as the input embeddings to facilitate their sum. The sine and cosine
functions were chosen so that they would help the model to attend by relative positions
[104], since they give order information to the embeddings sequence. The authors of
the Transformer also experimented with learned positional embeddings but found no
significant difference in comparison with fixed ones. As a result, PE employs sine and
cosine operations; hence fixed functions, with variant frequencies as follows:

PE(t ,2i ) = si n(pos/100002i /d )

PE(t ,2i+1) = cos(pos/100002i /d )
(2.40)

where t indicates the time position and i refers to a specific dimension, which means
that each position corresponds to a sinusoid signal [104]. Note that these Position En-

https://github.com/jalammar/jalammar.github.io/blob/master/notebookes/transformer/transformer_positional_encoding_graph.ipynb
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codings do not have learnable parameters. This operation is illustrated in Figure 2.16.

2.4.4. DEEP METRIC LEARNING
Section 2.2 introduced metric learning approaches, where their objective consists in
learning a distance metric based on the similarities and dissimilarities of the data sam-
ples. Conventional approaches in distance metric learning seek linear transformations
which might not capture the non-linearity where the data lies on [109]. Metric learning
has been positively influenced by the boom in DNNs to overcome this challenge. In par-
ticular, the learning process has been shifted from learning distance metric onto learn-
ing deep feature embeddings which fits the metric learning paradigm where a Euclidean
distance between similar samples is small, while it’s large otherwise. This paradigm ben-
efits from the hierarchical and nonlinear mappings of DNNs and provides scalable and
nonlinear solutions [109].

This process is called Deep Metric Learning (DML). In particular, DNNs’ architec-
tures, such as CNNs, have been utilized to learn the mapping functions to obtain feature
embeddings. The core idea in DML is based on employing deep architectures ( f (x ;θ))
and replacing the categorical loss functions that measure the performance of a model
on a single sample by similarity based losses where the optimization of the model is
measured by its efficiency to capture the similarities and dissimilarities underlying a
given training data set (X). Examples of these loss functions include contrastive loss
[82], triplet loss [110], and n-pair loss [111]. In this dissertation, triplet loss has been
employed to exploit the complementary information in audio-visual cues for emotion
recognition. More details are provided in Chapter 6.

TRIPLET LOSS DEFINITION

Let x ∈X be a data sample and y ∈ {1, ...,n} its given label. A contrastive loss [82] employs
pairs of examples as input to train a network to separate inputs from different classes
and bring samples of the same classes together. The contrastive loss can be written as
follows:

Lcontr ast i ve = f (x (i ), x ( j ); f (.;θ)) = 1{y (i ) = y ( j )}‖ f (x (i ))− f (x ( j ))‖2
2

+1{y (i ) 6= y ( j )}max(0,mar g i n −‖ f (x (i ))− f (x ( j ))‖2
2) (2.41)

where the mar g i n imposes a distance between data samples from different classes. On
the other hand, triplet loss [110] extends the contrastive loss to include an anchor, a
positive sample, and a negative sample as follows:

Ltr i pl et = f (x , x (+), x (−); f (.;θ)) =
max(0,‖ f (x)− f (x (+))‖2

2)−‖ f (x)− f (x (−))‖2
2)+mar g i n) (2.42)

In other words, for each data anchor x , there exists x (+), which denotes a positive ex-
ample of the anchor with the same label, and x (−), which refers to a negative example of
the anchor with a different label. As demonstrated in Figure 2.17, the mapping function
( f (.;θ) of a DNN model, takes x and generates an embedding vector f (x). Subsequently,
as illustrated in Figure 2.18, the learning process via triplet networks bring the positive
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Figure 2.17: An example of DML pipeline using triplet loss to cluster facial expressions based on their
similarities-dissimilarities. The lower part of the figure shows the basic steps of DML approaches.

sample closer to the anchor, while pushing away the negative sample. To put it another
way, the triplet loss requires the similarity between the anchor and its positive sample
to be larger than the similarity between the anchor and its negative sample. These loss
functions lead to more discriminative features and project them to a manifold where
samples of similar classes are clustered together. Therefore, the contribution of many
DML algorithms went to design specialized loss functions that can meet these objec-
tives.

Triplet loss concept Data samples before and after DML

NegativeNegative

Positive
Anchor

Anchor

Positive

Class 1

Class 2

Class 1

Class 2

Learning process

Figure 2.18: Triplet loss concept and its learning goals.
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ONLINE HARD NEGATIVE MINING (HNM)
An essential part of training DNNs using metric learning via, e.g. triplet loss, is hard
negative mining. However, mining these triplets can be an expensive process since it
grows cubically with respect to the number of samples (O(N 3)). This is a crucial step in
the training process, since a network can fit quickly easy triplets which could harm the
discriminative power of the model. As a result, it is common to select hard or moder-
ate negative/positive examples with respect to the anchor. Specifically, it is desirable to
mine those triplets that violate the constraint/definition of the triplet loss in equation
(2.42). Finally, the HNM step takes a place within batches during the training of DNNs.
This online selection of triplets guides the optimization process of the network by pro-
viding useful examples that help its improvement. Novel triplet sets mining algorithms
are proposed in this dissertation and explained, in detail, in Chapter 6.

2.5. DISCUSSION
This chapter introduced fundamental methods in machine learning. It focused on
approaches such as similarity learning, kernel methods, and Deep Neural Networks
(DNNs) which are relevant to the research conducted in this dissertation. For instance,
this chapter presented important concepts from DNNs such as Convolutional Neu-
ral Networks (CNNs), Transforms, Deep Metric Learning (DML), and Long-Short Term
Memory (LSTM) that are crucial for the field of Affective Computing (AC). This disser-
tation proposes novel frameworks utilizing the elaborated methods, to address research
questions concerning spatio-temporal audio-visual emotion recognition. For example,
Chapter 6 contributes to audio-visual emotion recognition by employing a multimodal
triplet loss. While Chapter 7 uses the transforms to re-weight the importance of time
windows for temporal emotion recognition. This is an important research area in AC,
where the aim is to automatize understanding, inducing, and synthesizing emotions.
The next chapter, Chapter 3, complements this overview by demonstrating the usage of
machine learning and computer vision for AC.
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If I have seen further it is by standing on the shoulders of Giants

Isaac Newton[112]

Advances in the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI), sensing technologies, and diverse de-
velopments of real-world consumer applications contributed to achieving significant ad-
vances in the field of Affective Computing (AC) [2]. These improvements include read-
ing and interpreting body signals, speech, and physiological cues to infer affective states.
Moreover, automatic emotion recognition relies on representative data along with accu-
rate and discriminative descriptors for the set of considered emotions. This type of infor-
mation contributes to obtaining enhanced recognition and classification accuracy. Con-
sequently, various areas, such as education, health-care, and entertainment, can benefit
from the advances in AC to improve people’s life. This chapter, specifically, focuses on the
recent trends of data representation, sensing technologies, datasets, and the applications
of AC. On the other hand, Chapters 4 to 7 each provide an overview of the related work on
the conducted research in the respective chapter. In other words, this chapter introduces
the general state-of-the-art in automatic human emotion recognition.

T His chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 presents the benchmarks that are
adopted in recent multimodal emotion recognition research works. Section 3.2 re-

ports the work on unimodal emotion recognition using physiological sensors, speech
signals, and facial expressions. Then, section 3.3 introduces major directions adopted in
multimodal emotion recognition and focuses on Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) meth-
ods. Section 3.4 presents examples for applications of AC in different domains. Finally,
Section 3.5 concludes the chapter and discusses the context of this dissertation with re-
spect to the literature.
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Table 3.1: Public datasets for multimodal emotion recognition using audio (A), video (V), and physiological
data (P). Datasets are listed to illustrate the current benchmarks in AC for Audio-Video Emotion Recognition
(AVER), as well as other ambitious approaches which include more data channels from bio-signals.

Name Year Modalities Subjects Samples Source Annotation Labeling

CREMAD [52] 2015 AV 91 7442 Acted (laboratory) Manual Discrete
RAVDESS [115] 2018 AV 24 1440 Acted (laboratory) Manual Discrete

AFEW6 [117] 2016 AV – 1749 Movies Semi-auto. Discrete
eNTERFACE [116] 2005 AV 42 1166 Acted (laboratory) Manual Discrete

SEWA DB [113] 2019 AVP 398 2000 minutes Spontaneous Manual Dimensional (Continuous)
IEMOCAP [119] 2008 AV 10 800 Posed (laboratory) Manual Discrete/Dimensional

DEAP [118] 2012 VP 32 40 Induced (laboratory) Semi-aut. Dimensional (Continuous)
RECOlA [114] 2013 AVP 23 46 Spontaneous (laboratory) Manual Dimensional (Continuous)

3.1. DATASETS
One of the challenges in Affective Computing (AC) is the limited availability of labeled
data. This is even more obvious in a multimodal context. The reasons behind this chal-
lenge are: (1) data collection and annotation are time consuming procedures, (2) the
complexity of generating a multimodal corpus with various sensors, which involves cal-
ibration, synchronization of the measurements, and validation, (3) emotions have an
ambiguous nature which makes instance labeling even harder, (4) sequential data label-
ing is difficult as only one label is given to an entire video-clip, even though the indicated
emotion is present for a limited amount of time.

Nonetheless, a tremendous effort has been made in terms of producing multimodal
datasets. In this section, few datasets, especially the ones adopted in this dissertation,
are listed and their properties are discussed. Table 3.1 presents a summary of the most
commonly used multimodal datasets in recent studies. It illustrates the differences
among them, which lie mainly in the following aspects: environmental setup for data
acquisition (e.g. acted or induced sources), data collection and annotation processes,
number of subjects and samples involved, and their release date.

Audio (A) and Video (V) modalities are dominant in the existing benchmarks. Some
of these datasets are gathered in laboratory environment with spontaneous expressions
(e.g. SEWA DB [113] and RECOLA [114]) or posed emotions (e.g. RAVDESS [115] and eN-
TERFACE [116]). In addition, there has been an attempt to collect audio-visual datasets
in the wild from Hollywood movies and TV shows (e.g. AFEW [117]). On the other hand,
physiological (P) measurements with various peripheral and EEG signals are included in
some datasets (e.g. DEAP [118] and RECOLA [114]).

Another important factor considered in the presented datasets refers to the adopted
emotional model. As discussed in Subsection 1.1.1, emotions can roughly be di-
vided into two groups: dimensional with continuous values or categorical with discrete
classes. Both of these categories are employed to annotate the data samples. For exam-
ple, RECOLA, SEWA DB, and DEAP are labeled using the arousal-valence dimensions.
However, the Ekmanian discrete emotions’ model is the most widely used in the research
community and, consequently, in the public datasets.

In this dissertation, Ryerson Audio-Visual Database of Emotional Speech and Song
(RAVDESS), Crowd-sourced Emotional Multimodal Actors Dataset (CREMA-D), Acted
Facial Expressions in the Wild (AFEW), and eNTERFACE were utilized throughout the
chapters. These datasets meet our objectives due to their relatively acceptable size and
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Figure 3.1: Audio raw signal and its spectrogram from the CREMA-D dataset. The facial expressions corre-
sponding to this audio signal are displayed in Figure 3.2.

the affect model used to annotate the data samples. In addition, the recent ones are well
studied and they have diverse subjects in terms of cultural backgrounds, ethnicities, and
well-balanced biological genders. Ambitious approaches in the literature, such as Deep
Neural Networks (DNNs), require a good amount of labeled data. This is a challenging
factor in AC. To tackle this problem, advances in regularization methods, transfer learn-
ing from other domains such as object recognition, semi-supervised and unsupervised
learning are used to initialize the deep models. In this dissertation, transfer learning and
regularization methods are adopted and will be explained in the content chapters.

Datasets released recently, namely: CREMA-D and RAVDESS, aim to not only provide
sufficient and diverse emotional data but also to enable the training of deep learning
methods, which obtained state-of-the-art performance in various application domains.
They contain more data samples and a larger number of subjects when compared to
older corpora. The following subsections present the adopted datasets in this disserta-
tion, namely: CREMA-D, RAVDESS, AFEW, and eNTERFACE and detail their properties
and features.
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Figure 3.2: Video clips from the CREMA-D dataset.

CROWD-SOURCED EMOTIONAL MULTIMODAL ACTORS DATASET (CREMA-D)
CREMA-D [52] is an audio-video emotion expression dataset, made public, on GitHub 1.
It contains 7442 clips from 91 actors (43 females and 48 males). Participants’ age ranges
between 20 and 74, and they come from a variety of races and ethnicities, i.e. Asian,
African American, Caucasian, and Hispanic. Actors were asked to speak 12 sentences in
five different emotions, namely, anger, disgust, fear, happiness, and sadness, or in neu-
tral. The sentences were spoken with four different levels of intensities: low, medium,
high, or unspecified. It is important to note that CREMA-D video clips have an average
length of 2.63±0.53 seconds. Furthermore, authors of the CREMA-D dataset asked 2443
participants to rate the emotions and their intensities on three settings: video alone, au-
dio alone, and full audio-video clips. Each participant rated 90 clips (i.e. 30 audio, 30
visual, and 30 audio-visual). 95% of the video-clips have at least 8 ratings. The effort of
gathering this dataset was also towards generating standard emotional stimuli for neu-
roimaging studies. For these studies, it is essential to provide a wide range of expression
intensities in visual and auditory modalities, in order to study human-ratings and the
activations of brain Regions of Interest (ROIs).

Authors of [52] studied the multimodal expression and perception of the basic acted
emotions through raters’ responses. An extensive evaluation was then provided on their
responses. We report, here, the recognition rates that are based on the relative major-
ity. The relative majority (i.e. a plurality) is measured when an emotion gets the largest
share of the votes (ratings) in comparison with the rest of the other emotions. There-
fore, this emotion is labeled as the perceived emotion. In this case, the recognition rates
for audio-only, video-only, and bimodal audio-video perception are 45.5%, 69.0%, and
74.8%, respectively. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show an example video-clip from CREMA-D with
its audio signal and the corresponding facial expressions, respectively. Throughout this
dissertation, we refer to these recognition rates as human benchmarks.

RYERSON AUDIO-VISUAL DATABASE OF EMOTIONAL SPEECH AND SONG (RAVDESS)
RAVDESS [115] is an audio-visual dataset of dynamic expressions for basic emotions.
Figure 3.4 shows a face track of a participant’s facial expressions, while Figure 3.3 illus-
trates the corresponding audio raw signal and its spectrogram representation. It con-
tains a large number of songs and speech recordings, each available in audio-only, video-
only, and audio-visual formats. Moreover, 247 individuals from North America provided

1https://github.com/CheyneyComputerScience/CREMA-D
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Figure 3.3: RAVDESS: a raw audio signal and its spectrogram representation of a video-clip, where the facial
expressions are given in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: A sequence of facial expressions of a video-clip in RAVDESS dataset.
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Figure 3.5: An example of still images of affective states and a face track from the AFEW dataset.

ratings. Also, 72 participants provided test-retest data. The dataset’s emotions were rig-
orously validated by participants with high reliability. Each clip was rated 10 times on
emotional intensity, validity, and genuineness. High levels of emotional validity, inter-
rater reliability, and test-retest intra-rater reliability were reported.

RAVDESS is a gender-balanced dataset of 24 actors who performed vocalizations
with emotions that include: anger, calmness, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and sur-
prise. Actors also perfromed neutral vocalizations. These emotions were expressed at
two levels of emotional intensity, normal and strong. The intensity of emotions is a
salient aspect that plays a crucial role in emotion perception. In this dissertation, we
chose to use the speech part of the dataset as it is labeled with eight archetypal emo-
tions. This subset contains a total of 2880 recordings. The recordings in RAVDESS have
an average duration of 3.82±0.34 seconds. Raters’ perception was reported to be: 62.0%,
72.0%, and 80.0%, for audio-only, video-only, and audio-video modalities, respectively.
Throughout this dissertation, we refer to these recognition rates as human benchmarks.

ACTED FACES EMOTION IN THE WILD (AFEW )
AFEW [117] is divided into three subsets: training (773 samples), validation (383 sam-
ples), and test (593 samples), while only the training and validation sets are publicly
available. It has both audio and video modalities. In this dataset, each video clip is la-
beled with one of the following discrete emotions: anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sad-
ness, and surprise, or labeled as neutral. Developers of AFEW provided baseline results
based on automatic emotion recognition. The baseline results of this dataset used hand-
crafted audio features and Local Binary Patterns on Three orthogonal Planes (LBP-TOP)
for visual representations. SVM was applied for classification, achieving 38.8% accuracy
for the validation set and 40.47% for the test set. This dataset has in the wild settings,
containing wide pose, expression and illumination variation, which reflect real-world
challenging conditions. Figure 3.5 illustrates examples of static images and a face track,
where the various challenging illumination and pose conditions can be noticed. AFEW is
a challenging dataset with occlusions, varying illumination and head poses, which meets
real-world conditions.

ENTERFACE
eNTERFACE [116] is an audio-visual dataset which contains six archetypal emotions:
anger, happiness, disgust, fear, surprise, and sadness. It includes 42 subjects, who were
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asked to simulate the emotions in 5 different reactions, resulting in 1260 video record-
ings. Among these recordings, 23% were obtained from women and 77% were from men,
who have diverse cultural backgrounds. Each subject listened to six short stories. Then,
they were asked to react to each situation and two experts judged and validated their
reactions. Based on these judgments, clips which have not a clear emotion expression
were discarded.

3.2. UNIMODAL EMOTION RECOGNITION
This section introduces literature studies on emotion recognition using individual
modalities, namely, visual, audio, and physiological sensors, these are the most infor-
mative channels in terms of emotion expressions and predictions [5, 7].

3.2.1. EMOTION RECOGNITION USING PHYSIOLOGICAL SENSORS

Physiological measurements through electroencephalography (EEG), electrocardiogra-
phy (ECG), electro-dermal activity (EDA), brain signals via EEG, and skin conductance
have received significant attention within the machine learning community, for the pur-
pose of emotion recognition [2, 22, 118, 120]. These sensors relate mostly to non-obvious
cues, as opposed to facial expressivity or voice prosodics, which are more obvious sig-
nals conveying affective content. Figure 3.6 shows a number of sensors to measure bio-
signals that can be affective indicators.

Healey et al. in [22] collected and analyzed data from the following sensors: elec-
trocardiogram (EKG), electrocardiogram (EMG), and skin conductors. They were used
to determine a driver’s relative stress level. The proposed system continuously moni-
tored drivers’ state and reported every few minutes. The study found out that stress level
could be predicted with high accuracy across multiple drivers, a fact which indicates
the correlation of physiological features with stress. Stress was also studied at the work-
place using EDA signals in [120]. Data were collected from 33 subjects who underwent
a laboratory innervation with mild cognitive load and stress factors. Experimental re-
sults showed that monitoring EDA could help in distinguishing between cognitive load,
which is related to regular office tasks, and psychosocial stress levels with accuracy over
80%. In workplace settings, it is important to discriminate between these two classes
for stress monitoring, since office workers can also experience a high cognitive load as
part of conducted tasks. Moreover, EDA’s peak height and rate carry information about
people’s stress levels.

Authors in [118] presented a multimodal dataset in which EEG and peripheral sig-
nals were collected from 32 participants (DEAP). Participants rated their experiences in
terms of the level of arousal, valence, dislike and like, dominance, and familiarity. The
authors reported negative correlations between the arousal and the low spectral powers
bands of EEG signals. However, valence and liking showed strong correlations with EEG
signals in all analyzed frequencies. In addition, a set of features were extracted from the
EEG and the physiological signals. Consequentially, classification results were signifi-
cantly higher than random. This indicates the validity of neurophysiological signals for
emotional states.

Moreover, Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have been utilized to learn spatio-
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Figure 3.6: Widely used physiological sensors to measure body reactions for emotion recognition.

temporal features from physiological responses, instead of hand-crafted features [5].
1−D Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have been used to learn representations
from EEG data. For example, Yanagimoto et al. [121] used 16-channels EEG data to dis-
tinguish between positive and negative emotions. A CNN model, with 7 layers and ker-
nels of 10 ms, was implemented on EEG-segments of 1 seconds. The authors reported an
improvement of 20% over shallow models. Alternatively, spectrograms representations
can be obtained from EEG signals. Li et al. [122] applied spectrograms on segments of
1 second which leads to a grid representation of the signals being convenient for CNN
models.

Despite their accurate performance and their characteristics of revealing inner emo-
tions, physiological sensors are considered as intrusive technology [123]. Using body
sensors is cumbersome and may interfere with a person’s daily activities and emotions.
This makes body sensors unsuitable for a significant amount of practical and regular
scenarios.

The next two subsections introduce alternative approaches to emotion recognition
using audio-visual cues. Audio-visual cues leverage outward expression of emotions and
can constitute informative channels for recognizing and understanding people’s emo-
tions. However, these approaches do not guarantee to measure inner feelings, as emo-
tion expression can be misleading. For example, a smiling face does not necessarily in-
dicate happy feelings, since this kind of facial expression could have different interpre-
tations based on a certain context or even cultural implications.

3.2.2. SPEECH EMOTION RECOGNITION
Human speech contains rich prosodic, acoustic, and other voice-related features. It is
important to note that the usage of Speech-based Emotion Recognition (SER) is beyond
the analysis of the spoken word. Speech Recognition (SR) is concerned with the iden-
tification of “who said what”, while SER can answer a question like “how it is said” for
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affect recognition and subsequent natural Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) [124].
This subsection focuses on the studies related to voice features rather than sentiment
analysis of the speech itself.

As introduced in Subsection 1.2.2, the audio channel can reveal information such as
gender, age, and affect. Psychological perceptual studies of human vocal expressions
and processing formed the theoretical bases and scientific ground for SER in the field
of Affective Computing (AC) [125]. In these studies, commonly used acoustic low-level
descriptors (LLDs) are extracted from the raw audio waveform. There are three main cat-
egories of these features [125]. The first category includes prosody related features such
as Fundamental Frequency (F0), and speech energy and rate. These features are related
to characteristics of speech, such as rhythm and intonation. The second category mea-
sures spectral characteristics of speech, which are related to the harmonic structure of
the voice. The most prominent methods of this category are the Mel-frequency Cepstral
coefficient and Mel-filter bank energy coefficients. The third category computes quality-
related acoustic features of voice, such as shimmer and jitter. These features measure
characteristics of voice related to vocal vibrations.

There are open-source toolboxes to extract these sets of features. For example, a
well-known set of features can be extracted using the Open Speech & Music Interpreta-
tion by Large-space Extraction (OpenSMILE) tool [126]. Usually, these features are fol-
lowed by data processing approaches to capture the dynamic nature of the voice [125].
For example, statistical functionals are applied which include the following: arithmetic
means, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis, quartiles, quartile ranges, percentile 1%,
99%, percentile range, position max./min, up-level time 75/90, linear regression coef-
ficient, and linear regression error (quadratic/absolute) [127]. For instance, authors in
[127] extracted the following set of features: energy and spectral related LLDs, voicing
related LLDs, delta coefficients of the voicing related LLDs, and voiced/unvoiced dura-
tional features. The functionals, as mentioned earlier, were then applied on the features
over a period of time to capture voice-related dynamic representations. Subsequently,
these sets of hand-crafted features can be used for SER, in which, Support Vector Ma-
chines (SVMs) or HMMs can be applied for emotion recognition. More importantly, re-
search has demonstrated that short-term spectral, energy, and prosodic features have
affective information [5].

In a broader aspect, traditionally, SER approaches are influenced by the trend of ma-
chine learning approaches for SR. For example, prior to DNNs’ era, Hidden Markov
Models (HMMs) and Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) were applied extensively on
hand-crafted features [128]. HMMs had been used for modeling the temporal variabil-
ity of speech, while GMMs had been used to detect how well each state of the HMM
model fits a short time window and automatically models multivariate data distribu-
tions. On those approaches, acoustic input was represented by Mel-Frequency Cep-
stral Coefficients (MFCCs) or Perceptual Linear Predictive coefficients (PLPs). Those ad-
vances made it possible to develop commercially successful SR systems.

In addition, speech features which are related to pitch, energy, or MFCCs have been
used. For example, Lin et al. [129] extracted the following set of features: fundamental
frequency (F0), energy, the first four formant frequencies (F1 to F4), MFCC1, MFCC2,
and five Mel frequency sub-band energies (MBE1 to MBE5). These features proved to
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Figure 3.7: Approaches of SER which include: hand-crafted features and end-to-end representation learning
on the raw audio signals or spectrograms. (a) starts with obtaining Spectrogram which a visual representation
of the spectrum of frequencies of an audio-signal over-time. Then, (a) and (b) apply 2D and 1D CNNs, respec-
tively, to obtain feature mapping for emotion classification. The bottom-row, (c), shows the traditional pipeline
of SER, which starts with extracting hand-crafted features, and then applying machine learning methods, such
as HMMs, GMMs for temporal representations and classifiers, like, SVM, DNNs for emotion inference.

be useful for SER. They were used as input for SVMs and HMM classifiers according
to whether the data is spatial or spatio-temporal, respectively. Both classifiers achieved
high accuracy in detecting five emotional states, namely anger, happiness, sadness, sur-
prise, and neutral.

Furthermore, deep learning has contributed significantly to both SR and SER. Specif-
ically, CNNs are useful in modeling spatio-temporal speech features (based on spectro-
gram representations) [130, 131], while Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) are powerful
models to capture the temporal variability and dependencies between acoustic features
[130, 132, 133]. To summarize, DNNs have been applied for SER in the following ways:

• CNNs are used to extract and model spatial audio features on either audio-raw
signals or spectrograms.

• RNNs are applied to the hand-crafted features or spatial features produced by the
CNNs.

For instance, authors in [130] conducted one of the earliest studies to apply one-
dimensional CNN models to the audio raw signals. They used two convolutional lay-
ers, to replace the need for the hand-engineered features, and they combined the CNN
output with Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks to automatically learn best rep-
resentations from the raw data. Their findings showed that the proposed end-to-end
feature learning and regression pipeline was able to double the correlation between the
ground-truth and the model prediction for arousal and improve the valence prediction
when compared to hand-crafted low-level descriptors.
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Figure 3.8: Traditional pipeline for Facial Expression Recognition (FER) using crafted features.

Likewise, spectrograms can be used as an input to CNN models instead of the raw
audio signals. Spectrograms are a visual representation of the spectrum of frequencies
of an audio-signal over-time. They can be generated using the Fourier Transform. An ex-
ample of a spectrogram is illustrated in the top-left (a) of Figure 3.7, which was computed
using the magnitude of the Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT). As spectrograms are
computed on multiple frames (times), they can also be interpreted as 2D images. Spec-
trograms can span a time window that ranges between 250 milliseconds to 1 second.
They are usually attributed as heat maps, where the intensity of the frequency is depicted
by varying color and brightness.

For example, VGGish2, which is a variant of VGG models [95], is used on spectro-
grams of 96×64 resolution. The spectrograms were generated from audio samples with a
16 kHz mono rate. STFT has a window size of 25ms, a window-hop of 10ms, and with pe-
riodic Hann windows. A Mel spectrogram was computed by mapping the spectrograms
to 64 Mel bins with a range between 125−7500H z. The spectrograms were computed
for non-overlapping time windows of duration 0.96 seconds, where they cover 64 Mel
bands and 96 frames of 10 milliseconds each. VGGish was trained using Youtube-8M
[134], which is a large-scale multi-label audio-video classification dataset.

In this dissertation, we employed VGGish features in Chapter 7, while SoundNet [135]
was applied on raw audio signals for feature extraction in Chapter 6. In addition, hand-
crafted features were used in Chapters 4 and 5. The reason behind this decision is rep-
resented by the limited availability of data in AC. Using a pre-trained model’s features
can be adopted as an input for a sequential model, such as the Transformers or RNNs,
without pre-training. For example, studies in [136, 137] used the VGGish features in a
multimodal context for the multi-cultural dimensional emotion recognition task. The
adopted features outperformed baseline hand-crafted audio features, on both arousal
and valence.

2https://github.com/tensorflow/models/tree/master/research/audioset/vggish

https://github.com/tensorflow/models/tree/master/research/audioset/vggish
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3.2.3. FACIAL EXPRESSION RECOGNITION

The face remains the most researched topic in both psychology and AC, due to its prop-
erties, including expressivity, and its importance in our daily communications. In this
subsection, an overview of FER systems is presented. In particular, it initially introduces
studies based on the conventional pipeline consisting of face detection, hand-crafted
feature extraction, and classification algorithms. Then, it presents the studies that ben-
efited from DNN models to build spatial and temporal features to encode facial expres-
sions.

Prior to the resurgence of DNNs approaches, hand-crafted features dominated the
computer vision field. As a result, conventional approaches to represent facial fea-
tures by their shape or appearance were proposed [5, 14, 138]. Figure 3.8 illustrates the
pipeline of these approaches, which starts by performing face detection and is followed
by extracting facial features, based on common detectors and descriptors like Local Bi-
nary Patterns (LBP) [61], Gabor wavelets [60], and Scale-Invariant Feature Transforma-
tion (SIFT)[62]. In addition, these features were extended to capture the spatio-temporal
space, such as Bag of visual Words (BoW) on SIFT features in [139] and LBP- Three Or-
thogonal Planes (TOP) [140]. On top of these features, classification, or regression meth-
ods such as SVMs, Support Vector Regressions (SVRs), and Random-Forest classifiers
were employed for emotion inference. Hand-crafted features are robust against illumi-
nation, scale, and orientation. However, their generalization and discriminative abilities
to capture facial physiognomy are not enough, especially in real-world situations, char-
acterized by a great degree of variability and challenges.

Besides, approaches that rely on shape features have been proposed. These meth-
ods use facial landmarks to encode explicitly face geometry [141]. Geometric features
are useful since different facial expressions correspond to different facial landmarks’
shape deformations (e.g. eyes, mouth, eyebrows, chin, and nose). For example, Active
Appearance Models (AMMs) have been used to register deformable visual objects such
as faces [63]. The AAMs are useful to capture compact representations of shape and
texture. Learned AAMs models are fitted to test facial images by changing the param-
eters of shape and texture using bounds obtained from a learning set. Besides, Active
Shape Models (ASMs) have been utilized for facial expression recognition [142]. ASMs
are also shape models that iteratively deform to fit shape features in new images based
on distributions learned from training images. They consist of points controlled by the
shape model. Moreover, the coordinates of the facial landmarks can be used as features
in the classification process. However, this representation results in poor performance
since it does not capture the dynamic variations between various individuals [141]. For
example, authors in [143, 144] computed geometric features, which can be represented
by segments, perimeters, or areas of the figures formed by the coordinates of the facial
landmarks. Their features include Euclidean distances, angles, and curvatures between
fitted facial landmarks.

Recently, CNN models have been dominating the computer vision area, due to their
ability in learning a hierarchy of features that builds from low-level to high-level rep-
resentations. For example, first layers learn low-level representations like edges, while
subsequent layers learn more specific features that can be semantically interpretable
[89, 95]. Moreover, through smart design decisions, like parameter sharing or sparsity
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Figure 3.9: Activated facial regions (patches) in five selected filters of the third convolutional layer of a CNN
model [145]. Each row corresponds to one filter in the third convolutional layer. The spatial patterns are
displayed from the top 5 images. The figure is taken from the study by Khorrami et al. in [145].

modeling, CNNs are able to capture the underlying data distribution. Such representa-
tions are currently dominant in the area of face analysis, due to their discriminative and
generative power. There are two main categories for processing facial images in FER:

• Learning spatial features from single images

• Encoding sequences of images to learn spatio-temporal features

In the first category, CNNs are the main architecture in DNNs for spatial feature
description, the reason why they dominate the first category of facial expression rep-
resentation from still images. CNNs are powerful methods to extract spatial features
from grid-like data, such as facial images [89, 89, 90, 95, 96, 146–149]. Khorrami et al.
[145] showed that CNNs could learn features that correspond to specific Facial Action
Units (FAUs) without being explicitly trained to do so. Figure 3.9 from [145] shows filters
learned in a CNN model that captured automatically the spatial patterns of the facial ex-
pressions. The CNN model was able to capture small local changes in facial expressions
as well as the global facial behavior. This behavior was obtained by stacking two convo-
lutional layers with small 3×3 filters, which cover the same receptive field, as a bigger
5×5 filter, while requiring fewer parameters. In the literature, it has been shown that this
technique is superior to AU’s based feature extraction methods [68, 145].

In this dissertation, facial features were extracted using a CNN model called VGG
[95] (explained in Subsection 2.4.1). CNN models’ success resides also in their ability
to leverage a pre-trained model on millions of images and fine-tune it on the problem
at hand. Given the high achieved performance, we took the same approach, by fine-
tuning the VGG model for emotion recognition. Figure 3.10 displays heat-maps of facial
expressions’ images. We obtained these heat-maps from a CNN model, i.e. VGG-face.
Figure 3.10 shows that different facial regions are more important (displayed in red) than
others for each emotional type. At the same time, the entire face carries information,
employed in the classification step. From a semantic point of view, our findings are in
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Figure 3.10: Heat maps of CNN features on facial expressions.
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Figure 3.11: End-to-end learning approach in FER systems based on learning representation via DNNs models
such as CNN.

line with the work presented by [150], where it is mentioned that sadness and fear rely
more on the eyes, while disgust and happiness are depending more on the mouth region.

The second category is inspired by the first one and builds spatio-temporal features
from a sequence of images. In fact, facial expressions can span multiple images, the rea-
son why extracting descriptors from spatio-temporal volumes is more effective in FER
[5]. Standard CNN models can be extended to represent 3D volumes by building 3D ker-
nels and extending the pooling and regularization layers of these models to accept 3D
data. In this way, 3DCNNs [151] are capable of capturing the motions of facial action
units for FER. However, these models have drawbacks in terms of their capacities. In the
literature, 3DCNNs are limited to short segments of videos up to 1 second. Moreover,
due to their large number of parameters, they require more data for training [5]. In addi-
tion, sequential models such as LSTM can be used to capture the temporal features of a
sequence of images. in [152], a hybrid neural network is presented, that combines LSTM
with CNN to encode facial motion throughout video frames.

3.3. MULTIMODAL EMOTION RECOGNITION
In general, multimodal learning is an essential step to make substantial progress in un-
derstanding human emotions, since it interprets diverse signals [153]. Multimodal Emo-
tion Recognition (MER) is in particular interesting, since it is able to obtain higher reli-
ability and fidelity to model human emotion expressivity due to its multimodal nature.
For example, multimodal systems yield better emotion detection over unimodal ones,
since they are more suited to model emotion experience [3]. Besides, MER provides the
automatic systems with an opportunity to replace missing data in some modalities in
order to continuously predict emotions.

For instance, in 2015, a meta-analysis by D’mello et al. [3] on Multimodal Emo-
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tion Recognition (MER) revealed that over 85% of then recently published studies indi-
cated an improvement over unimodal emotion recognition. The average improvement
is 9.83% with a median of 6.60%, where the improvement was more significant on acted
datasets. These improvements show the importance of MER, which outperformed the
best Uni-modal Emotion Recognition (UER) counterparts.

In emotion recognition, modalities indicate different sources of information, such as
visual, auditory, and physiological sensors’ signals. Research in MER faces many chal-
lenges as modalities’ data is heterogeneous. Multimodal data could be dense or sparse
and recording does not always take place in good synchronization. In addition, each
modality exhibits unique characteristics, having different data distributions. Figure 3.12
illustrates a multimodal framework that uses a set of sensors observing an environment
to obtain multimodal data. MER systems gained notable attention in the 2010s with the
advent of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs)’ architectures. Consequently, this overview fo-
cuses primarily on recent studies that fuse various signals based on DNNs. DNNs have
largely been utilized to learn data representations in affective computing, mainly ac-
cording to the contexts below:

• Modeling spatial data: DNNs have been shown to be superior in obtaining au-
tomatic representations in comparison to classic computer vision’s hand-crafted
features. One of the advantages lies on extracting descriptors and building end-
to-end models from images [66, 68], video sequences or audio-segments [78].

• DNNs can be also adapted to learn the temporal dynamics of sequential data for
affect recognition. Architectures such as Long-Short Term Memorys (LSTMs) and
Transformers (see sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3) address the drawbacks of spatial mod-
els and are able to capture the temporal dependencies of sequential data even in
asynchronous schemes [154].

• DNNs provide modular and scalable frameworks to handle multimodal data.
There is not a linear relationship between raw data of different modalities. There-
fore, DNNs have shown to be useful in many tasks of multimodal learning, such as
joint-learning of multimodal representations [17], alignment of modalities, such
as spoken words to moving lips [155] and translation of one modality to another
[156].

Based on the above and, also, the emotional models analyzed in Subsection 1.1.1,
multimodal fusion can support integrating multiple modalities for predicting emotions
(e.g. happiness and sadness) or measuring continuous values (e.g. arousal and valence).
Regarding computational models in MER, there are two main strategies. a.) fusing on
feature level (early fusion) and b.) fusing on the decision level (late fusion or decision
level fusion). It is important to note that there is a large consensus in the literature of
Affective Computing (AC) that late fusion is more robust for automatic emotion recogni-
tion than early fusion [5].

EARLY FUSION (EF)
Early fusion can be applied by concatenating features from different modalities or by
jointly learning features from different sources of raw data. One benefit of joint feature
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Figure 3.12: A general illustration of a multimodal framework which uses data from various sensors. Learning
schemes applied on the features extracted from these sensorial data can be based on early or late fusions.

learning consists in taking into account the temporal context of emotion display. Kim
et al. in [157] applied multimodal deep learning to generate joint representations for
audio and video modalities. Since the relation between audio and visual information is
non-linear, they aimed for cross-modality representations and feature selection. How-
ever, their proposed framework resulted in slightly higher classification accuracy than
baseline methods, such as Principle Component Analysis (PCA). Alternatively, Wu et al.
[158] used attention-based mechanisms to capture temporal information and the Mem-
ory Fusion Network with attention across audio, video, and text modalities on the feature
level for emotional autobiographical narratives. They adapted the attention mechanism
to predict emotional valence over time. Their models led to good results, and in some
cases reached a performance comparable with human raters.

More recently, within the Audio/Visual Emotion Challenge (AVEC 2019) [4], Zhao et
al. [136] combined features from audio, video, and text modalities in order to investi-
gate knowledge transfer of emotions in a cross-cultural manner. Their multimodal in-
teraction approach gave the best Concordance Cross-Correlation (CCC) results in the
challenge for predicting arousal, valence, and likability values. In the same challenge,
Haifeng et al. [137] employed an early and late-level fusion based on bi-directional LSTM
(BDLSTM). They utilized BDLSTM for audio, video, and geometric features. In addition,
they formed new representations, based on the concatenation of audio-geometric, and
video-geometric features. On top of these five streams of networks, a late-level fusion
based on their prediction is applied. Their approach achieved the second-best results in
AVEC2019 challenge [4].

LATE FUSION (LF)
When considering the various methods towards multimodal fusion, Decision-Level Fu-
sion (DLF) or late fusion can be categorized into the following two scenarios: (1) agnostic
approaches that use unimodal methods independently and (2) model-based approaches
that utilize specific machine learning models in the fusion process [153].

In the agnostic approaches, fusion is applied on the obtained predictions from dif-
ferent modalities. It is based on techniques such as voting schemes, manual weighting,
or averaging. For example, in [68], separate methods for each modality were developed,
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(e.g. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for facial images and Restricted Boltzmann
Machines (RBM) for audio information), followed by the late fusion step, consisting in
combining the score obtained by each modality using grid search. Similarly in [66], Liu
et al. benefited from kernel methods for video feature representation, and the fusion of
the different modalities was achieved in a probabilistic manner at a late stage. In [159],
different classifiers were trained for each modality, and then combined using late fusion
based on a genetic algorithm.

The second set of categories includes model-based approaches where the optimiza-
tion of the multimodal frameworks and their predictions is conducted simultaneously.
These approaches optimize a shared framework, using the same algorithms for the vari-
ous modalities based on their joint performance. This paradigm uses learned models to
combine different modalities during the training and evaluation processes. For exam-
ple, in [160], Keren et al. applied a series of end-to-end CNNs and Recurrent Neural Net-
work (RNN) models on the raw data of physiological sensors, such as electrocardiogram
and electrodermal activity, to predict affect. These end-to-end learning methods were
applied separately on sensorial data of ECG, EDA, and skin conductance level (SCL), skin
conductance response (SCR), and heart-rate (HR). A multimodal fusion on their predic-
tions was learned to re-weight their relative importance for the arousal and valence pre-
diction. The fusion results outperformed significantly the unimodal performance, by at
least .05 in terms of concordance correlation coefficient (CCC). In addition, their study
showed that the HR signal dominated the prediction of the arousal and valence. Besides,
SCR had more contribution to the valence prediction, while EDA contributed largely in
predicting the arousal.

Parts of this dissertation employ model-based approaches. For example, Chapter
6 explains the method which obtains temporal audio and visual features and employs
Deep Metric Learning (DML) to cluster emotions, based on a similarity metric. This
approach minimizes the distance between the two modalities, as well as benefits from
their scores in terms of separating positive and negative pairs of emotions. In addition,
Chapter 7 introduces an attention mechanism for emotion recognition, that is employed
within a shared-learning framework. The fusion of the two modalities is conducted on
the score-level, while the obtained predictions are brought together in order to maximize
the performance of audio-visual emotion recognition.

3.4. APPLICATIONS OF AFFECTIVE COMPUTING

Emotions impact various cognitive processes, such as perception, intuition, and deci-
sion making [23]. As a result, the applications of affective computing can be tremen-
dous. Inferring human emotions using various data channels offers numerous opportu-
nities to improve people’s lives while interacting with automatic systems. The spectrum
of these applications can range from education [13, 18, 19], automatic vehicle driving
[22–26], health-care [4, 20, 21], to entertainment [27–30].
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3.4.1. APPLICATION OF AFFECTIVE COMPUTING IN AUTOMATIC VEHICLE

DRIVING

One application where emotion recognition is of vital importance is that of driver emo-
tion recognition, as it can significantly improve the driving experience. Recently, there
have been great advances in emotion recognition, focusing on monitoring driving or in-
fluencing drivers’ performance [23, 24]. Emotions can be detected through several sen-
sorial inputs, such as RGB cameras for facial expression recognition and gaze estimation,
and depth cameras for body posture and gesture recognition [24]. In addition, the au-
tomotive industry developed new generations of cars, equipped with advanced features
to meet the expectation of offering more personalized human-machine interaction 3. In
the literature, emotion recognition can be used to ensure safe driving experience, help
the augmented operation of autonomous cars, and to give a personalized driving expe-
rience.

For example, in [24], authors utilized facial features, head pose, and gaze estimation
to enhance driver’s safety by tracking drivers’ activity and measuring the driver’s focus
of attention. Moreover, authors in [161], employed deep learning techniques, such as
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), to build a framework for driver’s head localiza-
tion and pose estimation. These inputs can subsequently be used for monitoring driver’s
emotional states, such as frustration, distraction, and fatigue. A study in [25] suggests
that augmenting driving with emotional intelligence could further help the growing in-
dustry in real-world scenarios.

Wearable devices are an alternative way of measuring the affective states of drivers.
These devices provide sensory information that can be informative about drivers’ emo-
tions and can potentially also measure the stress and fatigue which are associated with
affect responses. Authors in [22] showed that the stress level of drivers could be inferred
with high accuracy from physiological data, such as skin conductors and heart-rate. In
addition, the driver’s attention and emotional state could be predicted by monitoring
the drivers’ face and recognizing his/her facial expressions. Authors in [162] performed
emotion recognition using facial electromyograms, electrocardiogram, respiration, and
electrodermal activity. The identified emotional classes are high stress, low stress, disap-
pointment, and euphoria. Authors in [163] proposed an EEG-Based system for recogniz-
ing affective states and mental workload of participants with autism spectrum disorder
(ASD) during driving skill training (which occurred in a virtual environment). In [26],
physiological signals such as electrocardiogram, galvanic skin response, and respiration
were extracted from fourteen drives executed in an instructed route in real driving en-
vironments. The research led to the construction of a novel system for driving stress
detection based on multimodal feature analysis and kernel-based classifiers. Finally, in
[26], the focus of the study was to deduce the emotional state of the drivers based on
information derived from electromyography signals of the upper trapezius muscle, pho-
toplethysmography signals of the earlobe, as well as inertial motion sensing of the head
movement.

3https://blog.affectiva.com/
driving-your-emotions-how-emotion-ai-powers-a-safer-and-more-personalized-car

https://blog.affectiva.com/driving-your-emotions-how-emotion-ai-powers-a-safer-and-more-personalized-car
https://blog.affectiva.com/driving-your-emotions-how-emotion-ai-powers-a-safer-and-more-personalized-car
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3.4.2. APPLICATION OF AFFECTIVE COMPUTING IN EDUCATION
Of particular interest in Artificial Intelligence (AI) in general, and Affective Comput-
ing (AC), in particular, is the construction and the use of e-learning systems able to
react and interact with students in a natural manner, similar to that between students
and human tutors [13]. According to Picard et al., Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL)
systems should incorporate the emotional aspect of the learning process, in addition
to the cognitive process [164]. In this manner, students’ emotional needs are consid-
ered, beyond aspects that address solely productivity and efficiency. However, enhanc-
ing learning systems with affective capabilities can be more challenging than adding per-
ception and cognitive functionalities. In an educational context, emotions experienced
by a learner directly affect the learning outcome [165, 166]. As a result, a learning sys-
tem should be able to increase student’s motivation and, hence, enhance the students’
cognition process [13]. For instance, this could be done through a intelligent system that
can detect a student’s frustration, boredom, and engagement. In other words, accurate
automatic emotion recognition can be useful in enhancing the learning outcomes by
providing personalized and adaptive educational processes according to students’ emo-
tions, as well as other performance indicators related to productivity and cognitive skills.

Imagine a one-to-one e-tutoring system, in which the developed learning materials,
teaching, and evaluation processes are generated based on the needs, emotions, men-
tal abilities, skills, and preferences of the students. This is not possible without having
an affective component augmentation within the system [18]. For example, the tutoring
system needs to follow the learning curve of the student and must adapt the difficulty
level of the learning process according to the student’s mood and emotions. In this man-
ner, not only the performance, motivation but also the dedication to complete the study
can be increased, due to considering adaptation and personalization aspects. For exam-
ple, within the course of this dissertation, we contributed to the Horizon 2020 funded
project MaTHiSiS (Managing Affective-learning THrough Intelligent atoms and Smart
InteractionS)4, which is an educational platform that provides a personalized learning
experience based on multimodal emotion recognition from diverse cues. This project
exploits a wide range of sensors to capture learners’ affective states and adapts the learn-
ing materials in realtime. For instance, cues from facial expressions, gaze, audio, body
posture, and interactions with learning materials are fused to enhance emotion recogni-
tion. Subsequently, this paradigm aims to foster students’ experience by increasing their
engagement and preventing boredom and anxiety [167].

3.4.3. APPLICATION OF AFFECTIVE COMPUTING IN ENTERTAINMENT
In entertainment, user’s engagement, frustration, or boredom can be predicted and in-
tegrated into games’ scenarios, making the gaming industry adaptable and even more
entertaining. Shaker et al. [28] showed that players’ experience can be predicted with
high accuracy. For example, features extracted using behavioral data from gameplay and
the player’s visual characteristics can model players’ experience in terms of frustration,
challenge, and engagement. This could help in designing game content, with a final goal
to enhance the entertainment sector with systems that can improve gameplay. Indeed,
research conducted in [30] found that adapting the game’s difficulty, music, characters,

4http://mathisis-project.eu/

http://mathisis-project.eu/
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or mission-based on users’ emotional state improved the gaming experience.

3.4.4. APPLICATION OF AFFECTIVE COMPUTING IN HEALTH-CARE
In health-care and medicine, AC is finding practical applications in various areas. For
instance, pain detection is used to automatize the health progress monitoring in clinical
settings [21]. For example, pain detection can be used in monitoring patients in Inten-
sive Care Units (ICUs) and assessing lower-back pain [21]. For these purposes, studies
showed that facial cues are informative for pain detection [21]. Furthermore, depression
could be diagnosed through facial activities, head movements, and behavioral signals
[4]. Depression is a leading cause of illness and disability. For example, studies showed
that a computer agent can detect the level of depression (using the Patient Health Ques-
tionnaire PHQ-8 questionnaire). The agent achieved a good Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE) in detecting mild depression on the measurement scale. Finally, AC could also
help to improve the life of elderly, especially the ones who suffer from dementia. For
example, it could help caregivers in detecting signs of apathy as shown in [20]. Fur-
thermore, the study in [20] is part of ICT4Life 5 H2020 European project. ICT4Life is an
e-health care platform that aims to provide an integrated monitoring system for people
with dementia. Data gathered from patients’ trajectories, interactions with a variety of
services and cognitive games, the evolution of their symptoms and cognitive abilities,
and their health profiles are fused to detect abnormalities in their activities, and moods.

3.5. DISCUSSION
This chapter presented an overview of the multimodal benchmarks for Multimodal
Emotion Recognition (MER) systems. Representation learning and fusion techniques
have seen tremendous improvements over the last decade. The chapter discussed state-
of-the-art methods for extracting representations from raw bio-signals, audio, and video
cues for emotion recognition. In addition, it gave an overview of the usability and the
benefits of these various sensorial data for emotion recognition and presented a sum-
mary of methods for fusion and learning on multimodal data. Moreover, since late fusion
is more robust for automatic emotion recognition than early fusion [5], in this disserta-
tion, the research is based on a joint decision-level fusion. In particular, each modality
produces its predictions for emotion recognition, however, their decisions and learning
process are optimized jointly. In addition, over the course of this research, the literature
was lacking in-depth analyses regarding automatically extracted, dynamic interactions
between audio and video signals in emotionally rich contexts. This dissertation presents
studies that investigate the temporal relationships of both modalities and exploit their
strength for emotion recognition. Besides, it employs state-of-the-art methods, such
as Deep Metric Learning (DML) to perform similarity learning for multimodal emotion
recognition.

5http://www.ict4life.eu/

http://www.ict4life.eu/
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APPLICATIONS

Recognizing emotions should be interpreted as measuring observations of motor
system behavior that correspond with high probability to an underlying emotion

or combination of emotions.

R. W. Picard [9]

The pipeline of automatic emotion recognition starts with the selection of the emotional
model, and continues with processing certain data structures with varying spatial, tem-
poral, and statistical properties, as well as developing methods to handle the given data
for emotion inference. Besides, the aforementioned steps can vary according to the ap-
plication of emotion recognition. Having this perspective, this chapter consists of two
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actions with learning materials,” in 2018 17th IEEE international conference on machine learning and
applications (ICMLA). IEEE, 2018, pp. 372–379.

• N. Vretos, P. Daras, S. Asteriadis, E. Hortal, E. Ghaleb, E. Spyrou, H. C. Leligou, P. Karkazis, P. Trakadas,
and K. Assimakopoulos, “Exploiting sensing devices availability in ar/vr deployments to foster engage-
ment,” Virtual Reality, vol. 23, no. 4, pp. 399–410, 2019.
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studies. The first one proposes a hierarchical framework for multimodal emotion recog-
nition using audio-visual cues in video clips. Part of this study investigates feature engi-
neering approaches, as well as aggregates temporal representations in a video clip using
Fisher Vectors (FVs) for emotion recognition. The presented approach for multi-modal
emotion recognition is applied on two datasets, namely AFEW’16 and eNTERFACE. Both
datasets are composed of video clips labeled with discrete emotions. After a preprocessing
stage, we employ different feature extraction techniques, e.g. Convolutional Neural Net-
work (CNN), Dense-Scale-Invariant Feature Transformation (SIFT) on the face and facial
Regions of Interest (ROIs), geometric, and audio cues based features. Subsequently, we en-
code frame-based features using Fisher vector representations. Next, we leverage the prop-
erties of each modality using different fusion schemes. Apart from the early-level and the
decision level fusion approaches, we propose a hierarchical method based on information
gain principles and we optimize its parameters using genetic algorithms. The experimen-
tal results prove the suitability of our method, as we obtain 48.9% validation accuracy
on the challenging AFEW’16 dataset, surpassing by 10% the baseline of 38.81%, and good
performance of 78.5% on eNTERFACE.

The second part of this study focuses on understanding affective states through interac-
tions with learning materials. Affective state can be directly linked to a student’s perfor-
mance during learning. Consequently, being able to retrieve the affect of a student can lead
to more personalized education, targeting higher degrees of engagement and, thus, opti-
mizing the learning experience and its outcomes. In this study, we apply Machine Learn-
ing (ML) and present a novel approach for affect recognition in Technology-Enhanced
Learning (TEL) by understanding learners’ experience through tracking their interactions
with a serious game as a learning platform. We utilize a variety of interaction parame-
ters to examine their potential to be used as an indicator of the learner’s affective state.
Driven by the Theory of Flow model, we investigate the correspondence between the pre-
diction of users’ self-reported affective states and features related to their interactions with
the learning material. Cross-subject evaluation using Support Vector Machines (SVMs) on
a dataset of 32 participants interacting with the platform demonstrated that the proposed
framework could achieve a significant precision in affect recognition. The subject-based
evaluation highlighted the benefits of an adaptive personalized learning experience, con-
tributing to achieving optimized levels of engagement.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.1 presents the first study titled "Mul-
timodal Fusion Based on Information Gain for Emotion Recognition". Its subsections
elaborate on the related work, the method, and the conducted evaluations. Section
4.2 introduces the second study titled "Towards Affect Recognition through Interactions
with Learning Materials". Its subsections detail the collected data, as well as the applied
evaluations.
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4.1. MULTIMODAL FUSION BASED ON INFORMATION GAIN

FOR EMOTION RECOGNITION

F ROM a psychological and neurological perspective, research has gained preliminary
evidence about how the brain tends to bind information received from different

modalities[77]. The binding interaction of different modalities has been demonstrated
in the so-called McGurk effect [57], which shows that the perception of audio signals can
be altered by the display of incongruent visual information. This multimodal integra-
tion is essential for multimodal perception in many cases [58], since it enables accurate
perception in a noisy environment or in a state of confusion. For example, people are
able to detect a smile from speech signals [58]. In addition, studies show that speech
and facial expressions can substitute and complement each other in many tasks such
as emotion recognition or speech identifications [77]. For instance, a surprised facial ex-
pression might be classified as anger, however, access to auditory signals can resolve this
confusion [168]. An extensive overview of multimodal learning’s advances and trends in
Affective Computing (AC) is introduced in Chapter 3.

As discussed in Chapter 3, computer vision and machine learning algorithms have
been employed for recognizing emotions using multiple modalities and various datasets.
For example, some of the datasets were gathered in controlled environments such as the
Cohn-Kanade [169], the JAFFE [60], the CMU Pose Illumination and Expression (PIE)
[170], eNTERFACE [116], or the MMI database [171]. Additionally, efforts were devoted
to more challenging datasets, captured in uncontrolled spontaneous conditions such as
the Acted Facial Expressions in the Wild (AFEW) dataset [172], containing video clips of
unconstrained facial expressions, with varied head poses, occlusions, and challenging
illumination conditions. The palette of feature extraction techniques and classification
methods employed for Speech-based Emotion Recognition (SER) and Facial Expression
Recognition (FER) have been broadly explained in Subsections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3, respec-
tively. For both modalities, these two sections elaborate on approaches based on tradi-
tional approaches (e.g. hand-crafted features with Support Vector Machines (SVMs)), as
well as recent methods based on Deep Neural Networks (DNNs).

Furthermore, studies in bimodal emotion recognition showed the benefits of fusing
visual and acoustic information [173], due to the complementarity of the two modalities.
Therefore, in this research, we propose a multi-modal framework for emotion recogni-
tion from video sequences, by taking advantage of both visual and audio features. More-
over, one of the main contributions of this study consists in proposing a hierarchical
fusion approach, which combines feature level and decision level fusion in an efficient
manner, using information gain principles, depicted in Figure 4.1. The proposed fu-
sion framework is general enough to be useful for other tasks such as behavior or object
recognition, as long as there are available different types of complementary modalities
(with their different feature representations).

In our approach, we take advantage of different feature extraction algorithms. The
features are extracted from the audio cues and from the entire face or salient facial Re-
gions of Interest (ROIs) (e.g. eyes, nose, mouth, forehead, and chin). The extracted fea-
tures ( f ) include: audio acoustic Low-Level Descriptors (LLDs), Dense Scale-Invariant
Feature Transformation (DSIFT), geometric features, and Convolutional Neural Net-
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Figure 4.1: Hierarchical multimodal fusion framework based on feature level and score level fusion. The pro-
posed scheme starts with a pre-processing layer for face and facial landmark detection, face alignment, and
extracting raw-audio signals. This layer is followed by extracting a set of f low-level features (e.g. DSIFT, CNN,
and geometric features). The third and fourth layers include high-level representations of features by Fisher
Vector encoding (FV) and selecting pairs of encoded features (representations) based on information gain
principles (IG). In the fourth layer are included examples of the selected pairs feature representations. The last
layer of the framework depicts score level fusion optimized using a Genetic Algorithm (GA).

work (CNN) based visual features (using VGG-face model [96]). Thus, the f = 5 feature
channels are coming from audio and video modalities and are displayed on the 2nd layer
in Figure 4.1. Another contribution of this study is the representation of the different
features using Fisher Vectors (FVs) encoding [69]. FVs are useful at projecting all types
of features to the same space and also at facilitating the analysis of videos with different
lengths, while efficiently capturing the facial dynamics (3r d layer in Figure 4.1).

Moreover, each of the employed features is useful, while one constraint in their early
fusion relates to their different underlying distributions and characteristics. Fisher vec-
tors encoding enables a higher-level representation, in which the representations of the
low-level descriptors share similar statistical properties. Also, we use an efficient algo-
rithm for feature-level fusion, which finds the best types of feature representations to be
fused in a hierarchical manner. The fusion in the fourth layer (4th layer in Figure 4.1) is
based on minimizing the Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence [174] between the probability
distribution function (PDF) of true labels and the PDF of the correctly predicted labels,
obtained after employing a classification algorithm (using SVMs) on concatenated pairs
of feature representations. For example, at the first stage, the feature representations
of both the mouth region and audio cues are concatenated to form a new feature vec-
tor. Similarly, DSIFT’s and geometric’s feature representations can be concatenated in
another pair. Then, at the next stage (the 5th layer in Figure 4.1), predictions that are
resulted from a linear classification of SVM are fused through a decision-level fusion al-
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gorithm which optimizes the weights of each feature representation pair using a Genetic
Algorithm (GA).

The proposed framework is useful, as, instead of fusing all feature representations at
an early stage as described by [175] or at the end of the pipeline as proposed by [176],
it searches for the best combinations at different processing stages for finding comple-
mentary modalities. Furthermore, the use of a genetic algorithm facilitates finding the
optimum weights for the decision level fusion. We evaluated our proposed approach on
the challenging AEFW dataset [117] as well as the eNTERFACE dataset [116].

The remainder of this study is organized as follows: in Subsection 4.1.1, related work
is presented showing the popular trends in multimodal emotion recognition. Subsec-
tion 4.1.2 explains the pre-processing stage and the feature extraction methods from
both video and audio modalities. Our proposed framework towards emotion recogni-
tion, based on multimodal fusion of visual and audio modalities, is introduced in Sub-
section 4.1.3, highlighting different fusion schemes. Next, the experimental results are
presented in details in Subsection 4.1.4, while the study ends with conclusions and di-
rections for future work in Subsection 4.1.5.

4.1.1. RELATED WORK

FEATURE EXTRACTION

Previous work on facial emotion recognition mostly uses handcrafted features [14, 138].
The pipeline of these studies starts by performing face detection and is followed by ex-
tracting facial features such as Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [61], Gabor wavelets [60], and
Scale-Invariant Feature Transformation (SIFT) [62]. In addition, these features can be
extended to capture the spatio-temporal space such as Bag of visual Words (BoW) on
SIFT features in [139] and LBP-TOP [140]. With the recent improvements in neural net-
works, deep architectures have become popular and effective for extracting high level
features from data and specifically from facial images [89, 89, 90, 96, 146–149, 177]. As
discussed in Subsections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3, deep learning approaches for feature extraction
have surpassed traditional ones and emerged in an enormous impact and improvement
in many pattern recognition and classification tasks [89]. In computer vision, CNNs are
well-known deep learning architectures for feature extraction from images. In our work,
we benefit from this model as well, by using the state-of-the-art VGG-Face (explained
in section 2.4.1) face representation which proved to be discriminative and efficient in
face recognition [96]. In [66, 68], CNN features were extracted by fine-tuning pre-trained
models for facial emotion recognition. In [152], a hybrid neural network is presented,
that combines Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) with CNNs to encode facial motion
throughout video frames. On the other hand, audio representations are extracted using
short-term spectral, prosodic, and energy features, which have affective information [5].
A well-known set of features were extracted using the Open Speech & Music Interpreta-
tion by Large-space Extraction (OpenSMILE) tool [178], which are adopted in this work.
Audio and video representations for emotion recognition are thoroughly presented in
Subsections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.
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MULTIMODAL LEARNING

Data fusion can be achieved with different and complementary modalities such as audio,
video, and skeleton joints. The joint analysis of the sensory inputs leads to an improved
recognition of the environment, since it enhances the understanding of an event through
different channels. However, each modality has its own feature distribution and statisti-
cal properties, and different sensory data have high non-linear relationships. There have
been many studies that try to optimize a framework and benefit from data of various
modalities in order to obtain modality-free description (in other words, joint represen-
tations) to capture the correlation between different modalities. For example, authors
in [179] developed a probabilistic model to correlate images and their associated cap-
tions. In this task, each modality carries different information. For instance, captions
can further explain the images’ content. The proposed framework aimed to produce
joint representations that capture the complementary information. The representations
also reflect the similarity of visual and text modalities in the real world. These represen-
tations are useful for tasks such as classification and information retrieval [179].

Furthermore, multimodal learning has been applied for several tasks which involve
various data sensors, such as person identification, emotion recognition [157], multi-
media retrieval [179], and gesture and action recognition [177]. In [17] a deep learning
method for audiovisual speech recognition was proposed, where the authors used differ-
ent settings and scenarios in order to find a framework that would obtain a shared rep-
resentation for both modalities. One of the main constraints of the scheme presented in
that paper is the complexity of the applied architecture. In addition, when analyzing the
performance of the late and early fusion, the results show the inefficiency of the deep
learning based multimodal learning. This can be traced to the fact that deep learning
requires much more data to learn a shared representation than other models.

In our study, we employ a Fisher Vector (FV) representation for encoding low-level
features of audio-visual modalities. It functions as a higher layer representation of those
features, as it projects them onto a common space, where they share common statistical
and distribution properties. Compared with deep learning, FV representation has ad-
vantages such as its compactness and efficiency, while it can be computed using a small
number of Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) parameters [180].

MULTIMODAL EMOTION RECOGNITION

There have been various studies that cover multimodal learning for emotion recogni-
tion. For example, in [157], multimodal deep learning was applied to learn a shared
representation for audiovisual emotion recognition. Other studies exploited late level
fusion. In [68], separate methods for each modality were developed, (e.g. CNN for fa-
cial images and Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBM) for audio information), followed
by a combination of the score of each modality in late fusion by grid search. Similarly, in
[66], the authors benefited from kernel methods for video feature representation and the
fusion of the different modalities was achieved in a probabilistic manner at a late stage.
In [159], different classifiers were trained for each modality, and then combined using a
late fusion approach based on a genetic algorithm. Section 3.3 elaborates on data fusion
and representation approaches for multimodal emotion recognition.

In this chapter, we target the task of emotion recognition using both schemes of mul-
timodal learning: early and late fusion. In the early level fusion phase, we first project
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modalities’ features into a common space that shares similar properties using Fisher
vector encoding, and then decide the best combination of the modalities by employ-
ing information gain principles for feature selection. In late fusion, we benefit from the
resulted combinations of early fusion, and take into consideration the performance of
each modality prior to Fisher vector encoding to spot the complementary modalities for
robust emotion prediction.

4.1.2. METHOD
In this section, we first explain the preprocessing phase of facial images and how we
obtain a face track from a video. Then we present the low-level feature extraction meth-
ods implemented in our framework form audio and video (geometric and appearance
features). Finally, we describe feature encoding and representation by means of FVs for
video modeling and projecting features into the same space.

PREPROCESSING

Facial Landmark Detection: Succeeding the step of face detection via Haar feature-
based cascade classifiers [181], we detect 49 landmarks and track them in each frame
of a video, using the Supervised Descent Method (SDM) [182]. SDM is a successful face
shape regression technique, which begins with facial features (e.g. SIFT), around facial
landmarks (S0), and progressively predicts the final shape of the face in an iterative way.
SDM minimizes a Non-linear Least Squares (NLS) function and then uses the learned de-
scent directions to estimate face shape during runtime. Compared to other techniques,
this method provides robust and accurate landmark positions in challenging conditions,
such as varying illumination and pose, and low-quality images. In addition, it gives a re-
liable and robust tracking of facial landmarks in the wild, in real-time.

Face Alignment: Face alignment is an essential step in facial emotion recognition. It
is the process of registering faces with respect to facial landmarks (e.g. eyes, nose, mouth,
and chin) of the canonical frame. This process fixes the landmark positions in aligned
images and it is carried out by similarity transformation. In our work, we use facial land-
marks provided by the SDM landmark detector and perform a similarity transformation
that aligns faces to the fixed canonical frame based on eye centers positions. In addi-
tion, facial images are cropped and re-sized to a fixed resolution: 224×224. Figure 4.2
presents examples of tracked facial images from the AFEW dataset.

LOW-LEVEL FEATURE EXTRACTION

Emotion recognition relies on representative data along with accurate and discrimina-
tive descriptors. This type of information contributes to enhanced recognition and clas-
sification accuracy. Accordingly, in this chapter, we extract a set of low-level descriptors
for the visual and audio modalities. Then, we use Fisher vectors for video modeling and
projecting them into the same space. In the reminder of this subsection, we outline the
low-level features used in our work: DSIFT, handcrafted geometric, CNN and audio fea-
tures.

Dense Scale-Invariant Feature Transformation (DSIFT) Features: DSIFT has been
widely used for image representation in the last decade, in many computer vision recog-
nition tasks [183, 184]. In DSIFT, unlike the regular SIFT where features are extracted
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Figure 4.2: Face pre-processing and Feature Extraction and Encoding.

Figure 4.3: An illustration of the six salient facial regions of interest (ROIs): left eye, right eye, forehead, mouth,
nose and the region between eyes.

sparsely around facial key-points, we compute the SIFT histograms (of 128 dimensions)
densely over a given facial image, using a certain scale factor and step size. This has an
advantage since it does not rely on facial landmark detection. We divide the facial im-
ages into a grid of overlapping blocks with a step size equal to 1 pixel. Specifically, the
block size is 24×24. Later, we compute a DSIFT histogram for each block. This step is
repeated in 5 scales, with a scale factor equal to

p
2.

Then, features are aggregated from all patches to a single matrix with size of 128×P ,
where P is the number of patches. The final descriptor of DSIFT is further reduced by
Principal Component Analysis (PCA), from 128 to 64 as suggested by [183]. To help Fisher
vector encoding in capturing the spatial information of the face, the normalized spatial
coordinates (x, y) of the patches are aggregated to the features. As a result, the PCA-
DSIFT feature dimension is 66.

In this work, we compute DSIFT with two approaches: (i) DSIFT on the entire facial
image; and (ii) DSIFT on six distinct facial Regions of Interest (ROIs): left eye, right eye,
forehead, mouth, nose, and the region between eyes. These six facial ROIs are illustrated
in Figure 4.3. We extract and crop the ROIs using the obtained facial landmarks shown
in Figure 4.5. Then, DSIFT features are extracted from each region separately. In the
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Figure 4.4: A modified VGG-face architecture. The original VGG-face model has the same convolu-
tional/pooling blocks and the Fully Connected Layer (FCL) that follow these blocks. The last two FCLs were
added in order to fine-tune the model for the purpose of emotion recognition from facial expressions.

remainder of this chapter, we refer to the DSIFT extracted from the entire facial image as
DSIFT, while we call the DSIFT computed on ROIs as ROIs-DSIFT. The dimensionality
of ROIs-DSIFT histograms were reduced from 128 to 32 by PCA. As a result, the ROIs-
DSIFT feature dimension is 34, since the normalized spatial coordinates (x, y) are added
to ROIs-DSIFT.

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) Features: Our CNN face representation is
based on the VGG-face model [96] (explained in Subsection 2.4.1), which is a CNN model
that consists of five convolutional/pooling blocks and three fully convolutional layers.
This model was trained with 2.6M facial images of 2622 people for the purpose of face
recognition in the wild [96]. In the literature, it has been shown that CNNs give robust
representations that are superior to AU’s based feature extraction methods [68, 145].
Nonetheless, as the model is trained for the facial recognition task, and not on emotional
data, we fine-tune the model, by keeping the convolutional/pooling blocks and the Fully
Connected Layer (FCL) which follows these blocks (denoted as FCL6). The remaining
FCLs were discarded, namely, FCL7 and FCL8 which had 4096 and 2622 dimensions, re-
spectively. Instead of these two layers, we appended 1000 and 7 dimensional FCLs. On
the top of the final layer, softmax classification with multinomial logistic loss was ap-
plied. The modified architecture of the VGG-face model is shown in Figure 4.4. For fine-
tuning, we use the training set of the Facial Emotion Recognition (FER) dataset [185],
and for validation, we use the public test set of FER. In the feature extraction stage, we
employ the FCL6’s output as the facial signature. This layer outputs a 4096-dimensional
feature vector.

Geometric Features: These features deal with the shape and location of the facial
landmarks. Methods to extract geometric features use facial landmarks to encode ex-
plicitly face geometry [141]. As explained in Subsection 3.2.3, geometric features are
useful since different facial expressions correspond to different facial landmarks’ shape
deformations (e.g., eyes, mouth, eyebrows, chin, and nose). In this study, the coordi-
nates of the facial landmarks are obtained through the model proposed in [182] and are
shown in Figure 4.5. These landmarks are transformed and fitted with the same align-
ment used for face registration. Moreover, the coordinates of the facial landmarks can
be used as features in the classification process. However, this representation results in
poor performance since it does not capture the dynamic variations between various in-
dividuals [141]. For example, authors in [143, 144] computed geometric features, which
can be represented by segments, perimeters, or areas of the figures formed by the coor-
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Table 4.1: The extracted handcrafted geometric features. These sets of features are extracted for each face, in a
face track. Then, FV encoding aggregate them across a video clip to obtain a single representation. This table
is taken from [144].

What features? On which landmarks? Operation

1 Eye aspect ratio (LR) [20:25], [26:31] Distance
2 Mouth aspect ratio 32, 35, 38, 41 Distance
3 Upper lip angles (LR) 32, 35, 38 Angle
4 Nose tip - mouth corner angles (LR) 17, 32, 38 Angle
5 Lower lip angles (LR) [32, 42] , [38, 40] Angle
6 Eyebrow slope (LR) [1, 5] , [6, 10] Angle
7,8 Lower eye angles (LR) [20, 23, 24, 25], [26, 29, 30, 31] Angle
9 Mouth corner - mouth bottom angles 32, 38, 41 Angle
10 Upper mouth angles (LR) [32, 34], [36, 38] Angle
11 Curvature of lower-outer lips (LR) [32, 43, 42], [38, 39, 40] Curvature
12 Curvature of lower-inner lips (LR) [32, 42, 41], [38, 40, 41] Curvature
13 Bottom lip curvature [32, 38, 41] Curvature
14 Mouth opening / mouth width 45, 48, 32, 38 Distance
15 Mouth up/low 35, 41, 45 Distance
16 Eye - middle eyebrow distance (LR) [3, 20, 23], [8, 26, 29] Distance
17 Eye - inner eyebrow distance (LR) [5, 20, 23], [6, 26, 29] Distance
18 Inner eye - eyebrow center (LR) [3, 23], [8, 26] Distance
19 Inner eye - mouth top distance 23, 26, 35 Distance
20 Mouth width 32, 38 Distance
21 Mouth height 35, 41 Distance
22 Upper mouth height 32, 38, 35 Distance
23 Lower mouth height 32, 38, 41 Distance

dinates of the facial landmarks. Their features include Euclidean distances, angles, and
curvatures between fitted facial landmarks.

Following the works in [143] and [144], we obtain a set of features including: Eu-
clidean distances, angles and curvatures between fitted facial landmarks, followed by
applying a normalization step. For example, the set of extracted features include but are
not limited to: mouth and eyes aspect ratios, lower and upper lips, and mouth corners’
angles, nose tip-mouth corner angles, eyebrow slope, mouth corner and mouth bottom
angles, and the curvature of lower-outer and lower-inner lips. Table 4.1 gives a compre-
hensive list of the extracted 23 features, for each frame. Subsequently, these features are
pooled and encoded via FVs to obtain a single geometric description of each video clip.

Audio Features: We utilize the speech analysis OpenSMILE toolkit [178] for extract-
ing audio features. This popular and widely used library extracts low-level descriptors
(LLDs) that capture both the voice quality and prosodic characteristics of a speaker. We
follow the audio feature extraction as explained in [127]. The set of audio features used
in this study consists of: 34 energy and spectral related LLDs, 4 voicing related LLDs,
34 delta coefficients of energy and spectral LLDs, 4 delta coefficients of the voicing re-
lated LLDs, and 2 voiced/unvoiced durational features. The details for the LLDs are in-
cluded in Table 4.2. Then, the following set of functionals are computed on the LLDs:
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Figure 4.5: Facial landmarks provided by the SDM [182].

Table 4.2: Audio features: Low Level Descriptors (LLDs) [127]

Low Level Descriptors (LLDs) Audio Features

Energy/Spectral LLDs PCM Loudness

MFCC [0-14]

Log Mel frequency band [0-7]

Line Spectral Pairs (LSP) frequency [0-7]

F0 by sub-harmonic sum and F0 Envelope

Voicing related LLDs Voicing Probability

Jitter local

Jitter difference of periods in consecutive frames

Shimmer local

arithmetic mean, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis, quartiles, quartile ranges, per-
centile 1%,99%, percentile range, position max/min, up-level time 75/90, linear regres-
sion coefficient, and linear regression error (quadratic/absolute). The statistical func-
tionals capture the dynamic nature of the voice over time segments. In addition, for
each video clip, there is a single feature vector (N = 1) describing its acoustic features
since the statistical functionals are applied to summarize the LLDs, which are computed
over time segments, i.e. 60 ms. Finally, for each video-clip, the LLDs and the applied
functionals resulted in a 1582 dimensional feature vector.
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FEATURE ENCODING AND VIDEO MODELING

Video Modeling: In this work, we adopt the usage of Fisher vectors for encoding and
clustering different low-level features for each feature type of audio and video modali-
ties. The features are not only pooled from one still image. Instead, they are pooled from
all the frames across a face track. As suggested in [184], we use video-pooling, where
we compute a single fisher vector over the whole face track by pooling together low-
level features (e.g. DSIFT, or CNN features) from all facial images in a track. This kind
of representation has many advantages compared to still image-based representations
for various reasons: (i) it encodes the spatio-temporal information in a face track, (ii)
it captures the motion of the face over time, which leads to a robust description of the
different low-level features; and (iii) it dramatically reduces the dimensionality of data
by producing a single discriminative descriptor for a video.

Fisher Vector Representation: The pipeline for FV encoding typically starts with ex-
tracting a set of features (e.g. DSIFT, geometric features, etc.), and then aggregates the
large set of feature vectors across all frames in a track into a high dimensional Fisher vec-
tor which is well suited for linear classification. This is achieved by fitting a parametric
generative model such as GMMs to the features. The GMMs can be referred to as a prob-
abilistic visual vocabulary. The next step consists of encoding the gradient of the local
descriptors log-likelihood with respect to the GMM parameters, such as GMMs’ means,
weights, and covariance matrix. The computation of FVs can be summarized as follows:

• Let I = {x (i ), . . . , x (N )} be a large set of local descriptors with d dimensional feature
vectors (e.g., the geometric features or DSIFT descriptors). The dimensions (d) of
each feature descriptor (type) are listed in Table 4.3. Note that the number of lo-
cal descriptors (N ) depends on the number of frames in a video sequence and the
number of patches (for DSIFT and ROIs-DSIFT). However, for each video clip, a
single feature vector (N=1) describes its acoustic features, as detailed in the previ-
ous subsection. More importantly, it is assumed that the set of feature vectors are
independent.

• Authors in [180] defined FVs as a sum of normalized gradient statistics of proba-
bility density function which is computed for each feature vector. In Fisher vec-
tor encoding, it is also assumed that these vectors are generated by a GMM with
K components and, therefore, the probability density function is modeled by a
GMM: p(x) =∑K

k=1 w (k)pk (x).

• LetΘ= {µ(k),Σ(k), w (k)} be the parameters of a GMM (pk ), where w (k),µ(k),Σ(k) are
the GMMs weights, means, and covariance matrix of the k th GMM, respectively.
It is important to note that, in Fisher vector computation, the covariance matrix
of the GMMs is assumed to be diagonal and denoted by σ2(k), the variance vector
(i.e. the diagonal values of Σ(k)) [180].

• The parameters of GMMs are learned to fit the distribution of given descriptors,
e.g. DSIFT or geometric features. These parameters are learned on the local de-
scriptors using the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm. The EM algorithm
optimizes a Maximum Likelihood criterion.
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• In [180], the authors proposed to use only the gradient with respect to the mean
and the variance vectors. They discarded the gradient with respect to the GMMs’
weight (w (k)) as it brings little information. Therefore, for each component of the
GMM, the derivatives with respect to the mean and the diagonal covariance (the
variance vector) lead to a vectorial representation, which captures the average first
and second order differences between the features and each of the GMM mode, as
follows:

Φ
(k, j )
µ = 1

N
√

w (k)

N∑
i=1

α(k,i )(
x(i , j ) −µ(k, j )

σ(k, j )
) (4.1)

Φ
(k, j )
σ = 1

N
√

2w (k)

N∑
i=1

α(k,i )
(( (x(i , j ) −µ(k, j )

σ(k, j )

)2 −1
)

(4.2)

where j = 1,2, . . . ,d spans the feature vectors’ dimensions (as shown in Table 4.3)
and α(k,i ) = p(k|x (i )) is the soft assignment of a descriptor x (i ) to the (k)th Gaus-
sian. In other words, the GMM associates each vector x (i ) with each Gaussian com-
ponent using a strength given by the following posterior probability:

α(k,i ) =
exp

(− 1

2
(x (i ) −µ(k))TΣ−1(k)(x (i ) −µ(k))

)
∑K

q=1 exp
(− 1

2
(x (i ) −µ(q))TΣ−1(q)(x (i ) −µ(q))

) (4.3)

• The resulting Fisher vector φ of a video clip is computed by aggregating the re-

sulted average first and second order differences (Φ(k, j )
µ and Φ(k, j )

σ ) as follows:

φ= [Φ(1,1)
µ , · · · ,Φ(K ,d)

µ ,Φ(1,1)
σ , · · · ,Φ(K ,d)

σ ]T

It is important to note that Fisher vectors’ dimensionality is 2∗K ∗d which depends on
the number of the GMM components (K ), the dimensionality of the employed set of fea-
ture types, and the two derivatives with respect to the mean and the variance vectors of
the GMMs (Φ(k)

µ andΦ(k)
σ ). Moreover, in our study, we set different numbers of GMMs

for each feature type. These numbers are based on the evaluations and experimenta-
tions to what is suitable for each feature type. Table 4.3 summarizes each feature type’s
dimensionality, the number of used GMMs, and the resulting FVs’ dimensionalities. As
a result, since we apply the FV on the entire video clip, it is a video representation that
is obtained by pooling the spatio-temporal features across the entire video clip. This
method is frequently used as a global video and image descriptor in visual classification.

To check the quality of the employed feature extraction and aggregation methods,
Figure 4.6 shows the localization of the Gaussians with the highest energy in a linear
classification by SVM. The shown Gaussians are obtained from DSIFT descriptors of sin-
gle images. In DSIFT, each patch descriptor is associated with its spatial information.
In particular, as explained in Subsection 4.1.2, to enhance Fisher vector encoding with
the spatial information of the face, the (x, y) spatial coordinates of patches are added
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Table 4.3: The dimensionalities of feature types and their Fisher vectors representations. Note that even though
dimensionality of FVs is large, it is still significantly lower than stacking all the low-level features from all the
frames and the patches of a video clip. For example, the dimensionality of F ROI s−DSI F T features can be larger
than 5.8M for patches with 32×32 in 1 second video clip.

Modalities Feature Types Feature Dimensions (d) GMMs (k) FV Representations FVs (φ) Dimensions = 2K d

Visual F DSI F T 64 + 2 (x, y) = 66 32 FV DSI F T 2 * 32 * 66 = 4224

F ROI s−DSI F T 32 + 2 (x, y) = 34 32 FV ROI s−DSI F T 2 * 32 * 6 (ROIs) * 34 = 13056

F C N N s 4096 4 FV C N N s 2 * 4 * 4096 = 32768

F Geometr i c 23 16 F Geometr i c 2 * 16 * 23 = 736

Audio F Audi o 1582 1 FV Audi o 2 * 1 * 1582 = 3164

(a) Anger (b) Happiness (c) Fear

Figure 4.6: The most important facial patches localization on facial expressions images, corresponding to
anger, happiness and fear. 15 Gaussians are drawn, which correspond to the highest energy in a linear SVM
classification.

to their features (descriptors). As a result, these spatial features are encoded along with
DSIFT descriptors. In other words, each Gaussian has mean and variance dimensions
encoding the spatial information. Subsequently, here, this added information is used
to display the important Gaussians in a facial image, given the energy (weights) learned
by a linear SVM. In general, the localization of the most influential Gaussians is in the
center of the face. Furthermore, as it can be noticed, the most important 15 Gaussian
locations corresponding to the highest energy, vary according to the expressed emotion.
For example, in the facial expressions of anger and happiness, we observe that the Gaus-
sians are concentrated around the eyes and the mouth, respectively; while for fear, the
Gaussians are scattered in the center of the face, in different regions.

4.1.3. MULTIMODAL FUSION
In this section, we present the two fusion approaches employed in the proposed frame-
work, namely, feature level fusion based on information gain and score level fusion using
genetic algorithm. We propose a framework for multimodal emotion recognition, which
combines the two modalities’ feature types in a hierarchical and collaborative fashion,
using both early and late fusion schemes. These two techniques aim to maximize the
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benefit of employing different features in audio-video emotion recognition. In the rest
of this section, first, we introduce our approach by explaining how information gain and
Fisher vector representation are involved in early level fusion. Then, we describe our col-
laborative, late-level fusion method that captures the performance of modalities’ paired
feature representations per emotion to enhance the final decision-making.

FVS BENEFITS

In our study, we apply various feature extraction techniques. Accordingly, audio-video
data comes from heterogeneous input channels. Therefore, each feature has its own dis-
tinct distribution properties. However, a multimodal fusion and feature learning meth-
ods can be used to capture the correlations between these modalities in real-word data,
by employing a feature level representation. As a result, the similarity in the represen-
tation space must reflect the similarity in corresponding concepts. For example, speech
and facial images are correlated in the real world when people express their emotions.
People often tend to speak loudly when they are angry, or they use a certain tone of voice
accompanied by a facial expression to indicate their affective states. We use the Fisher
vector encoding to map the extracted features onto a common space to achieve a higher
layer feature description, which shares similar statistical and discriminative properties.
Thus, different feature types for both modalities are projected onto one domain by Fisher
vectors, enabling and supporting feature concatenation (explained in the next subsec-
tion). The newly obtained Fisher vector-based representations are independent of the
input modality, whereas the low-level features are modality-dependent. This is because
the encoding of the low-level features is modeled by a generative approach, namely:
GMMs. FV encoding assumes that features have a Gaussian distribution, which GMMs
can capture, accordingly.

Moreover, the Fisher Vector representation has many advantages over traditional ap-
proaches such as Bag of visual Words (BoW). For instance, (i) it is a generic representa-
tion that combines the benefits of generative and discriminative approaches, (ii) it can
be computed using a small number of parameters (GMM parameters), (iii) more impor-
tantly, it is efficient and it shows a significant benefit when used in combination with lin-
ear classifiers such as linear-SVM [180]. Furthermore, the employed data representation
is useful at capturing the non-linear relationships between the different feature types
used in our work. Specifically, since the embedding of the local descriptors is modeled
by GMMs which a generative model, the encoding of the feature types shares similar
statistical properties.

FEATURE LEVEL FUSION (EARLY FUSION) BASED ON INFORMATION GAIN PRINCIPLES

As described previously, the pipeline of the employed method starts by creating FV
representations (explained in Subsection 4.1.2) per feature type (e.g. a different one
for VGG and a different one for geometrical features). These feature types are ex-
plained in Subsection 4.1.2. Moreover, their dimensionalities and the dimensional-
ities of the corresponding FVs are summarized in Table 4.3. In the following sub-
sections, we refer to the low-level descriptors as features, and to their Fisher vector
encoding as feature representations. The set of the encoded features are as follows:
FV DSI F T ,FV ROI s−DSI F T ,FV audi o ,FV C N N , and FV g eometr i c }.
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In the early fusion, we adopt the concatenation of paired feature representations in
order to provide the Genetic Algorithm employed for late fusion with the best suitable
search space for optimal search. Genetic algorithms constitute a method inspired by the
evolutionary process, i.e. natural selection. GAs are used to provide solutions for search
problems by means of evolutionary concepts such as mutation, cross-over, and selec-
tion. Nonetheless, GAs can work best with a small search space and does not scale well
with complexity. As a result, the early fusion results in the best-paired combinations,
while the genetic algorithm optimizes the weights for fusing the paired feature represen-
tation in the late fusion. In this way, the computational complexity of the search space
in the late fusion is reduced, aiming for an efficient fusion.

In order to achieve a hierarchical scheme between this step and the following late
fusion, we employ the concatenation on pairs of feature representations. Then, a linear
classification using SVMs is applied on these concatenated feature representations. For
optimizing the early fusion of audio and video feature representations, and for selecting
the best combination among the possible representations, we use measures from in-
formation theory, namely the Kullback-Leibler (KL) Divergence [174]. KL-D is useful at
measuring the distance between two probability distributions (PDFs). In our study, the
PDFs are obtained from the distribution of the labels (emotions) in the overall data sam-
ples. In our framework, we aim to choose those pairs with minimum distances between
the PDF of their correctly predicted labels (denoted with ŷ , ŷ (i ), i ∈ {1, . . . , fconc− f eat−r ep })
and PDF the true labels (emotions), denoted with y . Here, fconc− f eat−r ep indicates the
number of feature representations’ pairs. The PDFs of the correctly predicted labels are
obtained following an SVM linear classification on top of the i th paired feature represen-
tations. Thus, in our case, KL-D is employed as follows:

DK L(ŷ (i )||y) =
c∑

j=1
y (i )

j log
ŷ (i )

j

y j
(4.4)

where c is the number of labels. For instance, ŷ (i )
j refers to the ratio of samples which

were correctly predicted as the j th label (e.g. sadness), when using the i th concatenated
feature representations. Specifically, we employ a linear classification (via SVMs) on
pairs of concatenated feature representations (e.g. FV audi o and FV ROI s−DSI F T ). Then,
the PDF of their correctly predicted emotions (ŷ), are compared with the actual emo-
tions’ distribution (y). By having minimum KL divergence, we aim at obtaining PDFs
as close as possible to the actual PDFs of the emotions, increasing, in this way, the per-
formance accuracy of our emotion recognition framework. As the KL divergence is not
symmetric, we employ in our work the symmetric version [186], for obtaining a general
framework, which is not affected by the order of the feature representations in the fusion
process:

I(ŷ (i ), y) = DK L(ŷ (i )||y)+DK L(y ||ŷ (i ))

2
(4.5)

This stage uses a set of fused feature representations’ pairs (from both audio and
video modalities), achieving in this way a result as close as possible to the expected ac-
tual PDFs:
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argmin I([ŷ [ j ,k], y), where k, j ∈ {1, . . . , f f eat−r ep } (4.6)

where [ j ,k] indicates the PDF obtained from i th concatenated (paired) j and k feature
representations. The best pairs of feature representations are carried to the next level,
based on the symmetric KL-D. In the next stage, only the best pairs of feature repre-
sentations (based on the symmetric KL-Divergence values) are employed in a late fusion
using Genetic Algorithm (GA), a late fusion technique which is explained in the following
subsection.

SCORE LEVEL FUSION

In our work, we observed that emotional states are more dominant depending on the
existing modalities, e.g. some of them prevail through the visual channel, while oth-
ers are stronger displayed through the audio modality. As modalities, and their feature
representations, can be complementary to each other and display varying performance
characteristics across emotions, we take advantage of this aspect for predicting emo-
tional states in a collaborative manner at the decision level. We apply this scheme in two
stages: First, we select the best pairs of feature representations based on the symmetric
KL-Divergence, resulted from the early fusion. Second, we combine the scores of the re-
sulted combinations at the decision level. In the first stage, each feature representations’
classifier is regarded as an expert model due to its distinctive performance in emotion
prediction. In this phase, we take advantage of the best fused feature representations
obtained using the information gain principles (presented in the previous subsection).
Then, we apply a weighing scheme that takes into consideration the performance of each
combination with respect to each affective state. The final decision is obtained using a
weighted sum of the prediction given by each pair of feature representations. For opti-
mizing our results, we employ a genetic algorithm (GA) to assign weights to the resulting
scores for each affective state.

GA is a metaheuristic optimization algorithm and was first proposed by Holland
[187] in 1970, inspired by natural selection. It can be applied in search problems to
find the fittest candidate solution in the search space (S). This algorithm applies se-
lection, crossover, and mutation using a fitness function. The initial population can first
be set randomly. Nonetheless, this population is improved through an iterative selection
based on the fitness score. For example, our case’s fitness score is based on the candi-
date solution’s performance to re-weight paired feature representations’ predictions in
the training set of emotion recognition. The iterative selection relies on the two pairs
of individuals (parents) from a previous iteration. Children with good fitness are more
likely to be selected. The crossover involves the cross point to mate parents, and this
point is chosen randomly. Finally, the mutation adds randomness to the candidate off-
spring with low probability by changing their values.

We applied a re-weighing on emotion predictions coming from the best classifiers on
the pairs of concatenated FVs’ representations. This is the search space which is a hyper-
parameter that assigns scores for each emotion and the predictions of feature represen-
tations’ pairs. Accordingly, GA learns the weights of the final decision for the pairs’ com-
bination and their predictions. The search space S of GA depends on the number of fea-
ture representations pairs fed into it: f f eat−r ep−pai r s , and the number of labels c (i.e. the
number of basic emotions). Therefore, the search space matrix S has [ f f eat−r ep−pai r s×c]
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dimensions. Note that f f eat−r ep−pai r s is the number of best selected paired feature rep-
resentations which are resulted from the late fusion.

Prior to learning the weighing scheme of the selected pairs of feature representations
(that can come from audio and video modalities), we consider lower and upper bounds
constraints to avoid over-fitting a specific pair of feature Representations by GA. We use
the following constraints to regularize the learning during the weight search:

0 É S(k, i ) É 1,&k ∈ {1, . . . , f f eat−r ep−pai r s }, i ∈ {1, . . . ,c} (4.7)

Note that k, here, has the predictions of two concatenated feature representations (e.g.
the linear SVM predictions of the concatenated FV audi o and FV C N N s representations).

Algorithm 1 High Level Description of the Hierarchical Multimodal Fusion.

1: procedure AUDIO-VIDEO EMOTION RECOGNITION

2: Inputs:
3: Raw audio and video signals in video clips
4: Low-level Feature Extraction:
5: Extract set of audio and video features ( f )

. As shown in Figure 4.1 and described in Subsection 4.1.2
6: Video Modeling and Feature Encoding:
7: Employ feature encoding and aggregation via FVs

. As elaborated in Subsection 4.1.2, so that we obtain a single descriptor per fea-
ture type for each video: FV ( f eatur e−t y pe)

8: Early Fusion:
9: Concatenate feature representations in pairs, [FV Audi o ,FV Geometr i c ]

. Here, it results in 10 pairs since we have 5 feature types.
10: Perform Linear SVM on each concatenated feature representations’ pair

. E.g.: [FV ROI s−DSI F T ,FV Geometr i c ]
11: Calculate the symmetric KL-D between the PDF of the correctly classified emo-

tions coming from the concatenated pairs of features and the PDF of the actual
emotions

12: Select best pairs of feature representations based on lowest symmetric KL-D val-
ues
. E.g.: two, three, or four pairs
. In our study, three pairs were selected since they outperformed other permuta-
tions (including all feature representations combined)

13: Late Fusion:
14: Employ a re-weighing scheme for a late fusion on the predictions of the best pairs

of feature representations using GA
15: Evaluation:
16: Use the obtained weights for evaluating new samples
17: end procedure

Finally, Algorithm 1 details the proposed procedure. It summarizes the steps of (1)
the extraction of feature types, (2) the feature encoding via Fisher vectors, (3) the feature-
level fusion based on concatenating pairs of feature representations, and (4) the late level
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(a) eNTERFACE: An example of a face track

(b) AFEW: Static images

(c) AFEW: Aligned and cropped facial images

Figure 4.7: Examples of a face track and static images from eNTERFACE and AFEW, respectively

fusion benefiting from a weighing mechanism using GA. In our study, three pairs were
fed to the last step in the weighing mechanism via GA. We noticed that three pairs of fea-
ture representations significantly outperformed other permutations (including all fea-
ture representations combined). Also, there was not a significant gain when more than
three pairs of feature representations were employed.

4.1.4. RESULTS
In this section, we first introduce the chosen datasets for our experiments, then we
present an extensive study and evaluation of the employed feature types and their en-
coding. We first evaluate each feature representation separately to assess their discrim-
inative properties and to estimate their efficiency. Then, we apply feature level fusion
on all feature representations. Finally, we apply the proposed hierarchical scheme for
selecting the combination of feature representations’ pairs based on information gain
principles and genetic algorithm optimization.

DATASETS

Acted Faces Emotion In The Wild (AFEW) [117] is divided into three subsets: training
(773 samples), validation (383 samples), and test (593 samples), while only the training
and validation sets are publicly available. It has both audio and video modalities. In
this dataset, each video clip is labeled with one of the basic emotions: anger, disgust,
fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise or as neutral. Several facial expressions’ datasets
are gathered in controlled environments, which mainly contain static images or videos
of frontal faces. Furthermore, the facial expressions are posed, limiting the capacity of
the data to reflect challenging real-world conditions. However, AFEW has the following
properties: (i) it is a challenging dataset with occlusions, varying illumination, and head
poses, which meets real-world conditions; (ii) it provides baseline results and an evalu-
ation protocol which is useful to evaluate our scheme’s efficiency, and (iii) it is currently
studied by the research community, as it has been the subject of several competitions
over the last few years.

eNTERFACE is a multimodal dataset which contains six archetypal emotions: anger,
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Table 4.4: Performance of individual modalities and their representations on the AFEW validation set and
eNTERFACE using linear SVM classifier. Statistical bounds are provided for eNTERFACE in terms of standard
deviations for the average accuracies across the datasets’ folds. AFEW has only a validation set, so it is common
in the literature to produce accuracy on its validation set. Comparisons with other methods are shown at the
end of this section.

Modalities Feature Representations AFEW Validation Set Accuracy (%) eNTERFACE Average Accuracy (%)±std

Visual FV DSI F T 39.4 60.3±3.5

FV ROI s−DSI F T 39.2 60.6±3.3

FV C N N s 40.0 61.5±5.0

FV Geometr i c 32.8 43.5±5.9

Audio FV Audi o 36.4 55.7±4.8

happiness, disgust, fear, surprise, and sadness. It includes 42 subjects who were asked to
simulate the emotions in 5 different reactions, resulting in 1260 video recordings. 23% of
the recordings were obtained from women, and 77% were gathered from men. The re-
spondents have diverse cultural backgrounds. In the evaluation, we follow the protocol
described in [188]. In this protocol, for cross-validation, we split the data samples into
ten folds.

More details on these two datasets are available in Section 3.1. Furthermore, as we
described in Subsection 4.1.2, we use video-pooling, where the low-level features are
pooled from all the frames across a face track in each video of the AFEW and eNTERFACE
sets. Then, we compute a single Fisher vector over the whole face track by aggregating
and encoding low-level features (e.g. DSIFT or CNN features) of all frames. Examples
of static facial images and cropped faces from the AFEW dataset are depicted in Figure
4.7b and Figure 4.7c, respectively. Figure 4.7a shows a face track from the eNTERFACE
dataset.

EVALUATIONS METRICS

In our experiments, we take into consideration several evaluation criteria: (i) Accuracy,
which is the number of correctly classified video samples (ii) Confusion Matrix between
the ground truth and the predicted emotion labels and (iii) Symmetric KL-Divergence,
where we aim to minimize the symmetric KL-divergence between the predicted labels
and the true labels. For the AFEW dataset, we train our proposed approach on the train-
ing set and test it on the validation set. For eNTERFACE, in each fold, we trained the
whole pipeline with the training folds and evaluated the framework on the validation
fold. The reported results are the average results of the validation folds in terms of accu-
racy and their standard deviations.

UNIMODAL EXPERIMENTS

Firstly, we apply the evaluation metrics for each feature representation separately on
the eNTERFACE and AFEW validation sets. These experiments aim to show the perfor-
mance of different feature representations for both visual and audio modalities. The
results are presented in Table 4.4. In addition, the developers of AFEW [117] provided
baseline results using handcrafted audio features (i.e. similar to the ones employed in
our study) and Local Binary Patterns on Three orthogonal Planes (LBP-TOP) for visual
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Table 4.5: Performance of feature level fusion (FLF) on concatenated pair modalities of AFEW validation set.
Note that [, ] indicates concatenated representations.

Fused Modalities/Feature Representations Sym-KLDV Validation Set Accuracy (%)

[FV ROI s−DSI F T ,FV Geometr i c ] 0.2622 43.6

[FV Audi o ,FV DSI F T ] 0.2626 43.3

[FV Geometr i c ,FV DSI F T ] 0.3244 40.6

Table 4.6: Average performance of feature level fusion (FLF) on concatenated pair modalities of eNTERFACE.
Note that [, ] indicates concatenated representations.

Fused Modalities/Feature Representations Sym-KLDV Average Accuracy (%)±std

[FV Audi o ,FV C N N ] 0.015 74.6±3.9

[FV ROI s−DSI F T ,FV Audi o] 0.025 73.7±1.9

[FV Geometr i c ,FV Audi o] 0.030 64.3±4.4

representations. The baseline results are based on feature level fusion by concatenating
audio-video representations. SVM was applied for classification, achieving 38.8% accu-
racy for the validation set [117]. The presented results in Table 4.4 show that best perfor-
mance is obtained through the visual modality, where CNN is the leading representation.
Moreover, for AFEW, CNN appearance-based feature representations resulted in slightly
higher than the baseline (38.8%) results. Another interesting finding is represented by
obtaining an improved accuracy of audio features when encoded with Fisher vectors in
comparison to the raw audio features. For instance, we noticed that, in the AFEW valida-
tion set, the gain in the performance was significant, at around 6%. This improvement
can be attributed to the employed robust feature representation and modeling in our
study.

MULTIMODAL EMOTION PREDICTION

Feature Level Fusion was introduced in Subections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3. We first encode the
low-level features of audio and visual modalities using a Fisher vector representation. To
such an extent, we create feature representations per feature type that come from sim-
ilar distributions. Next, we concatenate the Fisher vectors of pair feature types (which
can come from audio or video modalities) and then perform the classification task us-
ing linear Support Vector Machines (linear-SVM). In the case of concatenating the Fisher
vectors of all feature types, the accuracies on eNTERFACE and the AFEW validation set
are 77.0% and 45.6%, respectively. However, fusing all the feature representations into
one feature vector is less efficient for the classification task and slower than the follow-
ing scheme of score level fusion, which is based on the fusion of the best pair feature
representations/modalities.

It is important to note that, in the AFEW dataset, there are several videos for which it
is very hard to decide their emotion label only from the visual information. For example,
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Table 4.7: Score Level Fusion (SLF) of pair modalities in table 4.5 and 4.6 AFEW validation set and eNTERFACE.

Score Level Fusion AFEW Validation Set Accuracy (%) eNTERFACE Average Accuracy (%)±std

Genetic Algorithm Based Fusion 48.9 78.5±2.9

Performance Based Weights Fusion 44.4 77.0±2.9

in many videos, we noticed that facial expressions, labeled as surprise, have been classi-
fied as an angry emotion by several human annotators, an observation also supported by
[189]. Therefore, we need complementary information to enhance accuracy and to clas-
sify these ambiguous videos correctly. Thus, the audio modality represents one way to
boost the classification task’s performance by adding the needed complementary infor-
mation. Besides, we observed that, in both fusion schemes, employing different features
and modalities led to high accuracy. For instance, tables 4.5 and 4.6 illustrate the per-
formance for feature level fusion on AFEW and eNTERFACE, respectively. We notice that
the fusion of visual and audio feature representations increases the performance, for ex-
ample to 43.3% and 74.6%, for AFEW and eNTERFACE, respectively. This improvement
is mainly due to the complementarity of the two channels.

Furthermore, as we aim to investigate the advantages of a hierarchical fusion
scheme, we apply the information gain theory to minimize the symmetric KL-
divergence. This approach aims at deciding the best pairs of feature representations
(coming from audio and video modalities) to be combined in feature level fusion. In Ta-
bles 4.5 and 4.6, the three best pairs of feature representations are included, for AFEW
and eNTERFACE. These tables show the KL-divergence values and the obtained accu-
racies for both datasets. We notice the increase in the performance over the unimodal
results in Table 4.4 in all cases, proving the benefits of both feature-level fusion and the
Fisher vector representation. Interestingly, audio is present in all the feature represen-
tations’ pairs of eNTERFACE, in addition to CNN, ROIs-DSIFT, and geometric features.
However, for AFEW, the best pairs are obtained by concatenating the FV of the following
feature types: (i) ROIs-DSIFT and geometric features, (ii) audio and DSIFT features, and
(iii) geometric and DSIFT features.

Score Level Fusion: Following the feature-level fusion step, we fed the obtained pre-
diction scores from pairs of feature representations into late level fusion. Late fusion
searches for the best weights to fuse them. As emotions are more dominant depend-
ing on the audio or visual modalities, score level fusion aims to breakdown the fusion
into this level, where we assign weights per-feature representation/modality and per-
emotion. For achieving this purpose, we employ two approaches: (i) firstly, we use as
weights of each feature representation the diagonal elements of the confusion matrix;
(ii) the second technique uses GA for searching the best weights to fuse the given paired
feature representations. In the first case of using the performance-based weights, the
overall accuracy for eNTERFACE and AFEW is 44.4% and 77.0%, respectively. However,
in the second case, we apply a genetic algorithm as an optimization search algorithm,
using 5-fold cross-validation. Figure 4.8 gives an example of the score level fusion ap-
proach together with the weights per-feature representation and per-emotion in the best
performing case for the AFEW dataset. The GA-optimized search resulted in enhanced
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Figure 4.8: The resulting modalities and feature representations from feature level fusion by FV and IG, and the
weights per-modality and per emotion obtained by score level fusion using GA.

Table 4.8: Performance of different methods on the AFEW validation set and eNTERFACE

Dataset Approach Accuracy %

eNTERFACE Feature level fusion [190] 71.0

Score-level bimodal SVM [188] 87.4

Late fusion on C3D-DBN[191] 89.4

Hierarchical early and late fusion on audio-visual representations (ours) 78.5

AFEW AFEW Baseline [117] 38.8

Audio + C3D [152] 52.0

Late fusion on audio-CNN-DSIFT [192] 51.2

Audio + C3D + ResNet-LSTM [193] 53.9

Hierarchical early and late fusion on audio-visual representations (ours) 48.9

performance with an average accuracy of 48.9% and 78.5% for AFEW and eNTERFACE,
respectively. The results obtained in both cases are shown in Table 4.7. Compared to
the feature level fusion and the performance-based weights late fusion, the genetic algo-
rithm outperformed both approaches, leading to a accurate fusion model.

Comparisons with Other Methods: Finally, we report the performance of other
methods on both eNTERFACE and the AFEW validation set in Table 4.8. For example,
on eNTERFACE, our proposed system achieves better results when compared to the ap-
proach in [190]. Nonetheless, it underperforms in comparison to the state-of-the-art
results (89.4%) in [191] and the results reported in [188]. For instance, Nguyen et al.
[191] employed end-to-end DNNs, namely, 3D CNN (C3D) cascaded with deep belief
networks (DBN). Similarly, for the AFEW dataset, the work described in [152] achieves a
better recognition rate than what we obtained by employing pretraining for fine-tuning
3D-CNNs’ features. It is important to mention that, in our approach, we only used the
training set available in the AFEW dataset, limited to 773 video samples. The state-of-
the-art results on AFEW are usually obtained through approaches that rely, to a signif-
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icant extent, on extensive pretraining and ensembling of multiple deep learning meth-
ods. These approaches require unmatched computational power. An example is a work
reported in [193], where authors employed several visual representations through dif-
ferent deep learning models such as Residual Neural Networks (ResNet), Long-Short-
Term-Memory (LSTM) with CNN, and 3-D CNN (C3D), to perform later fusion with au-
dio features. The late fusion weights were assigned manually based on the researchers’
observations on the performance of each representation. We think that hierarchical fu-
sion is an intuitive approach; however, it underperforms in comparison with existing
deep learning methods, which rely on massively annotated data and techniques such as
transfer learning. The following chapters overcome these limitations by employing pro-
gressive fusion approaches to enhance the bimodal recognition of emotions using the
best pairs of audio-visual representations, namely CNN and audio representations.

4.1.5. DISCUSSION
In this research, we proposed a framework for multimodal hierarchical emotion recog-
nition, tested on the AFEW’16 and the eNTERFACE datasets. We employed a Fisher vec-
tor representation for capturing the discriminative and temporal information across the
frames in each video sample. This encoding was applied on different types of features
(e.g. DSIFT, geometric, CNN, audio). It enables mapping the features into a common
space, where early fusion is performed. Next, we also applied a decision-level fusion ap-
proach on top of the best feature and modality combinations obtained through feature-
level fusion, surpassing the baselines and the unimodal performances. In this study, we
show how robust video modeling and feature encoding is crucial for performance. Be-
sides, the fusion schemes, either the early or the late fusions, improved the recognition
rates. The early fusion is important as it brings the features scores closer to the true
labels, which makes it possible for the late fusion to perform an efficient re-weighing
procedure. We optimized the features and modalities weights for each emotional state
using a genetic search algorithm, which leads to an overall accuracy of 48.9% and 78.5%
for AFEW and eNTERFACE, respectively.
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Figure 4.9: Participants interacting with the learning game.

4.2. TOWARDS AFFECT RECOGNITION THROUGH INTERAC-
TIONS WITH LEARNING MATERIALS

E EMOTIONS are multilayered subjective affective states that can vary according to
many factors, such as personal and environmental context, mood, personality,

and culture. Besides, demographic data, personal characteristics, cultural background,
and context information could enable data-driven methods to achieve technical break-
throughs with accurate performance in emotion recognition. In this section, we study
affective state recognition, where we include context information related to students’ in-
teraction with learning materials, besides capturing their facial expressions (as shown
in Figure 4.9). Students’ affective states are reported through self-assessment. Self-
assessment has been proven to be beneficial in reporting emotions when collecting
context-related information [6]. In particular, within this research, we address affec-
tive state recognition utilizing contextual information and interaction parameters as fea-
tures, despite the fact that this input is usually viewed solely through the prism of per-
formance. Our motivation behind this research was to incorporate visual information
during students’ key interaction moments with learning materials, which would enable
multimodal affect recognition. Nonetheless, a study by [194], using the video clips of the
students while interacting with the adopted serious game, concluded that the correla-
tion between students’ facial expressions and their self-reported affective states was low.
As a result, in this section, we focus on measuring students’ affective states through their
interaction features with learning materials.

The automatic recognition of affective states could enable Technology Enhanced
Learning (TEL) with personalized learning (as described in Section 3.4.1). Personalized
learning is an important topic in education, and, therefore, a significant amount of re-
search is now driven towards personalized interfaces that can motivate and, actually,
support the student in interacting with learning materials in a highly engaging manner
[195, 196]. While currently there is a huge interest in TEL, such as Massive Open Online
Courses (MOOCs), gamification of learning, and blogs, these systems, to a large extent,
lack the capability of affect recognition which is a vital step towards achieving personal-
ization. Conversely, in traditional education, teachers are capable of factoring the stu-
dents’ affective states in their presentation and feedback strategies. Similarly, TEL must
be able to understand the affective states of the users.
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Goleman in [165, 166] stated that the brain operates to either boost or lower our per-
formance in different domains of abilities such as learning and work. More specifically,
he analyzed the relationship between one’s affective state and memory capacity. His re-
search suggests that in educational contexts, stress, anxiety, and frustration experienced
by a learner directly affect the learning outcome negatively. This challenge can be tack-
led through various Machine Learning (ML) techniques [195]. ML’s role relies on provid-
ing a timely and an appropriate guidance of students’ cognitive states where high-level
affective content can be predicted from low-level human-centered signals, using differ-
ent sources such as depth and RGB cameras, inertial sensors, speech signals or log-data
[197–201]. Along with these extensively utilized signals, log-data and contextual infor-
mation of the learner while interacting with TEL can provide an essential channel for
affect recognition due to its wide availability and relevance in digital learning materials
[202, 203].

In this study, we demonstrate the feasibility of identifying student’s affective state
such as boredom, engagement and frustration in a learning environment, inspired by the
Theory of Flow [204, 205], which is a well-known and grounded paradigm of how affect
is modeled during interacting with learning and gamified applications [204, 206–211].
Towards this aim, the main goal of this work is to model and design a learning activity-
based tracker, utilizing digital interaction parameters and learning analytics information
related to performance, difficulty level, the complexity of the learning activity, number of
attempts to perform a task, and time needed to accomplish this task. Figure 4.9 displays
two students playing the learning game we use in our study, while the system is tracking
their interaction features and is utilizing machine learning techniques to predict their
affective state.

Contributions. The contribution of this work can be summarized as follows: We
propose an affect recognition approach, by developing a generic framework that adopts
interaction tracking for affect recognition to be used in a variety of scenarios through
utilizing a leading standard in learning analytics, the Experience API (xAPI) (Subsection
4.2.2). Through this framework, we are able to describe a series of parameters according
to user-platform interaction, related to performance, the time needed to accomplish a
goal, and level of difficulty of the task in hand. The benefit of the proposed approach
relies upon its suitability to be adopted in various setups and devices, where specific
sources of information are not available, such as depth or RGB information. Secondly,
we use the model of the Theory of Flow [205] (Subsection 4.2.3) as a model for affect in-
ference in the learning environment. This model has three different states (namely, bore-
dom, engagement, and frustration). They were obtained through self-annotation in a
real operating environment of students interacting with an e-learning platform (Subsec-
tion 4.2.2). Finally, we present an extensive analysis of our case-study research (Subsec-
tion 4.2.4) and showcase the applicability of our model cross-subjects and per-subject
for inferring affect during learning. Summarizing, we introduce in this chapter an appli-
cation of machine learning algorithms for predicting the user’s affective state based on
interaction parameters contributing to the education domain and specifically support-
ing TEL.
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4.2.1. RELATED WORK

Affect recognition is a challenging problem due to its multimodal nature and the vari-
ability of affect expressivity across different individuals. These factors make sensing,
modeling and recognizing affects a hard task [212]. This becomes even more evident in
educational settings, where the research community has proposed various approaches
for affect recognition, employing, most of the times, silo approaches that often make
use of log-files [202, 203] and ambient sensing techniques [199–201, 213]. Unfortunately,
these studies concluded with results that are not easily applicable on a satisfactorily wide
range of educational settings.

The idea of correlating human behaviors with features related to interaction and
context has been researched in many problems. For example, these studies aim at in-
terpreting the attention level of a user towards a certain goal using ML algorithms. For
example, in educational settings, the authors in [202] studied affect prediction such as
confusion, boredom and engagement through log-data of students in a math tutoring
system. Their study shows a negative correlation between boredom and performance
during problem-solving while concentration and frustration are associated with posi-
tive learning. Similarly, authors in [203] used solely students’ interaction with a digital
agent teaching algebra for affect recognition. Their work showed a performance which
is higher than a random classifier at identifying engaged concentration, boredom, con-
fusion and frustration. Moreover, many previous works have dealt with studying affect
in gamification [214, 215], where the link between cognition and affect is the focus of
attention.

In addition, facial expressions have been studied in TEL as an affect informative
channel [199, 200]. However, many of these studies have focused on posed affect and
did not take into account the nature of the classroom environment or the type of edu-
cation provided, such as MOOCs, distance learning and digital learning. For example,
in [201], Kapoor et al. studied affect using multimodal sensory information from the
face, postural shifts and learners’ activity on the computer. Their approach employed
Mixture of Gaussian Processes for data fusion. Additionally, several studies have been
using speech as an input for affect recognition. In [197], authors proposed a framework
for online feedback based on the learner’s vocal affect expression. Asteriadis et al. in
[213] analyzed the case of using head movements and gaze patterns towards learning
material to study the mapping between these cues and learners’ affective states. This
would eventually lead to adaptation of the learning process towards more personalized
learning.

As detailed in Chapter 3 (Subsection 3.2.1), physiological signals are also popular
modalities in affect recognition [118]. However, since most of the related approaches
rely on specialized hardware, which is often expensive and hard to calibrate, they may re-
sult in cumbersome settings and hampered spontaneous interaction [28]. On the other
hand, recently, there have been a lot of studies that validated the potential of making
use of inertial sensors, such as gyroscopes and accelerometers for recognizing affective
states. As described in [167, 216], these sensors, which are embedded in most of the mo-
bile devices nowadays, can be used for computing descriptors that contribute to tracking
affects while interacting with a mobile device.
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Table 4.9: The xAPI framework’s attributes.

Field’s type Attributes

Mandatory fields Actor, Verb and Object
Optional fields Result, Context, Timestamp (internal recording of timestamp),

Authority, Version and Attachments

4.2.2. DATA COLLECTION
In TEL, there are different approaches proposed for data modeling and analysis with
regards to affect recognition. One large family of approaches mainly deals with low-level
data channels such as facial expressions, keystrokes, mouse events or gestures [199, 201,
213]. However, as mentioned in the related work discussion, approaches which focus
on high-level features, for example, learner’s activities, digital interactions and so forth,
have not been extensively studied in the field of affect analysis.

Therefore, the focus of this research is placed on the latter family of techniques,
which targets the high-level interaction features. In learning analytics, currently, there
are different methods of standardization. One of the most recent specifications applied
in learning contexts is the Experience API (xAPI) which focuses on high-level activities
[217, 218]. We gathered data using the xAPI standard through an interaction with an
e-learning platform, developed for the scope of this research. This section details the
developed game, the way the xAPI tracker is used, the necessary steps and instructions
for the users, the statistics of the collected dataset, and the affective states model used.

INTERACTION TRACKING

xAPI is a leading framework and an emerging standard for tracking and storing educa-
tional data [217]. The xAPI specification is two-fold, as it can both focus on the syntax
of the data and, at the same time, define the characteristics of a Learning Record Stor-
age (LRS), which serves as the end-point collecting and exchanging learning analytics
traces [219], such as learning content, and learner’s activities and performance. When
an activity is recorded, xAPI sends statements to the LRS. These experience statements
are the core of xAPI, detailing the trajectories of learning activities for learning analytics,
and providing the digital interactions for affect recognition in this study. The xAPI data
format defines the experience statements with the attributes1 as listed in Table 4.9.

The rationale behind choosing this standard to track the interactions of the learner
with learning materials is mainly due to the following reasons: (1) xAPI is event-centered,
covering a large range of actions, as the field verb in xAPI statements can define arbitrary
actions; (2) it is designed for optimized interoperability in different educational systems;
(3) xAPI has many adopters [220] and it is also supported by commercial Learning Record
Store services such as Learning Locker [221]; and (4) the xAPI framework can be easily
extended and integrated into new software components in a learning platform, allowing
the adaptation of the system driven by the digitally tracked interactions in combination
with ML techniques.

1https://experienceapi.com/statement-design/

https://experienceapi.com/statement-design/
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Figure 4.10: A screen-shot of a question example from the learning game.

The standard is used in our framework as follows: “Actor” defines who is the subject
that performs an activity, either a learner, a tutor, or the device being used. Field “Verb”
describes an action taken by the actor (e.g. passed a question). “Object” represents the
subject of the actor’s action (e.g. question). In this work, “Timestamp” provides essen-
tial information that allows the system to get historical information about all the actions
performed and the exact moment when they occurred while it also enables the calcula-
tion of meaningful information such as the time required to perform specific activities.
The “Result” element gives the outcome of the experience (such as parameters regarding
success, completion or score during the activity).

GAME DESCRIPTION

A serious game has been utilized for the scope of this research and was part of study for
personalized learning experience in [222, 223] by C. Athanasiadis et al., consisting of a
learning platform which, according to its complexity and levels of difficulty of its mate-
rials, is expected to generate different affect states to the student, who will then report
them at the end of each session. Figure 4.10 shows a screen-shot of this game, where
the students can perform a question-based learning interaction with the platform. The
game contains three types of questions, namely: “choose an answer”, “true or false” and
“fill in the blank”, where students are required to enter the whole answer. For collect-
ing as much data as possible, a database that includes a total of 800 questions has been
developed, covering four major topics: Mathematics, History, Sports and Geography.
Moreover, the questions used have a varying difficulty level from 1 to 9 (in ascending
order). Further details about the game flow and how the students can use it are listed
below:

• A student logs in after creating an account, which includes her/his demographics
information, competence (skills) on each topic presented in the game and her/his
education level.
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• When ready, the student is directed towards an interface where she/he can choose
one of the following topics: mathematics, history, sports, and geography. Subse-
quently, a new learning session starts.

• In each learning session, the student is asked consecutively seven questions re-
lated to the chosen topic (belonging to one of the aforementioned three types of
questions).

• After answering each question, the student is able to see whether her/his answer
was correct or not.

• At the end of each session, the student is asked to provide self-annotations re-
garding the experienced affective state, as boredom, engagement or frustration.
Specifically, students reported their affective states on a Likert scale (from zero to
five), the degree of engagement, frustration, and boredom they experienced. In
our study, for each session, we select the affective state with the highest rating (ob-
tained from the Likert Scale) as a label for the corresponding session.

• Next, the platform provides the student with her/his score in the topic so far, and
a comparison with the results of other students.

• The same procedure can be followed up to four different trials for each topic, while
the level of difficulty increases after each session. Finally, the student has the
choice of either continuing playing the game or logging out.

Regarding the modification of the level of difficulty, initially, the first level of a topic
was selected randomly among the lowest three ones, while the subsequent levels were
increased according to the student’s performance. It is important to note that users were
given oral instructions about the game process they had to follow, the number of sessions
they should complete and regarding self-annotation of the affective states. Their self-
annotation has been used as the ground truth label of their interaction in a learning
session.

XAPI STATEMENT DESCRIPTION

Each of the steps mentioned above is associated with an xAPI statement for recording
students’ activities and gathering their interaction parameters. In order to achieve this
goal, a set of statements has been defined. The set which has been applied in this study
is listed in Table 4.10.

Using these pre-defined statements, it is possible to track, for example, when a stu-
dent starts a new session (triggering the “initialized” verb), when a question is presented
(“Game asked a question”) or when a learner responds correctly/wrongly (Learner
“passed” or “failed” a question’). To track when a learner does not provide an answer
or skips a question, the “completion” field of the “Result” element is sent as False to in-
dicate this event. This set of statements can be easily expanded to monitor a broader
range of interactions.
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Table 4.10: The xAPI statements used to track features while interacting with the serious game.

Actor Verb Object Related activities and features

Tutor/game initialized an interaction Timer is triggered and student’s
profile information is collected
such as skill level, study back-
ground, and age.

Learner passed/failed a question Performance and question-related
data are streamed, for instance,
the time needed to answer a ques-
tion, score attained, the difficulty
level of the question, the topic of
the question, and the number of
attempts in a session (i.e. number
of the performed trials in a topic,
e.g., math and history).

Game asked a question A learner is asked a question re-
lated to the session topic.

Learner terminated an interaction Self-annotation of affective state is
asked, and the summary of the in-
teraction details is stored.

4.2.3. AFFECTIVE STATES MODELLING
Previous studies used various models in affect recognition, such as the discrete model,
proposed by Ekman [224] or dimensional ones that model affects on the valence and
arousal dimensions [225]. In [224], Ekman described a theory that addresses the ba-
sic emotions (namely: anger, contempt, disgust, fear, interest, happiness, sadness and
surprise). This model is widely used in affect recognition. However, in [226], authors
suggested the use of a simplified model that students mostly use to express their state,
interest, distress (frustration) or pleasure (enjoyment) rather than the general models of
basic affects. Another model based on Yerken-Dodson Law, the so-called ”sweet spot
for achievement [166]”, describes affect through three major states, namely disengage-
ment, frazzle, and flow. These states have an impact on a person’s performance whether
at work or during learning activities.

One of the models that has been proposed for modelling affect is the Theory of Flow
(ToF), developed by Csíkszentmihályi in [204, 205]. Flow is the mental state experi-
enced when a person conducts an activity in a state of deep involvement, in a feeling
of energized focus, maximum engagement and enjoyment in the process [205]. ToF has
been shown to be a very effective tool for measuring affect in the learning procedure,
as it encapsulates the way learners perceive the learning content as a function of their
skills and the challenge imposed by the learning materials [206–208]. In the research
reported in [208], the authors studied students’ engagement using longitudinal data of
526 schools in U.S.. This work investigated the conditions of adolescents under which
they reported their engagement. The research stated the increase of engagement when
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Figure 4.11: The model of the Theory of Flow consisting of the three affective states relevant to learning expe-
rience as defined in [204].

there is a balance between the students’ skill and the challenge of the given task. More-
over, the work in [207] examined students’ affective responses in distance learning by
studying the cause and effect of flow experience and the impact of interaction on it. In
addition, ToF has been widely applied in serious games [227, 228] and this theory has
been extensively used and investigated in the domain of computational intelligence and
the video game industry [209–211]. Therefore, ToF is presented as a convenient affect
model in serious games, since it includes important requirements, such as: clear goals,
clear challenge-skill balance, immediate feedback, concentration, timelessness, and the
ability of experiencing temporary loss of the feeling of self-consciousness.

Motivated by ToF and its use in both education and serious games, and due to the
gamified character of our learning application, we adopted the basic model of ToF as
defined in early work of Csíkszentmihályi in [204] and described in [209]. Figure 4.11
presents the details of this model, which consists of three different zones, namely, bore-
dom, flow (engagement) and anxiety (frustration). These states are the most relevant
to the users’ skills and the amount of difficulty imposed by the learning application. In
this model, for a certain user, keeping the balance between skill level and challenge di-
mensions leads to a positive effect, while a wrong selection can provoke either learners’
frustration or boredom. The ground truth utilized in the collected data is based on the
self-annotation of the experienced affective state by the participants.

DATASET STATISTICS

During data collection, diversity in participants’ population has been carefully consid-
ered in order to collect data from interactions of users with varying profiles in terms of
age, education level and gender. Specifically, a dataset of 32 subjects has been collected
where 18 females and 14 males voluntarily participated in the process. The users were
either bachelor or masters students (12 master and 20 bachelor) with an average age of
22.40± 3.13. The participants can be grouped in two different knowledge profiles: 22
students from the Department of Data Science and Knowledge Engineering (DKE), and
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Figure 4.12: Percentage of the self-assessment (its histograms) among the students in two faculties for the
game’s topics.

10 are from the Faculty of Psychology and Neuroscience (FPN) at Maastricht University.
The total duration of each experiment per participant lasted an average of 26±5 minutes.
Each student was asked to perform four learning sessions on the available four topics.
However, some students performed less than four sessions leading to a total number of
459 recorded sessions, instead of 512. Data gathering was conducted in adjusted envi-
ronments like classrooms.

4.2.4. RESULTS
This section presents statistical data related to the gathered sessions and the interaction
features extracted and modeled according to the xAPI standard stream. The approaches
applied to evaluate the data (cross-subjects and subjects-based) and the implications of
the results are discussed. Various classification methods had been applied, including
Adaboost, Random Forest classifier, while the best results, which are reported next were
obtained using radial basis Support Vector Machines (SVM).

SESSIONS STATISTICS

The collected 459 sessions were labeled as follows: 57 sessions as boredom, 272 sessions
as engagement and 130 sessions as frustration using the provided self-annotations by
the users. As we intentionally collected data from two different faculties (Engineering
and Psychology), Figure 4.12 presents the histogram of each affective state for the col-
lected sessions, in each topic of the game among the students of both faculties indepen-
dently. For example, the second column shows the ratio of the reported self-annotation
in mathematics among engineering students. Figure 4.12 shows comparable distribu-
tions of the states among both profiles, in terms of psychology and engineering. Ex-
tensive statistical analysis on the validity of the collected data, the distributions of the
self-reported affective states among demographic and educational levels are reported in
the study in [222, 223]. For example, the study in [223] found that students with an en-
gineering background performed and concentrated better in mathematics topics than
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Table 4.11: Feature vector per session

Performance features Sessions’ summary
features

Profile information

• Score attained and
time needed to an-
swer each question

• Ratio of correct,
wrong and skipped
answers.

• Difficulty level of the
session

• Duration of the ses-
sion

• Number of trial

• Skill level in the ses-
sion’s topic,

• Level of education,

• Age

• Gender

students with a background in psychology. The disparity between students’ grades with
different backgrounds was validated through Welch’s test, where the null hypothesis for
distribution equality was rejected with p = 0.05. Moreover, this observation is supported
by the fact that the average grades for engineering/ psychology students were 0.62/0.53,
respectively. Furthermore, another interesting observation is the difference between the
self-assessment (in terms of affective states) of males and females of boredom on topics
related to sports. Female students showed a higher tendency to annotate their affective
state as boredom than male students. Overall, the diversity of the students contributed
to the validity and the richness of the collected data. This research focuses on using the
collected data to study the self-reported affective states for students’ emotion recogni-
tion.

FEATURE VECTORS

Table 4.11 details the constructed feature vector for each session according to each stu-
dent’s performance in it, the session information and the profile information provided
by the students. Since a session consists of seven questions, there are 14 features related
to the obtained scores and the time needed to answer each question. In addition, each
session contains questions related to the same difficulty level and a trial value which
represents the student’s stage in the game for a given topic. We also include the ses-
sion duration, and a summary of the results in it through computing the ratio of correct,
wrong and skipped answers. In the third column, four features regarding the student’s
profile are included, where skill level is based on the students’ report of their level of
knowledge in each topic presented in the game (graded in a scale ranging between 0 and
10), while the level of education can be either bachelor or master. Therefore, the result-
ing feature vector’s length is 24. These features provide overall descriptors, while our aim
is to associate them with the learner’s affective state. Feature vectors were normalized by
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Table 4.12: Precision, recall and f1-score results obtained by SVM using the two validation schemes. Note
that the standard deviation (std) on cross-subject validation is higher than the 10-fold cross-validations. The
disparity between the two validations’ std is expected. Cross-subject evaluation is more challenging than the
10-fold based cross-validation due to the inter subjects variability and the high number of subjects in our study
(i.e., 32 subjects). We report the standard error of the mean (sem) to give a direct comparison between the two
validation approaches.

Measure cross-subject validation 10-fold validation
Mean value std sem Mean value std sem

Precision 66.6 % ±14.6 2.6 67.7% ±3.4 1.1
Recall 59.3 % ±14.0 2.5 59.5% ±4.9 1.6

F1 score 61.4 % ±13.3 2.4 61.2% ±4.1 1.4

subtracting the mean and dividing them by their standard deviation.

CLASSIFICATION AND EVALUATION SCHEMES

We trained radial basis Support Vector Machine (SVM)2 classifiers making use of a one-
vs-all strategy, in order to fit a classifier for each class against all other classes. This gives
us the advantage of inspecting each class and its corresponding classifier. For instance,
a separate classifier has been trained to infer frustration against both boredom and en-
gagement classes. A similar approach was followed for boredom and engagement. Dur-
ing the testing phase, the three classifiers were fit on the test samples. Consequently, for
a test sample, a classifier with maximal value was selected as a predictor of the affec-
tive state corresponding to a given session. We introduce next two evaluation strategies,
cross-subject for testing the generality of our approach across students with different
profiles, personalities and knowledge base and subject-based for enabling an adaptive
learning according to user’s personality, skills, and overall profile, capable of detecting
changes in the affective state of the user and proposing a way to improve his/her pro-
ductivity and learning experience.

CROSS-SUBJECT EVALUATION

The cross-subject evaluation assesses the system performance in predicting the self-
reported affective states, using cross-validation. As we aim at testing the system applica-
bility to a new subject, we employ the leave-one-out cross-validation scheme (LOOCV),
by dividing the data according to the users where, in each fold, we exclude one users’
data for testing while the rest of the users’ data is used for training. Furthermore, we also
evaluate the system using 10-fold cross-validation, by dividing the samples of each class
into ten partitions.

The performance on the collected data is reported in terms of precision, recall, and
f1 score. The second and the third column in Table 4.12 display the results of the two
evaluation schemes on the collected data. In LOOCV, the classifier achieves good results
obtaining a precision of 66%. Although the expectation is that experienced affective

2SVM implementation provided by scikit-learn [229] is used. Scikit-learn is a machine learning library for
Python programming language. Soft margin cost function parameter C and the regulation parameter gamma
are set to 100 and 0.1, respectively.
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Table 4.13: Confusion matrix obtained with the subject-based Leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV).

States Boredom Engagement Frustration

Boredom 29.8% 31.6% 38.6%
Engagement 16.2% 62.1% 21.7%
Frustration 23.8% 11.5% 64.6%

Table 4.14: The classification performance is reported on the collected data using engagement and non-
engagement labels through subject-based cross-validation. Subject-based evaluation is obtained using Leave-
one-out cross-validation (LOOCV).

Measure Mean Value standard deviation (std) standard error of the mean (sem)

Precision 75.4% ±11.4 2.0
Recall 74.9% ±13.4 2.3

F1 score 74.3% ±11.5 2.0

states and learning experience are person-specific notions, the achieved performance
indicates the potential of the affect recognition system in TEL based on interaction pa-
rameters. Likewise, the results of the 10-folds evaluation in the third column are promis-
ing. It is important to note that the standard deviations of the performance measures
with cross-subject validation are higher than the 10-fold cross-validations. The dispar-
ity between the two validations’ stds is expected due to the inter subjects variability and
the high number of subjects in our study (i.e., 32 subjects). The subjects have different
education levels with varied context information, resulting in unique educational and
affective experiences. For this reason, we report the standard error of the mean (sem) to
give a direct comparison between the two validation approaches, where we notice that
the disparity between the two validation approaches is reduced.

The performance, in this case, is similar to the LOOCV which supports the gener-
ality of the framework for the prediction of the self-reported affective states in the dig-
ital learning environment. It is important to note that the standard deviations of the
performance measures on cross-subject validation are higher than the 10-fold cross-
validations. The disparity between the two validations’ std is expected due to the inter
subjects variability and the high number of subjects in our study (i.e., 32 subjects). For
this reason, we report the standard error of the mean (sem) to give a direct comparison
between the two validation approaches, where we notice that the disparity between the
two validation approaches is reduced.

Table 4.13 details the confusion matrix of the three states obtained from the LOOCV.
As expected, the accuracy of engagement and frustration is higher compared to bore-
dom. Indeed, most of the participants in the data collection reported engagement or
frustration while only 50% of them reported the boredom state in any of their self-
annotation. Additionally, this result can be due to the fact that the boredom state was
harder to experience due to the dynamic nature of the game and the possibility to leave
the session anytime.

Engagement vs Non-engagement Evaluation: A further analysis was applied on the
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Figure 4.13: The accuracy of the engagement and non-engagement detection among the students in two fac-
ulties and different topics.

collected data for investigating the performance of the classification when considering
the scenario of engagement versus non-engagement states. In this strategy, boredom
and frustration sessions were assumed to represent the non-flow zone in the adopted
affect model, as shown in Figure 4.11. This simplification can assist in cases when the
focus is on detecting the non-engagement states to adapt the learning experience ac-
cording to learner’s competence and by prompting the right level of difficulty. Table 4.14
illustrates the results of this scenario using LOOCV. Recall and precision have high val-
ues, fact which proves the ability of the proposed approach to distinguish between the
states of engagement and non-engagement.

Figure 4.13 gives a closer look at the results of this scenario among the two differ-
ent faculties and the topics used in the game. When observing the obtained results of
each faculty independently, we notice a higher detection accuracy of engagement than
non-engagement for engineering students with an exception in sports, whereas for psy-
chology students, in all topics, the detection of non-engagement is relatively higher than
engagement. Indeed, the overall performance of engineering students was higher than
psychology students which might explain their engagement in playing the game, while
for psychology students the non-engagement can be due to the perceived challenge and
their lower interest towards the game topics. These observations and results are con-
sistent with the Theory of Flow model. The obtained system accuracy shows how the
game’s topic, challenge level, and students’ educational background can contribute to
affective learning technologies.

SUBJECT-BASED EVALUATION

Both affect and personality traits contribute to the learning process. In addition, the dif-
ficulty level of the presented learning material can be perceived individually according
to user’s competence, which can also influence her/his affective state. For this reason,
a subject-based analysis is performed to study the ability of the system to predict the
self-reported affective states, based on interaction features. This evaluation was applied
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Table 4.15: Confusion matrix obtained with the subject-based evaluation.

States Boredom Engagement Frustration

Boredom 61.4% 26.3% 12.3%
Engagement 8.5% 79.4% 12.1%
Frustration 7.7% 26.9% 65.4%

for each user independently, by employing each session once for testing and the rest of
the user sessions for training. Our evaluations showed a precision of 74%, which is sup-
ported by the confusion matrix presented in Table 4.15 where a good accuracy detection
is achieved for each state in the adopted affect model. It is important to mention, that
the system was able to detect sudden changes of affective states (e.g. frustration after
several engagement sessions or vice versa). The achieved results highlight the benefit
of employing interaction features in customized and personalized learning activities ac-
cording to the user’s affective state.

4.2.5. DISCUSSION

In this study, we presented a framework for affect recognition in TEL, based on contex-
tual information and the tracking of interaction features during learning activities. For
this purpose, we utilized a standard tool, the xAPI framework, for learning analytics and
high-level activities tracking. We have developed a serious game, as a learning platform
for data collection and evaluation of the proposed framework. We adopted the Theory
of Flow as an affect model, used by the students to self-report their experienced affective
state during the interaction with the platform. We employed two evaluation strategies in
combination with machine learning algorithms. The cross-subjects analysis highlighted
the generalization ability of our system across students with different profiles (namely
engineering and psychology), obtaining a good precision of 67% for three affective states
and 75% when considering engagement vs. non-engagement states. Furthermore, the
subject-based evaluation, in particular, is useful in boosting the adaptive nature of the
learning process to enhance the outcome of the learning experience, maximizing the
learners’ knowledge acquisition and enabling personalization. The obtained results are
promising in this direction, with a precision of 74% for the recognition of the three affec-
tive states.

4.3. CONCLUSIONS
This chapter studied affect recognition in two approaches, the first one focused on the
identification of discrete emotions using various representations of audio and visual
cues. This procedure introduced an extensive study of audio and video modalities, the
importance of aggregating their temporal information through the Fisher Vectors (FVs),
and the subsequent fusion of the two modalities’ features. We noticed the advantages
of our multimodal learning scheme for combining the feature level and the score level
fusion in a hierarchical manner based on the Information Gain (IG) principles and the
Genetic Algorithm (GA) optimization. Additionally, score level fusion has the advantage
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of re-weighing existing modalities to benefit from their individual expertise and perfor-
mance on specific emotions. The following chapters focus on two directions, by exploit-
ing more advanced fusion algorithms such as metric learning, and developing end-to-
end learning paradigms for audio and visual representations, which is the focus of the
rest of this dissertation.

The second approach targeted affect recognition within educational settings. In par-
ticular, it proposed a framework for tracking students’ interaction with learning materi-
als to identify their affects using the Theory of Flow (ToF) emotional model. The results
of affect recognition within the proposed framework indicate the potential usage of in-
teraction parameters with learning materials as a useful channel for measuring students’
affective states. One possible research direction of this study was to incorporate the vi-
sual information during the key interaction moments for enabling multi-modal affect
recognition. However, a study by [194], using the video clips of the students while inter-
acting with the adopted serious game, concluded that the correlation between students’
facial expressions and their self-reported affective states was quite low. As a result, in
this dissertation, the visual modality was not part of this study.

Overall, this chapter demonstrates how emotion recognition depends on emotion
annotation, the perceived modalities, modalities’ data representations, and computa-
tional modeling. As shown in the second study of the chapter, these steps might vary
greatly according to emotion recognition applications. We also showed that having ro-
bust modeling and representation impacts automatic emotion recognition, where the
performance can differ according to the audio-visual representations. Nonetheless, pro-
gressive fusion techniques for audio-visual representations are essential to improve their
performance. The following chapters overcome the limitations of this chapter by focus-
ing on the audio-visual cues and employing progressive fusion approaches to enhance
the bimodal recognition of emotions. Specifically, the following chapter aims at produc-
ing more robust representations and efficient solutions for audio-visual representations.





5
METRIC LEARNING BASED

MULTIMODAL AUDIO-VISUAL

EMOTION RECOGNITION

People express their emotions through multiple channels such as visual and audio cues.
Consequently, as demonstrated in Chapter 4, automatic emotion recognition can be sig-
nificantly benefited by multimodal learning. Even-though each modality exhibits unique
characteristics, multimodal learning takes advantage of the complementary information
of diverse modalities when measuring the same instance, resulting in an enhanced un-
derstanding of emotions. Yet, their dependencies and relations are not fully exploited in
audio-video emotion recognition. Furthermore, learning an effective metric through mul-
timodality is a crucial goal for many applications in machine learning. Therefore, in this
chapter, we propose Multimodal Emotion Recognition Metric Learning (MERML), learned
jointly to obtain a discriminative score and a robust representation in a latent space for
both modalities. The learned metric is efficiently used through the Radial Basis Func-
tion (RBF) based Support Vector Machine (SVM) kernel. The evaluation of our framework
shows a significant performance, improving the recognition rates of emotions on different
datasets, compared to the first study of the previous chapter.

Parts of this chapter have been published in:

• E. Ghaleb, M. Popa, and S. Asteriadis, “Metric learning-based multimodal audio-visual emotion recog-
nition,” IEEE MultiMedia, vol. 27, no. 1, pp. 37–48, 2019.
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5.1. INTRODUCTION

T HE previous chapter addressed multimodal emotion recognition using feature engi-
neering to obtain various representations and late fusion of individual modalities,

utilizing various algorithms. This chapter targets the challenge of multimodal learning
and focuses on obtaining robust representations and an efficient fusion algorithm. This
work is inspired by the success of similarity learning (which is elaborated in Section 2.2).
In this learning scheme, by employing an efficient metric distance, the accuracy of many
classification and retrieval problems can be increased [71], as this can contribute to ob-
taining improved performance and more robust representations. Metric learning ap-
proaches learn distances to bring similar inputs closer and dissimilar ones further apart,
which are more discriminative than the conventional Euclidean distance. This trans-
formation is done through convex optimization with pairwise constraints [71]. Typical
examples include Large Margin Nearest Neighbor (LMNN) [71], Geometric Mean Metric
Learning (GMML) [84], and Information Theoretical Metric Learning (ITML) [83].

Motivated by the success of unimodal metric learning and the multimodal nature
of emotion recognition, we propose a novel Multimodal Emotion Recognition Metric
Learning (MERML) framework, which leverages the audio-visual information to jointly
learn modality-specific Mahalanobis metrics. The approach simultaneously optimizes
the distance and similarity metrics for audio and video representations, such that they
are more discriminative in the learned latent space, contributing to accurate emotion
classification.

A substantial benefit of our proposed learning approach relies on its generalization
ability. In other words, it can be applied in various multimodal learning domains beyond
emotion recognition, for jointly learning and fusing complementary data channels. The
contributions of the chapter are summarized as follows:

• We propose MERML for the challenging audio-video emotion recognition task
(Section 5.4). We jointly learn the modality-specific metric, that aims to not only
capture and explain the complex relationship between these two modalities, but
also to efficiently learn a latent space for improved representations and enhanced
classification.

• The proposed distance is incorporated efficiently in RBF-based SVM, benefiting
the emotion classification task. Besides, the developed MERML is scalable, since
it learns modality-specific metrics without imposing any constraint on them, such
as the dimension of their features or the number of data samples. Furthermore,
the rationale of the proposed distance is intuitive, contributing to the explainabil-
ity of the model, in terms of modalities’ input importance for each emotion. These
details are further elaborated in Subsection 5.4.5.

• The efficacy of the proposed method is evaluated extensively on various pub-
lic benchmarks for audio-video emotion recognition, Crowd-sourced Emotional
Multimodal Actors Dataset (CREMA-D) [52], eNTERFACE [116], Acted Facial Ex-
pressions in the Wild (AFEW) [117], and Ryerson Audio-Visual Database of Emo-
tional Speech and Song (RAVDESS) [115]. We provide extensive experimental re-
sults, showing a notable performance of our method in comparison with baseline
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Figure 5.1: The proposed method starts with extracting visual and audio features and aggregates them via
Fisher vectors. Then, MERML implementation is applied, with subsequent incorporation through SVM for
emotion recognition.

metric learning approaches such as LMNN [71], GMML [84], ITML [83] or other
methods (Section 5.5).

The proposed method is depicted in Figure 5.1, where, first, we extract audio-visual
features and then aggregate them through Fisher vectors to obtain spatio-temporal rep-
resentations (Section 5.3). Subsequently, the MERML is learned, followed by the audio-
video emotional content inference phase, discussed in Section 5.5.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2, we briefly discuss related
work on audio-video emotion recognition and metric learning. Section 5.3 describes
the employed feature extraction and aggregation methods. In Section 5.4, we introduce
the formulation and optimization of the proposed MERML framework. In Section 5.5,
we present the experimental setup and the obtained results of the proposed algorithm
and compare them with the results of other methods. Finally, we conclude our work in
Section 5.6.

5.2. RELATED WORK

5.2.1. MULTIMODAL EMOTION RECOGNITION
During the past decades, many researchers investigated human emotional states
through different channels and descriptions [66, 173, 201]. In Chapter 3, Section 3.3 pro-
vides an overview of the state-of-the-art data representation and fusion. For example,
some of these studies utilize public benchmark datasets annotated with either discrete
Ekmanian emotions [230] such as AFEW [117] and eNTERFACE [116], or annotated con-
tinuously on two dimensions: arousal and valence in the case of RECOLA database [114].
For instance, authors in [157]applied multimodal deep learning to generate joint repre-
sentations for both modalities. Since the relation between audio and visual information
is non-linear, they aimed for cross-modality representations and feature selection. How-
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ever, their proposed framework resulted in slightly higher classification accuracy than
baseline methods such as Principle Component Analysis (PCA). Moreover, many of these
studies focus on concatenating the audio-visual representations or on the late fusion of
individual modalities. However, in this work, we propose a joint multimodal emotion
recognition metric for audio-visual fusion. We efficiently learn this distance metric by
capturing the non-linearity between the high-dimensional modalities, contributing to
obtaining an enhanced performance.

5.2.2. METRIC LEARNING

Many studies have implemented metric learning in a unimodal context for a plethora
of domains such as multimedia retrieval, computer vision, and machine learning
[71, 83, 86, 183, 231]. In [71], Weinberger et al. defined the Large Margin Nearest Neigh-
bor (LMNN) metric under which the k-nearest neighbors of a sample belong to the same
class. They effectively obtain a Mahalanobis distance metric as the solution to a semi-
definite program. In [83], authors proposed the Information Theoretical Metric Learn-
ing (ITML) algorithm to minimize the differential relative entropy between two multi-
variate Gaussians conditioned with a constraint in the distance function. Additionally,
many distance metric algorithms have explored other structures such as sparse repre-
sentations [232, 233] and low-rank constraints [233]. An extensive review of metric learn-
ing is given in [87], while in Subsection 2.2.2, the technical background of metric learning
techniques, in general, is provided.

Multimodal metric learning has also shown success in miscellaneous domains utiliz-
ing various representations of visual data [231, 234, 235], as well as other data channels
such as text [236]. A simple way to learn metric for multimodal data can be done by
concatenating the features of the modalities and then applying classical metric learning
such as LMNN or ITML [237]. For example, in [237], the authors used LMNN metric for
facial expression recognition by applying it on the concatenated set of visual represen-
tations of facial images. That said, this approach lacks the potential of exploiting metric
learning for a multimodal problem.

In [235], the authors applied multi-metric learning (L3LM) for face and kinship veri-
fication, aiming for maximum correlation for various representations. Similarly, in [238],
Xie et al. developed a metric aiming to embed data of various modalities into a single la-
tent subspace. The parameters of the developed metric are learned by optimizing the
data likelihood under the latent subspace model. Authors in [236] use heterogeneous
metric learning for cross-media retrieval. Recently, in [234], Zhang et al. applied hier-
archical multimodal metric learning, in which, modality-specific metric learning is used
with a general one to map the representations to a common space. Even though learning
a shared metric could be useful, one limitation of the proposed approach in [234] is the
constraint of having modalities with the same dimensions, and the concatenation of the
projected features in the classification step. This concatenation might affect the poten-
tial discriminative power of learned metric and result in an expensive computation.

In this chapter, we propose a scalable and flexible metric learning approach for
emotion recognition, namely, the Multimodal Emotion Recognition Metric Learning
(MERML), developed for the challenging audio-video emotion recognition task. We
jointly learn a modality-specific metric that aims to not only capture and explain the
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complex relationship between these two modalities but also to efficiently learn a latent
subspace for improved representations and enhanced classification. An additional ad-
vantage of the proposed metric is a heterogeneous emotion inference. In other words,
even if only a single modality exists during an emotion query, we can still benefit from
the jointly learned metric in the prediction phase. Finally, a non-negative weighing
scheme is applied in terms of the contribution of each modality. This strategy is par-
ticularly beneficial as it aims to exploit the nature of our task, where visual and audio in-
formation is complementary and can have varied contributions depending on the emo-
tional state [66, 68].

More importantly, this chapter’s study contributes to the state-of-the-art fusion in
multimodal emotion recognition by using similarity learning and by proposing and
audio-visual metric learning. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that
demonstrates how progressive fusion of audio-visual representations using metric learn-
ing can improve their contribution to emotion recognition.

5.3. FEATURE EXTRACTION AND AGGREGATION
Face Tracking and Alignment: We use the Ensemble of Regression Trees (ERT) method
(described in [239, 240]) in order to detect and track faces in a video sample. ERT pro-
vides robust and accurate facial landmarks under challenging conditions, such as vary-
ing illumination and poses, with reliable and robust tracking in real-time. In a face track,
each face is aligned by registering it with respect to facial landmarks, such as eye’s cen-
ters, nose, mouth, and chin, to a canonical frame through a similarity transformation.
Facial images are cropped and re-sized to a fixed resolution of 224×224 pixels.

Visual Features: Similar to the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) representations
in Chapter 4, we use a CNN representation based on the VGG-face model [96]. VGG-face
is a 16-layer CNN model, trained with 2.6M facial images of 2.6K people for the task of
face recognition in the wild. In the feature extraction stage, we employ the FCL 6’s output
as the facial signature. This layer outputs a 4096-d feature vector. Further details about
this model are given in Subsection 2.4.1, as well as Chapter 4 ( Subsection 4.1.2).

Audio Features: Also, we extract the same set of handcrafted audio features as the
ones in Chapter 4. These features are obtained by utilizing the speech analysis toolkit
openSMILE [126]. This open-source library is popular and widely used for extracting
audio features that capture both the voice quality and prosodic characteristics of the
speaker (explained in Subsection 3.2.2). We extract a set of features as explained in [127],
including the following descriptors: 34 delta coefficients of energy and spectral Low-
Level Descriptors (LLDs), 34 energy and spectral related LLDs, 4 voicing related LLDs, 4
delta coefficients of the voicing related LLDs, and 2 voiced/unvoiced durational features.
Moreover, a set of statistical functionals are applied to capture the dynamic nature of
the voice and summarize the LLDs over time segments [125]. For each video-clip, the
resulting feature vector dimension is 1582. The complete list of the LLDs and the applied
functionals are provided in Subsection 4.1.2.

Temporal Feature Aggregation using Fisher Vectors: as the extracted set of features
has high dimensions, (e.g. each video frame has a 4096-d feature vector), and each
modality description has its unique characteristics and data distribution, we employ a
high-level representation, through Fisher Vector (FV) encoding. FV is used for aggre-
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gating and clustering low-level features of each frame (e.g. CNN and audio features),
obtaining one FV from all the frames in a sequence (e.g. video-clip’s face track), by fitting
a parametric generative model such as Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) to the features.
GMM can be referred to as a probabilistic visual vocabulary, while FV encodes the gradi-
ent of the local descriptors log-likelihood with respect to the GMM parameters. Further
details about FVs are given in Subsection 4.1.2.

FV encoding is used to obtain a compact and single feature vector for each modality
of a given video clip. As explained in Subsection 4.1.2, FV dimensionality is 2K d , where
K is the number GMM components, which in our case was set to 4 and 2 for video and
audio features, respectively. For example, in our work, for a given AVER dataset (D), the
audio and visual features are extracted and then aggregated via FV for each sample (i ).
Therefore, x (i )(v) and x (i )(a) denote video and audio FVs corresponding to the i th sample
of video X d v×n and audio X d a×n data matrices.

5.4. METHOD: MULTIMODAL EMOTION RECOGNITION MET-
RIC LEARNING

In this section, we introduce a set of definitions and notions, prior to our Multimodal
Emotion Recognition Metric Learning (MERML) formulation. Then, we explain the op-
timization of the method and its usage for the classification task.

5.4.1. DEFINITIONS AND NOTIONS
Audio-Visual Emotion Recognition (AVER): Given a dataset D with audio-visual emo-
tional content, consisting of n samples, each annotated with a discrete emotion c:

D= {(x (1)(v), x (1)(a),c(1)), (x (2)(v), x (2)(a),c2), ..., (x (n)(v), x (n)(a),cn)}

where x (i )(v) ∈ X d v
and x(i )(a) ∈ X d a

denotes video and audio feature vectors corre-
sponding to the i th sample of video X d v×n and audio X d a×n data matrices, while c(i ), i ∈
{1, . . . ,en} refers to the given discrete emotion (e) label. The goal, in AVER, is to predict
the emotional content of a given sample test. In this chapter, like the rest of the disser-
tation, we use uppercase letters to denote a matrix, e.g. X ∈ Rm×d , and lowercase bold
letters for vectors, e.g. x ∈Rd . Additionally, we define the following operators and terms:

• n: the number of samples.

• d a , d v : the dimensionality of audio and video features.

• M a =W aT
W a and M v =W vT

W v : M a ∈Rd a×d a
and M v ∈Rd v×d v

are distance ma-
trices for audio and video modalities. Besides, W a ∈ Rpa×d a

and W v ∈ Rpv×d v
are

the linear transformation matrices .

• pv and pa : the dimensionality of the new subspace.

• c(i j ): is 1 if i and j belong to the same class, or −1 otherwise.

• S and DS: two sets of similar (positive) and dissimilar (negative) instance pairs

S= {(x (i ), x ( j ),c(i j ))|c(i j ) = 1}, and DS= {(x (i ), x ( j ),c(i j ))|c(i j ) =−1}
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• d(x (i ), x ( j )): the multimodal distance of two samples xi and x j given their audio
and video modalities.

Figure 5.1 provides an overview of the proposed framework. We define a Mahalanobis
distance for each modality, with these distances being learned jointly. Finally, the
learned multimodal distance is used within the RBF kernel based for SVM. The technical
background of Metric Learning (ML) is given in Subsection 2.2.2, where this concept is
defined and its properties are elaborated on.

5.4.2. A BRIEF REVIEW OF METRIC LEARNING
Standard distance metric assumes a higher similarity between two samples’ representa-
tions of a similar class and bigger difference otherwise. Given two samples, x (i ) and x ( j ),
the standard Euclidean distance is:

d(x (i ), x ( j )) =
√

(x (i ) −x ( j ))T (x (i ) −x ( j )) (5.1)

In standard distance ML, the goal is to find an optimal metric M according to the simi-
larity and dissimilarity constraints. This is done through a convex optimization, to learn
the transformation matrix W for the original features, such that M = W T W , where M is
symmetric and positive. As a result, the new formulation of equation (5.1) is:

d 2
M (x (i ), x ( j )) = (x (i ) −x ( j ))T M(x (i ) −x ( j ))

= ‖W x (i ) −W x ( j )‖2
2 = ‖W (x (i ) −x ( j ))‖2

2

= (x (i ) −x ( j ))T W T W (x (i ) −x ( j )) = d 2
W (x (i ), x ( j ))

(5.2)

In more details, ML modifies the standard Euclidean distance to improve its discrim-
inative ability, such that the distance between similar classes would be as small as
possible, while enlarging it otherwise. Another benefit of ML includes dimensional-
ity reduction of the feature vectors, by the linear transformation matrix (projection):
W ∈ Rp×d , where p ¿ d , and p ≥ r ank(W ). Note that, if M = I d×d , where I d×d denotes
the identity matrix, then the metric is reduced to a Euclidean distance.

5.4.3. FORMULATION
In this section, we define Multimodal Emotion Recognition Metric Learning (MERML)
for audio-visual emotion recognition or similar tasks of a multimodal nature. Like the
conventional unimodal ML, similar samples should be projected, in the new space, as
close as possible to each other, while dissimilar ones must be placed further apart from
each other. In this work, we aim to jointly learn modality-specific metrics, M a and M v ,
that maximize the prediction accuracy utilizing both audio and video data channels. We
formulate this metric as follows:

d 2
W v ,W a (x (i )(v), x ( j )(v), x (i )(a), x ( j )(a)) = d 2

W v (x (i )(v), x ( j )(v))+d 2
W a (x (i )(a), x ( j )(a))

= ‖W v x (i )(v) −W v x ( j )(v)‖2
2 +‖W a x (i )(a) −W a x ( j )(a)‖2

2

= d 2
W v ,W a (x (i )(v), x ( j )(v), x (i )(a), x ( j )(a))

(5.3)
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Both the dimensionality of modalities’ feature vectors, d v and d a , and the linear transfor-
mation matrices, W v and W a , in the new subspace can be different. The aim is to learn

Mahalanobis matrices M v = W vT
W v and M a = W aT

W a , using a convex formulation
in the low-rank subspace, such that W v ∈ Rpv×d v

and W a ∈ Rpa×d a
. These two matrices

can also serve in reducing the high dimensionality of audio-visual modalities X v ∈ Rd v

and X a ∈ Rd a
, which makes the developed method applicable for high dimensionality

datasets.
In addition, a non-negative weighting scheme is applied in MERML. This strategy

is specifically useful in audio-visual emotion recognition, as the varied contribution of
audio-visual modalities in emotion prediction has been supported in many studies. For
example, in [52], visual cues have been reported to have a higher impact than audio
cues on the final decision of emotion perception by humans. Furthermore, the assigned
weighting scheme, (ω, 1−ω) can further help the algorithm to converge faster. As a result,
equation (5.3) becomes as follows:

d 2
W v ,W a (x (i )(v), x ( j )(v), x (i )(a), x ( j )(a)) =ωd 2

W v (x (i )(v), x ( j )(v))+ (1−ω)d 2
W a (x (i )(a), x ( j )(a))

(5.4)
In these new subspaces, the weighted distance of both modalities and the linear pro-

jections are more efficient, such that using both audio and face, the distance between
two samples i and j becomes smaller than a learned threshold b ∈ R, if they belong to
the same class or larger otherwise. As explained in [71], this condition can be further
imposed with a margin larger than one by the following constraint

c(i j )(b −d 2
W v ,W a (x (i )(v), x ( j )(v), x (i )(a), x ( j )(a))

)> 1 (5.5)

5.4.4. OPTIMIZATION
To solve the defined formulation of MERML in equation (5.4) with the weighting scheme
and the constraint condition, the following hinge-loss function is applied and optimized
through Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)

argmin
W v ,W a ,ω,b

L(i j ) =∑
i , j

max
[[[

1− c(i j )(b −d 2
W v ,W a (x (i )(v), x ( j )(v), x (i )(a), x ( j )(a))

)
, 0

]]]
(5.6)

This loss-function is non-differentiable due to the max-operation. However, the sub-
gradient is usually used instead, through the following condition

1= (c(i j )
(
b −ω(x (i )(v) −x ( j )(v))T W vT

W v (x (i )(v) −x ( j )(v))

+ (1−ω)(x (i )(a) −x ( j )(a))T W aT
W a(x (i )(a) −x ( j )(a))

)
> 1)

(5.7)

Where 1 is a logical operator, and it is 0 if the condition holds or 1 otherwise. The sub-
gradient is applied to solve for W v , W a , b, andω. Therefore, through an on-line SGD, at
each iteration t , based on pairs of audio-visual samples (i , j ), either negative or positive
with the same frequency, we perform the following updates

W at+1 =W at − lr
∂L(i j )

∂W at =W at − 1(c(i j )ψa) (5.8)
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W v t+1 =W v t − lr
∂L(i j )

∂W v t =W v t − 1(c(i j )ψv ) (5.9)

bt+1 = bt −γ∂L(i j )

∂bt = bt − 1(−c(i j )) (5.10)

ωt+1 =ωt −βL(i j )

∂ωt =ωt − 1(Wv −Wa) (5.11)

Where l r , β and γ are the learning rates. ψa , ψv and (Wv −Wa) are defined as follows:

ψv =ωW v (x (i )(v) −x ( j )(v))(x (i )(v) −x ( j )(v))
T

ψa = (1−ω)W a(x (i )(a) −x ( j )(a))(x (i )(a) −x ( j )(a))
T

(Wv −Wa) =
(
(x (i )(v) −x ( j )(v))T W vT

W v (x (i )(v) −x ( j )(v))

−(x (i )(a) −x ( j )(a))T W aT
W a(x (i )(a) −x ( j )(a))

)
PROJECTION MATRICES INITIALIZATION

Prior to learning W v and W a , the two matrices are initialized either randomly or by
Principal Component Analysis (PCA). When initialized by PCA, we followed authors in
[183] by initializing W v and W a with PCA dimensionality reduction. We learn PCA di-
mensionality reductions from the video X d v×n and audio X d a×n data matrices. PCA ini-
tialization matrices are only used to initialize the learning process. In other words, we
set the values of W v

0 and W a
0 projection matrices only in the first iteration of the SGD,

using the obtained PCA initialization. Moreover, it is important to note that the learned
metric is applied on the original dimensions (X d v×n and audio X d a×n data matrices) to
learn W v and W a . Furthermore, the evaluation section compares the two initialization
procedures. It also shows how performance improves substantially when the proposed
metric is applied.

5.4.5. CLASSIFICATION
Following the metric learning computation, we apply the learned distance, through the
kernel trick in Support Vector Machine (SVM) (as described in Section 2.3). To that end,
the standard Euclidean distance function d 2(x (i ), x ( j )) in the RBF kernel (equation (5.12))
[241] is replaced by the proposed multimodal metric distance as follows:

K (x (i ), x ( j )) = exp
(
−d 2(x (i ), x ( j ))

2σ2

)
(5.12)

Consequently, the classification is carried out by SVM with the new distance. Therefore,
in our proposal of MERML, we efficiently employ the multimodal distance to obtain the
following non-negative kernel function as follows:

K (x (i )(v), x ( j )(v), x (i )(a), x ( j )(a)) = exp
(
−

d 2
W v ,W a

(
x (i )(v), x ( j )(v), x (i )(a), x ( j )(a)

)
2σ2

)
(5.13)
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The motivations behind replacing the RBF kernel with the proposed metric can be listed
as follows:

• Concatenating the projected features of each modality and then using SVM affects
the potential discriminative power of the learned metric and results in an expen-
sive computation. In our experiments, the performance was less accurate, than
with the proposed metric. In other words, instead of using a classification algo-
rithm on the concatenated features resulting from the linear projections of differ-
ent modalities, we utilize the weighted score in the kernel trick directly.

• This approach makes the method scalable. Scalability refers to the property of
projecting the high dimensional data to a latent space with a compact representa-
tion. As a result, the approach is able to deal with big sizes of training data. Plug-
ging the scores, resulting from each modality in equation (5.13), allows an efficient
emotion inference. Specifically, in AVER, for some instances, the face might not be
detected, or vice-versa the audio may be missing. For example, the audio modality
is prone to be missing in instances associated with emotions related to happiness,
which is manifested mainly through facial expressions.

To summarize, the proposed MERML approach is detailed in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 MERML

1: procedure MERML(D). D: Multimodal Emotion Recognition Dataset
2: Inputs:
3: Obtain similar (S) and dissimilar (DS) sets from the training dataset
4: Define MERML as in equation (5.4) constrained as described in equation (5.5)
5: Number of iterations: T, learning rates: lr ,β,and γ,
6: Initialization:
7: Initialization of the parameters in MERML, which includes the following ones:

W a and W v (by PCA or random initialization), ω= 0.5, and b as in equation (5.5)
8: SGD:
9: for t = 1:T do

10: if the condition in equation (5.7) satisfied then
11: simultaneously perform the updates of MERML parameters in equations

5.8, (5.9), (5.10), and (5.11)
12: end if
13: end for
14: Output:
15: W a , W v , b, and ω
16: MERML score in SVM
17: Use MERML distance in RBF kernel SVM as defined in equation (5.13)
18: end procedure

5.4.6. POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE SAMPLES MINING
One of the main challenges in Metric Learning (ML) is that the optimization through
SGD often suffers from slow convergence when applied on a large scale dataset. There-
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fore, we propose an optimized process of selecting positive-negative pairs, using sev-
eral criteria. When the emotional classes are not balanced, we ensure that an equal
percentage of samples from all emotional classes are always present during training.
Then, using the confusion matrix between emotions, we balance the ratio of difficult
vs. easy pairs. We consider difficult pairs, the ones belonging to emotions which are
difficult to be discriminated, and they are especially relevant for MERML for obtain-
ing an efficient high-level representation. Furthermore, the sampling is done using
the multimodal information, such that the MERML distance defined in equation (5.4)
selects hard negative samples (x ( j )(v), x ( j )(a)) from both modalities, that maximize the
d 2

W v ,W a (x (i )(v), x ( j )(v), x (i )(a), x ( j )(a)) distance.

5.5. RESULTS
To illustrate the efficacy of the proposed method, we present an extensive experimen-
tal evaluation and report the results on different benchmarks for audio-video emotion
recognition datasets: Crowd-sourced Emotional Multimodal Actors Dataset (CREMA-D)
[52], eNTERFACE [116], Acted Facial Expressions in the Wild (AFEW) [117], and Ryerson
Audio-Visual Database of Emotional Speech and Song (RAVDESS) [115]. As each
database has a different number of emotion categories and due to their varying settings
and recording setups, we provide an independent evaluation for each dataset.

5.5.1. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In the experiments on each dataset, we present the following results:

1. Unimodal evaluation of each representation separately using RBF-Support Vec-
tor Machine (SVM), showing the initial performances of the employed audio and
video features in a unimodal emotion recognition task. In addition, a direct classi-
fication based on RBF-SVM is reported on the concatenated audio and video fea-
tures.

2. The results of the baseline metric learning techniques Large Margin Nearest
Neighbor (LMNN) [71], Information Theoretical Metric Learning (ITML) [83] and
Geometric Mean Metric Learning (GMML) [84] on the concatenated representa-
tions of audio-video features. RBF-SVM is applied on the resulting features from
these metric learning techniques for emotion classification. LMNN, ITML, and
GMML are explained in Section 2.2 (Chapter 2).

3. The results of Multimodal Emotion Recognition Metric Learning (MERML) on the
pairs of audio-video (AV) features according to its formulation in Section 5.4, illus-
trating the benefits of the proposed method.

Unlike the previous chapter’s evaluations (Chapter 4), we provide the results of MERML
on pairs of visual and audio representations, since we aim to show the effectiveness of
the method in a bi-modal setting, rather than bestowing more importance to the visual
descriptors through using more than one of them each time.

First, we qualitatively evaluate the MERML framework by visualizing the projected
data in the newly learned subspace. For this purpose, we utilize t-SNE, a popular visu-
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(a) Concatenation of audio-video
features prior to MERML

(b) Audio representations after
MERML

(c) Video representations after
MERML

(d) Audio-video representations after
MERML

Figure 5.2: t-SNE embedding of the eNTERFACE features, in the original subspace and in the new learned
subspace. Features in (a) are concatenated from both modalities in the original space. Note that they are
highly correlated and the number of formed clusters is not well defined. In (b), (c) and (d), we visualize the
audio, video and audio-video data following MERML, where the clusters are well structured. The cluster colors
represent the emotional classes. (The figure is better viewed in color.)

alization, and unsupervised dimensionality reduction tool [242]. Figure 5.2 shows eN-
TERFACE sample features before and following MERML. We can observe that prior to
MERML, the emotional classes are highly correlated, hence form similar clusters. How-
ever, applying MERML improved the cluster formed based on the emotional content,
leading to well-separated emotions in the new subspace.

5.5.2. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Since the performance of MERML depends on the W a and W b projection matrices, as
formulated in equation (5.4), we conduct a sensitivity analysis with regards to these vari-
ables. In particular, we check how the initialization of W a and W b and their dimen-
sions contribute to the overall performance (explained in Subsection 5.4.4). We tested
two initialization approaches, random and PCA initialization with various dimensions.
Figure 5.3b details the sensitivity analysis on both datasets. We notice that, in the case
of CREMA-D, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) initialization of W a and W b gives
higher performance. However, various dimensions of these projection matrices give very
close results, especially, when these dimensions are in a range of 150 to 250. This shows
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Figure 5.3: A cost value illustration and the sensitivity analysis

that MERML is robust under different configurations. In the rest of our experiments us-
ing MERML, we use PCA initialization while the dimensions of W a and W b are set to
200.

In addition, to illustrate how the proposed algorithm converges on a given task, we
included in Figure 5.3a the loss values (as defined in the cost function (5.5)) over a num-
ber of iterations. In our training setup, the SGD optimization of MERML has a fixed
number of iterations, which was set to 1 million in our case. It is important to note that,
with equal frequency, in each iteration, we pick positive or negative pairs according to
Algorithm 2. The early stop of the SGD (e.g. at 800K) does not influence the results. In all
benchmarks, we use the following parameters for training MERML: learning rate=0.001
and modalities weight learning rate=0.0001. For the incorporation of MERML in the
SVM-RBF kernel, we use gamma=0.001. These parameters are fixed for evaluation on
the three benchmarks. The following sections detail MERML evaluation on each bench-
mark.

5.5.3. EVALUATIONS ON CREMA-D
CREMA-D [52] is an audio-video emotion expression dataset. It contains 7442 clips from
91 actors (43 females and 48 males). Participants’ age ranges between 20 and 74, and they
come from a variety of races and ethnicities, i.e. Asian, African American, Caucasian, and
Hispanic. Actors were asked to speak 12 sentences in five different emotions, namely,
anger, disgust, fear, happiness, and sadness, or in neutral. The sentences were spoken
with four different levels of intensities: low, medium, high, or unspecified. It is impor-
tant to note that video clips in CREMA-D have an average length of 2.63±0.53 seconds.
As explained in Section 3.1, in this dataset, recognition rates of human perception based
on the relative majority are reported. The relative majority is obtained when an emo-
tion gets the highest share of the votes compared to the rest of the other emotions. In
this case, the recognition rates of human benchmark for audio-only, video-only, and the
bimodal audio-video perception, are 45.5%, 69.0%, and 74.8%, respectively.
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Figure 5.4: Bar diagrams (with error bars in standard deviation) for average performance (accuracy) for all
emotions and per-emotion accuracy on CREMA-D. The figure shows the multimodal and unimodal accuracies
of RBF-SVM on audio-only, RBF-SVM on video-only, and MERML on audio-video. The first three bars indicate
the average accuracies for all emotions.

RESULTS ON CREMA-D

To the best of our knowledge, as there is not a technical evaluation baseline for this
dataset, we divided the dataset into 10-folds to perform cross-validation based on sub-
jects (the actors). In other words, for each fold, a subject’s clips are either in the training
or the testing sets. Subsequently, in each fold, we train the whole pipeline of FV encod-
ing, learning MERML and SVM on the training folds, and then test it on the remaining
fold. The reported results are the average of these 10-folds.

Positive and negative mining: Due to the size of CREMA-D, the number of possi-
ble positive and negative pairs is huge, approximately 45 million pairs. For this reason,
we followed a careful selection of the used pairs during the SGD iterations for MERML
optimization. Firstly, we place more emphasis on the positive samples of the same emo-
tion, e.g. anger, to be selected from different subjects. Secondly, we pooled more nega-
tive pairs of emotions from the same subject. In this way, we ensured that the MERML
training focus is on capturing the intra-class and inter-class variations depending on the
emotions, rather than the subjects of the video clips.
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Methods and features Average Accuracy (%)

OpenFace features (V) + LSTM + COVAREP Features (A) + LSTM + Dual Attention [243] 65.0
Human Perception (relative majority recognition) 74.8

RBF-SVM on the concatenated audio-visual representations 65.2±3.0
ITML on the concatenated audio-visual representations 60.5±4.2
GMML on the concatenated audio-visual representations 65.0±4.7
LMNN on the concatenated audio-visual representations 63.5±2.8

MERML (Section 5.4) on audio-visual representations 66.5±3.5

Table 5.1: The average recognition accuracy of MERML and other methods on CREMA-D. Note that we provide
the standard deviations (stds) for MERML and other metric learning methods. However, other methods did
not report the standard deviations as a statistical bound on the average accuracies.

UNI-MODAL AND MULTIMODAL INTERACTION:
To check the contribution of the audio and video modalities, Figure 5.4 provides the uni-
modal and MERML results of the employed features, in terms of average accuracy and
the accuracy on each emotion of CREMA-D. The unimodal results are obtained using
RBF-SVM classifier on each modality’s representation, separately. The first bar in each
group gives the average result of MERML on the audio-visual representations. MERML
was able to capture the complementary and supplementary information of both modal-
ities, achieving an accuracy of 66.5%. In addition, MERML outperformed the individual
modalities and yielded a performance increase of 9.3% and 16.7% over the audio-only
and video-only perception, respectively. In addition, as shown in Figure 5.4, the recogni-
tion accuracy for each emotion (with a slight exception for fear) increased with the mul-
timodal learning through MERML. These results show that the best results are achieved
when using both audio and video information, the contribution per modality can be dif-
ferent for each emotion. For example, audio appears to be more significant than facial
expressions for anger, and video has more impact in recognizing happiness. On the other
hand, disgust and neutral emotions require both data channels for accurate recognition,
proving the benefits of multimodal learning in any case.

In terms of unimodal results, audio outperforms visual representations on CREMA-
D. This result is due to the limited number of sentences in CREMA-D, which led to learn-
ing good prosodic features and vocal expressions for each emotion. Moreover, in the case
of the audio modality, authors of the CREMA-D dataset [52] reported that the emotion
recognition rate increased by 10% when human raters interacted with and responded to
more clips. However, in the case of the video modality, the interaction with more video
clips did not have an impact on the emotion recognition rates of the human raters. In
other words, getting exposed to audio information makes it easier to recognize new sam-
ples for both human raters and automatic systems.

MULTIMODAL EVALUATION

MERML’s results and a comparison of its performance with LMNN, ITML, GMML, and
RBF-SVM baselines are given in Table 5.1, showing that MERML resulted in at least 1.3%
performance gain. In addition, the MERML approach outperformed the published re-
sults in [243]. In [243], authors employed audio and visual features using COVAREP [244]
and OpenFace [245], respectively. OpenFace [245] visual representations provide the fol-
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Figure 5.5: The confusion matrix of MERML on CREMA-D dataset, between ground-truth and clip predictions.

lowing features: Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOGs), gaze direction, and head pose
(3D position, and orientation of the head). COVAREP [244] is an open-source speech
analysis toolkit which extracts Prosodic, spectral, and voice quality related features. Sub-
sequently, to fuse these features, R. Beard et al. used recursive multi-attention Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNNs) with dual-attention. In [243], the performance (65.0% accu-
racy) was obtained by combining facial and audio temporal features with Long-Short
Term Memory (LSTM). These results show the efficiency of our approach for an en-
hanced joint multimodal learning and fusion.

The Confusion Matrix (CM) displayed in Figure 5.5 shows the achieved performance
of our approach on CREMA-D classes and the degree to which an emotion gets misclassi-
fied. Without exception, the diagonal elements have the highest accuracies, a fact which
indicates the high classification accuracy of the intended emotions. In particular, anger,
neutral, disgust, and happiness have higher accuracy detection, compared to fear and
sadness. The figure shows that fear and sadness were confused with each other by ap-
proximately 16%. These results are also compatible with the reported human perception
and confusion in [52].

5.5.4. EVALUATIONS ON ENTERFACE
eNTERFACE is a multimodal dataset which contains six archetypal emotions: anger,
happiness, disgust, fear, surprise, and sadness. It includes 42 subjects, who were asked to
simulate the emotions in 5 different reactions, resulting in 1260 video recordings. 23% of
the recordings are obtained from women and 77% are from men, including respondents
of diverse cultural backgrounds. In the evaluation, we follow the protocol in [188] by
splitting the data samples into 10 folds for cross-validation. Consecutively, in each fold,
we train the whole pipeline of FV encoding, learning MERML and SVM on the training
folds, and then testing it on the remaining fold.
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Figure 5.6: Bar diagrams (with error bars in standard deviation) for average performance (accuracy) for all
emotions and per-emotion accuracy on eNTERFACE. The figure shows the multimodal and unimodal accura-
cies of RBF-SVM on audio-only, RBF-SVM on video-only, and MERML on audio-video. For example, the first
three bars indicate the average accuracy of the three modalities in each dataset.

UNI-MODAL AND MULTIMODAL INTERACTION

Figure 5.6 provides the detailed performance of the visual, audio and MERML fusion for
each emotion in eNTERFACE. On average, MERML obtains an accuracy of 91.5%, which
helped to increase the performance of individual modalities by 14.5% and 35.6% for
visual-only and audio-only perceptions, respectively. Furthermore, the fusion of audio-
visual modalities through MERML boosted the performance by improving the classifi-
cation accuracy for each emotion. In particular, performance for sadness was largely
higher following MERML. This shows how the presence of both modalities is important
in multimodal perception and subsequently emotion recognition.

MULTIMODAL EVALUATION

TABLE 5.2 presents the average recognition accuracies for the eNTERFACE dataset. We
compare MERML with the current state-of-the-art audio-visual approaches in [188, 191]
on eNTERFACE. Our MERML approach on audio-visual representations gives the high-
est recognition accuracy (91.5%), which is competitive to the state-of-the-art result
(89.4%) reported by [191], that was obtained through end-to-end DL methods, namely,
3D CNN (C3D) cascaded with deep-belief networks (DBN). The reason behind this im-
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Methods and Features Average Accuracy (%)

Feature level fusion [190] 71.0
Score-level bimodal SVM [188] 87.4
Late fusion on C3D-DBN[191] 89.4
Hierarchical early and late fusion on audio-visual representations [168] (Chapter 4) 78.5±2.9

RBF-SVM on the concatenated audio-visual representations 84.7±3.4

LMNN on the concatenated audio-visual representations 85.1±3.5
GMML on the concatenated audio-vusual representations 81.9±4.9
ITML on the concatenated audio-visual representations 77.5±4.9

MERML according to Algorithm 2 91.5±3.7

Table 5.2: The average recognition accuracy of MERML and other methods on eNTERFACE. Note that we pro-
vide the standard deviations (stds) for MERML and other metric learning methods. However, other methods
did not report the standard deviations as a statistical bound on the average accuracies.
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Figure 5.7: CM of MERML on eNTERFACE dataset.

provement is that DL methods have more parameters to train and learn, which needs to
be properly initialized, e.g. via transfer learning.

Interestingly, we can observe that MERML increases the performance of the audio-
visual representations, compared with the case when using only SVM or LMNN, GMML,
ITML on the concatenation of audio and video representations. To illustrate this fact, the
recognition rate of audio-visual representations increased by 6.8%, 6.4%, 9.6%, and 14%
when using MERML in comparison with SVM, LMNN, GMML, and ITML respectively.
MERML also outperformed the results we obtained in our previous study in [168] (Chap-
ter 4). In addition, comparing the baseline of LMNN, GMML, ITML, or SVM and MERML
using significance testing, we were able to validate the substantial gains (p-value¿ 0.05).
These results show that MERML can provide a distance measure that enhances the per-
formance of audio-video emotion classification.

The Confusion Matrix (CM) of MERML on audio-visual features is illustrated in Fig-
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Figure 5.8: Bar diagrams (with error bars in standard deviation) for average performance (accuracy) for all
emotions and per-emotion accuracy on RAVDESS. The figure shows the multimodal and unimodal accuracies
of RBF-SVM on audio-only, RBF-SVM on video-only, and MERML on audio-video. For example, the first three
bars indicate the average accuracy of the three modalities in RAVDESS.

ure 5.7. From the CM, it can be observed that all the emotions were detected with high
accuracy. Disgust was the emotion to be confused with the rest of the intended emo-
tions. For example, it was confused with sadness by 4% and with surprise by 4.4%.

5.5.5. EVALUATIONS ON RAVDESS
RAVDESS [115] has two sets: speeches and songs subsets. We use the speech set as
it is labeled with eight archetypal emotions: anger, happiness, disgust, fear, surprise,
sadness, calmness, and neutral. The dataset contains 24 subjects, 12 males, and 12 fe-
males, with an age range of [21,33]. It contains short speech video-clips of an average of
3.82±0.34 seconds. The total number of videos is 1444. On RAVDESS, 247 individuals
from North America provided human ratings of emotions. Human perception (bench-
mark) was reported as follows: 62.0%, 72.0%, and 80.0%, for audio-only, video-only, and
audio-video modalities, respectively.

UNI-MODAL AND MULTIMODAL INTERACTION

Figure 5.8 presents the role of the multimodal fusion and its interaction with the audio-
only and video only modalities on the AFEW validation set. The multimodal perception
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Methods and features Average Accuracy (%)

OpenFace features (V) + LSTM + COVAREP Features (A) + LSTM + Dual Attention [243] 58.3
Human Perception [115] 80.0

RBF-SVM on the concatenated audio-visual representations 67.3±4.2
ITML on the concatenated audio-visual representations 56.3±3.8
GMML on the concatenated audio-vusual representations 52.8±3.8
LMNN on the concatenated audio-visual representations 52.8±4.3

MERML (Section 5.4) on audio-visual representations 66.3±3.7

Table 5.3: The average recognition accuracy of MERML and other methods on RAVDESS. Note that we report
the standard deviations (stds) for MERML and other metric learning methods. However, other methods did
not report the standard deviations as a statistical bound on the average accuracies.

through MERML achieved an average accuracy of 66.3%, which helped to increase the
recognition accuracy by 18.0% and 12.1% for the video-only and audio-only emotion
recognition, respectively. Here, in the RAVDESS dataset, MERML improved the detection
accuracy of most emotions (with the exceptions in Neutral and Happiness). Neutral was
added in the RAVDESS dataset, and human raters confused it mainly with calmness and
surprise, while video modality is leading the recognition rates of happiness. Another rea-
son behind this performance is that the unimodal perception of neutral was lower than
that of other emotions. Furthermore, Figure 5.8 shows the individual modalities’ per-
formance on the RAVDESS dataset. Audio representations showed higher performance
than the video modality, with an average accuracy of 54.2%, and 48.3% for video and
audio modalities, respectively.

MULTIMODAL EVALUATION

Table 5.3 details the recognition rates of MERML and other state-of-the-art methods.
MERML gives good performance when applied to audio-visual features, achieving 66.3%
accuracy. This is the only case when MERML slightly underperformed, by 1% when com-
pared to SVM classification directly on their concatenated features. However, MERML
improved significantly the results on audio-visual representations, compared to apply-
ing a vanilla LMNN as a baseline method. For example, MERML resulted in a gain of
13.5% in comparison with LMNN. As presented in Table 5.3, the MERML approach out-
performed the baselines provided by LMNN, ITML, and GMML. For example, MERML
outperformed both ITML and GMML by 2.2% and 10.3%, respectively. However, SVM-
RBF resulted in a slightly higher recognition rate (67.3%).

Figure 5.9 presents the confusion matrix on RAVDESS, where the aim is to show
how emotions are detected or misclassified for other emotions. The diagonal values are
higher than the rest of the values. For example, the method gives good recognition rates
for anger, happiness, fear, calm, and disgust. On the other hand, sadness and neutral
emotions have less accuracy and were confused with each other and the rest. MERML
also misclassified neutral state, as this expression is challenging even for human raters
[115].
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Figure 5.9: CM of MERML on RAVDESS.

Set Anger Happiness Sadness Fear Disgust Neutral Surprise Total

Training Set 133 150 117 81 74 144 74 773
Validation set 64 63 61 46 40 63 46 383

Table 5.4: Emotion categories distribution on training and validation sets of AFEW

5.5.6. EVALUATIONS ON AFEW
AFEW [117] is a multimodal dataset and consists of two public sets: training (773 sam-
ples) and validation (383 samples) sets. Each video clip is labeled with one of the six
discrete Ekmanian emotions and neutral. AFEW is a challenging dataset with occlu-
sions, varying illumination and head poses, harvested from Hollywood movies. It reports
the baseline results (38.8% accuracy) on the validation set, which are based on feature
level fusion of audio-video representations. Local Binary Patterns-TOP (LBP) features
are used for the visual representations. For audio features, the authors of [117] employed
similar audio features to the ones employed in our study. SVM is used for the classifica-
tion. In our evaluation, we list and compare the results on the AFEW’s public validation
set, while the training set is used during learning and for optimizing FV and MERML pa-
rameters in Algorithm 2. In addition, we report the studies that benefit from both audio
and video modalities for emotion recognition in AFEW.

POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE PAIRS MINING

The AFEW dataset is not balanced, in terms of the number of samples per emotion. Emo-
tion categories’ distribution is given in Table 5.4. For example, disgust and surprise have
much fewer samples compared to happiness, anger, and neutral. Therefore, positive
and negative samples mining could be biased towards those classes which have a higher
number of samples. Eventually, this aspect might affect the performance of MERML on
the final results. To avoid this bias, we generate an equal number of positive and neg-
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Figure 5.10: Bar diagrams for average and per-emotion performance on AFEW validation set, to show the mul-
timodal and unimodal accuracies of RBF-SVM on audio-only, RBF-SVM on video-only, and MERML on audio-
video. For example, the first three bars indicate the average accuracy of the three modalities in the AFEW
validation set. The distribution of the emotions’ categories is given in Table 5.4

ative pairs for each emotion, to be used during the SGD optimization of MERML. This
strategy increased the performance of MERML by at least %1.

UNI-MODAL AND MULTIMODAL INTERACTION

Figure 5.10 presents the role of the multimodal fusion and its interaction with the audio-
only and video only modalities on the AFEW validation set. AFEW is a challenging
dataset, where the presence of both audio and visual modalities is vital. The multimodal
perception through MERML achieved an average accuracy of 52.6%, which helped to in-
crease the recognition accuracy by 8.6% and 16.7% for the video-only and audio-only
emotion recognition, respectively. In addition, MERML was able to enhance the de-
tection accuracy of most emotions (with only one exception in Disgust, which has the
smallest number of video-clips in both training and validation sets (Table 5.4)), taking
advantage of their complementary information that these two modalities provide.

Furthermore, Figure 5.10 shows the individual modalities performance on the AFEW
validation set. Visual representations showed higher performance than the audio
modality, with an average accuracy of 44%, and 35.9% for video and audio modalities,
respectively. Many AFEW clips contain background noise, such as music, or irrelevant
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Methods and features Accuracy on the validation set (%)

AFEW Baseline [117] 38.8
Audio + C3D [152] 52.0
Late fusion on audio-CNN-DSIFT [192] 51.2
Audio + C3D + ResNet-LSTM [193] 53.9
Hierarchical early and late fusion on audio-visual representations [168] (Chapter 4) 48.9

RBF-SVM on the concatenated audio-visual representations 48.9

ITML on the concatenated audio-visual representations 47.6
GMML on the concatenated audio-visual representations 45.0
LMNN on the concatenated audio-visual representations 49.5

MERML according to Algorithm 2 52.6

Table 5.5: The recognition accuracy of MERML and other methods on AFEW validation set.

conversations, other than those of the main character of the clip. This fact degrades the
performance of the audio modality. Multimodal recognition is even more interesting un-
der these circumstances, where both modalities complement each other and make the
multimodal perception more important for understanding emotions.

MULTIMODAL EVALUATION

Table 5.5 details the recognition rates of MERML and other state-of-the-art methods.
MERML gives good performance when applied to audio-visual features, achieving 52.6%
accuracy. This result is due to the discriminative power of MERML, in which features are
further optimized by projecting them in a latent sub-space for capturing their comple-
mentary information. Subsequently, MERML improves the performance of visual and
audio representations, when compared to RBF-SVM classification directly on their con-
catenated features or after learning LMNN, ITML, and GMML as baseline methods. For
example, MERML resulted in a gain of 3.1% in comparison with LMNN. A significant im-
provement is also seen when comparing with our previous study in [168] (Chapter 4),
where a combination of early and late fusions is applied on various audio-visual repre-
sentations.

As presented in Table 5.5, the MERML approach does not only achieve higher accu-
racies than the baseline provided by the AFEW, LMNN, ITML, or GMML, but also pro-
vides competitive results when compared to other approaches. A key point to mention
is that many approaches deal with audio and video modalities separately, and perform
a late fusion for the multimodal learning and prediction steps. For example, in [192],
authors employ similar representations to the ones in our work (namely: CNN and au-
dio) and Dense Scale-Invariant Feature Transformation (DSIFT), and apply Score Level
Fusion (SLF) by logistic regression [192]. When comparing results using MERML with
those reported in [192], it becomes obvious that a single visual and audio representation
outperforms their combined representations.

Finally, there are approaches that rely, to a significant extent, on feature engineer-
ing. An example is the work reported in [193], where authors employed several visual
representations through different deep learning models such as Residual Neural Net-
works (ResNet), Long-Short-Term-Memory (LSTM) with CNN, and 3-D CNN (C3D), in
order to perform later fusion with audio features. The late fusion weights were assigned
manually based on the researchers’ observations on the performance of each represen-
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Figure 5.11: CM of MERML on AFEW validation set.

tation. However, in this work, the focus is not on feature engineering but, instead, we
are aiming at learning a joint metric for audio and video modalities such that their rep-
resentations in a latent subspace are robust to maximize the recognition accuracy. As a
result, MERML has the advantage of focusing on multimodal learning on any given pair
of audio-visual representations.

Figure 5.11 presents the confusion matrix on the AFEW validation set, where the aim
is to show how emotions are detected or confused with other emotions. The diagonal
values are higher than the rest of the values, which shows high detection of the video-
clips’ ground-truth. For example, the method gives good recognition rates for anger,
happiness, and sadness, while other emotions have less accuracy, e.g. surprise, which
was misclassified as anger even by human annotators [189]. In AFEW, other studies also
reported the confusion between neutral, fear and disgust, which resulted in lower accu-
racies [189, 192, 192, 246].

5.5.7. MULTIMODAL INTERACTIONS

To provide an explanation of MERML and the contribution of the audio and video
modalities, we check the agreement in emotion prediction, based on audio and video,
compared to the audio-video representation. Our analysis shows that while audio-visual
fusion has the best results, the contribution of its sub-modality varies in some emotions.
For example, in CREMA-D, the audio is more significant in anger classification, where
the recognition rate is 20% higher than the facial expression’s classification. However,
the video has more impact on recognizing happiness, which could be at least 10% higher
than the audio modality. On the other hand, disgust requires both data channels for
higher recognition.
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5.6. CONCLUSIONS
We presented a joint multimodal metric learning for audio-video emotion recognition.
Multimodal Emotion Recognition Metric Learning (MERML) can be applied in various
multimodal contexts in which data complementarity could be exploited for increasing
the performance, through an improved latent space representation. Our approach ex-
ploited successfully the dependencies and the complementary information of audio and
video modalities in the context of emotion recognition, as their representations are well
structured in the newly learned subspace, and their mutual emotion recognition is max-
imized. The quantitative and qualitative evaluation of the method on two datasets, uti-
lizing distinct pairs of visual and audio representations, demonstrated the significant
contribution of the method to an increased classification accuracy, achieving more ro-
bust performance than baseline results in different datasets. Furthermore, the compar-
ison with the Large Margin Nearest Neighbor (LMNN), Geometric Mean Metric Learn-
ing (GMML) and Information Theoretical Metric Learning (ITML) baseline metric learn-
ing approaches showed the benefits of our method, which is efficiently learning the two
modalities and optimizing their contribution for an enhanced performance.

This chapter’s study contributed to the state-of-the-art in emotion recognition by us-
ing similarity learning and by proposing audio-visual metric learning. It demonstrates
how multimodal emotion recognition can benefit from similarity-based learning meth-
ods, a key family of methods in machine learning, due to its applicability to a wide range
of tasks, e.g., those tasks where less data is available. The study demonstrated that pro-
gressive fusion of audio-visual representations could improve their contribution to emo-
tion recognition. A limitation of the study in the current approach is that it does not
consider two factors: learning embeddings (representations) in an end-to-end manner,
exploring or modeling the temporal expressivity of emotions. The next chapter focuses
on the direction of using Deep Metric Learning (DML) to improve the audio and visual
representations, addressing the limitation of shallow metric learning through learning
audio-visual representations in an end-to-end manner. Using deep metric learning with
the concept of similarity learning can also further enhance the fusion of audio-visual
representations. It also adjusts the proposed method for another multimodal domain,
namely, personality computing. The study in the next chapter also aims at capturing the
temporal dynamics of emotional expressivity and perception. It focuses on exploiting
the importance of visual and audio modalities over time in bimodal emotion recogni-
tion. These insights are obtained through state-of-the-art methods, namely, DML and
Long-Short Term Memorys (LSTMs).





6
MULTIMODAL DEEP METRIC

LEARNING FOR EMOTION

RECOGNITION

The previous chapters explored the problem of multimodal emotion recognition from dif-
ferent points of view, looking into unimodal or late fusion methods. However, there is
a need to bring these two modalities into a unified framework, to effectively learn joint
multimodal fusion for Audio-Video Emotion Recognition (AVER). Besides, literature has
not yet studied thoroughly the relation between time and emotion-related cues coming
from audio and visual information. For instance, although studies from psychology and
neuroscience underline the impact of time in recognizing negative and positive emotions,
such knowledge has not been sufficiently supported by computational models, yet. In this
chapter, a novel multimodal temporal deep network framework is proposed, that embeds
video clips using their audio-visual content, onto a metric space, where their gap is re-
duced and their complementary and supplementary information is explored. This chap-
ter addresses the research question of how audio-visual cues’ temporal dynamics impact
the recognition rate and speed of emotions. The proposed method is evaluated on two
datasets, Crowd-sourced Emotional Multimodal Actors Dataset (CREMA-D) and Ryerson
Audio-Visual Database of Emotional Speech and Song (RAVDESS). The study findings are
promising, achieving significant performance on both datasets, showing a crucial impact

Parts of this chapter have been published in:

• E. Ghaleb, M. Popa, and S. Asteriadis, “Multimodal and temporal perception of audio-visual cues for
emotion recognition,” in 2019 8th International Conference on Affective Computing and Intelligent
Interaction (ACII). IEEE, 2019, pp. 552–558.

• D. Dotti, E. Ghaleb, and S. Asteriadis, “Temporal triplet mining for personality recognition,” in 2020
15th IEEE International Conference on Automatic Face and Gesture Recognition (FG 2020). IEEE, 2020,
pp. 379–386.
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of multimodal and temporal information on emotion perception.

6.1. INTRODUCTION

A FUNDAMENTAL question in Multimodal Emotion Recognition (MER) is the one re-
lated to temporal expressivity and incremental perception of emotions. Emotion

expressivity varies as a function of time, and this temporal process is also emotion-
dependent [75–77]. For example, in [75], Kari Edwards investigated the temporal struc-
ture of facial expressions of emotions (FEEs). This study showed the importance of the
temporal status of facial expressions in emotion perception. For example, the tempo-
ral dynamics of FEEs were detected and decoded accurately by observers. In addition,
observers were more sensitive to the initial states of temporal displays of an expres-
sion. Moreover, authors in [76] studied how listeners recognize emotions over time and
whether this functionality varies by emotion type or not. The study was conducted on
five basic emotions, namely, anger, disgust, fear, sadness, and happiness. Their study
suggested that anger, sadness, fear, and neutral expressions are detected more accu-
rately at shorter time windows than happiness. For instance, the authors noticed that
the recognition rate of happiness improves significantly by the end of vocal utterance,
while fear was recognized at the fastest rate compared to the rest of emotions.

Much of the focus in Audio-Video Emotion Recognition (AVER) systems relies on
multimodal learning and fusion through the selection of apex moments [78]. The lit-
erature lacks a thorough exploration and analysis of multimodal interaction over time
[73]. For instance, in the literature of multimodal emotion recognition, much of the ef-
fort is focused either on a late fusion of modalities [152] or on building temporal features.
Those directions of research are based on the assumption that emotions are expressed
in audio-visual cues, simultaneously, in a global manner. As a result, studies have con-
centrated on obtaining global information to represent the emotional content of a video
clip. However, these studies might overlook an essential aspect of how multimodal in-
formation binds and evolves over time, which is the aim of this chapter.

In this work, we addressed the following research question: what is the role of tem-
poral dynamics in audiovisual cues, in automated emotion recognition? The study aims
to efficiently connect information from different modalities and to deal with incremen-
tal emotion display. For this purpose, we designed a data-driven unified multimodal-
temporal deep learning method to explore the variation of emotion expression over time
through audio-visual modalities. The proposed method aligns the visual and audio rep-
resentations using multi-stages integration and learning. The integrated multimodal
framework is inspired by a gating paradigm introduced in [247] by Grosjean. In this
paradigm, a stimulus is presented in successive segments of increasing duration. It is
shown that emotion perception improves over time, by providing people with a richer
context. Similarly, automatic emotion recognition will be capable of factoring affective
states when having an incremental and multimodal presentation.

Furthermore, by employing an efficient metric distance, the accuracy of many clas-
sification and retrieval problems [71, 72] can be increased, as it contributes to obtaining
an improved performance and robust representation. In metric learning, the task is to
learn a distance function that is efficient to measure the similarity and dissimilarity of
data samples. The efficiency of metric learning has been discussed in Sections 2.2.2 and
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5.1 of Chapters 2 and 5, respectively.

In this chapter, there are two main contributions. First, to address the previously
introduced research question, and motivated by the success of deep metric learn-
ing, we propose an end-to-end multimodal deep metric learning architecture. More-
over, this strategy addresses the limitation of the proposed shallow metric learning, the
Multimodal Emotion Recognition Metric Learning (MERML), which was introduced in
Chapter 5. Deep Metric Learning (DML) models overcome the limitations of shallow
metric learning by capturing the non-linearity between highly heterogeneous audiovi-
sual cues, as they optimize their representations from the raw data jointly. As a result, the
proposed integrated temporal paradigm aims to learn audio-visual embeddings (repre-
sentations) that are aware of emotional content in both auditory signals and facial ex-
pressions. The proposed method is illustrated in Figure 6.1 and explained in details in
Section 6.3. Second, we develop an efficient learning algorithm through multimodal and
incremental triplet sets’ mining [110] and data augmentation, which is crucial to train
the proposed method and to achieve significant performance. The proposed solutions
are explained in Section 6.4. In addition, to address the research question of how emo-
tion recognition varies as a function of time, the proposed method is designed to cap-
ture and exploit temporal information. Finally, we demonstrate these contributions in
Section 6.5, by providing an extensive evaluation on two audio-video emotion datasets,
namely: Ryerson Audio-Visual Database of Emotional Speech and Song (RAVDESS) [115]
Crowd-sourced Emotional Multimodal Actors Dataset (CREMA-D) [52], showing how the
proposed method efficiently fuses the different contributions of each modality over time.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 introduces the related work on uti-
lizing temporal information for multimodal emotion recognition and a brief overview
of DML. Section 6.3 defines the architecture of the proposed method, while Section 6.4
presents the technical details of the implementations, such as the visual and audio map-
pings and data augmentations. Section 6.5 details the experimental evaluations of the
proposed method. Next, Section 6.6 summarizes a study which extends this work in an-
other subarea of affective computing. Specifically, it discusses the applicability of triplet
loss in bodily analysis for personality recognition. Finally, Section 6.7 concludes the re-
search and highlights its findings.

6.2. RELATED WORK

6.2.1. TEMPORAL EMOTION RECOGNITION

Emotion perception might vary over time according to the expressed emotion. Previous
studies on Audio-Video Emotion Recognition (AVER) indicate the importance of mul-
timodal and temporal information [5]. However, to a large extent, existing systems for
emotion recognition lack the focus of studying how to bind multimodal information over
time. For instance, many studies attempt to model the onset, apex, and offset phases of
expressions. In addition, some studies select apex expressions and speaking face tracks
for multimodal learning and fusion [78]. In [73], Kim and Provost proposed a data-driven
framework to explore the impact of timing and expressivity duration on emotion classes.
Their work is based on window averaging of audio-visual cues. It aims to spot the influ-
ential time windows for emotion inference in order to study how different utterances
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impact emotion recognition. For instance, the evaluation found that anger, sadness,
fear, and neutral emotions are recognized more accurately with shorter time windows.
This finding was also aligned with a speech emotion recognition study in [76]. Moreover,
the spotted windows showed consistency across speakers which are aligned with related
findings from the point of view of psychology [75–77].

Furthermore, in [74], Zheng et al. adopted a discriminative Graph Regularized Ex-
treme Learning Machines algorithm to identify the stable patterns of electroencephalo-
gram (EEG) over time for emotion recognition. Stable EEG patterns indicate neural ac-
tivities in different human brain areas under emotional classes. This study suggested
that neural patterns exist for three emotion categories: positive, neutral, and negative.
For example, their findings reveal that the human brain’s lateral temporal areas activate
more for positive emotions than negative ones. Furthermore, Deep Learning (DL) has
been used for learning spatial and temporal features and in joint feature representations
for multimodal data [5]. Further details regarding the use of Deep Learning (DL) in uni-
modal and multimodal temporal emotion recognition are provided in Sections 3.2 and
3.3, respectively, in Chapter 3.

Nevertheless, our approach, in this chapter, focuses on building multimodal incre-
mental embeddings and checking how they contribute to emotion recognition over time.
The proposed paradigm benefits from initial time windows of emotion expressivity and
transmits the learned semantics to subsequent time windows.

6.2.2. DEEP METRIC LEARNING

The basic concept of metric learning is to modify a conventional metric, such as Eu-
clidean distance, by including an efficient mapping function: f : x → Rn . In this map-
ping process, the aim is to bring similar samples closer, and the dissimilar ones further,

given the distance: d( f (x (i )), f (x ( j )) = ‖ f (x (i ))− f (x ( j ))‖2
2. Conventional metric learn-

ing approaches, such as Large Margin Nearest Neighbours (LMNN), usually learn a lin-
ear mapping. This linear mapping might suffer from the non-linear relationships be-
tween data samples, especially in multimodal learning tasks. These details are further
explained in Subsection 2.4.4.

Moreover, metric learning has been applied in the context of deep learning, using two
approaches. The first one applies metric learning on top of a deep learning architecture.
This method uses the standard metric learning algorithm of the learned representation,
by learning the low rank or full rank M matrix [146, 248]. In this way, it guarantees a ro-
bust description by learning a compact and discriminative representation. The second
approach involves distance metric embedding within the architecture to measure the
effectiveness of the learned representation, such as triplet loss [111, 149]. Deep Learn-
ing (DL) has been widely accepted as an effective model in highly non-linear data, and
currently is proven to be the state-of-the-art in data representation and perception tasks
[89, 153]. Therefore, DL can be used explicitly in learning mapping functions for metric
learning through a set of non-linear transformations. This incorporating of metric learn-
ing within Deep Neural Networks (DNNs)’ architectures is known as Deep Metric Learn-
ing (DML). DML is explained in Subsection 2.4.4. Moreover, multimodal deep learning is
a way to exploit the dependencies and complementary information in multimodal tasks
such as AVER [153, 249].
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6.2.3. MULTIMODAL LEARNING

Multimodal learning is one of the challenging frontiers in machine learning [153]. Dif-
ferent approaches have been proposed for multimodal learning and can be categorized
as follows [250]: multi-representation alignment (e.g. correlation-based models [17] and
distance and similarity-based models [251]) and multi-view representation fusion (e.g.
graphical models[250] and neural network models [252]).

This work follows the category of multi-view representation alignment, by employing
DML. In this study, DML is adopted, given its efficiency in learning robust representa-
tions. Involving distance metric embeddings within the proposed architecture guaran-
tees learning compact and discriminative features [111, 149]. Specifically, we propose
learning deep embeddings through the use of triplet loss. Triplet loss involves negative
and positive samples for a given anchor, which makes it more suitable for a classification
task such as the one in AVER (more details are given in Subection 6.3.2). Moreover, by
employing triplet loss, one can efficiently tackle the lack of sufficient data to train deep
models, since it exploits similarities between samples, which generates a larger pool of
data to train DL efficiently.

6.3. METHOD: TEMPORAL AND JOINT DEEP METRIC LEARN-
ING

In this chapter, we aim to generate temporal audio-visual embeddings for accurate mul-
timodal and temporal (incremental) emotion perception. Specifically, we aim at pro-
ducing discriminative embeddings, by taking into consideration the binding informa-
tion between audio-visual modalities across time. When designing the multimodal deep
learning framework based on metric loss, we have the following objectives and motiva-
tions:

• It should exploit complementary information in the audio-visual representations.

• It is expected to produce discriminative and representative features and to reduce
the gap between the audio-visual representations. In AVER, one of the challenges
is that usually there is not a perfect alignment between the two data channels in
terms of emotion expression. For example, happiness could be initially expressed
through facial expressions, while corresponding time segments in the audio chan-
nels are not useful yet. However, the following audio time slices could provide
valuable information [74].

• The framework should take into consideration the temporal evolution of emotion
expressivity in video-clips. Not only temporal windows can have a different im-
pact on each emotion, but also the impact might vary according to the subjects’
personalities. Emotion expressivity could have gradual descent or ascent, while
it can also peak at certain moments. Studies demonstrated that emotion percep-
tion might require a varying amount of time for an accurate detection [73, 75, 76].
Therefore, these alterations could be exploited efficiently through a temporally
structured framework.
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Temporal Loss

Video Frame Extraction 
and  Pre-processing

Audio Signal Extraction 
and Pre-possessing

Figure 6.1: The proposed framework of multimodal temporal deep metric learning for AVER. It has two streams
of audio ( f a (X (a))) and video ( f v (X (v))) sub-networks, diachronically connected via LSTM cells as a gating
paradigm. In each gate, identification and discriminative signals guide the training of the network. We em-
ployed soundNet [135] and 3D-CNN [253] as sub-networks for audio ( f a (X (a))) and visual ( f v (X (v))) map-
pings, respectively.

In our work, we apply Deep Metric Learning (DML) based on triplet networks. The
loss function of this type of architecture uses triplet sets: {x , x (+), x (−)}, where x is an
anchor, x (+) and x (−) are similar and dissimilar examples to x , respectively:

d f (x , x (+), x (−)) = ‖ f (x)− f (x (+))‖2
2 −‖ f (x)− f (x (−))‖2

2 +mar g i n (6.1)

The optimization procedure aims to minimize the distance between the anchor (base-
line) input to a positive pair while maximizing the distance from the anchor to the neg-
ative pair [149]. More details on the DML and the triplet loss are provided in Subsection
2.4.4.

Figure 6.1 outlines the proposed architecture for achieving incremental shared rep-
resentations, modeling the relationships between the two modalities over time. This
is pursued through similarity and discriminative loss functions in each time window
that are averaged to obtain a temporal score. The proposed architecture shows how the
sub-networks are connected incrementally via Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) cells.
Moreover, in each sub-network, gates are connected by LSTM cells to explore and uti-
lize temporal dependency between video clip segments (time windows). Prior to feed-
ing LSTM cells with the audiovisual mappings, the gap between the two modalities is
reduced, through minimizing the distance between the two representations via Mean
Square Error (MSE) loss functions (see Subsection 6.3.3).

The following subsections explain the Audio-Video Emotion Recognition (AVER)
dataset in the context of this study, and how audio and visual mappings are employed on
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(a) SoundNet [135] (b) I3D [253]

Figure 6.2: SoundNet and I3D were employed for audio-visual mappings.

the raw audio-visual data to build temporal joint embeddings. Then, the developed mul-
timodal triplet loss, its formulation and optimization, and triplet sets’ mining methods
are elaborated.

6.3.1. AUDIO AND VISUAL INPUTS AND MAPPING FUNCTIONS
To target our research objectives, we learn joint embeddings via two-stream networks,
one for audio and one for video cues. Moreover, this chapter employs an end-to-end
deep learning approach, where we use mapping functions on audio and video cues as
follows:

• X (t )(a) is the raw audio data input of the t time window, which is fed forwarded to
an audio mapping function ( f a(X (a)(t ))), namely soundNet [135] (explained in the
following subsection). SoundNet is a 1-D Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
that maps high dimensional audio data in a video clip onto a latent subspace as

follows: f a(X (t )(a)) :Rd (a) →Rp .

• Similarly, X (t )(v) is the video data input of a t time window (e.g. X (t )(v) ∈
R16×3×96×96 is the video segments of 16 RGB frames with 96×96 resolution). Subse-
quently, X (t )(v) is fed forwarded to a video mapping function ( f v (X (t )(v))), namely
I3D [253] (explained in the following subsection). I3D is a 3D-CNN that maps the
high dimensional video content onto a latent subspace as follows: f v (X (t )(v)) :

Rd (v) →Rp .

In other words, for the audio and video mapping, we employ SoundNet[135] and
the 3D-CNN on RGB image sequences branch of Two-Stream Inflated 3D ConvNet (I3D)
[253], respectively. The two architectures are pre-trained using softmax. Moreover, one
of the challenges in AVER is the fact that data samples usually constitute clips of short
duration [5], therefore, modifications on the adopted architectures of visual and audio
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mapping are required (as elaborated in the following two subsections). In our work,
we adopted these architectures as audio and visual mapping models for the proposed
framework, due to the following reasons: (1) their ability to capture and model tempo-
ral data up to several seconds, and (2) they are state-of-the-art models and have been
shown to have good discriminative power for many other audio-video recognition tasks.

I3D
Modeling spatio-temporal RGB information is considered as one of the major challenges
within the computer vision community, especially when the focus is on processing data
acquired in noisy and varying conditions in terms of occlusions, luminance, clutter, etc.
For this reason, the extension of the promising 2-D CNN models into the 3-D domain
appears to be a promising strategy, which has been proposed through different research
works, lately [253]. 3D−CNNs are similar to the conventional CNN models, but with
spatio-temporal filters. I3D is a framework which consists of two 3D−CNN streams, as
shown in Figure 6.2b. One stream utilizes RGB image sequences, while the other one is
applied on optical-flow data. In this study, we employed the 3D−CNN branch on RGB
image sequences (the first branch in Figure 6.2b), which was pre-trained jointly with the
optical-flow branch. This 3D−CNN model is developed by inflating a 2D−CNN into 3D .
For this purpose, authors of [253] adopted the Inception-v1 with batch normalization
[254] and performed the required modifications, accordingly. More specifically, these
adjustments can be done by inflating the convolutional filters and pooling kernels, by
endowing them with an additional temporal dimension. For example, if a filter is square
with N ×N dimensions, it becomes cubic with N ×N ×N dimensions.

The parameters of the 2D−CNNs were bootstrapped for the 3D filters and kernels
from pre-trained ImageNet models. This is done by converting an image into a video, by
copying it, repeatedly, to make a video. Then, the 3D models can be pre-trained on the
ImageNet dataset. The motivation behind this conversion is to avoid repeating the pro-
cess of developing spatio-temporal models and to benefit directly from the weights of
models which are pre-trained on large scale datasets [253]. More details about the archi-
tecture of these models are given in the corresponding paper [253]. The video mappings
resulting from I3D have 400 dimensions.

SOUNDNET

SoundNet [135] is a deep convolutional architecture developed to obtain representa-
tions from audio signals for sound recognition. Figure 6.2a displays the architecture
of SoundNet. As shown in the figure, the network benefited from a student-teacher
training procedure to transfer knowledge from discriminative visual recognition models
into the sound modality. For this purpose, the authors used a dataset that contains two
million videos. SoundNet yielded impressive performance, even though it was trained
without ground truth labels. SoundNet (the audio model in Figure 6.2a) consists of a se-
ries of one-dimensional convolutions, followed by non-linear operations (e.g. ReLU lay-
ers). This architecture benefits from the convolution networks for audio representations,
since the convolutions are well suited for the audio waveform. Similar to applying CNN
models on RGB images, CNNs can also result in detecting high-level concepts through
low-level detectors (the 1-dimensional convolutional layers) from audio signals [135].
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Another advantage of the architecture of this model is that it can support inputs of
variable lengths since audio samples in a dataset can vary in their temporal length. To
do so, a fully convolutional network, with pooling layers was proposed by the authors
in [135]. In this manner, the model can apply convolution and pooling, in each layer,
resulting in representations for audio signals with varying lengths. In addition, to make
the representations adapt to the temporal length of the audio signals, the network was
applied over multiple time windows with fixed lengths (e.g. dividing the waveforms into
time windows of 5 seconds). In this way, it produces an output for each time window in a
video. In this manner, the network is able to handle all the information from a video clip,
without discarding any useful information. This strategy also inspired the design of our
framework, since we trained the proposed method with visual information (using I3D in
our case), where video clips have variable lengths. Finally, we added one convolutional
layer with 400-dimensions on the top of the seventh layer of the SoundNet, in order to
have similar dimensionalities for audio and video mappings.

6.3.2. INPUT EMBEDDINGS

In AVER, a dataset (D) contains n video clips with audio and visual signals, while each
clip is annotated with a discrete emotion c. In this study, the m modality in theD dataset
can be defined as following:

Dm = {([x (1)(1)(m); · · · ; x (1)(T )(m)],c(1)), [x (2)(2)(m); · · · ; x (2)(T )(m)],c(2)),

· · · , [x (n)(1)(m); · · · ; x (n)(T )(m)],c(n))}

where x (i )(t )(m) ∈ X d m
is the resulting embeddings of the mth modality from the map-

ping function f m(X (i )(t )(m)) for the time window t , and corresponding to the i th data

sample. As a result, x (i )(t )({v,a}) ∈ X d {v,a}
denotes the video and the audio feature vectors

corresponding to the i th sample of video X d v×n and audio X d a×n data samples (ten-
sors), respectively. c(i ) ∈ c refers to the given discrete emotion label. Ultimately, the goal,
in AVER, is to predict the emotional content of a given sample test.

6.3.3. FORMULATION

To optimize and learn the parameters of each audio-visual mapping, and the tempo-
ral connections between the cells, in each time window (gate), we employ a temporal
metric that has two terms: (1) multimodal triplet Ltr and (2) MSE Lmse loss functions.
As shown in Figure 6.1 Ltr is applied on the LSTMs’ outputs. For instance, for a sam-
ple i , at time window t, the corresponding LSTM output of audio modality, for an i th

sample, is referred to as x̂ (i )(t )(a). On the other hand, the MSE Lmse is computed on the
audio and visual mappings, e.g. the audio mapping of the i th sample at t is indicated as:
f a(X (i )(t )(a)). As a result, we optimize the following objective:

argmin
f v , f a

Ltot al =
1

2N T

N∑
i=0

T∑
t=0

L(i )(t )
tot al =

1

2T N

N∑
i=0

T∑
t=0

L(i )(t )
tr +L(i )(t )

mse (6.2)
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where Ltr and Lmse are defined as follows:

Ltr =
N∑

i=0

T∑
t=0

∑
m={v,a}

max
(
d f m (x̂ (i )(t )(m), x̂ (t )(+)(m), x̂ (t )(−)(m)),0

)
Lmse =

N∑
i=0

T∑
t=0

‖ f v (X (i )(t )(v))− f a(X (i )(t )(a))‖2
2

(6.3)

where t refers to a time window in the architecture, of a sequence consisting of T time
windows; N is the number of samples per mini-batch; x̂ (i )(t )({a,v}) indicate the corre-
sponding segment of LSTM output for (a) audio or (v) video data in a given video clip.
We formulate the multimodal triplet loss Ltr that optimizes f v (X (v)) and f a(X (a)) to
minimize the distance between an anchor and a positive sample, while increasing the
distance to a negative sample. It is important to note that Ltr is a modality specific loss,
where the original loss in equation (6.1) is utilized in the overall loss in equation (6.2).

In each time window and mini-batch, for both modalities, we sample two sets
Ta,v of triplets: {x̂ (i )(t )({a,v}), x̂ (t )(+)({a,v}), x̂ (t )(−)({a,v})}, where x̂ (i )(t )({a,v}) is an anchor, and
x̂ (t )(+)({a,v}) and x̂ (t )(−)({a,v}) are similar and dissimilar examples to x̂ (i )(t )({a,v}), respec-
tively. Note that we use an anchor i , and we refer to its positive and negative samples
with x̂ (t )(+)({a,v}) and x̂ (t )(−)({a,v}), respectively, since the three samples are coming from
three different video clips. In other words, triplet loss minimizes the intra-class vari-
ations and maximizes the inter-class variations, and provides an identification signal,
which is conducted on the audio and video embeddings through a multimodal and in-
cremental negative and positive triplet sets mining (explained in Subsection 6.3.4).

The second term of the temporal loss formulation, Lmse , is responsible for leveraging
similar information in both modalities, by minimizing the distance between the audio
and video mappings. Therefore, the main advantage of our framework consists in not
only capturing the complementary and supplementary information between the audio-
video channels in a global manner, but also in modeling them across time, contributing
to an accurate overall emotion understanding, regarding its display pattern.

6.3.4. MULTI WINDOWS TRIPLET SETS MINING
One of the main challenges in triplet networks based DML is that triplet loss often suffers
from slow convergence. In each time window, as the possible number of the triplet sets
is large, DML learns to map correctly easy samples. However, hard negative mining is es-
sential to improve the performance of the network and to provide it with useful training
guidance. Therefore, as suggested by [111, 255], online hard negative mining based on
mini-batches is an effective solution. Figure 6.3 illustrates the process of hard and semi
hard triplet sets’ mining. For instance, a hard triplet set is considered when the neg-
ative sample is closer to the anchor than the positive sample: d f (x̂ , x̂ (−)) < d f (x̂ , x̂ (+)).
Moreover, for each mini-batch, we consider valid triplet sets, which yield positive loss
(according to equation (6.1)). In particular, we compute the loss on the triplet sets that
satisfy the following constraint:

d f (x̂ , x̂ (−)) < d f (x̂ , x̂ (+))+mar g i n (6.4)

As a result, the loss is computed on the hard and semi hard negatives triplets. A crucial
step is to not take into account the easy negatives (i.e. d f (x̂ , x̂ (−)) > d f (x̂ , x (+))+mar g i n),
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margin
Hard negatives

Semi hard negatives

Easy negatives

Figure 6.3: Three setups of triplet sets’ mining, for a modality m. For example, a hard negative set is considered
when a negative sample is closer to an anchor than the positive sample: d f (x̂(m), x̂(m)(−)) < d f (x̂(m), x̂(m)(+)),
where m indicate that the embeddings belong to either audio or video modalities. A semi hard triplet set is
considered when the positive sample is closer to the anchor, but using the negative sample still gives a positive
loss (due to the margin as seen in the orange circle): d f (x̂(m), x̂(m)(−)) < d f (x̂(m), x̂(m)(+))+mar g i n. The easy
negative samples are those that are far from the anchor, and using them yields a negative loss.

a strategy that is cumbersome for the learning process. Since this strategy can easily
over-fit similar samples, which is not useful for the learning procedure.

Furthermore, in our work, we propose Multi Window Triplet Sets Mining (MWTSM),
an effective technique for triplet sets mining across time windows. MWTSM can be ex-
plained as follows:

1. In our study, each mini-batch contains N -samples (video-clips) for each modality,
and we use T time windows.

2. When mining the triplet sets, for each anchor, we select the hardest negative
(smallest distance in d f (x̂ , x̂ (−))) and the hardest positive (biggest distance in
d f (x̂ , x̂ (+))). This selection is referred to as batch hard [256]. It is called batch
hard since it takes into consideration one hardest positive and one hardest neg-
ative samples to the anchor (there can be more candidates).

3. Batch hard sampling is applied for each time window, separately. As a result, each
time window has N triplet sets. In other words, to obtain hard negative triplet
sets, we search for corresponding time windows, independently. For example, the
first window in a sequence is always compared to the first time windows of other
sequences, and the second time window of another sequence is compared only
with the second time windows of other sequences.

4. Considering that in our framework we have 2 modalities (audiovisual), T time win-
dows, the resulting number of triplet sets is 2T N . As a result, the constraint in 6.4
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Next time
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Negative Samples
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MULTI WINDOWS TRIPLET SETS MINING (MWTSM)

Figure 6.4: A toy example of MWTSM. Here, we show the workflow of MWTSM on five data samples which have
3 time windows. Also, we show how it works for one anchor. We consider the first data sample as an anchor.
The third and the fourth data samples are positive samples of the anchor (i.e. with the same label). The fifth and
the sixth samples are negative samples for the anchor (i.e. they have different labels). Note that the triplet sets
mining (using the batch hard strategy) is done for each time window separately. At the first time window, we
have the following triplet set: {x̂(i=1)(t=1), x̂(i=2)(t=1)(+), x̂(i=5)(t=1)(−)}. In the second time window, we opt for
choosing a different set, i.e. {x̂(i=1)(t=2), x̂(i=3)(t=2)(+), x(i=6)(t=2)(−)}. Note that the first choice of the anchor
(x̂(i=1)(t=2) ) could be the positive and negative samples from the same data samples in the first time window
(but with the embeddings of the second time window), namely, {x̂(i=2)(t=2)(+), x̂(i=5)(t=2)(−)}. However, we
aim to have a distinct selection of triplet sets to provide the loss function in equation (6.3) with as many as
possible useful triplet sets for the optimization of the framework across time windows.

can be re-written as follows:

d f (x̂ (t )({a,v}), x̂ (t )(−)({a,v})) < d f (x̂ (t )({a,v}), x̂ (t )(+)({a,v}) +mar g i n (6.5)

5. Additionally, the selected triplet sets in a time window, are discarded from the se-
lection pool when mining triplet sets in the next time window. A detailed descrip-
tion of this procedure is provided in Figure 8.2, where we illustrate the way we
select distinct triplet sets across time windows. The MWTSM strategy avoids du-
plicates triplets sets. This is done so that, in a new time window, the triplet sets
mining selects new samples for each anchor and discards the ones from the previ-
ous time windows. As a result, in a time window, an anchor can target new pairs of
negative and positive samples in the mining procedure. This strategy enables the
framework to have many useful triplets and avoids repeated sets to optimize the
learning process.

Moreover, Figure 6.5 displays the process of pulling positive samples closer to the an-
chor and pushing away the negative samples when employing audio and video modali-
ties. To summarize, the proposed approach is detailed in Algorithm 3.

6.4. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

6.4.1. DATA AUGMENTATION
For data augmentation, we apply frame cropping across video sequences. In each mini-
batch, we fix the coordinates for cropping images such that the same cropping is ap-
plied on all the video samples of a mini-batch. However, the coordinates for cropping
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Learning through
multimodal and temporal

triplet metric

Figure 6.5: An illustration of the learning process using triplet loss based DML, which minimizes the distance
between the anchor video-clip and its positive sample, while maximizing the distance to its negative sample,
given the information of both modalities.

images might vary across mini-batches. For example, cropping is applied by re-sizing
video frames into 112× 112 resolutions, then cropping 96× 96 patches with the given
coordinates for the mini-batch. In addition, if the time windows’ length is less than the
required length (the default length as defined in Algorithm 3 (e.g. 16 frames), we looped
on the time window as many times as necessary to add frames by randomly selecting
frames within this time window in order to satisfy each model’s input interface. The
same temporal cropping is applied for audio signals. In addition, other image process-
ing techniques, such as flipping of video frames consistently, rotations, and Gaussian
noise are added to video frames during the training phase. Similarly, data augmentation
techniques are applied on audio raw signals such as adding noise, changing the pitch,
and the speed of the signal. However, during evaluation, models are applied over given
video clips segments, and, for visual mapping, we select 96×96 center crops. However,
no pre-processing is applied on audio signals during testing.

6.4.2. TRAINING PROCEDURE
The proposed architecture is trained on two Titan XP GPUs for 100 epochs. The batch
size is 5 times the number of emotion classes. For example, if we have 8 classes and 5
time windows, the formulated triplet loss (defined in equation (6.2)) will have 8 (emo-
tion types) × 5 (time windows) × 5 (samples) = 200 anchors. We used Adam optimizer
[257] with a 0.0001 learning rate, and 0.0005 weight decay. The margin in the triplet loss
(equation (6.1)) was set to 1.

6.5. RESULTS

6.5.1. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experiments of incremental multimodal perception are inspired by the Gating
Paradigm (GP) proposed in [247] and employed in [77]. It is used to test the recogni-
tion speed of emotions from a speaker’s face. For example, in [77], video clips were pre-
sented to human raters in successive intervals (gates), with increasing duration. Authors
of [77] noticed that human raters were more successful in recognizing emotions, as they
already have seen the first gate (segments of 160 ms). In other words, in the standard
GP, audio-visual cues are presented in successive segments (with increasing durations
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Algorithm 3 Implementation of multimodal and incremental DML for AVER

1: procedure IMPLEMENTATION OF DML FOR AVER(D). D: AVER dataset

2: Inputs:
3: D: AVER dataset
4: Define and formulate the method as shown in Figure 6.1
5: Audio ( f a(X (a))) and visual ( f v (X (v))) mappings
6: Mini-Batch Sampler, MWTSM algorithm, and data augmentation techniques
7: Number of Epochs: NE, number of samples in a mini-batch: N, number of time

windows: T, windows lengths, learning rates, lr scheduler
8: Initialization:
9: Pre-trained audio and visual mappings, parameters initialization as described in

Subsection 6.4.2
10: Training:
11: for epoch=1:NE do
12: Apply mini-batch sampler and data augmentation
13: for n = 1:N do
14: for t = 1: T do
15: Perform hard positive and negative mining and utilize MWTSM (as elab-

orated in Subsection 6.3.4)
16: Apply Ltr to capture the similarities between samples’ audio and video

representations
17: Apply Lmse to reduce the gap between audio and video representations
18: Keep track of the triplet sets of each time window, and avoid duplicating

them in the next time windows: t +1
19: end for
20: end for
21: Apply SGD guided by the formulation in equation (6.2)
22: end for
23: Output:
24: Optimized Audio ( f a(X (a))) and visual ( f v (X (v))) mappings, and LSTM cells
25: Evaluation
26: For each sample, i , use the output of audio-visual LSTM cells (x̂ (i )(t )(a), x̂ (i )(t )(v))

to check the performance of embeddings over time
27: Apply K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) for the classification
28: end procedure

as follows: 160 ms, 320 ms, etc.), in a forward manner. Next, in each gate, participants
give confidence by rating emotions of each segment. Similarly, in our approach, dur-
ing training and evaluation, these segments are presented to the framework, where the
temporal layer, based on Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM), is accumulating and learn-
ing the contribution of each time segment. Our approach resembles the standard GP,
in which participants rate segments, by evaluating the multimodal presentation in each
step using the similarity measure provided by the triplet loss.
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Figure 6.6: Time windows illustration.

Each audio-visual segment’s length was set to either 1 or 2 seconds. As a result, at
time window t, each LSTM output (x̂ (t )({a,v})) includes audio and video representations
up to that time window. For example, the first LSTM cell has information of the first
level (i.e. the embeddings coming from the first time window/second), the second (2
seconds), the third (3 seconds), and so forth. In addition, these windows can have an
overlap of 500 ms. Figure 6.6 illustrates the division and the overlap of audio-visual win-
dows. The frame per second (FPS) rate is 30, and 16 of these frames were sub-sampled
as an input for the visual mapping (I 3D). In addition, audio signals were sampled at
48000 samples per second. Next, in each gate (LSTM cell), audio-visual embeddings
(x̂ (t )({a,v})) are assessed through the similarity loss (triplet loss), and the gap between the
two modalities is reduced by the MSE loss (as defined in equation (6.2)).

6.5.2. EVALUATION’S SCENARIOS AND DATASETS

VALIDATION PROTOCOL

The efficiency of the proposed method is evaluated on two public Audio-Video Emo-
tion Recognition (AVER) datasets, namely, Crowd-sourced Emotional Multimodal Actors
Dataset (CREMA-D) [52] and Ryerson Audio-Visual Database of Emotional Speech and
Song (RAVDESS) [115]. To have a balanced number of samples per fold, we divide the two
datasets into 10 (for CREMA-D) and 12 (for RAVDESS) folds to perform cross-validation
based on subjects. In other words, for each fold, subjects’ clips are either in the train-
ing or testing sets. Subsequently, for each fold, we train the proposed framework on the
training folds and then test it on the remaining fold. The reported results are the average
of all the folds. The reason for having different numbers of folds for cross-validation is to
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have balanced samples across the folds. For instance, there are 24 subjects in RAVDESS
datasets, where it is best to divide the subjects among the 12 folds since ten folds yield
an unbalanced number of samples across the folds.

In this Chapter and the following Chapter, we conduct our experiments on RAVDESS
and CREMA-D. Unlike eNTERFACE and AFEW, the RAVDESS and CREMA-D datasets
provide extensive studies on human perception of emotions. For this reason, we fo-
cus our experimental analysis on the two selected datasets where the human perception
forms a benchmark and a reference for our evaluations. In addition, this Chapter fo-
cuses on exploiting the temporal dynamics of emotions within short video clips. Studies
on RAVDESS and CREMA-D provide human benchmarks of humans’ incremental and
temporal perception of emotions.

CREMA-D [52] is an audio-video emotion expression dataset. It contains 7442 clips
from 91 actors (43 females and 48 males). Participants’ age ranges between 20 and 74,
and they come from a variety of races and ethnicities, i.e. Asian, African American, Cau-
casian, and Hispanic. Actors were asked to speak 12 sentences in five different emotions,
namely, anger, disgust, fear, happiness, and sadness, or neutral. The sentences were spo-
ken with four different levels of intensities: low, medium, high, or unspecified.

RAVDESS[115] is a multimodal emotional speech and songs database. In this work,
we chose to use the speech part of the dataset as it is labeled with eight archetypal emo-
tions: anger, happiness, disgust, fear, surprise, sadness, calmness, and neutral. This sub-
set contains a total of 2880 recordings. More details about the CREMA-D and RAVDESS
datasets are discussed in Section 3.1.

CLASSIFICATION AND EVALUATION SCENARIOS

In each time window, the LSTM cell’s output (hidden representation) is considered as the
corresponding embeddings, representing this time window: x̂ (t )({a,v}). The dimension of
each modality’s embeddings is 400, as described in Subsection 6.3.1. The embeddings
produced by the proposed framework are suitable to be evaluated by a simple classifier
such as K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN). The evaluation is applied on the audio, video and
the concatenated audio-video embeddings. K was set to 15, while the distance used is
the Euclidean distance. The method is tested according to the following scenarios:

• A baseline on middle time windows: This baseline is formed based on the uni-
modal and bimodal perceptions of audio-visual cues coming from the video clips’
apex moments. In particular, it uses the middle time windows (i.e. with 1 second
duration). It uses SoundNet and I3D embeddings of these time windows and op-
timizes the mapping functions (the models) using triplet and Lmse losses. Hence,
the temporal loss on multiple time windows is not employed in this baseline. It is
important to note that since we employ single time windows, for each modality,
LSTMs are not employed. This baseline is shown in Figure 6.7. The resulting audio
and visual mappings are used for the evaluations: x (t )({a,v}) ∈R800.

• A baseline using LSTM without GP: This baseline is based on the concatenation
of audio-video embeddings and trained using a Deep Metric Learning (DML) ap-
proach. In particular, this baseline uses LSTMs on the concatenation of audio-
video mappings at each time window. However, DML, using triplet and Lmse
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`

Figure 6.7: A baseline based on the middle time windows which usually considered the most expressive inter-
vals, and hence the apex moments. The concatenated audio-visual mappings (obtained from SoundNet and
I3D, respectively) are then fed onto triplet and MSE losses.

Temporal Loss

Video Frame Extraction 
and  Pre-processing

Audio Signal Extraction 
and Pre-possessing

Figure 6.8: LSTM baseline. MSE and triplet losses are applied on the outputs of the last time window. The
topology of this baseline is similar to the approach described in Section 6.3. However, the incremental learning,
at each time window, is not applied in this case.
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(a) audio (b) video (c) audio-video

Figure 6.9: t-SNE plot for a subset of CREMA-D, in the learned subspace. In (a), (b) and (c), we visualize the
audio, video and the concatenated audio-video data following the proposed approach, where the clusters are
well structured, and best separated when both modalities exist.

losses, is applied on the concatenated embeddings of the last time window. Fig-
ure 6.8 shows this baseline, where the audio and video mappings are concate-
nated. We refer to it as LSTM’s feature concatenation. When evaluating this
approach, the resulting audio-visual embeddings from the last time window are
used: x̂ (t )({a,v}) ∈R800.

• Incremental perception with the GP: This is based on the gating paradigm
through the proposed method (our approach). It is different from the second base-
line, as it applies DML on audio and video representations (without concatena-
tions), as explained in Section 6.3 and algorithm 3. Here, the evaluations can be
reported for each time window, due to the nature of the proposed procedure. As
a result, to evaluate time window t, we concatenate the resulting audio-visual rep-
resentations (from the output of the corresponding two LSTMs): x̂ (t )({a,v}) ∈R800.

A visualization of embeddings from the final time window of our approach
(x̂ (t )({a,v})) is provided in Figure 6.9. The figure illustrates the clusters formed based on
emotion classes. More importantly, we can observe that the clustering is improved when
the two modalities are combined, compared to only visual or audio information. In ad-
dition, in our experiments, we observe that the contribution of visual information in the
multimodal perception is greater than the audio information.

6.5.3. MODEL’S HYPER PARAMETERS EVALUATION
We evaluated the framework parameters, such as the number of cells (windows), length
of audio and video inputs, and whether these inputs are overlapping or not. Table 6.1
shows the results on these parameters. Due to different lengths of video-clips in CREMA-
D and RAVDESS, the number of windows was set differently. For example, the average
length of video clips in CREMA-D is on average lower by 1.2 seconds than the length of
RAVDESS video clips. The RAVDESS results show that increasing the number of windows
with overlapping segments helps significantly to increase the performance. Overlapping
has less impact due to the length of the considered audio-visual signals, which is ei-
ther 1 or 2 seconds. The best performance was obtained with overlapping one-second
segments, and the number of time windows was 8 and 4, for RAVDESS and CREMA-D,
respectively.
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Table 6.1: Tests for various configurations. RAVDESS and CREMA-D have an average of 3.82±0.34, and
2.63±0.53 seconds length video clips, respectively. The reported accuracies are averaged among the 10 and
12 folds of CREMA-D and RAVDESS datasets, respectively, using cross subjects validations.

Dataset Num of windows Window length Overlap Average Accuracy (%)±std

RAVDESS 2 1 3 65.8±5.3
2 2 3 67.8±5.0
4 1 3 69.1±4.3
4 2 3 68.9±4.7
6 1 3 68.7±4.2
6 2 3 68.0±4.5
8 1 3 70.1±4.4
8 2 3 68.7±4.8
2 1 7 66.1±5.3
2 2 7 68.5±4.7
4 1 7 68.9±4.7

CREMAD 2 1 3 73.7±3.0
2 2 3 73.9±3.3
4 1 3 74.3±3.3
6 1 3 73.8±3.5

The standard deviations of the average accuracies across RAVDESS folds are higher
than those of the CREMA-D dataset. In each fold, subjects’ in the train and the test sets
are different, giving a high variability in their emotion expressivities. Moreover, RAVDESS
has fewer data samples (1440 in total) and a higher number of cross-validation folds (12)
than CREMA-D, which has 7442 data samples and 10-folds for cross-validation. These
facts contribute to having higher standard deviations in the RAVDESS dataset’s results,
making the training procedure of the proposed method a more challenging task.

6.5.4. IMPACT OF THE MULTI WINDOW TRIPLET SETS MINING
The strategy of Multi Window Triplet Sets Mining (MWTSM) helps to increase the perfor-
mance and guides the training procedure. This scheme is specifically important when
the model starts to over-fit the training data. The anchors of triplet sets could have dif-
ferent options for positive and negative samples. Based on the batch hard sampling, we
selected the ones that are not previously chosen in the previous windows. In any given
configuration, we noticed that the accuracy of the system increased by at least 3%. In ad-
dition, the proposed data augmentation helped the training in terms of generalization
and learning process, unlike a total random augmentation that harmed the performance
and prevented the system convergence.

6.5.5. UNI-MODAL AND MULTIMODAL EVALUATIONS
Figure 6.10 gives a closer look into the recognition rates of the embeddings of audio-only
(AO), video-only (VO), and audio-video (AV) fusion over time. Their representations are
taken from the output of LSTM cells at each gate of the proposed framework. For both
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Figure 6.10: AV, VO, and AO accuracies over-time for RAVDESS and CREMA-D.

datasets, AV fusion outperformed both AO and VO modalities. Most importantly, the
results of multimodal perception prove that emotion recognition is a function of time,
where rates are gradually ascending. Specifically, we notice that the high impact of time
is more evident in the video modality and the audio-video fusion. This shows that our
framework can utilize both the multimodal and the time impact for audio-video emotion
recognition.

In addition, Table 6.2 presents the recognition rates (accuracies) of the visual and
audio embeddings, as well as their concatenation (x̂ (t )({a,v}) ∈ R800) as the embeddings
of the audio-video fusion. We report the performances of the embeddings for three
approaches, namely, (1) the baseline based on the middle time windows, (2) the base-
line which uses LSTMs to concatenate audio-visual representations (without the gating
paradigm), and (3) our approach which uses LSTMs and the temporal loss on each time
window. Finally, we provide the results of MERML, the published results in [243], and
the recognition rates of human raters, which are reported in both datasets.

As shown in the table, perception rates increased when the two audio-video modal-
ities embeddings are efficiently employed. For example, compared to the other two
baselines, the gating paradigm increased the audio-video accuracy by at least 1.4% and
1.9%, in CREMA-D and RAVDESS, respectively. Moreover, in CREMA-D, our approach
achieved good accuracy of 74.3%, which is slightly less than human-raters’ recognition
rate (based on relative majority). In addition, the proposed approach achieved signif-
icant results, with an accuracy of 70.1% on RAVDESS, and improved the recognition
rates over the audio and video modalities. Also, on both datasets, our method achieved
higher performance than the recently published results in [243]. In [243], authors em-
ployed audio and visual features using COVAREP [244] and OpenFace [245], respectively.
OpenFace [245] visual representations provide the following features: Histogram of Ori-
ented Gradients (HOGs), gaze direction, and head pose (3D position and orientation
of the head). COVAREP [244] is an open-source speech analysis toolkit which extracts
Prosodic, spectral, and voice quality related features. Subsequently, to fuse these fea-
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Table 6.2: The recognition accuracies (%) of unimodal and multimodal embeddings, with and without the
temporal and multimodal DML.

Used Embeddings Approach CREMA-D RAVDESS

Audio Global: based on middle time windows 56.4 48.0
LSTMs without gating paradigm 50.2 48.1
Gating Paradigm (our approach) 57.0 50.3

Video Global: based on middle time windows 63.1 57.1
LSTMs without gating paradigm 66.8 58.1
Gating Paradigm (our approach) 65.0 57.7

Audio-Video Global: based on middle time windows 69.0 68.2
LSTMs without gating paradigm 72.9 66.2
Gating Paradigm (our approach) 74.3 70.1

Audio-Video Human Perception 74.8 80.0

Audio-Video OpenFace features (V) + LSTM + COVAREP Features (A)
+ LSTM + Dual Attention [243]

65.0 58.3

Multimodal Emotion Recognition Metric Learning
(MERML) [168] (Chapter 5): AV

66.5 66.3

RBF-SVM on the concatenated audio-visual represen-
tations [168] (Chapter 5): AV

65.2 67.3

tures, R. Beard et al. used recursive multi-attention Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs)
with dual-attention. In [243], the performance (65.0% accuracy) was obtained by com-
bining facial and audio temporal features with LSTM.

In addition, the proposed framework in this chapter outperformed the results ob-
tained from MERML, which is shallow metric learning for audio-video fusion, by a large
margin. Moreover, the performance difference between MERML’s results and the re-
sults obtained in this study shows the advantages of employing a Deep Metric Learning
approach compared to shallow metric learning. Deep Metric Learning is a powerful pro-
cedure, especially when employed with end-to-end mapping functions, namely Sound-
Net and I3D. Also, MERML used FVs representations on handcrafted audio-features and
CNN visual features. Both feature representations are not applicable in the settings we
use in this chapter’s study, where end-to-end mapping functions are employed for both
modalities. These results, on both datasets, show how the proposed framework captures
dependencies and complementary information overtime for AVER.

CONFUSION MATRICES (CMS)
Finally, for each dataset, Figure 6.11 displays the CMs between samples’ actual labels
and the predicted labels in the last segment (the final time window). The figure shows
that the actual emotions are correctly recognized since the matrix’s diagonal elements
have (by far) the highest accuracies. For example, in CREMA-D, the most common mis-
classification occurs between fear and sadness, with 19%. Most of these observations
are aligned with the study presented in [52], where the predictions are based on human
raters. In RAVDESS [115], human raters (with average recognition of 80.0%) confused
calmness and neutral emotions greatly, which is similar to the case in our system. On
the other hand, the proposed framework eliminated most of the confusion between all
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Figure 6.11: CM between true and predicted labels.
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Figure 6.12: Recognition speed of positive and negative emotions over-time.

the emotions and the neutral state. According to the CM in RAVDESS, while the recogni-
tion rates at the diagonal elements are the highest, the recognition accuracy of positive
emotions is higher than those of negative ones.
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6.5.6. RECOGNITION OF POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE EMOTIONS
Studies in the literature suggest that the impact of temporal perception can be differ-
ent when perceiving negative and positive emotions. Motivated by the study in [77], in
this subsection, we examine the recognition speed of negative and positive emotions.
As explained at the beginning of this section (Subsection 6.5.1), Barkhuysen et al. em-
ployed the Gating Paradigm, where video segments were consecutively presented to hu-
man raters but with incremental duration. The study found that positive emotions are
recognized faster than negative ones.

In this evaluation, we use RAVDESS since it has a reasonable number of positive and
negative emotions. We report the performance on its negative emotions (namely: sad-
ness, anger, and fear) and positive emotions (namely: calm and happiness). Figure 6.12
provides the recognition speed over time for these two categories using our framework.
Interestingly, we noticed that the recognition scores increase faster for positive emo-
tions than for the negative ones. These results are in alignment and slightly similar to
the findings of the study in [77], where video clips were rated by humans. Indeed, the
figure shows that time has an immediate impact on the negative emotions, while the
recognition plateau is reached earlier for positive emotions.

Another interesting outcome is that positive emotions are recognized with higher
accuracy compared to negative ones. In the employed framework of this chapter, video
modality has higher performance than audio modality (as it can be noticed in Figure
6.10). Moreover, visual information is more potent in the detection of positive emotions.
For example, the studies of emotion perception by human raters in [52, 115] found that
raters’ recognition of happiness is high when perceiving only facial expressions. The
recognition rate slightly dropped when perceiving both audio and video modalities. For
example, in RAVDESS [115], human raters recognized happiness with 89% and 84% ac-
curacies, through video only and the bimodal audio-video perception, respectively. As
a result, the gap performance, seen in Figure 6.10, between the recognition accuracy of
positive emotions and negative emotions can be attributed to the fact that video modal-
ity has a higher performance than audio modality. Besides, video modality has been
found to have a higher contribution in bimodal perception than audio modality [52].

6.6. DEEP METRIC LEARNING FOR PERSONALITY RECOGNI-
TION

The previous ideas and the developed models can be adjusted for another sub-field
of Affective Computing (AC), namely, personality computing1. Studies in psychology
showed that attitude, mood, and personality are directly connected to human behav-
ioral patterns [43]. Since these human characteristics are often subtle, the affective com-
puting field still faces several challenges. Personality computing applications achieved

1The study in this section was conducted in collaboration with Dario Dotti:

• D. Dotti, E. Ghaleb, and S. Asteriadis, “Temporal triplet mining for personality recognition,” in 2020
15th IEEE International Conference on Automatic Face and Gesture Recognition (FG 2020). IEEE,
2020, pp. 379–386.

As a second author, I contributed to the design of the framework and the experimental setup.
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Figure 6.13: Two descriptors representing the skeleton temporal motion as well as the spatial interaction are
extracted in every frame sequences t . The descriptor images show the evolution over time (x-axis) of the refer-
ence information (y-axis). The reference information is joints motion evolution for the person descriptor and
proxemics to the surrounding contexts for the context descriptor. Deep CNN models are then used to obtain a
compact representation of each spatio-temporal patch. The outputs of the CNN models are concatenated and
fed into the proposed learning framework TISML. Temporal Triplet Mining (TTM) is employed to select tem-
porally related positive samples encouraging the model to learn meaningful behavioral sequences that bear a
higher discriminative power. Finally, a double objective loss function LT I SML is adopted for personality recog-
nition and retrieval.

reliable results in analyzing faces [258], body postures [259], and multimodal informa-
tion [260]. Personality recognition aims to identify personality labels given via self-
assessment. In this study, we use personality labels provided by [261]. In particular,
the Big Five personality traits (Extraversion, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, Neuroti-
cism, and Openness) are projected onto three semantically higher categories called per-
sonality types [262] (Resilient, Overcontrolled, and Undercontrolled).

In personality computing, motion features can be applied to capture the dynamics of
the human body, and proxemic features (e.g. interpersonal distances in a social context)
can be employed for representing the dynamics in the scene [263]. In other words, mo-
tion and proxemic features can embed the identity and the context that correlate with
personality. We employ Deep Metric Learning (DML) via triplet loss to exploit the sim-
ilarity between temporally related samples and to encode higher semantic movements
in order to map them into personality labels.

6.6.1. THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

In the previous sections, our experiments showed that DML can obtain meaningful fea-
tures of short video clips to represent audio and facial cues. In this research [261], we pro-
pose a framework to encode local motion dynamics from the human body in combina-
tion with global interpersonal distances (proxemics) to encode personality-dependent
behavioral patterns. Our work employs DML to map spatio-temporal descriptors to
an optimized latent space, where, behaviors with discriminative power are learned and
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grouped together, whereas non-informative sequences are positioned far apart. As hu-
man behaviors are very dynamic and change according to the situation, it is very difficult
to find semantic similarities between them [264]. Therefore, a novel Temporal Triplet
Mining (TTM) strategy, tailored for behavioral data, is proposed. We argue that taking
advantage of the triplet mining scheme, short-term spatio-temporal descriptors are im-
plicitly matched, allowing the creation of an embedding space that encodes behavioral
patterns of varying sizes optimized to retrieve personality-conditioned behaviors.

Figure 6.13 shows the proposed framework’s architecture, where skeleton motion, as
well as proxemics descriptors, are extracted for every frame in a sequence (t ). As the
two descriptors capture the motion and the spatial dynamics of a sequence, two sep-
arate Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architectures are leveraged to obtain com-
pact representations of the input features. The obtained representations are concate-
nated and fed to the Temporal Identification Similarity Metric Learning (TISML) loss
component. TISML aims to project the concatenated motion (m) and proxemics (p)
embeddings produced by the two CNNs (which serve as mapping functions of the raw

features) f (m,p)(X (m,p)) : Rd (m,p)
onto a shared feature space Rd . Note that, in this study,

X ∈ R j oi nt s× f r ames refers to, e.g. motion raw matrix at a sequence (t ), for a predefined
number of joints and frames. Similar features are positioned closely and dissimilar ones
are placed far apart from each other based on data similarity and personality class. To-
wards this goal, within TISML, a simple but effective Temporal Triplet Mining (TTM)
approach is proposed to facilitate the overall learning effort. The details of the employed
motion and proxemics features can be found in [261].

6.6.2. TEMPORAL IDENTIFICATION SIMILARITY METRIC LEARNING

In this research, we introduce the notion of TISML, which is used to train the framework
and consists of two major components: The first one is an identification signal based
on personality labels, while the second one is a similarity signal based on Deep Met-
ric Learning (DML). The general goal of the DML approach is to construct models that
bring samples with similar labels (positive examples) closer together while pushing apart
samples with different labels (negative examples). Additionally, in the training stage, our
intuition is to add another constraint for the selection of positive/negative samples. We
select positive samples in the temporal proximity of the anchors (within a time window)
to encourage the model to generate embeddings with temporal relation while maintain-
ing a high discriminative power for personality recognition. We assume that samples in
the temporal proximity are more likely to have a semantic relation with the anchor (i.e.
belonging to the same behavior) and, therefore, they can carry important information
for the personality recognition task.

A given sequence (t ) of motion and proxemics features (embeddings) of a subject s
(x (s)(t )(m,p)) is associated to a discrete label (y (s)) to estimate the corresponding subject
personality label. Each frame sequence is represented by motion and proxemics embed-
dings x (s)(t )(m,p) = f (m,p)(X (s)(t )(m,p)), where f (m,p) denotes the motion and proxemics
mapping function, and X (s)(t )(m,p) refers to the motion and proxemics raw data matrices
which are fed into the mapping functions. For simplicity, we refer to f (m,p)(X (s)(t )(m,p))
as f (X (s)(t )), which includes both motion and proxemics embeddings.

Formulation: TISML optimizes f (X (s)(t )) to generate embeddings correlated with a
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personality class. In our work, the personality recognition task is carried out using two
loss functions

argmin
f (m,p)

LT I SML = LSi m(Θsi m)+L I dent (Θi dent ) (6.6)

where Θs are the parameters of the mapping functions, which are associated with each
loss function and optimized jointly. The first function is a similarity measure based
on a DML loss (triplet loss) which positions semantically related embeddings closer to
each other (decreasing the intra-class variations), and positions the semantically unre-
lated embeddings far apart (increasing the inter-class variations) [265]. Triplet loss uses
triplet sets: { f (X (s)(t )), f (X (s+)(t+)), f (X (s−)(t−))}, where f (X (s)(n)) is an anchor (baseline),
f (X (s+)(t+)) is a positive (similar) sample to f (X (s)(n)), and f (X (s−)(n−)) is a negative sam-
ple (i.e. different label) to f (X (s)(n)). As shown in eq. (6.7), the optimization procedure
aims to minimize the distance between the anchor (baseline) input to a positive sample
while maximizing the distance from the anchor to the negative sample within a margin
[149].

LSi m( f (X (s)(t )), f (X (s+)(t+)), f (x (s−)(n−)) = ‖ f (X (s)(t ))− f (X (s+)(t+))‖2
2−

‖ f (X (s)(t ))− f (X (s−)(n−))‖2
2 +margin (6.7)

The second loss in our work is an identification signal, which classifies a given em-
bedding into one of the given personality type labels, namely, resilient, overcontrolled,
and undercontrolled (y ∈ R3). The identification signal is computed through a softmax-
layer to predict the probability distribution over the labels [248]. In particular, in our
work, the network is optimized via minimizing a categorical loss using softmax activa-
tion plus cross-entropy as follows:

L I dent ( f (X (s)(n)), y) =−
3∑

i=1
yi log ŷi (6.8)

where f (X (s)(n)) refers to the mapping functions that produced the motion and prox-
emics embeddings, y is the target class. In addition, yi is personalities groundtruths
distribution, where yi = 0 for all i except yi = 1 for the target personality i and ŷi is the
predicted probability value for personality i . Further details about Temporal Triplet Min-
ing (TTM), and the employed features, the mapping functions, and the implementation
details can be found in [261].

6.6.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Empirical experiments showed that TISML discovered meaningful behavioral patterns
that improve the state-of-the-art results. Moreover, as these sequences contain a higher
semantical value, they are easier to compare with respect to short term spatio-temporal
descriptors. They also facilitate the discovery of critical behavioral patterns linked to
the personality descriptions. The evaluations on two publicly available datasets, namely
the Salsa [266] and Nonsocial [267] datasets, showed a significant increase in the per-
formance, compared to state-of-the-art results. For example, the proposed method
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achieved 75.6% and 74.9% f1-scores for Salsa [266] and non-social datasets [267], respec-
tively. Specifically, we achieve higher results than the state-of-the-art models that use
only motion by 3.8% for the salsa dataset and by 0.5% on the nonsocial dataset. When
using skeleton motion and proxemics, we improve the personality recognition state-of-
the-art results by 2.6% on the salsa dataset and by 2.3% on the nonsocial dataset. Fur-
thermore, the TISML trained using a double objective loss reaches higher performance
results than when trained using individual signals, proving that using a double term is
beneficial to create more informative embeddings leading to better recognition perfor-
mance on both datasets.

6.7. CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter, we proposed an end-to-end multimodal and temporal Deep Metric
Learning (DML) for Audio-Video Emotion Recognition (AVER). Our proposed method-
ology embeds audio-visual cues across time, leveraging temporal information. The pro-
posed incremental perception, based on the acquired representations from the frame-
work, shows its efficiency at modeling the temporal context inherent to emotionally rich
video sequences. Within this framework, algorithms for triplet sets mining and data aug-
mentation were developed. The developed method and the associated techniques, such
as Multi Window Triplet Sets Mining (MWTSM), contributed significantly to the stabil-
ity and the performance of the framework. The obtained results are significantly higher
than the baseline ones and produced high accuracies for both the Crowd-sourced Emo-
tional Multimodal Actors Dataset (CREMA-D) and Ryerson Audio-Visual Database of
Emotional Speech and Song (RAVDESS) datasets. Our experiments have demonstrated
that the incremental perception of both audio and visual cues enhances the recogni-
tion rates overtime. We noticed that increasing the number and the length of the time
windows improves the accuracy of emotion recognition. Additionally, the recognition
speed for positive and negative emotions differ, where positive emotions are recognized
faster than the negative ones. Finally, the developed framework was adjusted for person-
ality recognition, a challenging task due to the nature of its long-term sequential data.
We employed DML for this task using motion and proxemics features. Both features
contributed to personality recognition. More importantly, the experimental evaluations
showed that the proposed Temporal Triplet Mining (TTM) algorithm outperformed a
random selection of triplets, for Salsa and non-social datasets.

This chapter’s studies demonstrate how the temporal information embedded in au-
dio, visual, and context information is essential for emotion and personality recogni-
tion. They show the benefits of similarity-based learning when used in Deep Neural
Networks (DNNs) to extract robust features and obtain efficient fusion over time. Mod-
eling the temporal dynamics of audio and video modalities represents an important as-
pect of emotion recognition. The next chapter (Chapter 7) is building on outcomes of
the studies in this chapter, which highlight the essence of time in emotional expressivity
through facial expressions and speech prosody. In particular, the next chapter is exploit-
ing the multimodal and temporal interaction between audio-visual channels for auto-
matic AVER. It employs a state-of-the-art approach, namely, the attention mechanisms,
to weigh the importance of each time window, for each modality, with a final goal to
construct a model that attends to the right ’pieces’ of information per cue.
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JOINT MODELLING OF

AUDIO-VISUAL CUES USING

ATTENTION MECHANISMS

Everyone knows what attention is. It is the taking possession by the mind,
in clear and vivid form, of one out of what seem several simultaneously possible

objects or trains of thought.

William James [268]

Exploiting the multimodal and temporal interaction between audio-visual channels is
essential for automatic audio-video emotion recognition (AVER). The importance of each
modality in emotion recognition, as well as informative versus less informative time seg-
ments, can be considered through a family of methods in artificial intelligence, namely,
attention mechanisms. Chapter 6 exploited the temporal and the multimodal informa-
tion through Long-Short Term Memorys (LSTMs) and similarity learning, i.e., Deep Met-
ric Learning (DML). The study aimed to capture the holistic temporal and incremental
display of audio and video cues. However, in this chapter, our motivation is to spot the
informative time segments of audio and video modalities through attention mechanisms.
Attention mechanisms are family of a powerful approaches for sequence modeling, which
can be employed to fuse audio-video cues over-time. In this manner, we incorporate both

Parts of this chapter have been published in:

• E. Ghaleb, J. Niehues, and S. Asteriadis, “Multimodal attention mechanism for temporal emotion
recognition,” in 2020 IEEE International Conference on Image Processing (ICIP). IEEE, 2020, pp.
251–255.

• E. Ghaleb, J. Niehues, and S. Asteriadis, "Joint modelling of audio-visual cues using attention mecha-
nisms for emotion recognition", under submission.
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modalities’ temporal display and mainly focus on the informative time windows auto-
matically. We propose a novel framework that consists of bi-modal (audio and video)
time windows spanning short video-clips labeled with discrete emotions. Attention is
used to weight these time windows for multimodal learning and fusion. Experimental re-
sults on two datasets show that the proposed framework can achieve improved accuracies
in emotion recognition, compared to state-of-the-art techniques and baseline techniques
not making use of the notion of attention. The research in this chapter also introduces
detailed studies and meta-analysis findings, linking the outputs of our proposition to re-
search from psychology. Specifically, it presents a framework to understand underlying
principles of emotion recognition as functions of three separate setups in terms of modal-
ities: audio only, video only, and the fusion of audio and video. It also analyses the joint
modeling of audio-visual cues and how attention helps to model their fusion to enhance
multimodal recognition. Our experiments show that attention mechanisms reduce the
gap between the entropies of unimodal predictions, which increases the bimodal predic-
tions’ certainty and, therefore, improves the bimodal recognition rates. Furthermore, eval-
uations on emotion recognition as a function of time are extensively discussed. The study
shows that the middle time intervals of a video clip are essential in the case of using audio
modality. However, in the case of video modality, the importance of time windows is dis-
tributed equally. Besides, we introduce visualizations to demonstrate the interactions of
audio-video performances in terms of their complementarity, redundancy, or agreement
in the bimodal emotion recognition. Finally, to check the framework’s consistency and
the attention mechanism’s behavior, evaluations with noisy data in different scenarios are
presented during the training and testing processes. The results show that the framework
is robust when exposed to similar conditions during the training and the testing phases.

7.1. INTRODUCTION

E MOTIONS play a central role in human-human interaction [5]. As described in
Chapter 1, they are highly sophisticated sub-conscious reactions, that are expressed

through multiple cues, among which, the most prominent ones are visual and audio
signals. Emotion-related cues are usually complementary with each other and observ-
ing both visual data (e.g. facial expression), along with voice characteristics in audio
(e.g. prosodics, voice frequential components, or deep features) can help in an overall
improvement of emotion perception and recognition [153]. As elaborated in Chapter
6, audio-video modalities’ importance varies over time according to the expressed and
perceived emotions [73]. For example, a number of works coming from the field of psy-
chology have demonstrated that positive and negative emotions can be recognized at
an early or late stage during the expression, depending on the available modalities [77].
This chapter focuses further on attending to the informative time segments in audio and
visual cues for Multimodal Emotion Recognition (MER). It addresses the following re-
search question: how can we capture the contributions of the temporal dynamics of affect
display using attention mechanism?

A large body of research has recently shown that attention mechanisms result in great
success when modeling and interpreting sequential data, with applications in machine
translation [104] and natural human-machine communications [106] (e.g. chatbots). In
human perception, studies show that sound could boost the awareness of visual events
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through attention [269]. In many cases, people pause their activities when hearing audi-
tory warnings. This is probably an inherent attention mechanism, expressed in the form
of a natural reaction, that commonly summons human consciousness to act in a certain
way. This process is applied to emotion perception as well. However, in automatic emo-
tion recognition, there is a need for cross-modal integration of audio and visual cues to
capture their multimodal interaction, which is the aim of the research in this chapter.

This research aims to model and exploit the temporal strength of audio-video cues
by spotting their informative segments. For this purpose, we utilize the Transformer’s
self-attention mechanism [104]. As explained in Subsection 2.4.3, the Transformer is
currently the state-of-the-art approach for many tasks with sequential data. We, thus,
propose a novel Multimodal Attention mechanism for Temporal Emotion Recognition
(MATER) framework, adapted to the needs of multimodal fusion across time windows
of audiovisual cues. We address the research question of how to efficiently utilize these
signals over time according to each modality’s strength on emotions to maximize the
automatic AVER performance.

MATER is a modality-specific framework, where learning is based on decision-level
fusion. This design allows the specialization of the framework to leverage modality-
specific properties in their data-stream. In this study, we investigate the benefit of at-
tention mechanism for AVER. Besides, the model is extensively evaluated against sev-
eral baselines and approaches such as Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM). We conclude,
based on our experimental findings, that employing attention mechanisms can benefit
computational models, as was our initial intuition.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 introduces the related work of at-
tention for Audio-Video Emotion Recognition (AVER). Section 7.3 presents the technical
details of MATER. Section 7.4 summarizes the general experimental evaluation of the
proposed approach. Section 7.5 gives an extended evaluation of the framework in terms
of the performance of the multimodal fusion, modalities’ interactions, the role of time in
emotion perception, and the robustness of the framework when noisy data is used. Sec-
tion 7.6 presents a number of training protocols for MATER and investigates the role of
sequence length in recognizing emotions. In addition, it explains the re-training strate-
gies of MATER using noisy data and investigates its robustness under challenging condi-
tions in the two modalities and their fusion. Finally, Section 7.7 concludes the research
and highlights its findings.

7.2. RELATED WORK

7.2.1. ATTENTION MECHANISMS FOR MULTIMODAL LEARNING

In a multimodal context, attention mechanisms have been applied for tasks such as
Audio-Visual Speech Recognition AVSR [270], video captioning [271], and dialog systems
[272]. For example, authors in [270] used transformer architectures with Connectionist
Temporal Classification (CTC) loss for recognizing phrases and sentences from audio
and video signals. In [271], self multimodal attention was used with LSTMs to boost
video captioning by learning from audio-video streams jointly. This approach exploited
the multimodal input to generate coherent sentences.

In addition, attention mechanisms have been applied for emotion recognition. For
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example, authors in [273] utilized a self-attention mechanism to learn the alignment be-
tween text and audio for emotion recognition in speech. A self-attention layer was used
to learn the alignment weights between speech frames and text words from different
time-stamps. In addition, Wu et.al., in [158], employed transformer-based self-attention
to attend the emotional autobiographical narratives. In their study, attention mecha-
nisms were found to be powerful in a combination of Memory Fusion Network for mul-
timodal fusion of audio, video, and text modalities. Authors in [243] proposed a recursive
multi-attention with shared external memory based on Memory Networks. Their cross-
modal approach showed that gated memory can achieve robust results in multimodal
emotion recognition. In our work, we address emotion expression as a function of time
windows and model the joint learning of audio-visual cues using the attention mech-
anisms. Our method not only succeeds in enhancing the multimodal recognition but,
also, offers a framework to understand the behavior of temporal audio-video emotion
recognition and the benefit of their joint modeling.

7.2.2. EMOTION PERCEPTION
Audio-Video Emotion Recognition (AVER) has been studied in terms of human percep-
tion using different modalities. For example, authors in [77] studied how visual cues
from the speaker’s face relate to emotions. The study found out that positive emotions
can be detected accurately with visual information, while negative emotions are per-
ceived more accurately using the audio modality. However, audio-visual modalities usu-
ally increase perception accuracy. Similarly, automatic emotion recognition should be
capable of factoring affective states when having a multimodal presentation. Further
details on the recent technologies and trends of the multimodal fusion are introduced
in Chapter 3 (Section 3.3), while the technical background of the attention mechanisms
is explained in Subsection 2.4.3. An extensive survey and taxonomy about the recent
technologies and approaches on general multimodal fusion can be found in [153].

7.3. METHOD: ATTENTION MECHANISMS FOR EMOTION

RECOGNITION
In this section, we describe the main components of the proposed method: namely, we
provide details regarding the extraction of audio-visual embeddings, application of the
Transformer attention mechanisms on the embeddings of time windows in a video clip,
and their joint multimodal fusion.

MATER, shown in Figure 7.1, consists of two networks, with each one being dedicated
to one modality. As input to a modality-specific network, we consider a time-dependent
signal deriving from the embeddings of the video (X (v)) and audio (X (a)) modalities. We
employ the encoder part of the Transformer [104] on the visual embeddings: X (v) and
another one on the audio embeddings: X (a). The embeddings are obtained from VGG
models, and the applied audio and video encoders have exactly the same architecture.
The novel bi-modal framework aims to study the temporal presentation of audio-visual
cues for emotion recognition. Using these sub-networks on the visual and audio embed-
dings, the model is optimized to learn the proper class of the given video clip.

As discussed in [274, 275], multimodal deep learning is a challenging task, due to
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Figure 7.1: An illustration of the proposed framework, Multimodal Attention mechanism for Temporal Emo-
tion Recognition (MATER), for Audio-Video Emotion Recognition (AVER). It has two data streams, composed
of two sub-networks, applied on raw audio ( f (a)(i )(x(a)(i ))) and video ( f (v)(x(v))) data coming from a video
clip, i .

the increased capacities of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs), in the case of more than one
modality exists. By the increased capacities, we refer to the usage of different DNN mod-
els for each modality. For instance, having dedicated models for each modality increases
the number of learnable parameters in a given network. For this reason, in this study, the
architecture is based on a late joint fusion to avoid overfitting one modality and to allow
the two sub-networks to generalize at different rates. In addition, from an analytical
point of view, the design of MATER is based on the following motivations:

• Emotion display consists of on-set, apex, and off-set phases, while the apex cap-
tures the maximum expressivity, thus, it is the segment considered in most re-
search works [73]. Nevertheless, it is better not to pre-define these phases, since
they depend on the emotions and the presented modalities. MATER is specialized
in exploring and utilizing modalities’ correlation with emotions on these phases
for robust performance.

• Research has demonstrated that emotion perception might require a different
amount of time for an accurate detection [73], depending on the expressed emo-
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tion and involved modalities. Thus, these alterations could be exploited efficiently
through a temporal framework.

7.3.1. INPUT MODALITIES’ EMBEDDINGS
In AVER, a dataset (D) contains n short video clips with audio and visual (video) modali-
ties, and each clip is annotated with a discrete emotion c

D= {(x (v)(1), x (a)(1),c(1)), (x (v)(2), x (a)(2),c(2)), ..., (x (v)(n), x (a)(n),c(n))}

where x (a,v) are the embeddings extracted from the audio or video raw-data. In this
work, we consider non-overlapping time windows of 0.25 and 0.5 seconds, as inputs to
the audio and visual models for embeddings extraction. These embeddings are then
normalized with l2-normalization to have zero mean and unit length.

VIDEO EMBEDDINGS

In each time window of a video clip, faces are detected and tracked using the Dlib library
[239, 240]. Subsequently, faces are cropped to 96×96 resolution. A pre-trained VGG-M
model [97, 276] on the Facial Emotion Recognition (FER) dataset [185] is used to extract
representations of a given facial image. VGG-M is explained in Subsection 2.4.1, as part
of the VGG models. We used the output from the final convolutional layer, which cor-
responds to a 512-dimensional vector. As these representations are for each frame, we
found out that mean-pooling through time window frames’ features has resulted in a
good representation. Another alternative pooling scheme can be max-pooling, however,
we observed that this scheme was inferior to the adopted one.

AUDIO EMBEDDINGS

We extract audio embeddings for a time window using VGGish [277]. VGGish is a variant
of VGG models, which was trained to generate high level and semantically useful embed-
dings for audio recordings. It was pre-trained with the YouTube-8M dataset [134], and we
use the output of the last convolutional layer, which corresponds to a 512-dimensional
vector. These embeddings can be fed onto a downstream classification model. VGGish
was trained with audio data using a 16 kHz mono sample rate. Specifically, a spectro-
gram is computed using magnitudes of the Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) with a
window size of 25 ms, a window hop of 10 ms, and a periodic Hann window [277]. In our
case, as the time windows length is either 0.25 or 0.5 seconds, the audio input size con-
tains either 24×64 or 48×64 log mel spectrograms. Each example covers 64 mel bands
and 48 or 24 frames of 10 ms each. These inputs were adapted to fit the requirements of
the proposed MATER framework.

7.3.2. FRAMEWORK’S COMPONENTS
MATER employs the attention mechanism of the Transformer, which was introduced in
[104]. The Transformer is a neural network architecture that has an encoder-decoder
structure. The architecture of the Transformer is explained in detail in Subsection 2.4.3.
In our study, we employ the encoder part of the Transformer on each modality’s time seg-
ments. Figure 7.2 shows the components of an encoder in the Transformer. The encoder
consists of a Multi-Head Self Attention (MHSA) layer and is followed by an element-wise
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Figure 7.2: The encoder part of the Transformer is used for each modality. Note that, in our framework, we
stack 6 encoder layers.

feed-forward layer. As suggested in the original work introducing the topology of Trans-
former mechanisms [104], we also use 6 stacked encoder layers. The following subsec-
tions detail the inputs of the audio-video encoders, explain the positional encoding op-
eration, and then elaborate on the usage of MHSA within MATER.

AUDIO-VIDEO INPUTS

As input to each sub-network (audio and visual encoders), we consider audio-visual em-
beddings, X (m)(t ), where m refers to a modality: m ∈ {a, v}, and t represents a time win-
dow: t ∈ {1,2, ...T }. T is the number of time windows in a video clip (as shown in Figure
7.3). As a result, each sub-network of a modality has a sequence of embeddings,

X (m) = {x (m)(0), x (m)(1), ..., x (m)(T )}

, as an input to its encoders, which attends to each time window “token” with a different
weight. MHSA helps the model to learn representations from different time segments,
in both modalities. Following the MHSA layer, each output is fed onto the position-wise
feedforward layer, independently for each time window.

POSITIONAL ENCODING (PE)
As explained in Subsection 2.4.3, the Transformer does not make use of recurrence or
convolutional operations; rather, it adopts Positional Encoding (PE) in order to make use
of ordinal information in a sequence. In particular, “positional encodings” are added to
the sequential input of the encoder, e.g., in our case, the embeddings of audio-visual
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Figure 7.3: An example of non-overlapping time windows of 500 milliseconds.

time windows of a video clip. This addition (sum) operation is applied once, before the
flow of the audio-visual inputs to the encoders. Besides, they have the same dimensions
(d) as the input embeddings to facilitate their sum. The authors of the Transformer [104]
proposed to employ PE using sine and cosine functions, which are fixed ones, with vari-
ant frequencies as follows:

pe(t ,2i ) = si n(t/100002i /d )

pe(t ,2i+1) = cos(t/100002i /d )
(7.1)

where t indicates a time window and i refers to a specific dimension in the embed-
dings of this time window.

MULTI-HEAD SELF-ATTENTION (MHSA)
The input of an encoder flows through a self-attention layer. The self-attention em-
ployed in the Transformer is used to assign a weighing score for each token (time win-
dow) in a time-series. In our case, within the proposed framework, the tokens are the
given embeddings of each time window in each modality. In a video clip, self-attention
focuses on specific time windows where emotion expression is strong by automatically
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assigning activations (weights) to these time windows. In addition, as explained in sec-
tion 2.4.3, attention mechanisms help DNN models to learn context related to time
and proximity of sequential inputs, e.g. the audio-video time windows of a video-clip
: [x (m)(1), ...,x (m)(T )]. A self-attention layer aims to weigh these vectors with respect to
each other and results in the following weighted outputs: [h(m)(1), ...,h(m)(T )], where, e.g.,
h(m)(2) is a weighted vector over all the input sequence. For instance, as shown in Figure
7.3, the embeddings of the facial expressions in the second time window can be associ-
ated with the ones in the middle time windows due to their proximity.

As described in Subsection 2.4.3, we can use the concepts of queries, keys, and values
from information retrieval when considering the computation of attention mechanisms.
In particular, the computation of attention can be considered as mapping a set of target
vectors (queries) with a set of candidate vectors (keys). Subsequently, the scores result-
ing from these mappings are used to compute the weighted combination of the values,
where the scores indicate the compatibility (similarity) of each key with the query. In our
case, a query can be embeddings at t time window. At the same time, the set of keys and
the values are the whole sequences of the modalities embeddings (all the time windows).
Moreover, the authors in [104] proposed using the "scaled dot-product attention", which
is formulated as follows:

At tenti on(Q(m),K (m),V (m)) = so f tmax(
Q(m)K (m)T√

dk

)V (m) (7.2)

Note that, in equation (7.2), queries (Q(m)), keys (K (m)), and values (V (m)) matrices are
created from the same input in a sequence. This is due to the fact that the encoder part
of the Transformer employs a self-attention mechanism, by attending to its input se-
quence, X (m). In addition, since we employ two encoders, for audio and video modalities
separately, the scaled dot-product attention is applied on each modality accordingly.

Moreover, MHSA is a key component in the Transformer architecture. As illustrated
in Figure 7.2, following the addition of the PEs to the audio and video sequence embed-
dings, the resulted embeddings are fed forward through the MHSA layer. Specifically,
MHSA splits the learning loads to learn context information over several heads. In par-
ticular, for the queries, keys, and values, we learn linear projections with dq , dk dv di-
mensions, respectively. In the encoder part of the Transformer, these dimensions are the
same. For example, in our case, each time window’s embeddings in a video clip, x (m)(t ),
has 512 dimensions (i.e. d = 512), and we use 8 attention heads. As a result, in a head (i ),
the linear projection matrices are as follows: W (q)(m)

i , W (k)(m)
i , and W (v)(m)

i ∈Rdk×d .

Practically, for each modality, MHSA is applied on the input of queries (Q(m)), keys
(K (m)), and values (V (m)), which are created (copied) from the modalities input matri-
ces: X (m). Subsequently, the resulting outputs from different attention heads, with dk

dimensions each, are concatenated and projected again (with W (o)(m) linear projection)
to obtain the final weighted matrices. These matrices are used in the following sublayer,
namely: element-wise feedforward sublayer, which is explained in Subsection 2.4.3. To
summarize, MHSA computations are performed as follows:

M HS A(X ) =W (o)(m)(concatenate(head (m)
1 , ...,head (m)

h ))

where head (m)
i = At tenti on(W (q)(m)

i Q(m),W (k)(m)
i K (m),W (v)(m)

i V (m))
(7.3)
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where W (q)(m)
i ,W (k)(m)

i , and W (v)(m)
i are learnable linear transformations that help the

self-attention mechanism to get stronger representations and exploit the context in a
given sequence of audio-video time windows.

FUSION: PREDICTION LAYERS

On the final output of the last modalities’ encoder layers, hidden representations h(t ) are
obtained for each time window. Note that, in our framework, the last encoder layer is the
sixth encoder layer, since we used six encoder layers for each modality. Subsequently,
over the input sequence T , we apply a mean pooling for each modality, separately, in
order to get the final audio and video representations:

ĥ(v) = 1

T

T∑
t=0

h(v)(t ) and ĥ(a) = 1

T

T∑
t=0

h(a)(t ) (7.4)

Two fully connected (FC) layers are then applied on the resulting audio (ĥ(a)) and video
(ĥ(v)) representations as the prediction layers. The predictions from the two modalities
are averaged, and the network is optimized accordingly,

pr edi ct i ons = 1

2

∑
m∈{a,v}

(W (m))ĥ(m) +b(m), (7.5)

where W (m) and b(m) are the parameters of a fully connected layer. These averaged
predictions are normalized via softmax operation and are used to compute the cross-
entropy loss. The late-joint fusion paradigm guides the optimization of the network
to avoid overfitting one modality and helps the bi-modal encoders to learn at different
paces.

7.4. RESULTS
This section presents the experimental setup, implementation details, and the gen-
eral evaluation metrics and results of Multimodal Attention mechanism for Tempo-
ral Emotion Recognition (MATER). The proposed framework’s efficiency is evaluated
on two public multimodal emotion recognition datasets, namely Ryerson Audio-Visual
Database of Emotional Speech and Song (RAVDESS) [115] and Crowd-sourced Emo-
tional Multimodal Actors Dataset (CREMA-D) [52].

RAVDESS has two sets: speeches and songs subsets. We use the speech set as it is
labeled with eight archetypal discrete emotions [15]: anger, happiness, disgust, fear, sur-
prise, sadness, calmness and neutral. The dataset has 24 subjects, 12 males and 12 fe-
males, with an age range of [21,33]. It contains of short speech video-clips of an average
of 3.82±0.34 seconds. The total number of videos is 1444.

CREMA-D contains 7442 video clips of 91 subjects. The video clips’ average duration
is 2.63±0.53 seconds. Each video is labeled with five basic Ekmanian emotions: anger,
disgust, fear, happiness, and sadness, or neutral. In each video clip, emotion expression
can have one of the following four different levels (intensities): low, medium, high, and
unspecified. The dataset includes people with diverse backgrounds in terms of gender,
ethnicities, and age. More details about the CREMA-D and RAVDESS datasets are dis-
cussed in Section 3.1.
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7.4.1. TRAINING DETAILS

MATER was optimized during the training phase using Adam optimizer [257], which is
a variant of Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD). Cross-entropy loss is used in this op-
timization. We use a batch size of 64 and the framework was trained for 300 epochs.
Initially, the learning rate (lr) was set to 1e−6 and it was reduced if it reaches a plateau
state after 20 epochs. The detailed results are provided in the following sections.

Evaluation Protocols: For both datasets, we use subject disjoint k-fold cross-
validation. To have an equal number of subjects per fold, RAVDESS and CREMA-D were
divided into 12 and 10 folds, respectively. In each fold, a subject’s samples are either
in a testing or a training fold. This is applied to ensure that the MATER is optimized
to learn based on emotion labels rather than over-fitting subjects and their emotions.
In addition, training and evaluations have been conducted separately on each dataset.
The reason for having different numbers of folds for cross-validation is to have balanced
samples across the folds. For instance, there are 24 subjects in RAVDESS datasets, where
it is best to divide the subjects among the 12 folds since ten folds yield an unbalanced
number of samples across the folds. Moreover, similar to Chapter 6, we conduct our ex-
periments on RAVDESS and CREMA-D. The RAVDESS and CREMA-D datasets provide
extensive studies on human perception of emotions, forming a benchmark and a ref-
erence for our evaluations. The analysis of human perception is useful for our studies
since this Chapter focuses on spotting the temporal dynamics of emotions within short
video clips on providing a meta-analysis of automatic perception of emotions.

7.4.2. BASELINE MODELS AND RESULTS

To evaluate MATER, we built baseline models for analytical comparisons, which examine
the role of attention in audio-visual (AV) emotion recognition. MATER consists of time
windows based audio-visual embeddings, 6 stacked audio-visual encoders (in which,
each one has positional encoding, multi-head self-attention, and feedforward layers
with their residual connections). To check the impact of the components of MATER,
MHSA, PE, or both are removed from the baseline models. The baseline models and the
attention model (where MHSA and PE are kept) have the same number of layers and
use the same settings in terms of audio-visual embeddings. The six stacked encoders’
feedforward layers are kept which makes it a strong baseline and provides a fair compar-
ison. In addition, the flow of the embeddings, the training, and optimization processes
are similar across the experiments. In other words, the baseline represents the case of
averaging time windows without weighing their importance for each modality.

The comparisons, which are presented in Table 7.1, aim to check the research’s goal
regarding the weighing mechanism that the attention scheme provides. In addition, it
examines the role of PE in the framework, where PEs are added to the embeddings. These
comparisons were tested on different numbers of time windows. Due to different lengths
of video-clips in CREMA-D and RAVDESS, the number of windows was set differently. We
use sets of {8, 16} and {6, 12} time windows for RAVDESS and CREMA-D, respectively. For
fair comparisons, across all evaluation scenarios, the depth of the framework was kept
the same. As shown in Table 7.1, we notice that the best performance on both datasets
is achieved when using MATER with PE and attention (provided through MHSA), where
the accuracy reaches 76.3% and 67.2% for RAVDESS and CREMA-D, respectively. PE en-
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Table 7.1: Model’s accuracies for various scenarios. RAVDESS and CREMA-D have averages of 3.82±0.34, and
2.63±0.53 seconds length video clips, respectively. Here, Multi-Head Self Attention (MHSA) represents the
attention mechanisms within the proposed framework.

Dataset #windows Duration (seconds) PE MHSA Average Accuracy (%)±std

R
AV

D
E

SS

8 0.50 3 3 76.3±3.6
8 0.50 3 7 70.6±6.2
8 0.50 7 3 75.2±4.4
8 0.50 7 7 69.4±5.4

16 0.25 3 3 74.4±3.8
16 0.25 3 7 68.8±5.6
16 0.25 7 3 72.4±4.2
16 0.25 7 7 65.2±6.0

C
R

E
M

A
-D

6 0.50 3 3 67.2±3.6
6 0.50 3 7 64.4±3.6
6 0.50 7 3 65.0±3.4
6 0.50 7 7 61.8±3.2

12 0.25 3 3 66.4±1.8
12 0.25 3 7 62.3±3.6
12 0.25 7 3 63.6±2.8
12 0.25 7 7 58.3±3.3

Table 7.2: Audio-Video average accuracies (%) of MATER and other related work.

Approach CREMA-D RAVDESS

Human Perception: AV 74.8 80.0

Dual Attention with LSTM: AV [243] 65.0 58.3
Multimodal Emotion Recognition Metric Learning (MERML) [278] (Chapter 5) 66.5 66.3
Visual (I3D) [253] + Audio (SoundNet [135]) + LSTM + triplet loss [279] (Chapter 6) 74.3 70.1
Visual (I3D) [253] + Audio (SoundNet [135]) representations [279] (Chapter 6 ) + attention + softmax loss 74.1 74.6

MATER: AV+PE+M HS A 67.2 76.3

hances the performance since it provides the topology with temporal information, where
the improvement over using only the attention is at least 1%. This information is further
utilized through the the Multi-Head Attention layer. Moreover, PE’s impact is more ob-
vious when the number of time windows is large. For example, in the case of RAVDESS,
with T = 16, PE improved the performance by 2.6%.

In the baseline results of the framework, in case of not using both PE and attention,
we observe that the performance drops by at least 5% and 3% for RAVDESS and CREMA-
D, respectively. This gap increases when the number of time windows is doubled, where
the improvement reaches at least 8%.
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COMPARISONS TO OTHER METHODS

Previous work results in both datasets, including human performance, are presented
in Table 7.2. MATER results in this table are obtained using the attention (of MHSA),
with 8, and 6 time windows for CREMA-D and RAVDESS, respectively. In CREMA-D, our
approach outperformed the recently published results in [243, 278]. However, it gave
lower performance accuracies than the ones based on human-perception (through rel-
ative majority). Besides, in RAVDESS, the proposed topology resulted in higher accuracy
than those in the literature but less than the recognition rate obtained through human
perception. In [243], the performance (65.0% and 58.3.% accuracies, for CREMA-D and
RAVDESS, respectively) was obtained by combining facial and audio temporal features
with LSTM using Dual-Attention. In [278], a metric learning approach (MERML) was ap-
plied to fuse audio-video modalities. MATER’s results show its efficiency for enhanced
joint multimodal learning and fusion. Another reason behind these improvements is
that MATER deals with the interaction of the multi-modal data over-time using the time
windows segments. This makes the framework weigh and evaluate the importance of
the two modalities per emotion across time.

In our previous work, in Chapter 6, the procedure applied an end-to-end learning
from raw audio and visual data using SoundNet [135] for audio and I3D [253] for visual
mapping. These paradigms achieved accuracies of 74.3% and 70.1% on CREMA-D and
RAVDESS, respectively. Besides, when replacing Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) by
the Transformer’s encoders and attention mechanism, and the triplet loss of the Deep
Metric Learning (DML) by softmax loss function (in particular, we use cross-entropy),
we obtained high performance with 74.1% and 74.6% accuracies on CREMA-D and
RAVDESS, respectively. Nonetheless, we notice that replacing the audio-visual mappings
of SoundNet [135] and I3D [253], with the extracted embeddings in this study has the fol-
lowing advantages:

• In this chapter, we employed smaller time windows, in comparison to our pre-
vious study. Also, SoundNet and I3D work best with larger time windows in the
end-to-end learning paradigm. Nonetheless, the interpretability of the attention
mechanism on top of these deep and large models was not feasible. As a result, we
opt for replacing the audio and visual mappings with the extracted embeddings as
elaborated in Subsection 7.3.1.

• MATER on the pre-extracted embeddings of small time windows offers explain-
ability of attention mechanism for fusing audio-visual cues and spotting the im-
portant time segments. Subsequently, using MATER, it is attainable to analyze
the obtained results extensively. In fact, this chapter presents detailed studies and
meta-analysis findings, linking the outputs of our proposition to research from
psychology (as will be analytically explained in the following sections).

ABLATION STUDY

Table 7.3 introduces the accuracies of the underlying Audio (A) and Video (V) modali-
ties, within the framework. These results show the sub-modalities’ contribution in the
performance of the framework. They show that the accuracy is significantly increased
when using both audio and video modalities. While attention has only small gains on
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Table 7.3: Multimodal and individual performance of MATER with and without attention.

Dataset Attention Audio Modality Video Modality Audio and Video Modalities

RAVDESS 3 59.2 58.2 76.3
7 60.7 56.0 69.4

CREMA-D 3 57.5 51.7 67.2
7 56.0 49.0 61.8

the individual modalities, its strength is shown in the multimodal case. For instance, we
can see improvements of at least 10%, over the uni-modal perception, and 6% over the
baseline. Notably, attention helps in the multimodal fusion due to the weighing mech-
anism of the modalities overtime. This also highlights the essential role of multimodal
perception in obtaining higher emotion recognition results.

CONFUSION MATRICES

Confusion Matrices (CMs) displayed in Figure 7.4 show the achieved performance of
our approach on RAVDESS and CREMA-D classes. The x-axis represents the intended
emotions, and the y-axis shows the predicted emotions. Without exception, the diagonal
elements have the highest accuracies, which indicates the high classification accuracy of
the intended emotions. More importantly, the improvement margin over the baseline is
more obvious in emotions such as anger and neutral.

In terms of MATER performance on emotions, anger, neutral, disgust, and happiness
have higher accuracy detection, compared to fear and sadness. While we notice that,
e.g., fear and sadness were confused with other emotions in varied ratios. These results
are also compatible with the reported human perception and confusion in [52, 115].

7.5. EXTENDED ANALYTICAL RESULTS
In the previous sections, the analysis focused on unimodal and multimodal emotion
recognition. In this subsection, our aim is to study the impact of temporal informa-
tion on emotion recognition accuracy, as well as the impact of attention mechanisms
mostly from a qualitative point of view, instead of merely performance-driven experi-
ments. In addition, we evaluate the performance in case of injecting noise during the
evaluation to check its response when exposed to certain conditions during the training
and the testing processes. Also, this section explores the reasons behind the disparity be-
tween the increase in performance for unimodal versus multimodal cases (see Table 7.3,
where the increase using attention mechanism is significantly higher when both modal-
ities are involved). Indeed, the proposed framework offers various aspects to study, and
this section adds further evaluations, observations, and validations on its performance
for emotion recognition. For example, the analytical results explore the interaction be-
tween the audio and video modalities regarding their complementarity and redundancy
for bimodal emotion recognition. In addition, we study the temporal performance of
audio-visual cues and the impact of their fusion over time. These evaluations are pre-
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Figure 7.4: Confusion matrices between true and predicted labels.

sented for both cases, which depend on whether the attention-mechanism with PE is
employed or not. In the following results, we refer to both approaches simply by "with
attention" and "without attention" approaches, where the "without attention" implies
the baseline as described in Subsection 7.4.2.

7.5.1. MIXTURE OF EMOTIONS

Emotion expression could be ambiguous, even for humans perception [3, 52]. The anal-
ysis, in this subsection, aims at evaluating this ambiguity per-emotion and per-modality.
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In particular, it examines the degree to which a certain emotion is confused with the rest
in a given modality. Figures 7.5 and 7.6, and Figures 7.7 and 7.8 give a bar view of the
confusion matrices (which are shown in Figure 7.4), for CREMA-D and RAVDESS, re-
spectively. This summary is provided for each modality and emotion. For example, in
Figures 7.5 and 7.6, we found out that anger is confused with disgust and vice versa. In
addition, sadness was confused with neutral, disgust, and fear. These two observations
are considerably similar to the ones reported in CREMA-D [52], which provides human
raters’ confusions. Nonetheless, in the performance of this framework, happiness was
confused with anger and disgust, while human raters confused it mainly with neutral
expressions. Also, the framework performance shows its confusion of neutral as anger
when it uses only video modality. Human raters tended to identify neutral with high
confidence in CREMA-D [52]. Moreover, in sadness, using audio-video fusion increased
the confusion. This could be traced to the fact that video-modality performed lower on
sadness which decreased the multimodal recognition rate.

Also in RAVDESS [115], authors provide human annotations considering both
modalities. It appears that human annotators, quite often, confused calmness for neu-
trality and vice versa. Similar to our proposed paradigm, Figures 7.7 and 7.8 indicate that
neutral was confused with calm and sadness as well. In addition, similar to CREMA-D,
disgust is confused as anger and sadness. To a lesser extent, our multimodal fusion’s
results show the following confusion: surprise with happiness, and happiness with sur-
prise and calmness. However, unlike the reported multimodal perception of human-
raters, the framework performance shows its confusion of sadness as calm and neutral.
Furthermore, people rated fear as sadness or surprise, while in our case, fear was con-
fused with anger and sadness. Finally, although the baseline and the framework with the
attention differ in the multimodal accuracy, the trend in the emotion confusion in the
two modalities and their fusion is quite similar.

7.5.2. OVERALL MODALITIES PERFORMANCE PER EMOTION

Figure 7.9 demonstrates the overall performance. In other words, it shows which emo-
tions can be identified with one modality, and which ones require simultaneous audio-
visual cues for accurate recognition. In both datasets, happiness and anger can be rec-
ognized with high accuracy via video and audio modality, respectively. However, disgust
and fear benefited the most from the bimodal perception. In more details, for RAVDESS,
audio-video fusion is giving the best recognition rates for most emotions. A closer look
at Figure 7.9a reveals that audio contributes more than video in anger, calm and, fear.
On the other hand, facial expressions are more crucial in the identification of happiness
and disgust. Similar to RAVDESS, in CREMA-D, audio and video contributed more to
the recognition of anger and happiness, respectively. Furthermore, human raters rec-
ognized happiness, disgust, and fear mainly through facial expressions. Human raters
recognized happiness more accurately when perceiving facial expressions than when
perceiving both audio-visual cues. Nonetheless, sadness and neutral were predicted
more accurately using audio. On the other hand, sadness was the emotion with the least
recognition rate, surprisingly, even by human raters [52]. These results show consistency
between automatic emotion recognition and human raters when it comes to identifying
extreme cases of positive (such as happiness), and negative (such as anger) emotions.
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Figure 7.9: Performance of each modality per emotion (time windows are 8 and 6 for RAVDESS and CREMA-D,
respectively). Error bars are reported using standard deviations.
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Figure 7.10: RAVDESS: incremental performance results. These results show the incremental presentations
of the embeddings to the framework, for audio-only, video-only, and their multimodal fusion. For example,
when T = 3, it means that the corresponding accuracy shows the results when the first three time windows
were used.

7.5.3. INCREMENTAL EMOTION PERCEPTION

Humans recognize emotions at different rates across modalities [52]. For example, the
developers of CREMA-D [52] studied human raters’ recognition speed of emotions. They
found that the raters need more time to recognize emotions through vocal expressions
than the time needed to recognize emotions through facial expressions. Motivated by
these findings, in the experiments of this subsection, we study the differences between
modalities response times in the MATER framework.

First, we examine how the proposed framework captures the temporal display of
emotions through audio and video modalities. For instance, Figure 7.10 shows the re-
sults of the framework up until each time window (t ). Specifically, in Figure 7.10a, the
performance at time window 3 implies that the audio, video, or audio-video embeddings
of the first, second, and third time windows were used in the framework. The x-axis, in
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Figure 7.11: CREMA-D: incremental performance results. These results show the incremental presentations
of the embeddings to the framework, for audio-only, video-only, and their multimodal fusion. For example,
when T = 3, it means that the corresponding accuracy shows the results when the first three time windows
were used.

the sub-figures, represents the time windows (T ), and the y-axis indicates the achieved
accuracy. We notice that the performance of MATER with PE and MHSA peaks at the last
time window. It means that the framework could make use of the embeddings from all
the time windows.

However, this evaluation shows that, in the baseline case, where PE and MHSA are
not used, the performance drops prior to the last time windows. The fact that the perfor-
mance peaks at the last time window, when using the attention mechanism, shows that
these final time windows could be useful and the attention mechanism is able to cap-
ture their patterns for emotion recognition. This trend in the performance is observed
in both datasets, using time windows with varying lengths and numbers. For instance,
there was a drop in the performance when using T = 16 (illustrated in Figure 7.10b) and
T = 12 (demonstrated in Figure 7.11b), in RAVDESS and CREMA-D, respectively. The
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Figure 7.12: Incremental performance on positive vs. negative emotions. The titles of the sub-figures refer to
the modality used in emotion recognition.

length of these time windows is 0.25 seconds. Furthermore, the presented results reveal
that, in most of the cases, the video modality reached a plateau state earlier than the
audio modality.

Moreover, there are other interesting findings in Figures 7.10 and 7.11 that are related
to the recognition rates over time windows. The first observation is that the recognition
rates of audio modality in the initial time windows are lower than the video modality
ones. Specifically, the audio modality requires more time to achieve comparable per-
formance (or even higher in some cases) with the video modality. Also, the recognition
rates of emotions through video modality usually rise sooner than the audio modality
ones. Moreover, as mentioned previously, there is usually a drop in the network’s per-
formance in case of not using the attention. However, the attention mechanism did bet-
ter in bridging the gap between audio and video modalities’ performances through the
time windows. Subsequently, the reduced gap contributed to accurate bimodal emotion
recognition.
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POSITIVE VS. NEGATIVE EMOTIONS

Emotion perception can vary as a function of time. Research in the literature suggests
that time’s impact can be different on negative and positive emotions [77]. RAVDESS has
a reasonable number of positive and negative emotions. On the other hand, CREMA-D
has mainly negative emotions and only one positive emotion, namely happiness. Conse-
quently, we examine the behavior of the recognition rates overtime on negative emotions
(namely: sadness, anger, and fear) and positive emotions (namely: calmness and happi-
ness) on RAVDESS. Surprise was excluded since, as an emotion, it can be both positive
or negative, depending on the context of the stimulus [280]. Moreover, many scholars
consider surprise as a pre-affective state.

Figure 7.12 provides the accumulated performance for these two categories, focusing
on the case of using the attention mechanism. Interestingly, we noticed that the recogni-
tion scores increase faster for positive emotions than for the negative ones. Indeed, the
figure shows that the duration of an expressed negative emotion plays a larger role in rec-
ognizing it, whereas for positive ones, a plateau in recognition accuracy can be reached
earlier in time. Furthermore, video is more influential in recognizing positive emotions.
This is, especially, reflected in the performance of audio-video fusion on positive and
negative emotions. This outcome is in alignment with previous findings in [279], even
though audio and video representations were based on different models than VGG [276].

7.5.4. MODALITIES RESPONSE TIME

People’s response time could vary according to the presented modalities [52, 73, 77].
In addition, response time could depend on the emotion’s intensity and duration. Re-
sponse time refers to the minimum duration required for emotion perception and recog-
nition. For example, the authors in CREMA-D [52] studied the mean response time of
human perception of emotions through audio only, video only, and their combination.
The study reported that, on average, the mean response times of human raters for emo-
tion recognition through audio only, video only, and the bimodal audio and video per-
ception are 2.98, 2.05, and 1.95 seconds, respectively. The results show that the recog-
nition speed through audio modality is at least one second lower than video only or
both audio-visual cues. Furthermore, in RAVDESS [115], human raters’ average response
times are 1.55, 1.31, and 1.32 seconds, for audio only, video only, and the audio-video bi-
modal perception, respectively.

In human rating, when presenting video clips to people and asking them to identify
emotions, the minimal duration can be measured by taking the time when the raters
first identify an emotion of a video clip. However, in automatic emotion recognition,
due to technical requirements, emotion perception could be measured with the small-
est possible time window of a framework. In our case, this duration is either 0.5 or 0.25
seconds. Therefore, we measure the performance of each modality for emotion recogni-
tion across time by using the following protocol: since the performance mostly peaks at
the end of a video clip, we check the response time by identifying the first time window in
which a video-clip was classified correctly, among the correctly classified samples in the
last time window. The last time window was taken as the performance reference, due
to its nature of accumulating the information from the whole duration of a video-clip.
In other words, considering only correctly classified samples, in the performance of the
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Row Dataset MHSA T PE A Acc. V Acc. AV Acc. A Entropy V Entropy A-V Entropy Diff KL-D

1

C
R

E
M

-D

3 6 3 57.5 51.7 67.2 0.59 0.44 0.15 3.12
2 7 6 3 57.6 51.4 64.4 0.69 0.33 0.36 3.66
3 3 12 3 57.0 50.5 66.5 0.54 0.38 0.16 3.59
4 7 12 3 57.2 51.1 62.3 0.76 0.28 0.48 4.07
5 3 6 7 53.5 49.8 65.0 0.37 0.28 0.09 5.06
6 7 6 7 56.0 49.0 61.8 0.54 0.24 0.30 5.09
7 3 12 7 51.6 49.5 63.6 0.34 0.27 0.07 5.48
8 7 12 7 55.6 48.6 58.3 0.65 0.20 0.44 5.24

9

R
AV

D
E

SS

3 8 3 59.2 58.2 76.3 0.41 0.32 0.09 4.95
10 7 8 3 61.6 55.3 70.6 0.73 0.25 0.47 4.84
11 3 16 3 58.5 55.8 74.4 0.40 0.30 0.10 5.30
12 7 16 3 59.0 56.2 68.8 0.90 0.25 0.65 4.92
13 3 8 7 55.4 54.4 75.2 0.27 0.25 0.02 6.74
14 7 8 7 60.7 56.0 69.4 0.60 0.21 0.39 5.46
15 3 16 7 54.7 54.2 72.4 0.26 0.23 0.02 6.97
16 7 16 7 57.2 54.7 65.2 0.77 0.20 0.57 5.68

Table 7.4: A detailed performance analysis using different parameters, such as MHSA and PE, with different
measures.

audio, video, and audio-video fusion, Figures 7.13 and 7.14 show performance rates of
different time windows, related to their contributions (ratios) in recognizing emotions
as a function of time. E.g. in sub-figure 7.13a (audio-video), emotions were identified
correctly already since time window 1 in 26% of the cases, while they were correctly clas-
sified starting from the second time window in a 14% of the time.

According to Figures 7.13 and 7.14, the video modality relies heavily on the initial
time windows. However, the middle time windows are important in the audio modal-
ity. Moreover, Figures 7.13 and 7.14 display the mean response time per-modality, for
RAVDESS and CREMA-D. The figures illustrate differences in the average response time
of audio and video modalities. For example, in RAVDESS, Figure 7.13a shows that the
mean response times are 2.01,1.38, and 1.45 seconds, for audio-only, video-only, and
the audio-video fusion, respectively. This implies the fact that audio modality requires
more time than video modality for emotion recognition. This observed tendency, in
the response time of modalities, can be generalized for the rest of the scenarios and
approaches. Moreover, these observations are similar to those obtained through the
response time of human perception of emotion. For example, we also notice that
the recognition speed of emotions through the audio modality is lower than the video
modality. In the automatic bimodal audio-video emotion recognition, we observed that
the delay in the audio mean response time slightly impacts the bimodal one, making the
response time of the video modality the shortest one among the three settings.

7.5.5. INSPECTION OF THE DISCREPANCY BETWEEN UNIMODAL AND

MULTIMODAL PERFORMANCES

We observed that the differences in performance with and without attention in the uni-
modal case are much lower than the corresponding figures in the multimodal case. For
example, for CREMA-D, as we see in Table 7.3, using only audio with and without atten-
tion yields 57.5% and 56.0%, respectively. However, when employing both modalities,
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(b) CREMA-D with T = 12
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(c) RAVDESS with T = 8
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(d) RAVDESS with T = 16

Figure 7.15: Entropy differences between audio and video embeddings in the case of the baseline and the
framework with attention.

the corresponding performances are 67.2% and 61.8%, with and without attention, re-
spectively. This disparity led us to conduct a further examination of the framework’s
performance to check the reason behind the variant improvements.

During the evaluation of the test samples, we adopted the entropy to check the un-
derlying agreement in audio and video scores. This is because entropy measures the
average level of uncertainty (information) in variables’ outcomes. In particular, we cal-
culated the entropies of the audio and video predictions. Next, we measured the differ-
ences between the entropies of each of the audio and video samples. Besides, we com-
pute the KL-divergence between the two modalities’ probabilities (predictions) of each
sample. It is important to note that the entropy values are obtained from each modality
separately (as displayed in Table 7.4). Table 7.4 details the average entropies of audio
and video modalities (in columns 9 and 10), as well as their average differences for each
sample (column 11). On the other hand, KL-D measurement considers the predictions
of both audio and video modalities by calculating the KL-D between their predictions
(KL-D values are reported in the last column of Table 7.4).

We observed that the lower the difference between the entropies, the higher the per-
formance is. This also indicates the increase of the bimodal certainty on the obtained
predictions, and; therefore, it yields good performance. For instance, we notice that
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the attention mechanism helps in bringing the entropies of both modalities closer, and;
hence, it reduces the uncertainty when they are fused. For example, the entropy differ-
ences between audio and video outcomes are 0.15 and 0.30 for attention (row 1) and the
baseline (without attention and PE (row 6)), respectively. These differences are also re-
flected in the two approaches’ performances, where the accuracies of the attention and
without attention are 67.2% and 61.8%, respectively. Similarly, there is a negative corre-
lation between the value of the KL-D and the bimodal performance. The negative cor-
relation between the bimodal audio-video recognition rates and the KL-D is noticeable
when using the Positional Encoding. According to the results in Table 7.4, PE contributes
to improving the bimodal fusion accuracy. The improvement can be seen from the con-
sistently higher accuracies in all experiments where PE was involved.

ENTROPIES OF LAYERS EMBEDDINGS

Furthermore, we measured the entropies of the embeddings, at each layer of the frame-
work (the encoder consists of l = 6 stacked blocks, as explained in Subsection 7.3.2). As
a result, we first apply softmax normalization on the audio-visual representations, and
then the average entropies (H m∈{audi o(a),vi deo(v)}) of d−dimensional audio-visual repre-
sentations across the layers were calculated as follows:

H (m) =−
l∑

j=0

d∑
i

h( j )(m)
i log(h( j )(m)

i ) (7.6)

For example, in CREMA-D models, we observed that the entropy of the last layer,
prior to the linear prediction layer, has the following values: entropies of audio and
video, in the baseline, are around ≈ 4.7 and ≈ 4.5 respectively. However, the entropies,
in the case of attention, are ≈ 4 and ≈ 3.9, for audio and video, respectively. Notice that
the values and the gap between them are lower in the case of using the attention mech-
anism. Moreover, Figure 7.15 depicts a detailed comparison between the entropies of
audio and video embeddings across the framework layers. The figure reveals that the
usage of MHSA helped to decrease the difference between audio and video entropies,
while in the baseline, the difference is increasing in the later layers. This led to a smaller
gap in audio and video modalities’ entropies and, consequently, a more accurate multi-
modal performance. To summarize, attention mechanisms helped the framework bring
entropy measurements of audio and video embeddings and predictions closer to each
other. As a result, these low differences between these entropies enhanced the bimodal
certainty and improved the performance of audio-visual fusion.

7.5.6. MULTIMODAL INTERACTION
Further insights can be obtained, regarding the interaction between the two modalities.
For a better understanding of the contribution of the audio and video modalities, we
check the agreement (overlap) in emotion prediction, based on audio and video, com-
pared to the audio-video perception.

MULTIMODAL INTERACTION PER-EMOTION

Figures 7.16 and 7.17 present the Venn diagrams of clips predicted correctly based on
each combination of modalities, for CREMA-D and RAVDESS, respectively. These re-
sults are taken from the multimodal framework which was trained jointly with audio
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Figure 7.16: Venn diagram per-emotion in CREMA-D, to show the multimodal and unimodal interactions be-
tween audio-only (A), video-only (V), and audio-video (AV) recognition. For example, the number in the cen-
tral overlap indicates the number of samples that are recognized correctly in all combinations. The outer values
show the number of samples recognized correctly only in one modality.
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Figure 7.17: Venn diagram per-emotion in RAVDESS, to show the multimodal and unimodal interactions be-
tween audio-only (A), video-only (V), and audio-video (AV) recognition. For example, the number in the cen-
tral overlap indicates the number of samples that are recognized correctly in all combinations. The outer values
show the number of samples recognized correctly only in one modality.
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and video signals, and are analyzed separately for audio, video, and audio-video fusion.
For each emotion, there is a Venn diagram where, for each combination, the number
in the circle is the total counts of clips correctly recognized as the emotion of the Venn
diagram title. For example, in Figure 7.17, the happiness expression, the correctly clas-
sified videos are 573 (39+51+483), 1007 (483+507+19), and 1037 (483+507+47) clips for
audio-only, video-only and the bimodal audio-visual recognition, respectively.

In a Venn diagram figure, if a diagram has a high number in the non-overlapping
lower circle (representing audio-video fusion), the high number suggests that the bi-
modal recognition is advantageous over the unimodal ones. For example, the audio-
video fusion numbers (in the diagrams of Fear, Neutral, and Sadness in Figure 7.17 and
Figure 7.16) show the importance of the bimodal perception for these emotions. Also,
In Figure 7.16, the greater the agreement between audio-video fusion and the two sub-
modalities, the less crucial the multimodal perception is. In other words, this means
that the multimodal perception is redundant since unimodal perception achieves good
numbers (without the need for the other modality). For example, the recognition rates
of happiness and anger are high with video only and audio only, respectively. Moreover,
the overlaps between audio-only, video-only, and their fusion diagrams indicate the uni-
modal constraint to the bimodal recognition rates. For example, the audio contribution
is more significant than the facial expressions for recognizing anger, whereas video con-
tributes to recognizing happiness more than audio.

OVERALL MULTIMODAL INTERACTION

Figure 7.18 presents Venn diagrams to show the overall interaction between audio and
video modalities with audio-video fusion. In both datasets, for the baseline and the
case of using attention, the agreement (overlap) between the video-only and audio-video
cases is higher than the one between audio-only and the audio-video cases. More im-
portantly, video performance is higher with the attention, a fact which led to higher gain
in the multimodal performance compared to the baseline method. For instance, in the
CREMA-D dataset, there are 236 and 198 samples that are recognized correctly in the
multimodal fusion using MHSA and the baseline, respectively.

ATTENTION VS. BASELINE INTERACTION PER MODALITY

Finally, Figure 7.19 presents the agreement between the baseline and the framework with
the attention, for each modality. Although there is a large agreement between the two
approaches, the figure shows the fact that they differ in many samples. For example,
regarding the RAVDESS dataset, in the case of the audio-video fusion, the attention and
the baseline share 932 samples, however, attention correctly recognized 167 different
samples while the baseline classified the other 68 videos correctly.

7.6. HANDLING NOISY DATA
The evaluations in this section aim to investigate the robustness of the framework when
trained and evaluated with noisy data. The analysis offers an insightful view of the pro-
posed framework’s performance. This is an interesting facet since audio and visual cues
in real scenarios could be noisy, which makes data representation a challenging task, es-
pecially for the purpose of emotion recognition due to the nature of emotions (which is
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Figure 7.18: Venn diagram per approach. These diagrams show how the multimodal fusion is overlapping
with the underlying audio and video modalities. The more overlap, the higher the agreement is between the
unimodal and multimodal fusion.

discussed in Subsection 1.1.1) [3]. Moreover, in the real world, face tracks of facial ex-
pressions can have challenges such as varying illumination and head poses. Also, audio
signals can be noisy, and that can be challenging.

In the following subsections, we present two types of evaluations. The first set of
experiments examines the models that were trained with “noise-free” but are evaluated
with noisy embeddings of some or all time windows. The second set of experiments in-
troduces the notion of re-training and also evaluating the MATER framework with noisy
data.
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Figure 7.19: Venn diagram per modality with and without attention. These diagrams show the overlap between
the two approaches (with and without attention). The aim here is to show how both approaches differ in terms
of emotion recognition, in the cases of audio-only, video-only, and audio-video fusion.

7.6.1. EVALUATING NOISE FREE MODELS
In this experiment, we assess the baseline and the framework with attention and PE (as
detailed in Section 7.4). The two models, with different lengths and numbers of time
windows, were trained using “noise-free” data.

NOISE INJECTION SCENARIO

During the evaluation, the noise was injected at different numbers of time windows in
the three settings, i.e. audio only, video only, and audio-video fusion. For instance, a
number of 1 and up to T time windows were replaced with noise in audio-only, video-
only, and on both audio-video fusion. More importantly, since noise is a random signal
and was injected in random places in the overall data, we opted for repeating the ex-
periment a number of times (here, 10), in order to establish reliable figures with regards
to performance. Hence, the following reported results are the average results of the 10
evaluations. The reason behind these repeated evaluations is to obtain a representative
performance since each one resulted in different values. It is important to note that, in
these settings, noise injection refers to replacing time windows’ embeddings with ran-
dom signals sampled from Gaussian.

EVALUATION RESULTS

Figures 7.20 and 7.21 demonstrate the multimodal recognition rates of the aforemen-
tioned scenario. We notice that when both modalities are employed in the case of us-
ing the attention mechanism, the framework’s performance is degraded with noisy data
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Figure 7.20: RAVDESS: The results of evaluating the framework with noisy data at different numbers of time
windows. The x-axis shows the number of time windows which were replaced by Gaussian noise. The adopted
models in these figures were trained with both audio and video modalities jointly. Nonetheless, in the eval-
uation phase, as indicated by each subfigures title, the noise was placed in audio-only, video-only, or both
modalities’ embeddings.

quicker than the baseline, as displayed in Figures 7.20c, 7.20f, 7.21c, and 7.21f. However,
this is an expected outcome, since attention might focus on the noise window, while
baseline always takes all windows with equal contribution. In other words, in the case
of using MHSA, time windows are interacting with each other (as explained in Subsec-
tion 7.3.2), while in the baseline, the multimodal prediction mainly relies on the time
windows’ aggregated predictions.

In addition, an interesting observation of this evaluation is that when contaminating
with the noise in one modality, the framework could still depend on the other modality
without losing its unimodal performance. For instance, when placing noise in all the
time windows of video modality (as shown in Figures 7.20b, 7.20e, 7.21b, and 7.21e), the
multimodal performance of the framework was similar to the reported unimodal results
in Table 7.3. In other words, this observation indicates that the framework depends on
the none noisy modality when one of them is random.

7.6.2. RETRAINING THE FRAMEWORK WITH NOISY TIME WINDOWS
The motivation behind the retraining of the framework with noise is to check its perfor-
mance when it is exposed to similar conditions, during the training and the evaluation
processes. This apparatus has several interesting aspects, as it allows us to monitor the
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Figure 7.21: CREMA-D: The results of evaluating the framework with noisy data at different numbers of time
windows. The x-axis shows the number of time windows which were replaced by Gaussian noise. The adopted
models in these figures were trained with both audio and video modalities jointly. Nonetheless, in the eval-
uation phase, as indicated by each subfigures title, the noise was placed in audio-only, video-only, or both
modalities’ embeddings.

validity and the robustness of its performance under harder settings.

RETRAINING SCENARIOS

The framework was retrained (from the scratch) using noise in audio-only, video-only,
and both audio-video modalities, separately. In other words, we obtain three models
from the proposed method, each model has noisy in audio, video, or audio-video em-
beddings. Another aspect of this process is the placement of the noise in the time win-
dows. With regard to this, we put the following restriction: the maximum number of
noisy time windows is set to half the total number of the time windows. For instance, if
T (the total number of time windows) is 8, the number of the noisy time windows might
range between 1 and 4, and the specific number is chosen randomly at each iteration
during the training process. Moreover, their positions are scattered randomly across the
time windows. These restrictions were placed in order to allow the framework to con-
verge during the training process, in the case of employing noisy embeddings. Algorithm
4 summarizes the noise injection scenarios in the training processes.

EVALUATION SCENARIOS

The baseline and the framework with the attention mechanism, each, have three models
trained with noise, for each modality. In the evaluation process, if a model was trained
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Algorithm 4 Noise Injection Algorithm.

1: procedure RETRAINING MATER WITH NOISY DATA(D)
2: Inputs:
3: Formulate the method as shown in Figure 7.1 and

described in Section 7.3

4: Audio ( f (a)(x (a))) and visual ( f (v)(x (v))) embeddings
5: Initialization:
6: Number of time windows (T)
7: Noisy modalities: M ∈ {audio, video, both audio-visual}
8: Training and evaluation parameters as described

in Subection 7.4.1
9: Training:

10: for m = 1:M do
11: Re-train MATER (with attention and the baseline

models) using noise in m
12: Use the same parameters and details as described in

Subection 7.4.1
13: In each iteration during the training, pick a random

number: Tnoi s y ∈ {1, ..., T
2 }, and replace the resulted Tnoi s y time windows with

noise
14: end for
15: Evaluation:
16: Evaluate the obtained baseline and attention models

using noise in m modality (with the same settings)
17: end procedure

with noise, e.g. in audio, during the testing process, the noise was also used only in the
same modality. The settings, in terms of the number of noisy time windows for noise
injection and their positions, were similar to the ones during the training process. More-
over, as the used embeddings contain noise, the models’ evaluations were performed 10
times, and the reported results are the average results of these evaluations.

Figures 7.22 and 7.23 illustrate the results of the retraining and testing schemes.
Without exception, we notice that when the framework is trained with noisy data, and
tested in a similar manner, its performance is robust, especially in the case of using the
attention mechanism. This is in contrast to the case of evaluating the models which
were obtained using “noise-free” data during training. In the latter case, the framework
performance was degraded due to noise injection during the testing phase.

This consistency implies the adaptability of the method to more challenging settings.
In addition, it demonstrates that the attention mechanism is potentially able to handle
the instances of noisy time windows due to the re-training procedure. In addition, inter-
estingly, Figures 7.22b, 7.22e, 7.23b, and 7.23e reveal how the video modality can recover
from noise. This suggests that there is not a specific range or number of time windows
that are more important than others. A further interpretation could be drawn that the at-
tention mechanism played a bigger role in audio modality than the one in video modal-
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Figure 7.22: RAVDESS: The results of retraining and evaluating the framework with noisy data at different num-
bers of time windows. The x-axis shows the number of time windows which were replaced by Gaussian noise.
The title of each sub-figure indicates the modality in which noise was used.

ity, as its strength is concentrated in the middle of video clips.

NOISE PLACEMENT AT SPECIFIC TIME WINDOWS

Finally, we examine the impact of the noise when placed at certain positions (time win-
dows) in the existing modalities. For this reason, we conducted an analysis where noise
replaced the following embedding: the two-first, the two-middle, and the last-two time
windows. This additional scrutiny offers an opportunity to inspect the system perfor-
mance in the three critical intervals. Also, in this section, we present the results in the

case of injecting noise to 0 to
T

2
of the time windows, which are selected from the entire

sequence. We refer to this last scenario as half-global.
Tables 7.5 and 7.6 present the detailed average results of these scenarios. In both

tables, results indicate that allocating the noise in the middle time windows of audio
modality reduces the multimodal performance in comparison to placing them in the
end or in the initial time windows. In fact, this is in good agreement with the observa-
tions of the average time-responses of each modality (as described in Subsection 7.5.4), a
fact where the middle time windows of audio modalities were critical in its performance.
Nonetheless, noise in video modality has little or no impact on the performance. Accord-
ing to our inspection, the noise in video modality has a regularization factor, especially
when it is used in a few time windows. Finally, the performance tendency in audio-video
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MHSA Noisy Input # Time Windows Mean Accuracy ± std Noise Position

3 audio 6 64.3±0.10 two-first
3 audio 6 64.2±0.20 two-middle
3 audio 6 65.6±0.10 two-end
3 audio 6 65.1±0.27 half-global
7 audio 6 58.8±0.11 two-first
7 audio 6 58.1±0.16 two-middle
7 audio 6 59.9±0.05 two-end
7 audio 6 59.3±0.30 half-global
3 audio 12 65.5±0.10 two-first
3 audio 12 64.9±0.15 two-middle
3 audio 12 65.6±0.11 two-end
3 audio 12 64.5±0.23 half-global
7 audio 12 59.6±0.50 two-first
7 audio 12 57.6±0.11 two-middle
7 audio 12 59.6±0.06 two-end
7 audio 12 57.7±0.28 half-global
3 video 6 69.0±0.06 two-first
3 video 6 68.1±0.10 two-middle
3 video 6 67.3±0.14 two-end
3 video 6 68.1±0.19 half-global
7 video 6 65.7±0.11 two-first
7 video 6 65.3±0.06 two-middle
7 video 6 64.4±0.09 two-end
7 video 6 64.8±0.16 half-global
3 video 12 68.5±0.08 two-first
3 video 12 68.0±0.09 two-middle
3 video 12 67.6±0.07 two-end
3 video 12 68.0±0.12 half-global
7 video 12 61.3±0.05 two-first
7 video 12 60.8±0.12 two-middle
7 video 12 60.6±0.04 two-end
7 video 12 61.9±0.25 half-global
3 audio-video 6 66.1±0.20 two-first
3 audio-video 6 65.3±0.18 two-middle
3 audio-video 6 65.8±0.09 two-end
3 audio-video 6 66.3±0.32 half-global
7 audio-video 6 61.9±0.07 two-first
7 audio-video 6 59.9±0.22 two-middle
7 audio-video 6 61.6±0.10 two-end
7 audio-video 6 61.5±0.28 half-global
3 audio-video 12 66.4±0.14 two-first
3 audio-video 12 65.2±0.13 two-middle
3 audio-video 12 65.1±0.14 two-end
3 audio-video 12 64.3±0.25 half-global
7 audio-video 12 60.4±0.10 two-first
7 audio-video 12 58.1±0.11 two-middle
7 audio-video 12 59.5±0.04 two-end
7 audio-video 12 58.6±0.15 half-global

Table 7.5: CREMA-D: The results of the re-trained models with global noise and evaluation them with noise at
specific time windows.
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MHSA Noisy Input # Time Windows Mean Accuracy ± std Noise Position

3 audio 8 73.2±0.28 two-first
3 audio 8 70.5±0.61 two-middle
3 audio 8 72.1±0.27 two-end
3 audio 8 71.4±0.80 half-global
7 audio 8 68.1±0.35 two-first
7 audio 8 63.8±0.32 two-middle
7 audio 8 66.8±0.26 two-end
7 audio 8 66.0±0.43 half-global
3 audio 16 71.5±0.18 two-first
3 audio 16 71.1±0.34 two-middle
3 audio 16 71.5±0.17 two-end
3 audio 16 69.9±0.65 half-global
7 audio 16 61.4±0.31 two-first
7 audio 16 60.4±0.24 two-middle
7 audio 16 61.4±0.22 two-end
7 audio 16 59.8±0.44 half-global
3 video 8 76.6±0.15 two-first
3 video 8 76.9±0.31 two-middle
3 video 8 75.9±0.17 two-end
3 video 8 76.3±0.37 half-global
7 video 8 71.1±0.20 two-first
7 video 8 71.9±0.30 two-middle
7 video 8 71.3±0.20 two-end
7 video 8 71.3±0.55 half-global
3 video 16 74.3±0.16 two-first
3 video 16 74.1±0.16 two-middle
3 video 16 73.7±0.18 two-end
3 video 16 73.7±0.28 half-global
7 video 16 68.4±0.17 two-first
7 video 16 69.0±0.20 two-middle
7 video 16 68.4±0.10 two-end
7 video 16 69.9±0.50 half-global
3 audio-video 8 75.7±0.29 two-first
3 audio-video 8 71.3±0.38 two-middle
3 audio-video 8 74.0±0.33 two-end
3 audio-video 8 74.0±0.62 half-global
7 audio-video 8 67.0±0.29 two-first
7 audio-video 8 64.4±0.42 two-middle
7 audio-video 8 66.5±0.19 two-end
7 audio-video 8 66.4±0.86 half-global
3 audio-video 16 71.4±0.15 two-first
3 audio-video 16 70.2±0.35 two-middle
3 audio-video 16 70.9±0.20 two-end
3 audio-video 16 69.5±0.72 half-global
7 audio-video 16 64.5±0.13 two-first
7 audio-video 16 62.9±0.20 two-middle
7 audio-video 16 64.3±0.17 two-end
7 audio-video 16 63.4±0.66 half-global

Table 7.6: RAVDESS: the results of the re-trained models with global noise and evaluation them with noise at
specific time windows.
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Figure 7.23: CREMA-D: The results of retraining and evaluating the framework with noisy data at different
numbers of time windows. The x-axis shows the number of time windows which were replaced by Gaussian
noise. The title of each sub-figure indicates the modality in which noise was used.

fusion, in this scheme of noise positions, follows the patterns of the underlying modali-
ties, a reason why the performance dropped when noise was placed in the middle time
windows.

A meta-analysis of the CREMA-D results in Table 7.5, of the four different scenar-
ios, shows that, for T ∈ {6,12}, placing the noise in audio-only, video-only, and audio-
video-modalities resulted in following accuracy changes (+ improvement or − deterio-
ration): {−2.6%,−0.46%}, {+2.1%,+2.3%}, {−0.96%,−0.15%}, respectively. Similarly, the
meta-analysis on RAVDESS results in Table 7.6 reveals that injecting the noise in audio-
only, video-only, and audio-video inputs, for T ∈ {8,16}, resulted in the following accu-
racy changes: {−3.9%,−4.8%}, {+1.1%,+0.7%}, {−2.9%,−3.6%}, respectively. These re-
sults show two outcomes, first, when the number of the time windows is increased, the
case where their length is smaller, the performance difference is less. Second, placing
the noise in audio modality has a greater impact on the multimodal performance, than
using noisy embedding on video embedding.

Finally, as our observations in Subsection 7.5.4 suggest the importance of the initial
time windows for video modality, Figures 7.24 and 7.25 examine the behavior of video
performance in terms of response time when noise is added at the first two time win-
dows. We notice that the mean response time of video-modality increased due to its
reliance on the later time windows. This implies the fact that, in the overall performance
of video modalities, time windows have equal contributions to the performance of the
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framework. Furthermore, there is not a difference between the usage of the MHSA and
the baseline, other than the considerable difference between the two approaches’ re-
sponse time across modalities. This difference is not related to the usage of the noise
(more implications and explanations are discussed in Subsection 7.5.4).

7.7. CONCLUSIONS
The research in this chapter highlights the importance of exploiting audio-video sig-
nals’ temporal strength for emotion recognition. We utilize the attention mechanism
on audio-visual embeddings over time windows to leverage their properties for emotion
recognition. Evaluation on two datasets shows that the proposed method with the trans-
former attention mechanism significantly improves the performance over the baseline
(which is the same topology without the attention mechanism’s selective character). Our
results indicate the importance of weighing the contribution, not only of each modal-
ity separately but also of different time windows. In addition, the proposed framework
provides a close interpretation and insights regarding multimodal emotion recognition,
making use of visual and audio cues. Specifically, the meta-analysis performed (Section
7.5 and Section 7.6), led to the following conclusions:

• The attention mechanism is able to utilize embeddings from all time windows and
to capture how video and audio modalities behave across time. For example, the
examination of the framework showed that the attention mechanism helps in cap-
turing the incremental presentation of the audio-video embeddings, resulting in
the best performance in the last time window.

• The temporal perception of audio-visual cues shows that recognition rates in-
crease faster for positive emotions than negative ones. For example, the duration
of an expressed negative emotion plays a larger role in recognizing it. Whereas,
for positive ones, a plateau in recognition accuracy can be reached earlier in time.
These findings are in alignment with the ones in Chapter 6 and those coming from
perceptual studies of how humans rate emotions across time.

• The analysis of the multimodal interaction showed that the contribution of the
video modality in the multimodal fusion is greater than the one of the audio
modality. This is inline with human raters when they were presented with audio
and video modalities. Besides, attention mechanisms efficiently integrated the au-
dio modality in the bimodal perception for enhanced emotion recognition.

• The joint modeling of audio-visual cues using the attention mechanism helped
to bring the entropies of the audio and video modalities closer. This modeling
increased the certainty in the multimodal predictions, which consequently en-
hanced the multimodal perception, compared to the baseline model.

• Evaluating the framework with noise demonstrated that the method is robust
when it is exposed to similar conditions during the training and testing proce-
dures. Finally, injecting noise into the framework showed that the audio modality
is more vulnerable to noisy data, while the video modality is more robust against
noise.





8
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE

DIRECTIONS

This dissertation addressed the automatic multimodal emotion recognition using audio
and visual cues. It approached this problem through several methods and proposed tech-
niques to exploit the complementary and supplementary information of audio and video
channels. The studies conducted in this dissertation targeted several aspects of multi-
modal emotion recognition, such as investigating various representations of audio and
visual cues, proposing fusion algorithms, utilizing the temporal information in a video
clip to integrate both modalities, and studying the patterns and behavior of audio-video
signals for emotion recognition as a function of time. This chapter summarizes the find-
ings of the research in this dissertation (in Section 8.1). Next, in Section 8.2, it highlights
potential directions for the research in automatic emotion recognition.

8.1. CONCLUSIONS OF RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND OBJEC-
TIVES

I N this dissertation, as proposed in Chapter 1, four research questions were formulated
to guide the flow of conducted studies. These questions were addressed in the content

chapters and their connections to address the joint modeling of audio-visual cues for
Multimodal Emotion Recognition (MER) are discussed. This section gives an overview
of the answers to each of the listed research questions.

8.1.1. OBJECTIVE 1: OBTAINING ROBUST DATA MODELING AND REPRE-
SENTATION FOR EMOTION RECOGNITION

Automatic emotion recognition relies on the model of emotions, data, and mathematical
modeling for data representations and automatic inference [2]. These steps might vary
according to applications of emotion recognition. Various algorithms can be developed
to handle different phases in a pipeline of a system in affective computing. Having this
perspective, we formulated the following question:

207
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First research question: How to extract and fuse robust features and which
is their contribution to automatic emotion recognition?

The fourth chapter addresses this question in two studies. The first one deals with
emotion recognition in video clips, where audio and visual cues are the primary infor-
mation for emotion perception. It presented a framework for multimodal hierarchical
emotion recognition and was evaluated on two datasets. The proposed research em-
ployed Fisher vector-based representations to capture the discriminative and temporal
information across the frames in a video sample. This encoding was applied to differ-
ent types of audio and visual features (e.g. Dense Scale-Invariant Feature Transforma-
tion (SIFT), geometric, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), audio) enabling mapping
them into a common space, where feature level fusion is performed. The strategy of em-
ploying information gain principles, for selecting the best combination of features to be
fused, achieved more accurate performance than when all the features vectors are con-
catenated. The decision-level fusion approach on top of the best features was designed
to optimize the modality weights for each emotional state using a genetic search algo-
rithm, which led to results that surpassed the baselines and the unimodal performances.

The second study investigated the link between students’ self-reported affective
states, according to the theory of flow, and their interactions with learning materials.
This study designed a framework to track contextual information and interaction fea-
tures during learning activities. It utilized a standard tracking tool, the xAPI framework,
for learning analytics. This research made use of data collected through a serious game,
as the result of work of other colleagues in the research team, described in [222]. Us-
ing the Theory of Flow as an affect model, the students self-reported their experienced
affective state during their interaction with the platform. The conducted evaluations
highlighted the generalization ability of the system across students with different pro-
files. This system can be especially useful in boosting the adaptive nature of the learning
process to improve the outcome of the learning experience, maximizing the learners’
knowledge acquisition, and enabling personalization.

8.1.2. OBJECTIVE 2: BUILDING EFFICIENT FUSION OF AUDIO-VISUAL

REPRESENTATIONS
The study in Chapter 4 elaborated on various data representations and their usability for
emotion inference, in two different scenarios. Nonetheless, there should be dedicated
solutions to target an efficient fusion of audio-visual cues for emotion recognition. The
implications of an efficient fusion of this multi-sources information inspired us to ask
the following research question:

Second research question: What is the impact of multimodal learning and
fusion on emotion recognition?

Chapter 5 introduced a modality-specific joint multimodal metric learning for audio-
video emotion recognition. The proposed Multimodal Emotion Recognition Metric
Learning (MERML) was applied to improve the latent-space of audio-visual data repre-
sentation. This approach exploited successfully the dependencies and the complemen-
tary information of audio and video modalities in the context of emotion recognition,
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as their representations are well structured in the newly learned subspace, and their ca-
pacity for optimized emotion recognition is maximized. The conducted quantitative and
qualitative evaluations of the method on several datasets, utilizing distinct pairs of visual
and audio representations, demonstrated the significant contribution of the method to
increased classification accuracy. Furthermore, the comparison with baseline metric
learning algorithms showed the benefits of our method, which is efficiently learning the
two modalities and optimizes their contribution to enhanced performance.

8.1.3. OBJECTIVE 3: EXPLOITING THE TEMPORAL DYNAMICS OF EMOTION

EXPRESSION AND PERCEPTION
The previous study proposed a global solution for audio-visual emotion recognition.
However, emotion display and perception are sophisticated processes. Both can vary as
a function of time, and this depends on the given modality and the intended/perceived
emotion [77]. In addition, one possible direction of MERML is to improve the audio and
visual representations, through an end-to-end learning scheme, starting from the raw
audio-visual data to emotion labels. This can be done using a deep similarity learning to
handle the highly non-linear relationships between audio and video modalities and to
group the similar data together and the dissimilar ones apart [71], based on the emotion
categories. These facts and ideas led us to formulate the following question:

Third research question: What is the role of temporal dynamics in audio
visual cues, in automated emotion recognition?

In chapter 6, we proposed an end-to-end multimodal and temporal Deep Metric
Learning (DML) framework for Audio-Video Emotion Recognition (AVER). The novel
method embeds audio-visual cues diachronically, taking the advantages of the temporal
display of emotions. The procedure employs Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM)s be-
tween time windows for incremental perception and applies the gating paradigm [247].
The framework showed efficiency in modeling the temporal context of multimodal emo-
tion recognition. In addition, within this framework, algorithms for triplet sets’ min-
ing and data augmentation were developed. The developed method and the associated
techniques, such as Multi-Window Triplet Sets Mining (MWTSM), contributed signifi-
cantly to the stability and the performance of the framework. Also, the obtained results
are significantly higher than the baseline results and boost the performances for two
public datasets. The evaluations showed that the incremental perception of both audio
and visual cues improves the recognition rates overtime. We noticed that increasing the
number and the length of the time windows improves the accuracy of emotion recog-
nition. Additionally, the temporal differences of the recognition speed for positive and
negative emotions differ, where positive emotions are recognized faster than the nega-
tive ones.

8.1.4. OBJECTIVE 4: PRODUCING AN ATTENTIVE SYSTEM TO MULTI-
MODAL AND TEMPORAL EXPRESSIONS OF EMOTIONS

Studying the temporal nature of emotions and the contributions of audio-visual signals
to identify this phenomenon, showed us the importance of the temporal and multimodal
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information. Emerging techniques in machine learning, such as attention mechanisms
[104], are intriguing and applicable in the domain of temporal emotion recognition.
Chapter 7 employed these techniques to address the following research question:

Fourth research question: How can we capture the contributions of the tem-
poral dynamics of affect display using attention mechanisms?

The presented method examines the importance of audio-video signals’ temporal
strength for emotion recognition. It employed an attention mechanism on audio-visual
embeddings over time windows to leverage their properties for emotion recognition.
The proposed method improved the performance over the baseline (which is the same
topology without the selective character of the attention mechanisms) significantly. The
results highlighted the importance of weighing the importance, not only of each modal-
ity separately but of different time windows, as well. Besides, the framework gave more
insights with regards to the multimodal interaction and presentation of audio-visual
cues. For instance, the examination of the framework showed that the attention mech-
anism helps in capturing the temporal presentation of the audio-video embeddings, re-
sulting in the best performance in the last time window. In addition, the temporal per-
ception revealed that the duration of an expressed negative emotion plays a larger role
in recognizing it, whereas, for positive ones, a plateau in recognition accuracy can be
reached earlier.

Moreover, this study showed that the video modality contribution in multimodal fu-
sion is more significant than the one of the audio modality. Another finding of this study
was that the joint modeling of audio-visual cues, via the proposed method, using the at-
tention mechanism helped increasing models’ certainty of the bimodal perception. This
observation is validated by estimating entropies on the unimodal outputs, where atten-
tion mechanisms reduced the gap between the audio and video modalities’ entropies. As
a result, this modeling enhanced the multimodal perception compared to the baseline
model. Finally, applying noise injection into the time windows’ embeddings during the
evaluation or/and the training phases demonstrated that the method is accurate when
noise is employed in both training and testing processes. In a broader aspect, attention
mechanisms increased the framework’s robustness when exposed to noisy conditions
during the training and the evaluation phases. Finally, our evaluation shows that the au-
dio modality is more prone to noise injection than the video modality. In contrast, the
video modality can recover from noisy data if enough time windows are applicable. This
conclusion also shows that individual frames in a video sequence of facial expressions
can be more informative than audio time windows with a small duration.

8.2. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Due to the nature of emotions, their descriptions and representations are challenging
[3, 6]. In the field of affective computing, this is reflected in various aspects, such as data
collection, annotation, and, naturally, the automatic inference of emotions. For exam-
ple, obtaining large scale datasets is a notoriously difficult task due to the ambiguity of
emotion labels [78]. Advances in the field of artificial intelligence can allow us to address
these challenges. This section summarizes potential directions for research to adapt and
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investigate the developments of our understanding of multimodal and temporal emo-
tion expression, perception, as well as emotion representations.

AFFECTIVE DATA FOR AFFECTIVE COMPUTING

Computational methods in Affective Computing benefit from different fields such as
computer vision, machine learning, pervasive computing, and psychology. Affective
Computing domains, e.g. emotion recognition and personality computing, usually rely
on data-driven approaches. These approaches require representative data and accurate
annotations. As discussed in Section 3.1, one of the challenges in Affective Computing
is the limited availability of labeled data. This is because of the complexity of generat-
ing a multimodal corpus and due to the fact that emotions have an ambiguous nature,
which makes instance labeling hard. On the other hand, with the recent technological
developments, diverse sensors can be used to collect affective data. Multimodal data
has been shown to provide complementary and supplementary information to enhance
emotion recognition through automatic systems. Future work should focus on produc-
ing large, diverse, and naturalistic (spontaneous) corpora that have physiological, audio,
and video modalities with variant affect measures and models [281]. The resulting multi-
modal and naturalistic corpora will help the Affective Computing goals in understanding
human emotion expression and recognition [281]. Furthermore, having access to repre-
sentative and larger corpora will help the field of Affective Computing in producing ro-
bust and automatic recognition systems, which, subsequently, will accelerate the field’s
effort towards achieving its goals, i.e. recognizing, simulating, and inducing emotions.

Moreover, emotions are multilayer subjective affective states that can vary accord-
ing to many factors, such as personal and environmental context, mood, personality,
and culture. Context, personality, and subjective experiences should be included in ef-
forts towards affective data gathering and labeling. Such information can be included
through self-assessment. Self-assessment can be beneficial in reporting emotions and
providing context-related information [6]. Models for self-reports include Positive and
Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) [282] and The State-Trait Emotion Measure (STEM)
[283], which was recently framed to assess negative and positive emotions at the work-
place. Besides, incorporating demographic data, personal characteristics, cultural back-
ground, and context information will enable data-driven methods to achieve techni-
cal breakthroughs with accurate performances. Moreover, having such information, in
addition to multimodal and naturalistic data, will enable Affective Computing systems
to produce explainable decisions. For example, utilizing affective data with rich con-
text, efforts towards emotion recognition should emphasize explaining the relationship
between emotional expressions and the cognitive appraisals behind generating these
behavioral responses. Finally, affect and context-rich data can contribute to Human-
Computer Interaction’s personalization, enabling human-centered automatic systems.

EXPLORING EMOTION LATENT REPRESENTATIONS VIA SIMILARITY LEARNING

Metric learning aims to group data with similar labels while putting the dissimilar ones
further apart [71]. Emotions can be influenced by context such as subject, gender, and
culture [284]. In addition, according to The Wheel of Emotion model [16], emotions
themselves can be placed hierarchically as well be grouped according to their closeness
to each other. For example, in this model, anger and disgust are closely related, while
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they are in the opposite position to joy and happiness. This might be a cultural and
semantic representation of these emotions, however, it is interesting to explore these
dynamics between emotions in the latent space of multimodal data representations. In
fact, information such as culture, subject, and the relationship between emotions them-
selves can be embedded and exploited to make their features reflect these semantic re-
lationships.

PATCH BASED AUDIOVISUAL FUSION

Facial expressions are a central part of human-human communications. They carry a
lot of information and are one of the main channels in social interactions. Facial Action
Coding System (FACS) [46] suggests that physical movements of facial muscles can assist
in understanding emotions. Multimodal and temporal perception of emotions can em-
ploy techniques that exploit facial patches and correlate them to the audio channel. Our
study in Chapter 4 found that the contribution of mouth temporal representations, when
used with audio, is far more significant than other facial patches. An intriguing research
question is to handle these findings, such that an automatic system can be built to fuse
the temporal display of emotions through facial patches and align them with audio cues
to enhance emotion perception.

SELF-SUPERVISED LEARNING FOR SPATIO-TEMPORAL MULTIMODAL EMOTION RECOG-
NITION

Emerging learning systems based on contrastive losses can benefit from spatial and tem-
poral information for self-supervised learning [285]. This learning paradigm can be em-
bedded in a multimodal context for building audio and visual representations in an un-
supervised manner. Techniques such as data augmentation, time information of video
clips, as well as the spatial nature of facial expressions can be used to develop automatic
recognition systems, and reduce the requirement of big data. Besides, the knowledge
obtained from facial expressions tracks can be transferred through cross-modal knowl-
edge distillation to improve audio representations, as the two modalities have strong
correlations for emotion predictions [78].



IMPACT PARAGRAPH

In this addendum, a discussion is presented to introduce the scientific and social impact
of the conducted research in this dissertation, its results, and the proposed methods. The
research in this dissertation can be transferred to different tasks in Human-Computer In-
teraction (HCI) and Affective Computing (AC), as well as be implemented in various ap-
plications. These tasks and applications have enormous social and economical interests
in the current society and the future. According to Maastricht University’s “Regulations
for obtaining the doctoral degree Maastricht University” 1, the scientific impact includes
short-term and long-term contributions of the conducted research and its results to shift-
ing insights and stimulating science, methods, results, theory, and applications. On the
other hand, the social impact is the short-term and long-term contributions of the con-
ducted research to changes in or development of social sectors and to social challenges.
This paragraph is addressing the drafted four questions in the given regulations, which
are related to the main objective of the research and its relevance, target group, and activ-
ity.

Research: what is the main objective of the research described in the thesis
and what are the most important results and conclusions?

The main objective of this dissertation is to address a fundamental research problem
in Affective Computing (AC): Multimodal Emotion Recognition (MER) from audio and
visual cues. It approaches the problem from different perspectives with various meth-
ods to enhance the performance of emotion recognition in video clips. Chapter 2 intro-
duces the state-of-the-art approaches in Artificial Intelligence (AI) which are used in the
fields of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), Affective Computing (AC), and, in partic-
ular, in this dissertation. Furthermore, Chapter 3 presents state-of-the-art technologies,
datasets, applications, modalities’ representations, learning schemes, and fusion tech-
niques for MER. Besides, the subsequent chapters introduce the proposed methods,
their findings, and conclusions as follows:

• In two studies, the research in Chapter 4 demonstrates the importance of multi-
modal features, their fusion, as well as an application of automatic emotion infer-
ence in educational settings. The first study, in this chapter, shows the impact of
fusing different feature representations from audio and video modalities for emo-
tion perception. It proves that these two modalities are complementary to each
other, and their features improve performance significantly. The second study ex-
amines the link between the self-reported affective states by students and their in-
teractions with learning materials. It provides an example of utilizing learning an-
alytic technologies and machine learning techniques for understanding student’s

1https://www.maastrichtuniversity.nl/support/phds, retrieved on November 28, 2020.
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emotions, which is an important aspect in the future of e-learning. The study finds
a correlation between students’ affects and their interaction parameters.

• The study in Chapter 5 focuses on improving the fusion algorithm to make use of
audio-visual cues, efficiently. The proposed method, namely, Multimodal Emo-
tion Recognition Metric Learning (MERML), shows the potential of powerful ap-
proaches such as metric learning for multimodal learning and fusion, which im-
proved the latent space of audio-visual representations and subsequently the per-
formance of emotion recognition.

• Chapter 6 follows the metric learning approach to produce joint multimodal and
temporal feature representations for Audio-Video Emotion Recognition (AVER)
using Deep Metric Learning (DML). This study exploits the temporal dynamics of
audio and video signals using an end-to-end learning paradigm. In this chapter,
the research demonstrates the importance of time information in the incremen-
tal presentation of audio-visual signals for emotion recognition. The proposed
method was further adjusted to address another area in Affective Computing (AC),
namely, personality recognition from bodily expressivities using motion and con-
text information. Both studies prove the usability of Deep Metric Learning (DML),
along with the proposed frameworks, for capturing multimodal data and model-
ing the temporal information in the field of Affective Computing (AC).

• Finally, Chapter 7 revisits the research problem of capturing the temporal dynam-
ics of audio-visual modalities and further focuses on the idea of attending to in-
formative time segments in these two modalities’ cues. The research in this chap-
ter employs attention mechanisms to address the research objective. The results
highlight the importance of automatically attending to informative time slices.
Furthermore, the study introduces a meta-analysis, linking the research findings
and propositions to research in psychology. The results offer an insightful per-
spective of the performance of the audio-visual cues over time, such as multi-
modal recognition speed on positive and negative emotions, the contribution of
each modality in the multimodal fusion, the importance of their joint learning via
the attention mechanisms, and the robustness of the proposed framework in more
challenging environments.

Relevance: what is the (potential) contribution of the results from this re-
search to science, and, if applicable, to social sectors and social challenges?

The research in this dissertation aims at contributing to the goal of Affective Comput-
ing (AC), where the focus is to enhance emotionally incapable machines with emotional
intelligence to improve human-machine interaction [164]. Each part of the conducted
studies demonstrates the ability of the proposed solutions to perform Multimodal Emo-
tion Recognition (MER), efficiently. Besides, the presented methods can be adapted to
other tasks of Affective Computing (AC), as demonstrated in Chapter 6 with personal-
ity recognition, or other domains in Artificial Intelligence (AI) in general, where spatio-
temporal and multimodal information persist, such as action recognition, person iden-
tification, and multimedia retrieval.
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Moreover, many regard the current progress in Artificial Intelligence (AI) as a crucial
part of the Fourth Industrial Revolution (Industry 4.0). The term Fourth Industrial Rev-
olution was first referred to by Klaus Schwab in 2015, and published in [286]. It refers
to the automation of manufacturing pipelines using the technological advances in the
fields of Artificial Intelligence (AI), quantum computing, nanotechnology, the internet
of things, etc. In this new era, where the focus is on machine-machine and human-
machine communications, it is important to keep humans in the loop [287]. For this
reason, within the advances of Artificial Intelligence (AI), a key factor to consider is emo-
tional intelligence. Emotional intelligence refers to a set of skills that contribute to cor-
rect appraisal and expression of emotions, emotions modulation and regulation, and
subsequently, the efficient usage of emotions in planning, working, and communica-
tions [288]. Emotional intelligence is essential in business, relationships, education, and
other life aspects. Furthermore, the new era, brought by Industry 4.0, will lead to enor-
mous consequences, that will shape our interactions with each other and the way we live,
work, and learn [286, 287]. A key part of Affective Computing (AC) is emotion recogni-
tion. Indeed, obvious signals such as facial expressions and vocal utterances, which are
addressed in this dissertation, can contribute to equipping machines with emotional
intelligence. In this way, AI advancements are accompanied and supported with fea-
tures to keep humans in new communication loops, namely, the machine-machine and
human-machine communication channels.

Target group: to whom are the research results interesting and/or relevant?
And why?

The primary target groups of the studies in this thesis are researchers in Human-
Computer Interaction (HCI) and Affective Computing (AC) fields, and the field of Arti-
ficial Intelligence (AI) in general. For example, the proposed multimodal and temporal
architectures can be applied in other tasks, which include, but are not limited to ges-
ture recognition, personality computing, action recognition, and multimedia retrieval.
Moreover, as discussed in Section 3.4, the applications of AC and Multimodal Emotion
Recognition (MER) can range from education [13, 18, 19], automatic vehicle driving [22–
26], health-care [4, 20, 21], to entertainment [27–30]. These applications are of great
interest in our societies with a tremendous social and economic impact.

For example, the developed techniques can be used in education where Technol-
ogy Enhanced Learning (TEL) brings new kinds of educational and learning experiences
[164]. According to R. W. Picard et al. , TEL systems should incorporate the emotional
aspect of the learning process, in addition to the cognitive process [164]. As a result, hu-
man emotional needs are considered, beyond aspects that address merely productivity
and efficiency. Indeed, in an educational context, emotions experienced by a learner di-
rectly affect the learning outcome [165, 166]. In fact, in the course of this dissertation, we
considered emotion understanding from facial expressions, vocal utterances, and stu-
dents’ interaction with learning materials. These three modalities can be part of an in-
tegrated learning platform that has affective capabilities to recognize learners’ emotions
and to respond to their individual needs. In other words, accurate automatic multimodal
emotion recognition can be useful in enhancing the learning outcomes by providing per-
sonalized and adaptive educational processes according to students’ emotions, as well
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as other performance indicators related to productivity and cognitive skills. Another
interesting area for the applications of Affective Computing (AC) and Multimodal Emo-
tion Recognition (MER) is the recognition of drivers’ affective states in automatic vehicle
driving. For example, the developed methods within this dissertation can be used to fuse
various sensorial data to infer driver’s attention and stress-level. The sensorial data can
include facial expressions, gaze, and physiological measurements. An affective system
can ensure drivers’ and other people’s safety.

Activity: in what way can these target groups be involved in and informed
about the research results, so that the knowledge gained can be used in the
future?

The studies in Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7 have been published in various peer-reviewed con-
ference proceedings and high-impact journals. At the beginning of each chapter, the pa-
pers which are parts of the corresponding chapter are listed. Moreover, throughout the
course of the Ph.D. research, the proposed methods and the conclusions of their findings
have been presented in the respective scientific venues. Furthermore, the Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) representations of the study in Chapter 4 were part of an interac-
tive demo that has been used to demonstrate its abilities to recognize facial expressions
in real-time. Besides, the study of correlating students’ affective states with their inter-
actions with the learning materials was one of the modalities in MaTHiSiS, which is a
learning platform developed within the Horizon 2020 funded project MaTHiSiS (Manag-
ing Affective-learning THrough Intelligent atoms and Smart InteractionS)2.

2http://mathisis-project.eu/

http://mathisis-project.eu/
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SUMMARY

Emotions are a key component in human-human communications, with a highly com-
plex socio-psychological nature. A great amount of affective information is displayed
through facial expressions, gestures, speech, and other means. Recently, Multimodal
Emotion Recognition (MER) has gained a notable amount of research interest. It aims
to recognize the displayed affective information through techniques and methods from
the fields of Affective Computing (AC) and Artificial Intelligence (AI). Furthermore, the
recent technological advancements brought interactivity between people and digital de-
vices to a completely different level, making computers and mobile phones an important
part of our daily lives. Besides, AI is a rapidly improving field, offering us new mathemat-
ical methods for data representations and classification procedures. Therefore, there is
an increased interest in the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) field towards enhanc-
ing digital devices with emotion recognition abilities for obtaining a more natural HCI
experience. However, HCI still lacks elements of emotional intelligence to enable a more
human-centered interaction. Human-centered computation through affective comput-
ing can help in recognizing emotions, and generate proper actions to achieve richer
and human-like communications in settings like HCI. Automatic systems with affective
capabilities can be essential in many applications of affective computing, which range
from education, autonomous driving, entertainment to health-care.

Nonetheless, the facts that emotions are multifaceted, socio-psychological, and bi-
ological concepts, make automatic emotion recognition a challenging task. This dis-
sertation addresses various problems in multimodal emotion recognition, which is an
important task towards achieving Affective Computing (AC) goals. Chapter 1 motivates
the research problem and introduces its theoretical foundations. In particular, the re-
search of this dissertation focuses on the two primary forms of emotion expressions
and modulations: the face and the voice. In human-human communications, these
two modalities are the most expressive and perceived channels. They are widely used
in our daily communication for our social interactions. Although information obtained
from non-obvious signals of emotion expression (e.g. heart beating, sweating, and respi-
ration) could be informative as well, people rely on the apparent cues in sensing others’
emotions. Besides, sensing emotions from auditory and visual channels is not invasive.
As a result, this dissertation aims to predict emotions through audio-visual cues, which
consequently can lead to enhanced interactions between humans and robots and ma-
chines in general. It employs and proposes progressive research towards audio-visual
emotion recognition, coming from state-of-the-art techniques in the field of Artificial
Intelligence, which are presented in the technical Chapter 2.

Chapter 3 introduces an extensive literature review of Affective Computing (AC) and
Multimodal Emotion Recognition (MER). Earlier research in emotion recognition tar-
geted, either individual modalities (such as facial expressions and acoustic-prosodic
cues) or global multimodal emotion recognition. On the other hand, the research in this
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dissertation focuses on multimodal recognition and exploits temporal interactions be-
tween audio-visual channels. It aims to capture modalities’ strengths for emotion recog-
nition to utilize their complementary and supplementary information. It adopts recent
advances in Affective Computing (AC) such as Deep Neural Networks (DNNs), Deep Met-
ric Learning (DML), end-to-end learning, and the attention mechanism for Audio-Video
Emotion Recognition (AVER). Also, over the course of this research, the literature was
lacking in-depth analyses regarding automatically extracted, dynamic interactions be-
tween audio and video signals in emotionally rich contexts. This dissertation presents
studies that investigate the temporal relationships of both modalities and exploits their
strength for emotion recognition. Besides, it employs state-of-the-art methods, such
as Deep Metric Learning (DML) to perform similarity learning for multimodal emotion
recognition.

In this dissertation, four research questions and objectives are introduced to address
the joint modeling of audio-visual cues for Multimodal Emotion Recognition (MER). The
objective of Chapter 4 is related to data modeling and producing robust multimodal rep-
resentations for emotion recognition. In two studies, this chapter addresses the first
research question: How to extract and fuse robust features and which is their contribu-
tion to automatic emotion recognition?. The first one deals with emotion recognition
in video clips, where audio and visual cues are the primary information for emotion
perception. It presents a hierarchical framework for multimodal emotion recognition.
The proposed research employs Fisher Vectors (FVs) representations to aggregate frame-
level features in a video sample. This encoding is applied on different types of audio and
visual features (e.g. Dense Scale-Invariant Feature Transformation (SIFT), geometric,
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), audio), enabling mapping them into a common
space, where feature level fusion is performed. It then uses a strategy of employing in-
formation gain principles, for selecting the best combination of features to be fused.
Finally, a decision-level fusion approach on top of the best features is applied to op-
timize modalities’ weights for each emotional state using a genetic search algorithm.
The experimental results show that the two fusion schemes on the employed modalities
and their features improve the accuracy of emotion prediction compared to unimodal
emotion recognition. The second part of the chapter studies the correlation between
students’ self-reported affective states, according to the Theory of Flow (ToF), and their
interactions with learning materials. This study designs a framework to track contex-
tual information and interaction features during learning activities. It utilizes a standard
tracking tool, the xAPI framework, for learning analytics. The conducted evaluations
highlighted the potential usage of interaction parameters with learning materials as a
useful channel for measuring affective states.

Chapter 5 focuses on the objective of efficient fusion for audio-visual representa-
tions. It addresses the second research question: what is the impact of multimodal
learning on emotion recognition?. It introduces a modality-specific Multimodal Emotion
Recognition Metric Learning (MERML). This method is applied to improve the latent-
space of audio-visual data representations. It successfully exploits the complementary
information of audio and video modalities for emotion recognition. As a result of this ap-
proach, audio-visual representations are well structured in the newly learned subspace,
and their capacity for optimized emotion recognition is maximized. The conducted
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quantitative and qualitative evaluations of the method demonstrated the contribution
of the method to increased classification accuracy. Chapter 6, benefits from the find-
ings of the MERML framework, and builds an end-to-end Deep Metric Learning (DML)
with triplet loss for audio-visual temporal emotion recognition. In addition, it aims at
the objective of exploiting the temporal dynamics of emotion display and perception,
and also at answering the third research question: What is the role of temporal dynamics
in audio-visual cues, in automated emotion recognition?. In the study of Chapter 6, in-
spired by the gating paradigm, we investigate how introducing multimodal cues with in-
creasing durations impacts the recognition rates of positive and negative emotions. The
procedure employs Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM)s between time windows for in-
cremental perception to mimic the gating paradigm. The proposed framework embeds
audio-visual cues overtime, taking advantage of the temporal display of emotions. It also
checks the contribution of audio, visual, and audio-visual fusion in emotion recogni-
tion. The framework showed efficiency in modeling the temporal context of multimodal
emotion recognition. Besides, within the introduced framework, algorithms to tackle the
challenges of triplet sets’ mining and the convergence of Deep Metric Learning (DML)
are proposed. The developed approach and the associated techniques, such as Multi
Window Triplet Sets Mining (MWTSM), contributed significantly to the stability and the
performance of the framework for Multimodal Emotion Recognition (MER). In addition,
the evaluations proved the benefits of the incremental perception of both audio and vi-
sual cues in the recognition rates overtime. Additionally, the temporal differences of the
recognition speed for positive and negative emotions differ, where positive emotions are
recognized faster than the negative ones.

Chapter 7 targets the research objective of attending to informative time segments
in temporal audio and video signals. It addresses the fourth research question: How can
we capture the contributions of the temporal dynamics of affect display using attention-
mechanisms?. The study of this chapter employs attention mechanisms on audio-visual
embeddings over time windows to capture their temporal properties for emotion recog-
nition. The evaluation of the proposed method, namely Multimodal Attention mecha-
nism for Temporal Emotion Recognition (MATER), highlights the importance of weigh-
ing the time windows in audio-visual cues. The presented method offers interpretabil-
ity and explainability of the attention mechanisms for temporal and multimodal fusion.
Furthermore, MATER presents extensive studies and meta-analysis findings, linking the
outputs of our proposition to research from psychology. For example, it gives more in-
sights with regards to the multimodal interaction and presentation of audio-visual cues.
It examines how the attention mechanisms helps in joint modeling of multimodal cues
and subsequently enhances their performance. Moreover, this study shows that the con-
tribution of the video modality in multimodal fusion is greater than the one of the audio
modality. Finally, it applies noise injection into the time windows embeddings, during
the evaluation or/and the training phases, to demonstrate the robustness of the method
and its ability to adapt to challenging conditions.

Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the conducted research, highlights its findings, and
points out some directions for future work in affective computing and multimodal emo-
tion recognition.
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